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The Fabrication of Fluidics or The  Search 
for Unconventional Pracclces 

by 
Lyndon  S.  Cox 

INTRODUCTION 

Over  the 15 year history of  fluidics,  various methods have been 
used for  the manufacture of  fluid amplifiers and  fluldlc circuits.    These 
have demonstrated varying  degrees of success ranging from totally Inadequate 
to highly successful,  depending on both the manufacturing method and the 
application for which the product was being used.     The purpose of  this 
paper Is to help the reader  understand the relationship between  the manu- 
facturing processes and  the successful manufacture of a product  for a 
specific use.     Some manufacturing methods   failed when us>d.   «imply because 
they were being used  to produce the wrong kind of a product,  and others 
succeeded because  the product was suited  to the process used with a given 
material and a given circuit design.    These determine the degree of suc- 
cess.     It is further necessary that unconventional practices,i.e.   the 
special  techniques that must be applied,  be learned and utilized as neces- 
sary.    One common difficulty appears  in attempting to acquire unconventional 
knowledge.     It is a human factor problem,   In that  the man or his organiza- 
tion realizes that his worth is in proportion to  the exclusivity of his 
skills.     Thus,   the skilled  technician who learns  to successfully make 
fluidics does not always reveal his mechod,  but keeps the unconventional 
practice as a trade secret.     This fact has been recognized,  and consider- 
able effort has been spent  in trying  to professionally define  the manu- 
facturing processes for application  to production rather  than exclusively 
in the manufacture of research and development models. 

Chronological exposition of  the manufacture of fluidics would 
reveal many processes competing at all times with some being discarded 
and others being added.     This would  tand  to confuse the reader;   therefore, 
this history har been broken into six basic processes each of which will 
be covered in cnronological detail and evaluated as to  the use of  the 
process. 

THE  FIRST PROCESS:     CUTTING 

As a simple examination of early fluid amplifiers will disclose,   they 
were manufactured by cutting by handsaws,   by milling machines,  by files 
and it's even said they were carved  from soap and linoleum with penknives 
and carving tools.    However,  as fluidics emerged  from the basement laboratory, 
into  the scientific community,   the need for precision to gain repeatability 
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brought  the manufacture of  fluldlcs to  the machine shon, with  the cutting 
tool being the end mill.     In  the early IQöO'a,   the depth of  fluidic channels, 
particularly power nozzles,  was  A or 5  times  the width.    This  meant  that 
side-cutting end mills  larger than  .030 in diameter were needed to provide 
the  stiffness  that was necessary to maintain dimensions and roughly perpen- 
dicular walls.     It also meant  that  the walls were, of necessity,  either 
straight or of constant  radius because universal milling machines as well 
as calculations were suited to such shapes.    Later, numerical control  and 
optical   tracers  gave greater freedom in design. 

Of course,   the machinist was trained to remove jurrs or sharp corners. 
The uncontrolled removal of sharp corners became a source of  problems  until 
recognized,  and  the removal of burrs on corners was  controlled.     If a 
passage narrower  than   .040 was  required,  it was made by machining two nieces 
and pinning them In place  to provide a passage of the  required width.     It 
also meant  that  it was  impossible  to make even research models  of very small 
amplifiers at that time.    An advance came with the unconventional practice 
of  using side cutting end mills as small  as   .00U in diameter  in  a pantograph 
or milling machine to cut even very elaborate patterns  in miniature elements. 
This ability, and the  fact  that  researchers stopped  looking at nozzles  that 
were more  than twice as  deep as  they are wide,  greatly  facilitated manufacture 
of miniature amplifiers.    Through  this experience we  learned  that  the  shape 
of  a comer affects  the  fluid  flow in an amplifier - possibly as much as 
the  location of  the walls.    Optical  tracers have given greater  freedom  to 
design for milling, but  corners must  be avoided in the artwork.     We also 
learned that machining soft metal would produce a large burr which is not 
tolerable  unless  the cover plate  can conform to it and thereby  eliminate 
leakage.     In general,  such conforming cover plates are not the  case.     The 
proct.ss of  cutting,  in parMcular through  the use of end mills,   is now 
sufficient  for manufacture of research models.     It is  too slow and expensive 
for the economical quantity production of units,  and the  tolerances which 
can be held   (dependent upon the operator)  are in the  region of   .0001  to 
.0005 inch. 

THE SECOND PROCESS:     ETCHING 

One of the  first etching processes successfully used on  fluid ampli- 
fiers was   that using a photcceramic material.     This material,  while 
relatively  thick, was  initially  transparent so  that exposure  could be 
made through the material and,  as a result,  deep channels could be readily 
formed.    Coming has been producing commercially available fluidic comoonents 
with this  process  for about 10 years.     In recent years a thinner photoceramic 
material has become available which will allow us  to have miniature fluidic 
amplifiers manufactured by  this process.    However, photoceramic  is not  use- 
ful in all  applications of fluldlcs  for in some cases  it is  too  brittle. 
In  these  cases,  manufacture from metal is much to be preferred.     The  first 
metal etching of  fluidic amplifiers  that  the author is  aware of was  tried 
in a  .030  inch sheet of copper ar>J the results were so pour that pessimism 
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prevailed In  the Government.     Coroerclal vendors developed processes to 
provide metal-etched units, but  the cost of purchasing these was often 
prohibitive.     Etching In a photonolymer was also tried and It was found 
that nozzle widths  less than   .015 Inch could not be  reliably produced,  and 
even  In larger widths  there was poor  control  of the wall geometry,  channels 
being  typically trapezoidal  In cross-section. 

Ultimately,  after Air Force contracts with General Electric   (1)* and 
Bendlx   (2)   (5), ktry Contracts with McDonnell-Douglas   (3) and Orlando 
Fluldlcs  (A),  and in house experiments at Plcatlnny Arsenal and the Mlsclle 
Command at Redstone Arsenal,   It was established that etching could be 
successfully  done In thin metal foils  typically between  .002 and  .005  Inch 
thick with tolerances being held to at best  1/10 of the thickness of  the 
foil.     Through  the examination of foils etched by the several  contractors. 
It became apparent  that It was  also  Important  that  the etching  fluid should 
attack  the grains rather than attacking the  grain boundaries   (thereby  allow- 
ing  the grains to fall out of  the polycrystalline structure).     Such inter- 
granular attack tends  to continue after the etching process  is nominally 
completed,  thereby producing continuing changes in performance.     Surprisingly, 
dip etching has produced results every bit as  good and oossibly  superior to 
those produced by spray etching.    The  lack of a machining burr protruding 
above  the surface of  the foil means  that sealing is much more  readily  accom- 
plished by clamping and diffusion bonding.    This  fact,  together with  the 
ease of making parts with unusual curvature,  accounts  in large measure  for 
the popularity of the metal etch nrocess.    Etching now allows manufacture 
of the  smallext size amplifiers  in corrosion resistant materials and, with 
diffusion bonding, virtually eliminates  leakage problems.     It  is  the nrocess 
used  in commercial manufacture of most Jet deflection amplifiers.    It  la 
capable of holding tolerances of   .0002  to   .0005 inch. 

It should be noted that a highly successful method of manufacturing 
pantograph templates  for cutting fluidic amplifiers came  from one of  the 
least  successful etching processes.     This is  the etching of a nhotopolymer 
having  the brand name Templex,  and often erroneously called Dycril. 

THE THIRD PROCESS:     CASTING 

Among the first casting techniques employed for fluidics was the  use 
of silicons  rubber to provide a mold in which epoxy was cast  to make  the 
fluid amplifier.    This was  far superior in cost to machining because  about 
a dozen epoxy amplifiers could be made from one sillcone rubber mold before 
the catalyst  in the epoxy distorted or cracked the sillcone rubber.    The 
success with  the casting of epoxy led  to the manufacture of metal dies   for 
injection molding with several  polymers.    The relatively low  cost of  Injection 
molded amplifiers meant that  they could be discarded upon malfunction In 
dirty  operating environments and that  they were applicable to  large quantity 

«Numbers in parentheses refer  to items  in the annotated bibliography. 
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use.    However,   the bulkiness of  the plastic amplifiers militated against 
complex circuits using them.     Further,   the variation In wall  thickness 
that  Is  typical of fluid amplifiers produced uneven shrinkage,   leaving 
residual  stresses which caused warpage of the plastic even after It was 
out of the mold  for an extended period of time.    This,  and  residual  stresses 
from solvent welding or clamping of cover plates, sometimes  led to cold 
flow of material - hence,  long  term changes In amplifier performance. 
Considerable effort was expended on finding an adhesive that  could reliably 
hold plastic units together.     One ci  the more  successful efforts was  that 
of  Timothy Kllduff and Eleanor  Horsey of HDL.   (6) 

Plastic Is used  today for molded amplifiers primarily  In the impact 
modulator and  turbulance amplifier units  in which the configuration Is  less 
likely to cause warpage and soft  gaskets  can be used  to accommodate that 
which occurs. 

The casting of fluid amplifiers  In metal  has been done by Moore 
Products  in their flowmeters and  in their diverter valves.     These typi- 
cally have a nozzle one-quarter  Inch,  or larger,  and in this application 
they have been quite successful.     Frankford Arsenal has investment cast 
some fluid amplifiers for HDL,  but the Investment casting process is not 
adequate  to provide repeatable  amplifiers in nozzle sizes of  20 mils and 
below.     Interestingly enough,   some very large flow dlverters have been cast 
in concrete,  and  this apparently  is satisfactory for very large sizes handl- 
ing such  things  as sewage flow       Depending upon  the casting process, 
tolerances of possibly  less tl     i   .001 Inch can be maintained  Immediately 
after molding.     However,   this degree of  dimensional control  cannot be 
maintained with mold erosion,  shrinkage variations of different lots of 
material,  and polymers exhibiting cold  flow. 

One novel approach,  pioneered by Hellbaum,  Philips,  and Page of 
NASA Langley, was  to cast a polymer around a wax pattern of  the flow 
channels,  and then remove the wax.    This has been used to successfully 
manufacture amplifiers with nozzles of   .040 inch. 

THE FOURTH PROCESS:     ELECTR0FORMING 

The Electroforming process,  essentially heavy electroplating, has 
been used to manufacture numerous articles.    It  is normally done by 
electro-depositing metal on either a strippabla or leachable pattern.     For 
fluldics this requires  that flow paths not be small or blind,   because  the 
leaching of the pattern cannot be assured in small places or  in places 
where throughflow of the leiching fluid does not occur.    Patterns which 
melt or evaporate are therefore more desirable.     In this category one 
immediately thinks of the low shrinkage fusible alloys as materials to 
cast  flow paths.     However,   these are not well-suited  to electrodeposition 
because  they have an adverse chemical effect on  the plating bath and are 
hard to maintain free of oxide.     The coating of wax patterns with graphite, 
electroless copper or electroless nickel was considered  for a  time.    However, 
Honeywell,   Inc.,  has now developed a low shrinkage conductive wax on which 
nickel can be electrodeposited.     This process seems to be working quite well 
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In making acceptable circuits for helicopter stabilization.     It  is  suited 
to  relatively simple circuits which fit either a single plane configuration, 
or one  in which all of the circuit components are in planes  that are on 
sides of a manifold block.     However,  the process is unsuitable for circuits 
that  require a large number of amplifiers which must be stacked for 
compactness.     It  is claimed that   this process can maintain  tolerances of 
.0^01 inch. 

THE FIFTH PROCESS:     FORMING 

Conventional practice would  tell us  that simple shapes and  large 
tolerances   (on items such as bolt heads)  are suitable for  fornlng processes 
such as cold heading.    Complex shapes,  having shallow open ai   as,   are 
suitable  for coining, but  complex channel shapes with depi:h as great or 
greater than width are not suitable for cold forming. 

Unconventional practice resvlted when we started saying,  "Perhans 
if we  refine a preform...".    It was shown by Jack Dunn and John Burke at 
KDL that an investment-cast, aluminum oreform could be refined by a coining 
process  to produce  repeatable fluid amollflers.    As previously  implied, 
the amplifiers were not repeatable prior  to  this refinement.    They also 
found  that  if a thick blank was  used and a nunch was  imposed on  the  far side 
of  the blank,  the metal would flow around and conform to the punch havinK 
the   flow channel configuration.     Reproducibility of  this was excellent. 
Thirty out of thirty were produced within   .0001 inch of each other  in noz- 
zle width and with extrcmelv consistent fluldlc performance.    As a production 
tool,   it  requires only that  the   tooling be polished into the right  shape  to 
provide channels giving the desired  fluldlc performance before production 
of  repeatable fluid amplifiers  can be accomplished. 

THE LATEST PROCESS:     STAMPING 

Conventional practice  tells  us  that any punch and die having  long, 
narrow sections will deflect at  some time during its operation,  and  the die 
set  damaged on the next stroke.     Further,   there will be a burr that will 
rise above  the surface of  the sheet from r.etal flow in the  clearance between 
the punch and the  die.    As previously stated,  this burr will cause  leakage 
problems.    The unconventional practice came when someone said,  "Don't  let 
the punch enter the die, make the die with  zero clearance, have punches sup- 
ported within dies on both sides of  the sheet of material  and have  the  face 
of  the punch stroke  to flush with  the  top of the opposite die."    This is 
done  in the United  States by a firm known as Connecticut  Fine Blanking.     HDL 
has  received parts  that have been manufactured by  fine blanking dies,  and 
presently a die is being produced  to manufacture the  laminar proportional 
amplifier.    This proems will be evaluated during  197A and,  if found satisfactory, 
it will give us a possibility of  economically manufacturing  fluid  amplifiers 
in  large quantities.    One significant advantage over etching is  the  use of 
thicker sheets in order to avoid stacking several  thin foils to make one 
amplifier;  a tolerance of   .0002   Inch has been quoted. 

.. 



THE PRUBLEM AREA:     QUALITY ASSURANCE 

The current cost  of  fluid amplifiers  is  considerably  In excess of 
the  $1   to $1Ü  unit cost of operating a low volume production process.    This 
cost  is   largely   the result of expensive quality control and quality assurance 
techniques.    The  dimensional and  functional  inspection of fluidic   amplifiers 
has been,   and still is,   a major  cost  barrier  for  the  technology  and must 
be reduced to  gain wider application.     Several  methods have been  proposed. 
One  technique  is a test  pattern   in which  lines  are progressively  etched out 
by  undercutting  of  the  photoresist.     The final  dimension is  the  photoresist 
channel width plus undercuts.     Therefore,   the dimensional control  of the 
finished  product   is accomplished  through observing etch-out  of a  test pat- 
tern.     Lacking success   in this endeavor,  the manufacture by  forming and 
stamping must  be  emphasized because  they are highly  repeatable  processes 
requiring  that  only a small percentage of output  be  inspected. 

SUMMARY 

Succinctly  stated,   fabrication of fluidics has progressed  from model 
making  to production.     There are presently six basic  processes.     Milling 
can provide almost any shape we wish  to investigate;  however,   it   is not 
suitable  for manufacture of amplifiers  in large numbers.    Etching  is suitable 
for  the manufacture of moderately  large numbers of laminae with   tolerances 
of   .0003 inch.     Casting requires  larger tolerances, often over  .005  inch; 
however  it is quite suited to very large amplifiers because it is much more 
economical in material and manufacturing costs.     Electroforming has Leen 
demonstrated  to  be highly  repeatable  and  suitatxe  for at  least  limited 
production.    Forming is  a potential production process which has  been shown 
feasible  for close  tolerance   (.0001   inch)  in which electroforming   is now 
used;  however it   still  remains  to be proven economical.     Stamping has a 
potential  that  is  still  to be measured,  but which may allow us to economically 
produce quantities  In the millions with tolerances of  .0002 inch. 

As  previously stated,   the process must be selected with care  in terms 
of  the materials   that are  to be  used,   and the accuracy whicn is  required. 
Further,   the unconventional practice must be applied if successful  manufacture 
is to be  the result.    Fluidics are now available by etching in such metals 
aj stainless steel, beryllium copper,  aluminum and titanium.    They are 
available  in ceramics of  the Corning variety.     They are available by molding 
in polyvlnyl chloride and in polysulfon«.    Amplifiers can be  found  cast in 
iron,  steel and concrete.     Electroforming is currently done only  in nickel. 
Additional materials may become available as  the processes of forming and 
stamping are developed.     Existing processes In 197A allow for the manufacture 
of  fluid amplifiers at costs of  from $1 to $10 per amplifier.     The difference 
between this and  the purchase price is largely the cost of quality assurance. 
The i'lturc  of fluidics  is  to a large extent in  the hands of  the manufacturing 
processes,  with  the emphasis now shifted to quality assurance.     Economical 
quality assurance  methods are now being    nvestigated to further reduce the 
cost of manufacturing fluid amplifiers. 



ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

1. Air  Force Contract No.  F33615-68-C-l700 with General Electric Specialty 
Fluids Operation was  to perform pilot  line production with unskilled person- 
nel on  fluidic systems made  for Jet engine service,   (1200° F in air),  missile 
service   (600° F in air)  and measurement of temperature  to 3000° F.     A wide 
variety of materials and processes were surveyed.    Materials selected were 
stainless  steel,  aluminum,  and silicon nitride.    Assembly of silicon nitride 
was  deemed  impossible and dropped.     No  bonding of aluminum was done.     Stainless 
steel bonding was achieved. 

2. Air Force Contract No.  F33615-71-C-i347 with Bendly was to photoetch and 
diffusion bond    miniature  fluid amplifiers  into circui1'J in aluminum.     This 
work  is  directly applicable if the snecified process can be verified to be 
both satisfactory and repeatable  in  a pilot  line.    This verification  is  part 
of  the present effort. 

3. Army  Contract  No.   DAAA21-73-C-0517 with  McDonnel-Douglas Astronautics, 
Titusville,   Florida, was  for optimization of the process  for etching  -Itanium 
foils  to  produce  fluidic amplifiers. 

4. Army Contract No.   DAAA21-73-C-0021 with Orlando Fluidics, Orlando, 
Florida,   evaluated metal  etch by several processes  including  their own. 

5. Army Contract No.   DAAA21-74-C-0316 with  Bendix to  photoetch miniature 
fluid amplifiers  under production conditions   for subsequent bonding  to   form 
circuits. 

6.     Kilduff,  Timothy  J. 
Horsey,   Eleanor F. 
(USA)   Dept.   of  the  Army,   Harry Diamond  Laboratories 
Bonding of  Fluid Amplifier  Systems with A Dry- Film Adhesive 

Fluidics  Quarterly,   Vol.   2,  No.   1,   1970 
This  report dtscribes an  improved system for bonding and sealing fluid 
amplifiers.     The principal  feature of  the new system is  an experimental 
äry-film adhesive, which  consists of   a plastic support  film 0.001  inch 
thick  coated with a non-tacky epoxy   resin  adhesive about 0.002  inch  thick. 
This   film  is die-cut  to shape  and cured  in place between  the amplifier 
halves.     A secondary  feature  is an adhesive  gasket of  a commercial  foamable 
epoxy  resin designed  to seal   the  connector  tubes  in place.     Bonding and 
sealing  are done  simultaneously, which  also  represents  an advance  in  the 
state of   the art.    Compared with older bonding procedures which gave about 
forty per  cent  rejects,   the new method is less expensive and gave only six 
per cent   rejects. 
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IHTRODUCTIOH 

Pluidic devices, now being put to different 
applications,  have no moving part which Is an importa- 
nt  advantage in building reliable systems. 

The development of the technology depends very 
much upon the fabrication technique that will be adop- 
ted in the production of the components,    Pluidic 
systems,  in general are used for sophisticated applica- 
tions where the requirements are rather ezactirg«    This 
necessitates a high advancement in technology, which in 
turn will enable fluidic systems to cover more areas of 
applications.    The components used are generally very 
small in size and minor changes in the vital dimensions 
can change their performance characteristics considerably. 

There are many methods of fabrication that are 
generally used for making fluidic components,    RauchQ)* 
gives a very brief outline of many of the processes, ~ 
Humphrey and Tarumoto   (2) have discussed the manufacture 
of fluidic components in general, with greater details. 
Lundstrom (3) has discussed the relative merits and 
demerits of some of the methods of fabrication*    A suit- 
able process had to be    selected from these and the 
technology of the chosen process had to be developed, 

3HOICE 01 A yAIRICATION PROCESS 

An ideal process for making fluidic components 
should yield a product that meets the standards and 
spe cifications laid down for any fluidic systsm.    It may 
be further noted that the high cost of the fluidic 
devices has been a barrier to its wideepread application. 
In this connection, the desirability of developing a 
manufacturing technique for producing components at a 
low cost is evident.    As the   fluidic components are put 
to a wide variety of applications,  an ideal process for 
all  the cases may not be practicable. 

* Vote:    underlined figures in brackets show references 
at the end. 
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The environmental conditions,  and the stresses 
which these components have to withstand while operat- 
ing,  mainly decide the choice of the material.      The 
universal  properties required by these materials are 
dimensional stability, precision formability and 
sealability.    The fluid dynamic phenomena utilised in 
the  fluidic elements are very much sensitive to the 
slightest  changes in channel shapes.    For the minia - 
turisation of the components,  the ability of the mater- 
ial to conform to the critical tolerance    specifications 
also is to be considered.    The sealing capability of 
the material is equally important,  as leaks,if present 
will seriously arfect the performance in an adverse 
manner.    Moreover, in a circuit plane having several 
components, it is very difficult to locate leaks and 
they will affect the performance of the whole assembly. 

Specific applications of the components may 
demand aaditional environment  tolerance capability. 
They include chemical, thermal and moisture resistance. 
Certain other secondary requirements include    colour- 
ability (where colours are used to identify different 
parts or merely for aesthetic reasons),  surface finish, 
and  opacity or transparency. 

•   For the fabrication of logic components (which 
operate at  low pressures aafl might  be needed in large 
numbers),  the process should lend itself to the complex 
shapes and reproducibility within close limits of 
tolerance.    The method selected should be capable of 
allowing for the miniaturisation of the components and 
integrated circuit?.    Further,  it will always be an 
advantage if the laboratory fabrication method developed, 
can easily be transformed into an industrial manufactur- 
ing method«    Over and above all these considerations, 
the investment  cost involved will be an Important  factor 
in the  selection of a fabrication process. 

This broad range of requirements has led to the 
investigation of a number of fabrication techniques 
using several materials. 

The process should be suitable for low as well as 
medium rate of production as our requirement will not be 
very large. 
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Materials that are more suitable for making 
fluldlc elements may be broadly classified Into cera- 
mics,  metals and plastics. 

Ceramics are generally inorganic, non-metallic, 
materials which require exposure to high temperature 
during the manufacturing process.    The three classes 
of ceramics include; glasses containing an oxide base 
which frequently is silica oxide,  glass-ceramics, and 
ceramics such as carbides, nitrides and suicides which 
contain no glass.    Ceramics are dimensionally more 
stable than both plastics and metals, and are resist- 
ant to high temperature, moisture and most of the che- 
ricals.    The major disadyantage is that they are brittle 
and hence require protection* 

Metals have excellent mechanical,  very good 
thermal and good chemical properties.    When compared 
with ceramics and pi »des, metals are stronger    and 
heavier.    They lie between ceramics and plastics when 
considering processalility, elasticity, ductility, 
thermal expansion, hardness and resistance to moisture. 
But metals in genera"  have very low resistance to 
corrosion.    They are generally suitable for high stress 
fluidic    system applications where severe environmental 
conditions may be encountered«    Most commonly used 
metals are alloy steels, aluminium alloys, copper 
alloys, nickel and nickel alloys« 

Plasticsinclude a large group of highly polymeric 
synthetic and organic compounds. In comparison with 
metals and ceramics, plastics are lighter and cheaper. 
They can be easily processed. Generally, they are not 
used for high stress applicationn and in high tempera- 
ture environments. Many of the plastics have chemical 
and water absorption resistance. 

Among the thermosetting plastics, epoxies have 
been found to be very much suited for easting fluidic 
components for logic circuits.    The epoxies have high 
dimensional stability and moisture resistance. 

12 
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Once the material selection is made, the choice of the 
method of fabrication is automatically narrowed town» 

A comparison of different manufacturing methods 
for fluidic components hat' been made by Rauch Q)  and 
Lundstrom (JJ),    The tables giv^n by them provlde~guide- 
lines to evaluate the suitability of the various proce- 
sses to meet our requirement.    According to Rauch, 
photosensitive plastics and epozy casting are the best 
two methods.    But certain limitations follow the adopt- 
ion    of photosensitive plastic technique.    Investment 
cost  for equipment  and special photopolymere required 
are high.    Also,  they are not available indigenously. 
The  aspect ratio obtainable    by this method Is limited 
to 3, which again depends upon the thickness of the 
available photo-polymer sheets.    The photopolymere are 
sensitive to moisture and some chemicals, and for 
operation, their maximum temperature In limited to 
200#P. 

Tie compariedn    made by Lundstrom gives a differ^ 
ent picture when considering the smallest channel width, 
surface finish.  Investment cost etc*    It can be seen 
that the epozy resin casting method Is far better than 
the photosensitive p   -Stic.    Engraving and epozy casting 
are the only methods which do not demand a high Invest- 
ment cost and In the method adopted by the authors, 
these two are combined as can be seen later.    The simpli- 
city of the method and the low investment cost required 
have  been the main deciding factors In selecting the 
epozy resin cssting method. 

1P0IT RESIH CASTING METHOD 

The method of epozy casting had earlier been used 
by Marsh and Hobbs (4), Brown (5)  and also by Hellbaum, 
Phillips and ^age (6; with variation in the actual 
procedure involved." 

Marsh and Hobbs had used silicons rubber moulds 
made from an adjustable master unit.    Different amplifier 
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plates were  cast in epoxy resins using the rubber 
■sulds.    The net hod was used for the development ef 
fluldic  components.    Each component plate was 
tested using a single Interchangable coyer plate. 
Or,  In otherwords, they did not  attempt the'casting 
of an Integral top cover. 

Brown made use of 'Dycril*  plastic to make 
masters using photoetchlng technique.    A silicons 
rubber negative was made from the   'Dycril'  master 
and this negative was used for casting the amplifier 
plates.    Later,  a top cover was cast on the amplifier 
plate using epoxy resin. 

Hellbaum, Phillips and Bags also start the 
technique with the phot    etching of 'Dycril'.    A 
negative of the circuit is etched on  the   Tycrll' 
plate.    Water soluble wax Is Injected a- a temper- 
ature of 63.5* C and under a pressure of approxl- 
mately 300 psl  on the negative kept  In vacuum 
(1  mm of Hg absolute)  to get the soluble wax laminate. 
Molten pattern wax Is again Injected under pressure 
(pressure of 100 to 300 psl and temp 63*3  to 62,2*0) 
on to the soluble wax laminate kept In vacuum (1mm 
of Hg).    This insults In a composltr   laminate 
consisting of pattern wax core In tie    chann^xs 
embedded Is soluble wax.    The water soluble wax Is 
then washed away In hydrochloric add solution 
resulting In the pattern wax core.    Epoxy resin Is 
poured around the core and Is cured In place.    The 
pattern wax core Is melted away and the component 
Is  cleaned In kerosene  at  100*C. 

The last two references mentioned above use the 
method of photo etching of 'Dycril*  as the  first 
stage.    The technique of photo etching Is quite com- 
plicated and has many limitations (2,jj)  regarding 
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smalleat  channel  size,   aspect  ratio,  dimensional 
stability etc.    The procedure followed by Hellbaum 
la more complex than that river by Brown  for 
caatinc the   final unit  from the master. 

In many cases, the details given by the authors 
are too little to be of any practical use to the user. 
In view of the procedure adopted by others, it was 
felt desirable to have a simpler method of epoxy 
casting for making integral units using a permanent 
engraved metal master instead of the photo-etched 
ones. 

Prom the various  combinations of resins and 
hardeners available commercially, a two component 
casting system,  consisting of Araldite D(CT 230)  and 
Hardener HY 951  which has definite advantages,  was 
selected. 

The curing of the component after casting need 
not  be under pressure or at elevated temperatures« 
The shrinkage of the resin airing curing is negligibly 
small.    Further,  it is not  necessary to heat either 
the resiii or the hardener for making the resin mix. 

* master component is used for making a 
negative die which in turn is later used for cast- 
ing the positive (component plates)  by pouring the 
resin mix into it. 

The master (Fig.1)  is made by engraving the 
component silhouette    in an aluminium alloy plate 
using a precision pantograph engraving machine in 
the conventional way.    The template for engraving 
is 6 to 8 times the original sice and is made of 
thin perspex sheet of approximately 3 mm thickness. 
It  is inspected using a profile projector before it 
is used as a template  for engraving the amplifier. 

15 
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Any coiiTcnt tonal «aterial like metals* p last ice, 
wood, etc. can be used for ■aklng the aould box. Acry- 
lic perepex la found to be «ell euited. The inside of 
the aould box la given a «light taper to facilitate 
the easy remoTal of the caotings, 

▲ aoul^ release agent is applied on the mould 
surface as weJl aa on the naater to prevent the resin 
mix from adhering to the surfaces while setting. There 
are many aould releaae agents coamercially available 
(which are generally silicons fluids of special formu- 
lae) and Boat of thaw are quite good for the purpose. 
Assembled mould ready for casting the negative die Is 
shown In Flg.£. 

Resin and the hardener are mixed in the correct 
ratio (10:1 by weight) for preparing the resin mix.Care 
should be taken to remove all the air bubbles that are 
trapped in the resin while mixing. All the air bubbles 
should be removed before the resin starts aettlng. The 
pot life of the resin hardener mix la 1 to 1$ hours at 
20*C. The polymerisation reaction that takes place Is 
exothermic in nature. Fillers If added (eg. talc»graph- 
ite, chalk flour etc.) will reduce the heat developed 
during the curing process and will also reduce the shri- 
nkage. Pigments may be added to the resin to get any 
desired colour. 

The resin mix prepared as msntloned above is poured 
along the sides of the mould la a thin stream (Fig.;) to 
avoid trapping of air bubbles. A vacuum chamber may be 
used to facilitate the removal of air bubbles. 

The resin mix in the mould will set at room temper- 
ature within 24 hours. However, the curing time can be 
reduced very much (to the order of 5-10 minutes) if the 
caatiags are cured at higher temperatures ( a maximum up 
to 130*C) t prolonged curing time or higher curing temp- 
erature givea slightly better thexaal stability. The 
negative die is taker out of the mould after curing 
(Pig. 4). 

The casting procedure for the negative die and the 
component plate are identical except la that the assem- 
bled moulds are different. Sie aould aeseabled with 
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negatiTe d4« (Jig.5) la used for casting the coaponent 
plata «a ^hown In Fig.6. Figure 7 ahova the coaponent 
plata caat In epoxy realn. \ 

\ 

\ Sie coaponent (a biatabÄe amplifier) caat aa dea- 
crlbed aboTe la to he fitted with a top corer. This 
top corer, called the corer plate carries the tube fit- 
tings at the aupply, control and output porta. Reliable 

\    working of fluldlo cowponenta can be ensured only by 
\ providing perfect sealing all along the periphery of the 
\ coaponent silhouette. Inter channel leakage will alter 
\  the flow condltlona and will adTereely affect the perfor- 
■ance of the coaponent. Leakage of fluid froa the coapon- 
ante la accoapanled by undesirable power loaa and probable 
■alfunctlonlng of the system. In a circuit plane baring 
aereral coaponents, it la difficult to locate any leakage 
which aay cause unpredictable and undesirable Interaction 
of the oowponenta. 

CHOICI OF ME SEALIBG METHOD 

An ideal asthod of fixing the corer plate on to the 
coaponent plate would be to use an adhesire, aa diacuaaed 
by Brown (£). But, a serious problea will follow if the 
adheslra la applied directly on the coaponent plate of 
the eleaent aa the adheslre haa a tendency to equeece in- 
to the power and control noaslea and other channels and 
alter their geoastry, if not reault in partial blockage. 
Eren the thinnest layer that can be applied (which requi- 
res a Tery high surface finish and flatness of the two 
parta to be aated) exhlblta a tendency to squeeze into 
the channels. 

The authors hare tried the asthod cf fixing cower 
plate using aerewa. The aethod aay not enaure perfect 
eealing aa it will not prowide unifora pressure on the 
cower plate (heeauae the nuaber and location a of the acreaa 
are liaited by the aaall alee of the logic coaponenta). 
Using a gaaket in between the platea will enaure the eeal- 
ing at the expenee of alight alteration in the channel ahap- 
ea. aa theae gaaketa (which are generally elaetoaera) will 
partly be preeaed into the channels aa the aerewa are tight- 
ened and alter their geoaetry. Gaaketa obstruct Tiaibility 
and henoc prewent wlaual Inspection of the channels of 
transparent coaponente after aaaeably. Using an adheaiwe 
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coated flla to fix the corer plate has been euggeeted 
by Kllduff and Horsey (2) *a a eolutloa to the eeallng 
problea. This method use« a thin supporting flla with 
an adheelTe coating on both the sidea. This flla la 
kept in between the corer and coaponent plate« and ii 
cured in place to make a perfect bond. At rooa teapera- 
ture, the flla should be nontacky and inactiTe.l suita- 
ble bonding flla is not readily arailable in the aarket 
and its derelopment needs separate attention and hence 
was not atteapted. 

In the aethod adopted by the authors, the channels 
of the conponents are filled with paraffin wax and then 
the top cover is cast. The wax is latsr reaored fro» the 
channels after the corer plate is cast, aad the cjapon- 
ent is ready for use. 

0A8II1G THE COTOt PLATE 

Bile aethod when adopted for epoxy eaet fluldic 
coaponents will result in a hoaogeneous Integrated coapo- 
nent with cover plate peraanently bonded to the coapoaent 
plate. Sie sealing capacity of the joint is Halted only 
by the strength of the resin. The saas resin aix aad 
aould ussd for casting the coaponent plate are used for 
casting the corer plate also. 

Ones the coaponent plate ie ready (flg.7) »its surf- 
ace is finished saooth and flat. Holss are drilled for 
fixing the tube fittings at ths supply,control aad output 
ports. 

Those holes will provide outlsts for ths aoltsn wax, 
when it is to be reaored froa the channels after casting 
the top ccrer. The coaponent plate is cleaned thoroughly 
aad ie reaay for pouring the wsx. 

Paraffin wax ussd for filling the channels aust bs 
▼ery pure, without any dirt or other contaainants. It 
Is heated to a teaperature of 10 to 124C abore its 
as 1 ting point before pouring. Refined wsx. hsTlug higher 
setting point in the range 60 to 62*C has been found 
suitable for filling ths channels. Utaost ears should bs 
taken when the wax ie poured orer the coaponent plate, 
the aodification of aolten wax should bs slow saft unifoia 
to obtain a saooth surface after finishing it flat. 
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Sufficient thickness is built up on the top surface of 
the component to ensure that the channels will be filled 
up eren after the top surface is finished flat. 

The wax, after complete solidification, is finish- 
ed flat on the surface with a straight edge. The VHT 
present on the surface, should be remored Tery carefully 
using a clean soft cloth dipped in a suitable eol-ent. 
Care should be taken to see that wax filled in the chann- 
els is not dlsolTed away. 

SOITEHT FOR PARAFFIH WAI 

A number of organic solTents were tested for select- 
ing a suitable solTent for dissolring paraffin wax; TIB. 

1) Acetone     (2) 

4) Chloroform  (5) 

Benzene (3) Carbon tetra 
Chloride■ 

Trichloro ethylene * (6) Xylene. 

From experience the authors hare found Xylene to be 
the most satisfactory one, among the six »<. Tents tested. 
It is a cleer, colourless liquid with less Tolatillty. 
Solubility of paraffin wax In Xylene Is Terj high, and It 
can be increased by warming Xylene slightly 'n an OTen. 
Once the top surface is finished flat as described earlier, 
the component plate is ready for casting the coTer plate, 
"are should be taken to see that the surface surrounding 
the channels (component silhouette) is completely free of 
wax. Rie resin mix Is poured into the mould to m*Ve a 
coTer plate. 

During curing a lot of heat is deTeloped and utmost 
care is to be taken to see that the temperature does not 
rise enough (    40oC)to melt the wax. This can be done 
by keeping It partly Immersed in cold water. 

Demoulding Is done after a curing period of kf4 hours 
at ambient temperature. Pefore heating the component for 
meltivg away the wax, all the drilled holes on the compone- 
nt pltte (at the supply, control and output ports) are 
cleared to pro-ride way for melting wax to come out. 

The component is heated in an OTen to a temperature of 
approximately 70rC to remoTe tiki wax from the channels* 
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Molten wax will COB« out through th« connecting port«. Thl» 
proooas alone will not reacre all th« wax froa the chamela. 
The thin layer of wax left In the ohaanela can finally be 
reaoTed by cleaning the coaponente In Zylene ualng an ultr- 
aeonlo cleaner for 2 or 3 alnutee. After renorlng the wax 
froa the channele, tube fittings are prorlded at the conn- 
ecting ports to sake the coaponent reedy for tee ting. Bie ta- 
ble «ipllflere with cast cower plate are shown in Fig .8* 

C01CLÜSI0I 

The epoxy casting aethod, aa aentioned earlier has 
bsen used by others for casting fluidic coaponente aalnly 
for the deTelopaent purposes. Harsh end Hobbs (£) used an 
Interchangable cower plate, and casting a cower plate 
Integral with the coaponent plate was not stteapted.Brown 
aa wall as Hellbaua,Phillips and Page bawe oaed 'Dycrll' 
for aaking the aaeter. The llaitatione of ualng thla photo 
etching technique has been listed by Brown hlaeelf i^i .It 
has been aentloned that the laportant diaenelone are consl- 
etently larger and under cutting la 'general'• Äe aaalleet 
ohaanel diaension alee cannot be leas ttna 0.5 aa (C,02 la) 
and the channel length ahould be kept a alnlaua. Ala alght 
create probleaa In alnlaturlaatlen and channel design of 
integrated circuits. The author alao aentloae about the 
"chip1 a prow" effect that can occur at Aarp edgea Ilka 
eplitters etc. due to the under cutting (3 to 4*) Inwolrsd« 
•Dycrll' cannot be used aa a peraanent aaeter due to Ita 
water abaorptlon propertiee. It alee baa the llaltatloa la 
the aaxiaua walua of aapect ra.lo obtainable with the photo 
«tehlng technique. Ae aentloned earlier, the procedure adop- 
ted by Hellbaua, Phillips and Page la acre laborious with 
the ln>etloa of aolten soluble wax aa well aa pattern wax 
ander waewa at high pressure(upto 500 pal). 

Considering theee polnte aal alao the fact that 'Dycrll' 
la act awallable Indlgenoualy, altematlweft for aaking aaatera 
were aought and the authora found the engrarlai of the aaeter 
aa a proalalng alteraatlTe. fhe aethod of paatograph allllag 
glwea a aaeter with diaenslonal stability and good accuracy. 
Channels with a width of 0,5 aa haws been aachlaed on alual- 
alaa alloy platea without aueh probleas. Thla aaeter can be 
uaad for alaost aa unllalted nuaber of caetinge. 

The engraTod aaeter doee act necessarily require 
eaetlag of flexible rubber negatlwoe ae used by Brown,einee 
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thcrt la no under cutting in the atater like the etched 
onea* 

Caailnf of the eorar plate orer the coaqponent plate 
la eeaentlally the aaae In principle though the actual 
procedure adopted night Tary. The advantage of the proced- 
ure adopted by the authora la that the inreetnent ooat 
inrolTed la negligible and the whole procedure 1 a laaa 
conplex and ean be beat adopted for WtD work In the field. 
The anpllflara eaat In epoxy raaln ualng the aethed dawalo- 
pad are being uaad In varloua circuit appllrationa. With 
proper atandardlaatlon mA  a certain anount of aeohanlaat- 
ion, the nethod aeena to be highly pronlalng for aaaa 
production aa well» 
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Fig. 1.    Mister Componant in Aluminium Alloy 

Flg. 2.    Mould assembled tor casting 

the negative die 
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Flg. 3.    Pouring ih» retin over the master for 
catting the negative die 

Fig  4.    Negative die 
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Fig. 5.    Mould ready for casting 
the component plit« 

Fig. 6.    Pouring th» tesin to cast 

the component plate 
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Fig. 7.    Fkiidk compomm plate 
cMt in «pony rtiin 

Fig   8.    Fluidic componcnlt 
with can covar plate 
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DR.   R. E. BOWLES    ENOIN NO CONSULTANT 

FLUIDIC PRODUCTS FOR THE INDIVIDUAL 

tO PROriMIONAL KNaiNCt n 
»   !■■■   ■* • - *m'M~**,*m •,••** -        . ., •   ■•• 

aiOB ^ONDRA COURT 
SILVER SPRINO. MO. 80004 
PMONB    30ii43iioeg 

Almost everyone at this conference Is technically oriented.   Each of you Is 
Interested In how Fluldlc Devices work and how they can solve problems In the 
area of "our technology.    It Is easy to overlook the fact that each of you Is 
also an Individual person. 

Not only do you work, you also eat, sleep, get sick, get well and have fun. 
Please listen to this presentation as a person because I am going to talk about 
Fluldlc Products that ^ou, the person, can use.    I will briefly cover products 
from a number of companies.    There are other Interesting products on the way to 
market which I could not get permission to describe at this time. 

In 1962 Moore Products Co made a small plastic dlwter valve model shown In 
Fig la.   Fig lb shows the Interior flow pattern of this device but with a fixed 
divider.   This toy-demonstrator was used to Introduce their work In "Solid State 
Pneumatic and Hydraulic Devices".   The unit has a soft rubber sealing washer so 
that It can be pressed against the sink faucet to provide a water supply.    It 
demonstrates both digital and analog operation of a boundary layer or wall Inter- 
action unit.   A number of these units were given to potential customers.   They 
are still being sold by Edmond Scientific through their catalog.    Fifty Thousand 
of these toy-demonstrators have been built so far. 

In the 1963-1964 period, a California firm produced another toy-demonstrator. 
I am sorry but I do not recall the firm's name.    I would appreciate It If someone 
could Identity It for me.    This unit was a wooden model of a bistable flip-flop. 
It had a transparent cover plate and used burning Incense as a power supply and 
flow tracer combined.    The controls permitted demonstration of the bistable memory 
and switching capabilities of the wall Interaction fluoric amplifier.   As with the 
Moore Products device this toy-demonstrator provided both fun and education.    I do 
not have figures as to how many were sold. 

The first Fluldlc Product for the Individual that performed a necessary as well 
as a useful function was the Breathing Asslstor.   This device provides us with 
the opportunity to track a product through several stages of evolution. 

Starting with a bistable flip-flop and a conventional mask, Ray Warren of the 
Harry Diamond Laboratories assembled a device which helped the individual breathe. 
Further work at HDL resulted In the configuration shown In Fig 2.    Subsequently 
Bowles Fluldlcs Corp, Retec and Senko Medical of Japan developed units.    The Senko 
unit was very simple and was used during operations.   About 1000 were built and 
were supplanted by the BFC unit.   The BFC unit was developed cooperatively with 
MSA.    It Is an IPPB, Intermlttant Positive Pressure Breathing Asslstor.    In this 
therapeutic unit the patient creates a slight negative pressure to start the 
Inhalation.    The unit then drives air (mixed with medication from a nebulizer) 
Into the patients lungs until a preset positive pressure level Is reached.   At 
that point the unit switches to the exhale mode.   The downstream vent allows an 
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oxpfratlon pause at ambient pressure at the end of exhalation.    The patient must 
try to Inhale creating the slight negative pressure to start the next cycle. 
This unit shown In Fig 3 Is In use and being sold both domestically and overseas. 

The next generation of the IPPP «it MSA Is shown In Fig 4.    The fluldlc unit has 
been relocated at a greater distance from the patient.    The compressor operating 
pressure has been Increased and flow to the fluldlc unit decreased.    A bypass 
va've has been added.    Goals of the modifications were: 

1. Reduce sound level at the patient due to the compressor (low freguency) and 
the fluldlc unit (high freguency). 

2. Soften the dynamic response to conform to other IPPB units (this was a change 
for marketing and not for clinical reasons). 

3. Reduce exhalation resistance (this was a change for marketing. I.e. for 
customer appeal and not for clinical reasons). 

<.    Reduce compressor air temperature rise at the patient (this was a change 
for marketing purposes). 

5.    Improve nebulizer performance via Mgher supply air pressure. 
Note that there is no significarit change in the fluldlc control.    These are 
changes in Product System to help its marketability.    MSA sells a variety of 
Breathing Equipment.    They state that the Fluldlc IPPB has an outstanding field 
history of reliability.    Only ruined elements come back, elements which have been 
grossly abused. 

These Breathing Assistors are designed, built and sold to individuals just like 
you and me.    As a matter of fact, I was astounded several years ago when my 
Doctor prescribed one for me.    When I asked if I really needed It he stated 
that my alternative was to have a lung operation,    "eedless to say, I consider 
that the $150.00 I spent was a good Investment as it solved my medical  problem 
within three weeks In a painless and economical fashion. 

Other Fluldlc Breathirj Equipment on the market Includes Respirators by Ohio 
Medical and Monahan and large PBA units such as one from MSA.    These use 
Corning Glass Fluldlc elements or Integrated circuitry to achieve reliable 
control. 

In 1968 the Sherman Manufacturing Co introduced a Fluldlc Lawn Sprinkler.   This 
impulse type sprinkler uses a fluldlc oscillator to digitally traverse the 
desired arc.    A sliding member reverses the direction of traverse at each extreme 
position.    The oscillator discharge waters the grass.    This was the first Fluldlc 
Product to be mass produced in large quantities and is shown In Fig 5. 

Another serious product for indlvlcuals was the "Yacht Thruster" (a Fluldlc Bow 
Thruster).    This is a large diverter valve for seawater. Fig 6.    Water flow Is 
supplied by a Berkley Jet Pump.    Atmospheric air is used as a control for the 
liquid flow.    Purpose of the unit Is to permit precision turning and translation 
of Yachts and Houseboats without the need for forward motion.    This is particularly 
valuable during docking and undocking operations, traversing locks, etc.   The 
capability Is especially useful for power boats or houseboats having large sail 
area exposed to the wind.    The systems work quite well.    Problems and major cost 
items are not the Fluidics or the sea water pump or diverter valve controls. 
The problems are related to getting power from the engine to the sea water pump. 
Small  boat power plants come in many varieties.    They are almost allways Installed 
using a shoehorn with little or no room left for the auxiliary power takeoff 
equipment.    Each engine Is a special problem the first time it is encountered. 
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Two thirds of the Installations will require Engineering Design even If the engine 
Is one previously encountered.    The most profitable way to sell this Fluldlc device 
Is to sell only the Riverier Valve with controls and Its matched sea water pump. 
Such a course leaves the power take-off and hydraulic power transmission system 
In the hands of the boat builder or owner.   A boat builder can handle It with his 
in-house Engineering staff.   Most boat owners can't and would end up paying far 
more than they anticipate for these engineering services which must be amortized 
over their single boat.    The Yacht Thruster Is a luxury Item.    The disappearance 
of the houseboat market and curtailment of the power boat market due to the energy 
crisis will limit the number of Yacht Thrusters put Into service.    Sales are con- 
centrating on Boat Building Companies such as Burgher as the contact point with 
the new boat owner. 

It Is apparent that It Is easier to make a profit on large quantity Items where 
R&D costs can be distributed as a small unit price Increment.    The simpler the 
unit the better.   Many times multiple uses or applications of the fundamental 
unit can provide several products from the same R&D base.    One example Is found 
In oscillation of a flow pattern.    This Is easy to accomplish by Fluldlcs.    It 
has led to a number of Products for the Individual.    I could not get permission 
to describe all of them to you.    However, the following examples demonstrate the 
general path of such developments. 

The Power Jet shown In Fig. 7 was a flop.    It was however tha forerunner of a 
group of successful products.    The Power Jet was a simple oscillator having two 
discharge nozzles.   Flow was digitally cycled between these two nozzles and 
provided discrete slugs of water.    The Initial models performed wel1 as clean- 
ing aides and provided Impact cleaning action.    Two reference points In the 
artwork were used to establish a reference distance parallel to the y axis. 
This reference was rigidly controlled In each step from original to production 
hardware.    Unfortunately each step between the Initial model and the production 
hardware Introduced an assymetrlc distortion.   Thus all y dimensions In the 
final hardware were true but ali x dimensions were In error by a fixed percent- 
age.   The production unit flow channels were distorted from the desired shape 
and It did not do a good job of cleaning.    The Inventory was ultimately salvaged 
by sale to a European firm for use as high pressure pulsing massage nozzles In 
Sauna baths. 

The Power Jet was an educational experience.   The pulsing Jets of water felt 
good when directed against the body.   Thus the logical path was towards a massage 
shower.    As Insurance that the shower stay sold It was decided to provide the 
user with an option In his shower.    The option was achieved by an Internal valve 
which permitted the shower to be used either In the massage mode or In a spray 
mode.   The spray mode turned out to be another winner.    Wall attachment was used 
In the shower comb which formed the spray to provide Individual jets which 
stayed coherent, had an excellent Impact pattern coverage and didn't seem to 
spatter on Impact.   This AQUA-MASSAGE shower Is a successful product for the 
Individual.   Fig. 8 shows the spray mode of operation.    Figure 9 shows the 
Massage Mode capturing one slug of water as it Impacts (and splashes) while a 
second slug of water Is In flight towards but has not yet reached the target. 

Another outgrowth of the Power Jet is the AQUA-SWIRL, a hydro massage unit for 
use in the bath tub.    This unit operates fully submerged and is shown in Fig. 
10.    It was introduced at the beginning of 1974. 
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A further outgrowth of the Power Jet is a low cost clothes washer.    This unit 
is shown in Fig. 11a.    It clips on the side of any bucket as shown in Fig. lib. 
A detergent such as Wollite or Salvo is placed in the bucket with the clothes 
which are to be washed.    Water flows through the Fluidic Oscillator and agitates 
the dothes+detergent as shown in Fig lie.    Small bubbles which are introduced 
help to float the dirt (even such heavy items as metal chips) to the surface. 
Surface water overflows the bucket rim into the sink or bathtub In which the 
bucket has been placed.    After the detergent has been fully dissolved the unit 
continues to operate as a rinsing action.    The clothes do not tangle or pebble. 
Action is gentle enough for the most delicate fabrics.    Yet there is good clean- 
ing action and the rinsing is excellent with a reasonable use of water.    This 
product was introduced in the Spring of 1974. 

With the success of the AQUA-MASSAGE shower, a second type of Massage shower 
was developed.    This one, the AQUA-VIBRATOR, cycllcly issued a conical spray 
pattern and then a central concentrated stream of water.    The sensation Is 
quite different from that of the AQUA-MASSAGr    So is the effect.    If you hold 
your hand in the AQUA-VIBRATOR spray massage pattern it will change color and 
become quite red.   On removal from the spray pattern your hand will tingle. 
It appears that the local blood circulation has been Improved, both as to flow 
rate and volume of blood in the local area.    Fig.  12 shows the pulsing action 
of the conical spray pattern.    The wave front of particles approaching the 
target is nearly a step input.    Both types of showers are being tested by the 
Vererans Administration for potential therapeutic uses. 

My last example of Fluidic Products for the Individual Is also water actuated. 
The water pic is the most frequently mentioned potential  fluidic application 
in the consumer at'ea.    A number of groups are (or have been) working on the 
fluidic water pic in a variety of configurations and capabilities.    The water 
pic concept is to provide a Jet of sequential pulses directed at the teeth and 
gums.    A related product is the oral Irrigator which uses a steady jet rather 
than an interupted jet.    A new Fluidic Product for 1974 Is an oscillating oral 
Irrigator,    In this product a small fluidic oscillator is located at the dis- 
charge end of the irrigator nozzle.    Such a nozzle is shown In Fig-. 13a.    This 
causes the steady water jet to sweep back and forth as shown in Fig. 13b, a 
high speed photograph of an earlier model.    In use the oscillator discharge is 
held within an inch or so of the teeth and gums.    The Dentists appear to be 
divided roughly into two camps.    One group thinks that a pulsing jet of water 
Is God's gift to good dental hyqine.    The second group thinks that such high 
pressure pusing jets are bad for the user and cause gum separation from the 
teeth.    The latter group appear to feel that this new oscillating oral Irrigator 
Is the optimum solution offering the advantages desired without the concurrant 
disadvantages of pulsing jets.    As of the date this paper is being submitted 
the clinical tests are yet to be completed.    It Is however anticipated that this 
product will be on the market in 1974.    Fig.    3c shows the complete product as 
it looks installed in a bathroom sink. 

It Is my hope that the above will serve to acquaint you with some of the pos- 
sibilities, pitfalls and successes of this product area.    I have described a 
number of Fluidic Products which have been aimed at you as an individual.     I 
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sincerely believe that they are but forerunners of many such Fluldlc Products, 
Products which will find their way Into your everyday lives.    It should be noted 
however that except for the two demonstrator examples each of these products 
exists not because It Is Fluldlc but because It meets a need.    Each Incorporates 
our technology because FLUIDICS offers a simple and outstandingly reliable 
solution to the product need.    In each case Fluldlcs has provided a new and 
useful control dimension.    There are many opportunities for you to contribute 
Fluldlc Products for the Individual.    Why don't you give It a try? 
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FIG. 1? 
MOORE PRODUCTS DEWHfTRATOR 

FIG.  ]b 
FLOW CHANNELS OF THE MOORE PRODUCTS DEMONSTFATOR 
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FIG.  2 
HARRY DIAMOND LABORATORIES EMERGENCY RESPIRATOR 
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FIG. 3a 
BOWLES FLUIDICS CORP I.P.P.B. 

FT«. ?K 

BOWLES FLUIDICS CORP I.P.P.B. 
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FIG.  5 

SHERMAN MF. LAWN SPRINKLER 

FIG.  7 
BFC POWER JET FIG.  6 
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FIG. Ha 
BFC AQUA-WASHER 

FIG. lib BFC AQUA-WASHER WITH BUCKET 
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FIG. 13a 
BFC AQUA-IRRIGATOR N07ZI FIG.   13b 

S«FE?I*lfi ACTION OF AQUA-IRR I GATOR 

FIG.  13c 
AQUA-IRRIGATOD INSTALLATION 
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ABSTRACT 

The application of fiuidics to the solution of aero- 
space control problems began at AiResearch in 1964.  Several 
development programs have resulted in production appli- 
cations related to the major AiResearch product lines which 
include gas turbines, propulsion engines, air motors, and 
environmental control systems.  Early in these development 
programs, it was realized that the manufacture of monolithic 
flueric circuits would be necessary for aerospace use of 
this new technology.  Research and investigation of 
production processes resulted in the use of photo-chemical 
machining and assisted diffusion bonding for manufacture of 
production and development fluidic circuitryT  The use of 
these processes has lad to the successful application of 
fiuidics to aerospace products. 
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AEROSPACE FLUIDICS 
APPLICATIONS AND CIRCUIT MANUFACTURE 

T. G. SUTTON 
W. J. ANDERSON 

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

The purpose of this paper is to outline the development 
and production applications of fluidics as related to 
AiResearch aerospace product lines and to describe the manu- 
facturing process used for these applications. 

Fluidics technology as it is known today started in 
the late 1950's and was widely publicized in the early 
1960'3.     Initially, fluidics was considered as being appli- 
cable to most control systems in production at that time. 
This concept was soon shown to be untrue in the aerospace 
field as production applications did not matetialize as 
expected.  However, industrial applications flourished for 
many reasons, among which were reliability of the components, 
flexibility in control system packaging, and availability of 
components with which to make these systems. 

Aerospace requirements differ from industrial require- 
ments mainly in that each application tends to pose unique 
package and environmental conditions on the system. This has 
presented designers with a continuous problem, not only in 
how to make a part work but also how to make it fit in the 
available apace. This is further accentuated in fluidics by 
the variation of flow in small passages with temperature and 
pressure level changes, thereby causing mismatching of 
amplifiers and resistance or capacitance networks. These 
basic phenomena impose severe problems during flueric* 
circuit development unless the breadboard circuits and 
components are practically identical with those which are 
considered ready for production. 

Fluidic circuits also are akin to electronics in many 
respects and, as such, perform complex functions requiring 
large numbers of components and connecting paths. To over- 
coma these obstacles, it was necessary that a manufacturing 

* Fluerics: The area within the field of fluidics in which 
fluid components and systems perform control 
functions without the use of mechanical parts. 
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technique which would satisfy both development and 
production be found.  After considerable research into the 
manufacturing processes in use in development and production 
stages, the photo chemical milling process employed in the 
electronics industry was shown to provide a good solution to 
the unique problems of fluerics.  The process enables j-arts 
to be obtained rapidly at minimal cost for development and 
is readily adaptable to aerospace-type production.  Initial 
testing of circuits made from the laminations produced by 
the process may be accomplished by simply clamping the paits 
together; final checks may be made with the parts bonded 
together.  Although bonding was not originally considered a 
major problem, the small leakage rates acceptable within 
flueric circuits soon showed that bonding was essential for 
high reliability.  This again led to a continuation of the 
manufacturing research program and to the decision to use an 
assisted diffusion bonding process. 

APPLICATIONS 

AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona has three 
main product lines, namely:  propulsion engines, gas 
turbines, and pneumatic systems including air motors. 
Fluidics technology hau been applied to all of these product 
lines by incorporating temperature sensors, speed sensors, 
pressure sensors, and their associated computational 
circuitry into various components.  Some of these appli- 
cations are described in the material that follows. 

A.  Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) Bleed Air Load Control 

A test program to demonstrate the capabilities of 
fluidics was begun at AiResearch in 1967.  This program was 
aimed at solving some reliability problems associated with 
the bi-metal thermostat used in an APU load control system. 
This bi-metal thermostat sensed exhaust gas temperature and 
modulated a valve to control the engine bleed air load to 
limit temperature.  The replacement sensor consisted of a 
flueric temperature-sensitive oscillator, a frequency 
converter, and a gain block.  Supply pressure was obtained 
from the engine compressor plenum via a 150-micron wash 
filter and a 40-micron inline filter.  A simple pneumatic 
pressure regulator held the pressure to the flueric circuits 
at 20 ±1.5 psig over the control range.  The output of the 
fluidic gain block drove the butterfly valve actuator 
directly.  Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the control 
system and Figure 2 shows a photografh of a sensor instal- 
lation. 
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FIGURE   2 

FLUIDIC  TEMPERATURE   SENSOR  INSTALLATION 
ON   AN  AIRESEARCH   95-2   APU 

FLUIDIC  TEMPERATURE   SENSOR 
DEVELOPMENT   PROGRAM 
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Testing of the system was accomplished over a two-year 
period with the cooperation of several airlines and the Air 
Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory.  Both qround and airborne 
equipment were involved.  A total of 780 hours and 3400 
cycles of operation were accumulated on ground equipment and 
90 hours of operation on airborne equipment.  No flueric 
failures occurred although filters were plugged and two 
mechanical problem.' were encountered. 

This program showed the capability of flueric tempera- 
ture sensors while operating on gas turbine engines and 
provided a small amount of background and experience in the 
operation of fluerics in the field. 

B.  Free Turbine Overspeed Fuel Shutoff 

Free turbine engines, either for primary or secondary 
power, must meet an F.A.A. requirement that calls for 
protection against free turbine overspeed and possible wheel 
burst.  Either a containment shield must be provided for the 
turbine wheel or a secondary backup control must be used to 
prevent the overspeed condition. The AiResearch TSE2 31 
engine is a 450 shp free turbine machine. Overspeed 
protection by the use of a secondary overspeed fuel shutoff 
valve was chosen based on the tradeoff^ of size and  weight 
against containment capability.  The o'verspeed-sensing 
device was required to operate on the turbine wheel in an 
800F ambient which made fluidics the ideal candidate for the 
control. 

A block diagram of the fluidic system is shown in 
Figure 3 and a photograph is shown in Figure 4. The flueric 
control module consists of a frequency converter that uses 
a frequency input generated by a lobe on the free turbine 
hub which interrupts a nozzle and receiver as it rotates. 
The output of the converter is compared to a dual set point 
reference to enable ground checkout and normal operation. 
A final bi-stable output is achieved using amplifiers vith 
regenerative feedback. This on-off pneumatic signal drives 
a diaphragm-operated sear pin to allow closure of the 
spring-operated fuel shutoff valve located between the main 
fuel control and the combustor nozzles.  Manual override of 
the fuel shutoff valve is available in the event of 
inadvertent failure of the control. 
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FIGURE   4 
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C. Auxiliary Powr Unit Fuel Control 

Since its inception in the late 1950*8, fluidic« has 
often been considered as a solution to many of the problems 
associated with fuel controls, particularly those related 
to cost and reliability. When a small, 5 0-horsepower, low- 
cost APU was under development, fluidics was chosen for the 
fuel control system. 

The control was designed to perform the following 
functions:  (a)  provide fuel flow at a rate to prevent 
surge during acceleration, (b) limit droop of speed during 
steady-state operation, and (c) prevent engine damage by 
conditions which could cause overspeed or overtemperature. 
A block diagram of the control is shown on Figure 5 and a 
photograph of the breadboard control is shown on Figure 6. 
The flueric control block contains i.  frequency converter, 
"least wins" logic, and output amplification stages which 
provide the compressor discharge scaling and limit functions 
in addition to the overall signal scaling. 

D. Turbojet Fuel Control 

This  turbojet engine application for  fluidics is 
typical of the requirements  for low cost  and high reli- 
ability.     The engine was  designed for expendable   (single 
mission)   missile  use. 

In  addition to meeting the  cost  and  reliability 
requirements,  the complete fuel control system was klso 
constrained by the addei   feature that required installation 
of the system inside the engine.    This again presented 
unique packaging and temperature requirements.    The block 
diagram for the control,   shown by Figure  7,  indicates that 
the sensed parameters  for engine control were compressor 
discharge pressure  and shaft speed.     Compressor discharge 
pressure was scheduled to obtain light-off  flow,   and 
acceleration scheduling was  used to avoid surge problems. 
During steady-state operation at the design point,   the speed 
signal was  used to override the compressor discharge pressure 
signal and thereby reduce the  fuel  flow required for acceler- 
ation to that required to meet the steady-state speed 
requirements. 
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The compressor discharge pressure was scheduled by a 
fluerlc pressure reduction circuit and the speed signal, 
generated by a nozzle-receiver-interrupter assembly mounted 
on the fuel pump shaft, was converted to a pressure by a 
fluerlc frequency-to-analog converter. These circuits and 
the fluerlc output amplifiers are shown in Figure 8 as 
mounted on the engine. This figure also shows the location 
of the hydraulic portion of the control consisting of a 
high-speed vane pump, delta pressure head regulator, and 
the metering valve whose diaphragm actuator was modulated by 
the fluerlc circuit output. As previously mentioned, this 
installation presented problems of packaging. Installation, 
and performance under a hostile environment which few 
technologies could solve.  Ambient temperatures ranged from 
minus 65F to 500F and ambient pressures ranged from 6 psia 
to 20 psia.  Control accuracies over the range had to be 
maintained at three percent during acceleration and two 
percent under steady-state operating conditions.  Actual 
engine tests with many engines over a period of a year 
showed that the requirement for three percent accuracy was 
met by the control and that, after the first major tempera- 
ture transients had occurred, a control accuracy of one 
percent was achieved. 

E. APU Surge Control Valve 

A large number of gas turbines used for auxiliary power 
are designed with oversize compressor sections so that 
compressed air may be extracted for many uses.  The 
auxiliary power unit for the North American Rockwell B-l 
engine is such a machine.  During the start and acceleration 
sequence or under any transient condition when bleed air is 
not extracted, the backpressure on the compressor may cause 
surge. To avoid this, a scheduled amount of air must be 
bled from the compressor plenum.  AiRese»rch chose a fluidic 
controller to operate a mechanical valve to meet the 
requirements.  The controller schedules the bleed flow for 
the engine as a function of a demanded electrical signal 
received fron the main fuel control.  Figure 9 shows a block 
diagram and Figure 10 presents a photograph of the valve. 
This approach has resulted in a valve which has performed 
throughout engine tasting without malfunction or change and 
which insets all the predicted performance requirements 
under temperature, vibration, and altitude conditions. 
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ELBCTROFLÜIDIC 
TRANSDUCER 

PXUTDIC 
CONTROL 
CIRCUITS     M 

PHOTO  NO.   P-^5807-2 

FIGURE   10 

APU  SURGE  CONTROL  VALVE  ON THE 
NORTH AMERICAN   ROCKWELL  B-l  AIRCRAFT 
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F. Thrust Revefer Actuator Controls 

In  itjent years,  commercial  aircraft have turned to 
pneumatic actuators   for operation of their thrust reverser 
mechanisms.     The thrust reversers   for the General Electric 
CF-6 engine   (used on  the DC-10  and A300  airplanes)   and  the 
Rolls-Royce Olympus engine   (used on the Concorde SST 
airplane)   have  such rotary gear motor actuators.    These 
actuators are equipped with   fluidic speed controls.     In 
terms of production,   these  represent the highest quantity 
production rate  for  aerospace  fluidics with over 600  systems 
already  delivered. 

The  Concorde/Olympus system operates not only during 
thrust reversal but  also during transonic  flight to 
optimize  the exit nozzle area and during takeoff to minimize 
noise.     The gear motor actuator contains  the now  familiar 
nozzle-receiver interrupter pulse generator.    A fluoric 
frequency-to-pressure converter provides  the control signal 
to  limit  the speed of operation of the gear motor.    This 
control  is unique in  that it operates over an altitude 
range from sea  level  to over  80,000  feet. 

The  CF-6  thrust  reverser system was  the first production 
aerospace  fluidic application.    This again is a speed control 
system;   however,  in addition,   the system must perform a 
torque-limiting  function at  the ends of the stroke.    To meet 
performance requirements   (under both steady-state and 
transient conditions),  this  system also uses an operational 
amplifier with  a lead-lag characteristic.     A block diagram 
is   show i  in Figure 11.    Figure 12 shows the  fluidic circuit. 

G. I^ressure Regulator for Lockheed S-3A 

The  avionics bays on the Lockheed S-3A airplane are 
jooled either  from the  aircraft environmental control 
system or by ram air.     When  ram air is  used,  the  large 
butterfly   valve  shown  in Figure  13  is opened and the  flow 
rate  into  the  avionics bay  is   controlled by  the  fluidic 
module.     This module   consists  of a  simple  gain block which 
maintains   the butterfly valve  opening such  that a  constant 
pressure  drop of  7 in.  H^O  is  held between  the inlet to  the 
bay  and the bay   itself. 
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FIGURE   12 

FLUIOIC CIRCUIT POR CP-6 
Til RUST   REVERSER  DRIVE   UNIT 

PIIOTC MO.   P-402(3-l 
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PRESSURE  REGULATING VALVE  OF 
LOCKHEED  S-3A AIRCRAFT 

(AIRESEARCH  PART   898524-1-1) 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR FLUIDIC CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTION 

The aerospace fluidic applications described above show 
that fluidics technology has been used successfully under 
severe conditions.  To recap these applications and their 
requirements, the tabulation shown in Table 1 is presented. 

Table 1 shows that fluidics must operate over a 
temperature range of minus 65F to 600F and over an altitude 
range from sea level to 80,000 feet. The fluidics 
circuitry must be manufactured in a manner to prevent 
leakage which would affect performance while operating 
under these conditions. 

One additional requirement which is not apparent from 
the preceding discussion of applications is related to the 
basic phenomena of fluidics, namely fluid flow.  When 
designing any breadboard circuitry, it is easy to fall into 
the trap of forgetting the effects of temperature and 
pressure level on the flow in the circuits.  To maintain 
accuracy, appropriate compensation must be provided for 
these phenomena.  The exact value of the compensation may 
also vary with package design. For example, capillary flow 
may be required to obtain a given flow characteristic.  If 
the capillary line used has bends, introduced for 
packaging, the value of the flow for a given pressure will 
change; therefore, the characteristic of the circuit is 
dependent upon the packaging used. This shows that bread- 
board, development, and production hardware must be as 
similar as possible to achieve accurate circuitry character- 
istics and timely fabrication of production hardware. 

FUTURE FLUIDIC CONTROL APPLICAT:0NS 

The applications of fluidics at AiResearch to date has 
been aimed at controls which are presently in production or 
are being considered fcr possible immediate production. A 
second development phase has now started which is directed 
primarily towards future production use of fluidics.  These 
first applications were the stepping stones towards tne use 
of fluidics as a prime control technology or as a 
supporting technology for use in hybrid systems containing 
electronics and mechanical parts. 
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TABLE   1 

SUMMARY OF OPERATING CONDITIONS 
IN  AEROSPACE  FLUIDIC APPLICATIONS 

AMBIENT CONDITIONS BLEED AIR SUPPLY 

Temperature 
Degrees F 

Altitude 
Feet 

Temperature 
Degrees F 

Pressure 
psig 

EGT Sensors -65 to +600 10,000 450 50 

Turbine Overspeed 
(Sensor location: 
800F) 

-65 to O50 20,000 450 80 

APU Fuel Control -65 to +350 10,000 400 50 

Thrust Engine 
Fuel Control 

-65 to +500 20,000 550 90 

APU Surge Valve -65 to +300 25,000 400 65 

Concorde Thrust 
Reverser 

-65 to +600 80,000 500 35 

CF-6 Thrust 
Reverser 

-40 to +350 45,000 600 70 

Lockheed S-3A 
Pressure 
Regulator 

-65 to +160 5,000 350 20 
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Fluidlcc techi.clogy is now being applied to more 
advanced Systems.  Interface devices involving fluidic 
circuitry have been produced that are suitable for use in 
converting electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, or pneumatic 
input signals to either pneumatic or hydraulic outputs. An 
example of the complexity of fluidic systems which may be 
reasonably achieved at this time is shown by the diagram in 
Figure 14 which depicts an environmental control system for 
the cabin of a fighter aircraft.  As shown on the figure, 
this system involves temperature, pressure, speed, and mass 
flow controls.  Other systems of equal complexity which will 
soon enter the development and production phases are missile 
and helicopter flight control and actuation systems. Many 
of these applications require the use of the previously 
mentioned interface devices.  Figure 15 shows a typical 
electro-hydrofluidic transducer. 

MANUFACTURING OF FLUIDIC CIRCUITS 

AiResearch has been active in fluidics for approximately 
nine years.  Soon alter the first programs were initiated, 
it became apparent tl at there was no available manufacturing 
process suitable for these research programs or for antici- 
pated production programs. A major portion of the fluidics 
effort was therefore diverted to this manufacturing area. 
The initial thrust of the manufacturing effort involved 
investigation of die stamping, machining, electro-forming, 
photo-chemical milling, ceramic casting, and plastics. Early 
development hardware was made using the Dycril photo- 
sensitive plastic process; however, this was only a stop-gap 
measure to enable component designs to Le tested.  In 1967, 
the photo-chemical milling or photo-etching method was 
selected as the manufacturing method to be used.  Table 2 
lists the advantages and disadvantages of each of the 
processes investigated. 

Photo-chemical milling offered a rapid means of 
obtaining parts for development; tooling was cheap and 
accuracy requirements could be met.  In addition, develop- 
ment and production parts could be made from the same 
tooling. This eliminated the problems associated with 
transferring breadboard circuitry into production circuits, 
and reduced development cost and risk. 
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DEVELOPMENT  UNIT  OF 
ELECTRO/HYDRAULIC  FLUIDIC TRANSDUCER 
(SHOWING  PARTIALLY  DISASSEMBLED   UNIT) 

FIGURE   15 
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TABLE 2 

SUMMARY OF FLUIDIC ELEMENT 
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES 

PHOTOSENSITIVE GLASS 

• Low Cost • Good Accuracy 

• Unsatisfactory for Development 

• Difficult to handle in Aerospace Applications 

SLIP CAST AND PRESSED CERAMICS 

• Low Cost - Satisfactory Accuracy 

• High Tooling Cost 

• More suited to high quantity, simple component 
production 

INJECTION AND TRANSFER MOLDED PLASTICS 

• Low Cost - Poor Accuracy 

• Materials not suitable for most applications 

• High Tooling Cost 

PHOTO-PLASTIC 

• High Cost - Satisfactory Accuracy 

• Material Affected by Humidity 

• Short Term Development Use Only 

DIE-STAMPING 

• Low Cost - Accuracy Unsatisfactory 

• High Tool Cost - Short Life 

• Suitable for High Production of Non-Critical Parts 

ELECTRO-FORMING 

• Medium Cost - Good Accuracy 

• Poor Range of Materials 

• Packaging Difficult 

• High Tooling Cost 

PHOTO-ETCHING 

• Low Cost - Good Accuracy 

• Wide Range of Material 

• Low Tooling Cost - Short Turn-Around Time 

• Good Packaging Capability 
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After the process for manufacture of basic components 
was selected, the next major hurdle became that of leakage 
and repeatability.  To overcome these problems, the 
individual laminations were sealed after being stacked into 
the desired circuits.  Many sealing techniques, ranging from 
gluing to diffusion bonding, were investigated.  At first, 
it appeared that pure diffusion bonding could be employed. 
However, the requirements for cleanliness of components 
before bonding were more stringent than desired and there 
was a problem of component distortion under the temperatures 
and pressures that are associated with pure diffusion 
bonding.  Therefore, an interface material with a lower 
temperature melting point, which would diffuse into the two 
adjoining surfaces with lower bonding temperature and also 
a lower pressure or clamping force, appeared to offer the 
best solution.  This process is known as the assisted 
diffusion bonding process. 

FLUIDIC CIRCUIT MANUFACTURING PROCESS 

As previously discussed, photo-chemical milling and 
assisted diffusion bonding were selected as the methods to 
be used to manufacture fluidic circuitry.  Other steps, such 
as inspection and test of the individual parts and bonded 
circuits complete the manufacturing process.  Figure 16 
shows the flow chart describing the process steps as 
performed at AiResearch on a production basis. 

The first step in photo processing is the preparation 
of the master art work of the fluidic element.  This is an 
accurate representation that is made up to 20 times the 
actual size of the part using a stable base, strippable 
film.  This ma&ter art work is reduced photographically to 
a working size negative, which is inspected for accuracy to 
within 0.0005-inch and designated as the master profile for 
this part. 

Multiple images of 
registered, back-to-back 
a step and repeat photog 
step and repeat tooling 
milling of many parts pe 
step and repeat tool con 
dependent upon the size 
the metal sheet material 

this master are reproduced on two 
, 0.007-inch thick Mylar films by 
raphic process. This multi-image 
permits the simultaneous chemical 
r sheet. Typically, a 12 x 18 inch 
tains from 16 tc 240 reproductions, 
of the part. Photo processing of 
consists of the following steps: 

1. Cutting the sheets to size from raw stock 

2. Cleaning and coating the sheet with photo 
resist material 
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3. Drying the photo resist material 

4. Exposing the Images on the sheet using the 
step and repeat tooling 

5. Developing and baking the finished sheet. 

The materials presently used are SAE 347, 304L, and 
440C corrosion resistant steels, various aluminum alloys, 
and Waspalloy, with thickness ranging from 0.002 inch to 
0.062 inch. The photo-resist coatings used to date have 
all been of the negative type (i.e., when exposed to an 
ultraviolet light source, the part exposed remains and that 
not exposed is removable with solvent which is termed 
development of the resist). 

The image of the part is thereby printed on the metal 
in the form of bare metal and metal protected by the resist 
film.  The material is then etched by spraying the surface 
from both sides with a 46 degree Baume solution of ferric 
chloride. This attacks the bare metal by chemical action 
along the material grain boundaries. As etching progresses, 
the wall of the material which is being formed by the depth 
of cut is also attacked which leads to an enlargment of the 
width of the slot being cut.  An allowance for this "over- 
etch" must be made in the design stages. Figure 17 shows 
the etching action and typical allowances made for slots. 
As can be seen, the etching allowance is varied according 
to material, material thickness, and the width of slot being 
etched. 

The etched or chemically milled sheet is then inspected. 
This was found to be an extremely difficult task since parts 
vary in profile and size, material, and thickness in 
practically every conceivable combination. Profile checking 
with projection equipment was found to be too expensive and 
impractical for quantity production.  A simple go-no-go 
procedure was required.  To accomplish this, one feature of 
the part, usually a round hole, is designated as the gauge 
hole and this is checked with a plug-gauge.  In the design 
of the artwork, allowances are made for varying etching rates 
to ensure that this gauge hole etch is typical of the part 
etching and over- jtch.  In addition, a spot visual check on 
a sheet of parts is used to ensure the condition of the 
etched walls of the part.  This simple technique has proven 
to be acceptable for production quantities presently being 
produced.  Larger quantity production would require an 
automated test; however, the same go-no-go procedure could 
oe  used. 
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METAL 

ETCHANT 
SPRAY 

"«1    E^ 

ETCHANT 
SPRAY 

FOR "B" DIMENSION OF 0.020-INCH ON 0.020-INCH THICK MATERIAL, DRAW "A* 
LINE AT 60 PERCENT OF WIDTH, OR 0.012-INCH ON ARTWORK. 

EXAMPLES: 

"A" 0.020-INCH IN 300 SERIES STAINLESS STEEL 

THICKNESS OF MATERIAL    "B" DIMENSION 
Twrr 

0.002 
0.005 
0.010 
0.020 

INCH 

0.022 
0.024 
0.026 
0.030 

FIGURE    17 

ETCHING  PROCESS  AND 
ARTWORK  ALLOWANCE 
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After inspection, the photo-resist is removed by a 
chemical stripper which softens the resist and allows it to 
be rinsed off of the surface of the metal. The cleaned 
metal is then plated with various combinations of metals to 
obtain the desired bonding temperature for the complete 
flueric circuit.  Electro-plating of these combinations of 
mat rials is usually used.  The plating thickness is main- 
tained such that the material practically diffuses into the 
surface during heating.  A small amount of residual material, 
however, remains which fills small voids along the mating 
joint where insufficient clamping forces exist for complete 
bonding to occur. Control of this plating thickness is 
important since em excess of plating will plug passages in 
the circuit; too little plating will result in an inadequate 
bond.  Control of the thickness is maintained by use of a 
Beta-ray, back-scatter technique wherein a radioactive source 
is aimed at the material and the radioactive particles 
reflected are counted.  The angle of reflection and count 
represents the plating thickness. 

The plated parts are removed from the sheet and then 
stacked vertically in the required combination to form the 
fluidic circuit.  This circuit is then clamped to a test 
fixture and subjected to performance tests to ensure that 
the assembly is correct and that the desired performance 
will be obtained when the assembly is bonded. 

The bonding operation is preceded by cleaning the 
laminations and machined parts which form the assembly.  This 
deeming consists of ultrasonic degreasini in triethane, 
followed by an acid rinse to remove any buildup of salts 
which form on the surface of the plating during storage. 

The bonding operation itself is conducted in em inert 
atmosphere.  Initially, a conventional vacuum heat treating 
furnace was used.  However, cycle times due to furnace thermal 
capacity were excessive and this led to the use of a quartz 
lamp furnace. With this furnace, the cycle time of five hours 
was reduced to 30 minutes.  Figure 18 shows the furnace with 
a CF6 thrust reverser circuit installed ready for bonding. 
When closed, the furnace is airtight and may be purged with 
em inert gas mixture.  The load cylinder applies a precise 
bond via springs to four parts on the circuit which is 
thermally insulated from its surrounding by pyrolitic 
graphite.  The quartz lamps apply a localized heat input 
only to the central area of the furnace.  The required 
heating time of five minutes is so short that only the part 
to be bonded placed in line with the lamp is heated.  This 
means that the cooling cycle for the furnace is short, 
thereby increasing production rates over conventional furnaces. 
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QUARTZ   LAMP   FURNACE   USED  FOR 
BONDING  FLUIDIC   CIRCUITS 

FIGURE   18 
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Or. removal  from the  furnace,   the circuit is pressurized 
to  check  for leakage   and then  assembled with the necessary 
mechanical components  for  functional test and delivery. 

CONCLUDING  REMARKS 

A few applications of  fluidics have now been in 
production  for  aerospace  applications   for a number of years. 
These systems have proven  that  use of  fluidics   for aerospace 
applications  is  a good,  reliable  choice vhere other 
technologies have trouble  in meeting reliability,  cost,   and 
environmental  tolerances.     The  unique package  and development 
requirements of  fluidics have  led to the  photo-chemical 
milling and activated diffusion bonding processes  as 
acceptable production techniques.    There  is a need for 
continued development  in this  area to improve  inspection 
methods and to generate the procedures   for large-scale 
production which is anticipated to occur within the next 
two to five years.    During this  period,   it is expected that 
fluidics will be  applied to gas   turbine  accessories  and to 
most  aircraft pneumatic or hydraulic systems such as 
environmental  controls  and braking systems.     In  addition, 
fluidics  technology  is  showing great promise  for use  in 
missile directional control  and  stability systems. 
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7.   SCHEMATIC  DIAGRAM OF  FLUIOIC CONTROL 
SYSTEM ON CF6  THRUST REVERSER ACTUATOR 
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SOME IHDUSTRIAL FHDCBSS APFLICATIOIIS OF rLDIDICS 

Hmnj  succeaaful Induatrlal applications of fluldics hav« bean aada 
OTar tha last decade to a vide rariety of induatrial process control 
probleas. As is typical with any new technology, fluldics baa often 
been given its "first cbanee" where "all else has failed". Experi- 
ences gained under these hardships daoDnatrate that fluldics, 
properly applied, provides benefits d<M to elimination of BOTing 
parts. These are: 

1. Higher reliability and less ■ainteo....*. 
2. Longer operating life. 
3. Ability to withstand adverse conditions such as 

foraation of deposits, corrosion, abrasion, etc. 
4* Better accuracy. 
3. Lover cost. 
6. Paster speed of response. 

No-aoving-part fluldics are not limited to tiny gaj breathing logic 
devices. The Coanda effect has been used to make large liquid 
diverting valves that are stocked in pipe sises through four inches. 
Other valves, custom tailored to specific applications, have been aade 
for gases as well as liquids. One gas valve was large enough to per- 
mit a aan to walk through it. Large scale fluldics has also proven 
useful for measuring volume flow rate with a coabination of advantages 
not previously available. 

An exaaple of large fluidic diverting valves is shown in Figure 1. 
These are liquid diverting valves in two of the stock sises, one-half 
inch and four inch, for flow rate > ranging from 1/2 to over 1000 gpm. 
These valves have a single control port which makes them useful for 
the control of liquid level. When a gaseous fluid is admitted to the 
control port, the liquid flowing through the valve is diverted to an 
outlet for filling a vessel (Figure 2). However, when the level rises 
to admit liquid at the control port, flow is autoaatically diverted to 
the outlet by-pcasing the vessel (Figure 3). Neither auxiliary power 
nor moving parts era reauired for this coapletely fluidic level 
control. 

The first of these valves was installed at a Vest Virginia Paper and 
Pulp Coapany plant early in 196^, and is still in operation today 
(Figure U).    The valve controls level in a white water (paper stock 
with a l/2%  consistency) chest by adding waste condensate water when- 
ever the che'jt level is low. The only aaiiitenance rtiulred has been 
an infrequent cleaning of the control tube to remove pulp deposit. 

Several hundred fluidic level controls have since been put into service. 
Three applications in particular illustrate tbeir ability to cope with 
difficult fluid conditions such as abrasion, corrosion and deposit 
forming tendencies. 

Extremely abrasive conditions are present in a proprietary glass 
industry application for control of a pumice slurry. Typically, 
dilute pumice slurry flows through the valve and is diverted to a 
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Il 
ressel, containing a concentrated pwLce slurry, when level la low. 
The fluldle ralves have proven to require less aalntenance and laat 
longer than the aechanlcal valves they replaced. 

In the area of corrosive applications, fluldle valves have been 
successfully employed to aalntaln level In electroplating tanks 
(Figure 5).    Water Is circulated through the valve fro« a reservoir. 
When the electroplating solution level falls, due to evaporation, 
water la diverted Into the plating tank.    As the level rises to cover 
the control tube, tbi« plating solution mist not be drawn Into the 
fluldle valve since dilution sight result.    Dilution 19 prevented by 
■aklng the elevation of the control tube greater than the auction 
lift at the control tube.    Service has proven to be trouble-free. 

Figure 6 shows a fluldle valve In a hardness aaapling systea, 
replacing a conventional solenoid which had stopped functioning 
within a week of installation because of Internally foraad deposits. 
Water passing through the saapllng leg la diverted down a drain If 
the Lardness Is greater than 1200 ppa.    Hake up water with hardness of 
200 pi» la then added to reduce system hardness.    When the hardness 
falls below 1200 ppei, the fluldle valve diverts the aaapled water back 
into the systea.    The solecold at the fluldle valve control port handles 
ataoapherlc air and, therefore, la not affected by the hardness.    The 
fluldle valve has been In service for six years without requiring aaln- 
tenanee. 

In another application Involving a potentially troubleaoaa fluid, a 
tr is table diverting valve, at a Beckly, West Virginia, sawge disposal 
station, has been connected since 1965 to deliver sewage pjaped at 900 
gpm from a tank to two filtration bade (Figures 7 and 8).    The valve 
has two aanually operated control ports.    MorBally both are open so 
that the aewage la divided evenly between both beds.    When It la 
necessary to teaporarily take one bed out of service, closure of one 
of the control ports will deliver all sewage to the other bed. 

The application of cuatoB designed fluldle valves to the Diesel loco- 
active cooling systea has been aade the subject of a separate paper 
"Fluidlcs Controls Cooling of Diesel Locoaotlves".*    However, another 
Interesting railroad application of large fluldle valves occurs on 
tank cars for transporting eeaent In bulk (Figure 9).    The eara, 
aanufaetured by the General Aaerlean Transportation Coapany, are 
unloaded at their destination by blowing air Into the tank through a 
fluldle diverting valve (Figure 10).    The valve, a two-stage self- 
oscillating diverter, alternates between delivering air to the under- 
side of either half of the tank.    The alternate bursts of air, 
through Internal air slides, agitate and fluldlae the eeaent to flow 
toward the tank discharge froa where It Is pnetaatlcally conveyed 
through a four Inch line to a storage silo. 

The iaportance of the fluldle valve lies In the fact that It baa proved 
laposslble to unload the tank completely without thea.    The rapid 
switching action and aalntenance-free life cannot be duplicated by any 

'Paper to be offered for Harry Diaaond Laboratories State-of-tha-Art 
Syaposiua on Fluidlcs, September 30 to October 3, 1974. 
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mechanical ralT«. A -ecent cheek with personnel of the Lehlgh Tortland 
Ceaont Ccmpanj,  unloading operators of these cars since 1966, rerealed 
that the fluldic ralres hare continued to satlsfactorll/ parfoim their 
function of co^letelj unloading the cars. 

Figur« 11 shows the operation of the oscillating ralve. Pressur« picked 
up fro« the aain stress in the interaction chamber is fed back to the 
pilot control ports to produce the oscillation. The feedback acts to 
divert the pilot stress which, in turn, diverts the aain stream to the 
other sidevall of the interaction chamber. The new position of the 
main stress establishes feedback to the other pilot control port, thus 
setting up a train of everts which return the sain stress to its 
original position. The feedback on each side is delayed by volume 
chambers to establish the frequency of oscillation at approzisately 
15 cp«. 

Oscillation is maintained at any outlet loading. This result is achieved 
by taking the feedback from the interactici chamber which is separated 
from the outlets by the interaction chamber discharge. Oscillation 
occurs with outlet conditions, ranging from no loading to collate block- 
ing of one outlet. 

Plow capacity ma.' »-each 1000 CFH at 50 psig tank pressme. The pilot 
flow capacity is only 2% of  the sain valve capacity and power gain per 
stage is the order of 100. Maximum energy recovery at the Bain valve 
outlet is 55%.    The energy losses imposed on the system by the fluldic 
valve are not significant, because the pressure drop across the valve is 
a small fraction of the pressure required for pneumatic conveying 
through the discharge line. 

Another example of oscillating service is a large duct sise valve with 
1300 CFM capacity at 36 inch U2O drop for sanipulating sheet stock 
during a manufacturing operation. The air blast, blows the sheet back 
and forth at the rate of 1 CPS. Assuming that a mechanical valve of 
that capacity could be found to act at the required frequency, it would 
soon beat itself to pieces. The fluldic valve, presently in service 
for over two years, could continue for an infinite number of cycles 
since there is no wear and tear from repeated operation. 

Considering all the fluidically based measurement techniques of which 
the writer is aware, the fluldic flow seter is the only large scale 
Coanda device. This liquid seter. Figure 12, is a fluldic oscillator 
whose frequency is proportional to volume flow rate. Figure 13 illus- 
trates the action that takes place during one-half cycle of oscillation. 

The meter body is installed in the process pipe to receive the full flow. 
The stress passing through the seter is attracted to one of the inter- 
action chamber sidewalls. Starting with the stress completely attached 
to the upper wall. Impact occurs at the upper receiver as the stress 
bends to pass through the dischaige. The impact develops a small flow 
at the upper control port, deflecting the stream toward the lower wall. 
The stream travels down the lower wall at a speed related to its average 
velocity. When it reaches the lower receiver, feedback develops a small 
flow at the lower control port, returning the stress toward the upper wall. 
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The oscillation is sensed by a self-heated temperature sensitlre 
element. The element is sheathed in stainless steel and operated in 
a constant temperature anemometer bridge for fast response to changes 
occurring in one of the feedback passages. As fluid pulses past the 
sensor once each cycle, the anemometer bridge voltage automatically 
pulses to maintain the element at constant temperature with respect 
to the fluid. 

The voltage poises may be used for totalizing fluid volume or 
developing an analog signal proportional to volume flow rate. The 
converter of Figure 1A,  located in a control room up to 1000 feet 
from the meter body, shapes the sensor voltage pulses into square 
waves. The square wave is further conditioned into two pulses each 
with constant volts-seconds area, which are filtered to provide a 
^ to 20 ma current regulated output proportional to frequency 
(volume flow rate). If desired, the pulses may be multiplied and 
divided by a totaliser sealer (Figure 15) to provide a pulse output 
to a counter for indicating volume in gallons or other engineering 
units. 

Calibration data taken with a one inch meter and three fluids of 
different densities is shown in Figure 16. The data demonstrates 
that (l) frequency is linear with volume flow rate end (2) calibra- 
tion is the same for all fluids. The slope of the calibration curve 
is the meter factor in pulses per unit volume (usually taken as 
gallons for liquid measurements). 

At some low flow, viscosity effects become important, the Coanda 
effect weakens, and the meter ceases to function. Operation, 
although possible below a pipe Reynolds number of 3000, may not be 
reliable. Prior to that point there is some change in meter cali- 
bration factor which is too small to be seen in Figure 16. Figure 17, 
plotting meter factor versus pipe Reynolds number, more clearly shows 
how meter calibration factor (slope of Figure 16) is affected by 
kinematic viscosity at low Reynolds numbers in a one inch mater. 

At present, this meter is manufactured in pipe sizes from one inch 
through four inches for full scale flow ranges fro« 16 to 900 gpm. 
The more significant pluses are: linear calibration; no moving parts; 
elimination of impulse lines external to process pipe, resulting in 
simpler and less costly installation and elimination of errors; no 
effect on calibration from over-pressure, shock, vibration or field 
temperature change; elimination of field zeroing; wide rangeability; 
does not require conductive fluid. 

In another application, a fluidic pressure comparator is a good 
illustration of performance improvement and cost reduction obtained 
by replacing moving parts with fluidics. The comparator is a small 
component of a control station (Figure 18), a number of which are 
typically located on a control room panel (Figure 19). The panel 
provides a central location from which to monitor and control an 
industrial process. Each control station provides a means by which 
control of a process variable can be instantly changed between auto- 
matic and manual modes. Manual control is required to start up a 
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procaoB and In cas« of an aaargancf. 

In panic situatior», a control roc« oparator moat rulckly taka oTar and 
"""■lly control th« procoas.   If tha aanual output to tha control valva 
la diffarant than tha autooatic control output, avltchlng to aanual will 
<*buapn tha proeaaa, further aggraTatlog tha aaarganoy. 

Tha biap can autonatlcally be pravantad by aynehronlilng tha aanual 
output, whan in tha autoaatic nod«, with autoaatio output.   Tha ajnehron- 
iiing is accoapliahad by tha ralay of Figura 20.    Tha ralay output 
(aanual output; is aada to follow ralay input (autoaatio control output) 
when tha control station ia in autoaatic aoda.    This ia dona by tha 
action of tha fluidic praaaura coaparator (dariation controller) on tha 
turbine vfaeel.    A decrease in ralay input direrta tha fluidic output to 
aoTe tha turbine wheel in a direction to relax spring coaprataion and 
reduce ralay output.   When ralay output again Batches input, tha fluidic 
dariation controller stops the turbine wheel.    When the control station 
ia changed to aanual operation of tha process, air to the fluidic 
dariation controller ia terainated, allowing ralay output to be further 
changed aanually (at tha upper adjuataant). 

Reliable operation of tha deviation controller la crucial to "btaplaaa" 
operation.    Originally, a dariation controller design ualng aoring parts 
waa daTaloped for this job.   Tha aanufacturing cost required to aaat the 
precise perforaanca requireaents proved greater than anticipated.    A 
fluidic design waa undertaken which resulted in aubatantlally reduced 
aanufacturing cost, greater sanaitiTity, and acre power to the turbine. 

A differential change aa little aa 0.1 inch HjO (less than one part in 
3000 of tha 3-15 pal praaaura range) can rararae the notion of tha wheel. 
Ssperienoe with orer 10,000 coeperatora, thus far sold, has been 
satiafaetory. 

Tha future will bring aany new and Interesting applicationa of fluidica. 
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FIG.4  VALVE CONTROLLING WHITE WATER 
LEVEL IN PAPER PLANT 
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FIG.8 TRI-STABLE VALVE INSTALLATION AT 

SEWAGE DISPOSAL STATION 
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A fluldlc ■/■!•■ for controlling Di«B«l «oflr« wttor Uapor-mtur« 
ha« bMB aUndart' equlpaant on General Cacti 1c doaaatlo loeoao- 
tlvaa since the and of 1971.    Fluldically speaking, higtalifhta of 
this application are: 

1. 

2. 

Large fluidic ralrea (Figure l) divert watsr to the 
radiators for cooling.    These Talves hsTS the capacity 
to handle up to 1000 gpm of cooling water. 

3. 

^. 

The fliidlc systesi increases the loco»tire cooling 
capaclv beoause the fluldlc direrters have less 
pressure loss than the ■sehanlcal ralTes they replaced. 
Naturally, the use of fluldlcs resulted In the alanst 
coaplete elimination of Boring parts In the cooling 
aystea control. 

Fluldlc pilots (Figure 2) work to prevent radiator 
freese-up by te^wrarlly overriding the te^erature 
control. 

The fluidic pilots autcaatloally change the charac- 
teristic of the fluldlc diverting valves fro« analog 
to digital. 

The locoaotlvs cooling system (Figure 3) pu4>s 
through the engine sod on u> s pair of fluldlc 
Each valve Is connected to a bank of radiators 
to the first bank of radiators when cooling la 
necessary, also to the second bank. Cbder soa 
tiond, cooling is not required and both valves 
directly to the water tank, thus bypassing the 

water from the tank 
diverting valves. 
Water Is diverted 

required end, if 
> cold weather condi- 
dlvert all flow 
radiators. 

The General KLeetrlo locomotive has a dry radiator system. A vent 
from the radiator to the top of the water tank allows water to 
drain from ths radiator when all flow Is bypassed to the tank. 
Thli, must be done beoause any water left in the radiator would 
quickly freese In winter. The dry radlato* system eliminates the 
need for fan and air shutter controls to vary the cooling rate and 
does not require antl-freese. 

The fluldlc valves should be of the analog type, rather than bistable 
to reduce thermal cycling of the radiators. Bistable, or "on-off 
control can only deliver full engine water flow to the radiator when 
cooling Is required. This ■aTlma cooling rate, too great for most 
operating conditions, would force engine water temperature to fall 
below the control level. Bistable control would thus continuously 
subject parts of the radiator to alternate periods of hot and cold. 
The resulting cycles of themal expansion would ssrve to decrease 
radiator life expectancy. Analog control minimises thermal cycling 
by providing flow to the radiator In Just ths amount necessary to 
maintain a stable tamperature. 
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Howerer, sine« a a»all Initial flow would quickly freese under 
winter conditions t the ralve perfonunce sust be tailored to delay 
analog operation until the required flow rate to the radiator is 
large enough to prerent freeting. Therefore, control is bistable 
between tero and a flow rate which will not freese In the radiator. 
Beyond this ainlM allowable flow rate, the ralTe proportions flow 
to the radiator with teeporature to ■iniaise cycling. The fluidic 
▼alre, therefore, coablnes bistable and analog action into its 
Operation. 

Figure U  shows perfoiaance of fluidic valreo for avoiding freesing 
and ■iniaiiing cycling. Part (a) plots water flow to the radiators 
Tarsus water teaperature at nsrlw engine speed. Part (b) repeats 
this curre at engine idle. 

Follow the curre of Figure k,  pert (*), in the direction of increas- 
ing taaperature. At Ti, a flow of 300 to 400 gps, Qi, is suddenly 
delivered by the first ralve to the first radiator bank, it T2, the 
flow to the first bsnk nas increased to its ■exlam, Q2 (i.e. the 
first Talve diverts all flow that it receives from the engine to the 
first radiator bank). Also, at T2, the second valve suddenly 
diverts a flow of 300 to 400 gpn to the second bsnk of radiators, 
increaaing the total flow to the radiators to Q3. Between T2 and 
TpüT. the flow to the second bank increases proportionally with 
teaperature to the point where all flow from the engine is diverted 
to the two radiator banks. 

For decreasing teaperature froa ^-max.-  the flow to the second bank 
decreases and at T2 the flow to the first bank also nter*« to deorense. 
At T3, the flow to the second bsnk is .educed to the ■inlM allowable 
to prevent freesing and the second valve abruptly diverts the flow 
renaining in the second bsnk to the water tank. At T4, the flow in 
the first bank has fallen 'ja Q^, the point where it mat be diverted 
abruptly to the water tank to avoid freesing. 

The curve for pert (b) of Figure 4, shows auch analler switch-up flow 
Ql» and MaxiM flow, Qaar.1. to the radiator because of the lower 
engine speed. However, t>« switch down flow level, Q41, mist be the 
me as that for —i— throttle, Q^, in order to avoid freesing. 

The fluidic systea for one bank of radiators is shown scheaatically 
in Figure 5, th-» diverting valve is controlled by a thenostatic 
pilot valve (Figure 6). Less than 5^ of the w.\ter leaving the engine 
pesses through the theraostatic pilot end is apportioned between the 
hot end cold control ports of both fluidic valves. The pilot is 
actuated by a wax filled elaaent (power pill) that expands with 
engine water tes^ereture. Expansion of the eleasnt rotates the beea 
asssably to increase flow through the hot control port and decrease 
flow through the cold control port. 

The fluidic valve acts as an analog dlverter when water is supplied 
to the alniM flow control port. Upon teaperature increase, flow 
froa «.he theraostat to the hot control port increases and proportionally 
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deflect« the streaa in the interaction chamber toward the lower 
sidawall.   A proportional increase in flow to tb» radiator now oeoura 
because, at the discbarge,  the streaa is deflected upvard toward the 
radiator outlet.   A pressure equalising ohaBbar located between the 
discharge and the receiTers prevents "lock-on" of the streak to either 
of the disoharge sidewalle. 

However, when air, instead of water, is asplrtced through the ■UJ— 
flow control port, the streaa discharging fron the Interaction chanber 
"locka-on1* to the lower discharge wall.   This action, orevrlding con- 
trol bj the theraostatic pilot, sends all water directly to the tank. 

Starting with cold water. Figure 7, the theraostatic pilot sands all 
control flow to the fluidic diverting Talve through the cold water 
port. The fluidic valve now diverts fully to the water tank. The 
radiators and the fluidic pilot valve are filled with air. Air is 
continuously aspirated into the alniaiM flow control port froa the 
top of the tank. 

As the water first heats, the fluidic val^e, although directed by the 
thermostat to send water to the radiator, cannot do so.    Air present 
at the ■iniaua flow control port locks all flow directly to the tank. 
However, the water level in the outlet to the radiator rises propor- 
tionally with te^wrature (Figure 8).    The rising water level reaches 
the fluidic pilot through the radiator outlet at teapertkture Ti 
(Figure 4a).    Vater, as it fills the fluidic pilot is aspirated into 
the ainlauB flow control port and unlocks the streaa froa the lower 
discharge wall.    Water now flows partially into the radlr.xor outlet 
as directed by the theraostat (Figure 9). 

Suppose now that cooling by the radiator reduces the water tsaperature. 
Badiator flow is autonatlcxlly reduced by the theraostat action pro- 
portionally with teaperature until T^.    The fluidic pilot continuously 
receives a saall flow of water froa the radiator outlet.    One outlet 
of the fluidic pilot lo connected to the ainiaun flow control port of 
the fluidic -valve.    TIte pilot continuously diverts water to the aini- 
■ua flow contr  1 norc when radiator back-pressure is great enough to 
force a continrros escape of water through the pilot valve control 
tube.    However, when the radiator flow is no longer sufficient to 
force water to bleed froa the control tube, the pilot diverts to the 
vent outlet (Figure 10).    Air, now enters the ainiaua flow control 
port, and iaaedlt.tely reduces flow to the radiator froa Q^ to sero 
(Figures 4a and 7). 

The ainiaia flow allowed to rwaal n in the radiator is controlled by 
the fluidic pilot's aeasuraswnt of radiator back-pressure, which is 
an indication of flow,    Therefore, this "switch down" point is 
completely independent of engine speed as is required to ainiaiie 
cycling. 

Fluidic bi-stable diverting valves were first tried on two General 
Electric locoaotlves delivered to the Penn Central In 1967. Their 
success led to a developaent contract for a fluidic cooling control 
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sjstea. The new ayotoa was first installed on five General Electric 
Ü36B (Figure 11) and nineteen Ü2: C locoaotiTes delivered to the Sea- 
board and Penn Central Railroads In 1970. After 1971, all General 
Electric doaestio Diesel electrics were equipped with the fluidic 
oystem, whose installatlsn is illustrated In Figure 12. 

The system first diverts water to the radiators at a water tempera- 
ture of approximately 19297,    The maximum fl.w, about 1000 gpn at 
full throttle, is delivered to the radiatorr at 1960F. The pressure 
drop across the fluidic system, including losses in the radiator, is 
17 psi at maximum flow. The minimum flow allowed in one radiator 
bank is controlled at approximately 100 gpn. 

The fluidic cooling system does not require auxiliary povor as all 
energy for control is taken directly from the water. The fluidic 
system, in addition to increasing cooling capacity, has contributed 
to greater reliability and a reduction in maintenance of General 
Electric Locomotives. 
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FIGURE 7.   WATER   FLOW,   LOW COOLING 
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FIGURE 8. WATER   FLOW,  COOLING WATER 
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APPLICATION OF FLUIDIC CONCEPTS TO HYDRAULIC CONTROL SYSTDC 

R. H.  Faahbaugh and E. R. Durlak 
Research Mechanical  Engineer and Mechanical Engineer 
Civil Engineering Laboratory 
Naval Construction Battalion Center 
Port Hueneae. California    93043 

ABSTRACT 

This is Che first of a two part test program to determine the 
feasibility of using fluldlc concepts to develop a fluldlc control unit 
that will detect and correct angular variations In position such as 
those experienced by a bulldozer blade during operation. The hydraulic 
proximity sensor is a key component in the control unit. 

Experimental teat results are presented showing the evaluation 
of a fluldlc proximity sensor using hydraulic oil as the working fluid. 
The sensor was designed by scaling a pneumatic proximity sensor using 
a constant value of Reynolds nuaber aa the scaling parameter.  Test 
results show that the hydraulic proximity sensor will detect the dis* 
tance of an object from the sensor by relating that distance to a 
pressure signal. The performance characteristics of the hydraulic 
sensor correlated well with those of the pneumatic sensor. The sensor 
Jet force variation with distance was also determined. 
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IN-HODUCTION 

The  purpose  of this work unit was to develop a hydraulic control 
system using fluldlc components as  the control elements.  The use  of 
fluldlc concepts  In place of electro-hydraulic or electro-pneumatic 
systems offers advantages of fewer moving parts,  improved reliability, 
and the  capability to withstand severe vibration.  Fluldlc controls are 
not affected by electromagnetic  fields,  electrical discharges,  and most 
corrosive environments typically encountered.  Although control systems 
pet form many functions on Navy construction equipment,  there is  a need 
for a control system that would  automatlcalJy detect and control  angula 
■notions,   such as  those experienced by a bulldozer blade.   During operation 
the bulldozer blade is subjected to the variations  in terrain that  cause 
lifting or  rotating of the blade.   For finish grading operations  it  takes 
a skilled operator to maintain the  bulldozer blade in the proper position 
to make a smooth horizontal cut.   An automated system Incorporated on the 
vehicle to perform this task would  reduce the operator skill required and 
would provide a more consistent  and accurate grading operation. 

An automatic control system would require a means to detect devia- 
tions of the blade  from a horizontal position and (   device to translate 
this information  to pressure pulses that would use  lonventional hydraulic 
actuators  to correct the  deviation. 

The means  to detect blade motion is provided by a specially designed, 
highly damped Inverted or unstable  pendulum unit  that has been designed 
and constructed   (Figure   la).  This  unit works on  the pendulum principle 
in that  a weight  or a rotating rod displaces with  changes in the  gravity 
vector and senses  changes  in rotation from the vertical.  An experimental 
unit will be  ready for testing after some minor modifications have been 
performed.   The operation of the pendulum unit  (see Figure  la) will be 
reported in detail at a later date  subsequent to the completion of  its 
test program. 

The sensor  tl.at  translates  the  position of the pendulum to a pres- 
sure signal In the  unit described above  is a hydraulic I.Tuidlc sensor 
designed similarly to an existing pneumatic fluldlc proximity sensor. 
Tills sensor has been designed, built,  and tested,   the results of which 
are presetted In this report.   The  test  results show that  the sensor 
is  capable of detecting the position of a solid object and translating 
this data to a change in pressure   that  can be converted to motion through 
hydraulic   ituators.  Two of these  sensors are required in the pendulum 
control unit to detect the position  of the pendulum control rod.  As  the 
pendulum rod rotates, due  to the  rotating bulldozer blade  for example, 
the  sensors will provide a differential pressure signal output which is 
used In correcting the angular motion through use  of hydraulic actuators. 
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Future plans  are to test the hydraulic sensor and pendulum unit 
together to determine the dynamic response  characteristics of the 
system. 

DESIGN ANALYSIS OF HYDRAULIC PROXIMITY SENSOR 

To design a proximity sensor that Is compatible with existing 
construction equipment.  It Is necessary to select hydraulic oll, MIL-H- 
5606,  as the design working fluid.  Proximity sensors  using pneumatics, 
typically air,   are  readily available as off-the-shelf Items.   Similar 
sensors using hydraulic fluid are not available. 

The most  feasible approach seemed to be  to modify an existing 
pneumatic sensor so that It would operate with hydraulic oil as the 
working fluid.   As explained In References  1  and 2,  the most Important 
parameter to consider Is the Reynolds number based on the sensor outlet 
nozzle  flow.   To operate at an equivalent  Reynolds number,   a system with 
higher density  fluid  (hydraulic oil)  must operate at higher supply pres- 
sures than a system with a lower density fluid  (air).  For example, a 
given nozzle  size In a system using oil operating at  375 pslg and 120oF 
will yield the  same  flow Reynolds number when Air at   1  pslg and 70°? Is 
used as the fluid.  A comparison of power consumption and gain character- 
istics of a fluldlc proportional amplifier,   from Reference  1,  for oil 
and air for equivalent Reynolds numbers shows the  feasibility of using 
the Reynolds number criterion for proximity sensor scaling. 

To accomplish the modification of an existing pneumatic proximity 
sensor for oil operation it vas necessary to first provide a mathematical 
model of the pneumatic sensor.  Figure  lb shows a sketch of the sensor. 
The principle of operation explained In simple terms Is that the closer 
the object Is to the sensor,  the more restricted the sensor flow become. , 
which  results  In an Increase 5n the output pressure.   The sensing pressure, 
Pc, varies with S,  the dlst? .ce from the  sensor to the object. The sensor 
operation was  calculated using ehe simplified model shown In Figure 2. 

Using the model and the relationships for isentroplc compressible 
flow, a series  of flow conditions were calculated.   From the data supplied 
for the pneumatic sensor. It '/as possible to calculate an effective area 
for A1.  Then,  typically, the sensing pressure,  Pc, and the supply pres- 
sure, Ps, were  chosen,  and a corresponding sensor flow, Qs, was calculated. 
Once the sensor flow was known,  the effective exit area could be calcu- 
lated.  The gap,   S,   (Figure  1) was then related to the calculated exit 
area using a cylindrical area at the exit. 

calc IT d S 

or calc 
ir d (1) 
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where  d    - exit diameter 

S    - sensing gap 

A    » calculated exit area 
caic 

Figure 3a, taken from the data procedures of Reference 3, shows the 
relationship of the sensing gap, S, to the ratio Pc/Ps for the pneumatic 
proximity sensor. The performance originally predicted by the mathematical 
model did not correlate well with this data. It was decided that the flow 
characteristics at the exit area were not known In sufficient detail to 
assume a simplified cylindrical exit area as ndS. Therefore, a factor k 
was Introduced Into Equation 1 to account approximately for two-dimensional 
flow effects that cannot be determined; the value of this factor was deter- 
mined from experimental data. Equation 1 then becomes, 

S  - 
calc 

TT d k (2) 

Using Equation 2 and known values of S, Pc, Ps from Figure 3a and 
the calculated area, Aca^c, a value of k equal to 0.122 was determined. 
Using this value of k and the calculated exit areas, the sensing gaps, 
S, were computed using the mathematical model. The results are shown In 
Figure 3b. The mathematical model predictions correlate well with the 
actual performance. A further refinement of the model allows the use of 
a variable k as a function cf the Reynolds number of the flow (Figure 3c). 
This gives a little better agreement at the higher sensing gaps, although 
this Is of minimal Importance since operation at the higher gaps Is not 
anticipated. The dependence of k on Reynolds number also Indicated that 
operation be ' ow a Reynolds number of about 800 was not advisable due to 
the undetermined behavior of the value of k below this value. Once a 
working mathematical model for the pneumatic sensor was developed, the 
next step was to convert the equations to hydraulic oil as the working 
fluid, keeping the Reynolds number the same for each flow medium. 

A series of different flow conditions were computed for the 
hydraulic oil case allowing the Reynolds number, sensor exit diameter, 
sensing gap, and operating pressures to vary. Then, a set of operating 
pressures was selected with the value of k specified to be 0.122, and 
the minimum value of Reynolds number to be equal to 850. From this, the 
sensor edt diameter and the sensor flow were computed. The calculated 
physical size of the sensor with hydraulic oil as the working fluid was 
found to be very close to the actual size of the pneumatic sensor. 
Therefor«, other than Increasing the body length to accommodate the 
bulky hydraulic fittings, a new sensor was fabricated with the same 
dimensions and tolerances as the pneumatic sensor. This was a reason- 
able choice, considering all factors, based on the model predictions 
and the operating limits that much of the available test equipment 
imposed. 
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Two sensors were fabricated and prepared for test and evaluation. 
A photograph of the experimental sensor Is  shown In Figure 4. 

TEST AND EVALUATION OF HYDRAULIC PROXIMITY SENSOR 

The  testing consisted of an evaluation of the hydraulic proximity 
sensor unit shown  In Figure 4. 

Test Set-Up 

'Hie hydraulic proximity sensor was Installed In a specially designed 
test fixture.  Figure  5.  As shown,  the sensor was Installed In one arm of 
the  fixture,  and the  other arm was hinged so that It  could be moved to 
vary the distance between the  sensor and the  fixed arm.   This simulated 
an Impingement of the fluid from the sensor against a flat plate. A cali- 
bration plate was attached to the fixed arm so that the distance between 
the sensor and the  fixed arm could he measured.  Hydraulic oil at high 
pressure was ducted to the sensor through the  flexible tubing.  The entire 
fixture was submerged In a tank, Figure 6, to capture  the return hydraulic 
oil from the sensor.   A small pump was used to return the hydraulic oil to 
the hydraulic pumping unit.   A schematic of the  test  set-up of Figure 6 Is 
shown In Figure 7. 

Two sensors, designated sensor A and sensor B, were fabricated. 
These sensors are as Identical as practical machining tolerances would 
allow.   Each sensor was  tested Individually In the test  fixture of Fig- 
ure 5. 

The  test procedure was designed to test each sensor at supply 
pressures of 300, 500,  750, and 1000 pslg.  At each of these pressure 
settings, the sensor output pressure was measured at various gap settings 
between the sensor and the movable aluminum arm.  This gap,  called the 
sensing gap, was varied from about 0.015 Inch to 0.115 Inch. 

Also, at selected supply pressures and gap settings,  the sensor 
flow and Impingement force were determined.  Since the sensor Impingement 
force was small. It was necessary to remount the sensor midway on the 
fixed arm to get accurate measurements.   In effect,  this  reduced the 
lever arm distance between the  sensor location and the measurement loca- 
tion, thus allowing a larger force to be measured at the end of the 
movable arm than If the  sensor had been In Its original position.   The 
sensor Impingement  force was the only measurement that required relo- 
cation of the sensor. 

Test Results 

The tabulated results of the testing are presented In Tables  1 
and 2  (see Figure  7  for measurement locations).   It  should be noted 
that becauie of the moment arm effects,  the force measurements given 
In Table  -   are half  the total  force of the sensor jet.   As a special 
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case, sensor B was tested with a 3/8-inch shoulder attached to the 
movable arm directly below the sensor unit.  This simulates more closely 
the configuration of the presently designed pendulum control unit into 
which the sensor will be installed.   This test was made to see what effect 
the shoulder would have on the sensor performance.  The design could be 
modified to  remove  the shoulder, if necessary,  but at least for the 
initial evaluation it will be present in the  control unit.  The results 
of this  test  are  given in Table 3. 

The  primary function of the sensor is  to develop a sensing pressure 
(Pc in Figures 2 and 7)  that is a function of  the  sensing gap.  When used 
in the control unit, the sensors '.ill provide a differential pressure 
that will be  used as inputs to the control systems of the construction 
equipment  (i.e., bulldozer, grader, etc.).  For purposes of evaluation 
it is convenient to compare the  ratio of sensing pressure to supply pres- 
sure,  Pc/Ps,  to the  sensing gap, S.   Figure  8 shows a comparison of the 
characteristic curve for a pneumatic sensor and the data for the hydraulic 
sensor that was designed using a Reynolds number correlation and tested 
as described above.  The results of the sensor testing are given in Fig- 
ures 9a and 9b for sensor A and B, respectively.  Only the operating 
pressures of 500 psig and 750 pslg are presented.   The other data points 
are tabulated  in Tables  1  and 2.  The original design calculations indi- 
cated an operating range in this region of supply pressure would be 
optimum.   These data indicate  a good correlation with the pneumatic data 
and show that  the sensor is capable of good sensitivity  (characterized 
by the slope of the  curve)  in sensing pressure,  Pc,  as a function of 
the sensing gap, S.  Due to variations in machining tolerances, each sen- 
sor has  its  characteristic flow pattern, but  the overall performance 
shown in Figures 9a and 9b is quite similar.   One potential area of con- 
cern is the flow condition with the 3/8-lnch shoulder attached (Figure 
9b).  The  response is somewhat flattened and shifted.   It may be necessary 
to modify the pendulum control unit to remove  the shoulder if this 
should prove to be a problem. 

The mathematical model indicates that  the hydraulic sensor should 
be sized about  the same as the pneumatic sensor.   Figure 8 shows the 
performance of both sensors.  The flow response  of each sensor has about 
the  same  characteristic curve, but the hydraulic sensor is slightly 
more sensitive to sensing gap and its performance  curve is shifted 
towards smaller sensing gaps.   This is probably due to the value of k, 
the exit  flow coefficient,  that was selected.   The value of k was deter- 
mined by forcing the mathematical model to fit the pneumatic data.  The 
extension of this value to the hydraulic oil regime is obviously sub- 
jected to some  uncertainty.  However, since k is used here as a design 
tool,  it has served this function well as illustrated by Figure 8.  Also 
it should be noted that although the Pc/Ps ratios  are about the same, 
the sensor using hydraulic oil operates at pressures about 20 times 
that of the pneumatic sensor. 

Figures 9a and 9b Indicate that an approximate sensing gap of 
0.055 inch to 0.075 inch yields about a 40 to 60 psig differential 
sensing pressure  for a supply pressure In the  500 to 750 pslg range. 
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This Is an adequate pressure differential to control  a servo unit that 
would in turn provide hydraulic pressure input to a control system of 
construction equipment. 

In the control unit  that  the sensor will be installed,  the pendulum 
system is used to provide gravity or angular motion detection and proper 
system damping characteristics.   The proper functioning of this unit is 
dependent on each sensor developing a .jet Implngt «nt  force  as it senses 
the gap between it and the   "object."  In the test fixture of Figure 5 
the   "object"  is the movable arm, but in the control unit  design this 
is replaced with one of  the movable parts of the pendulum.   The  force 
developed  (see Table 2)   on   the movable arm  (or pendulum)  is  shown in 
Figures  10a and  10b.   Essentially this  force is  that of a jet  force 
impingement on a flat plate.   The uondimensional term,  F/PSA,  is used 
in Figures  10a and 10b where   (after the method in Reference 4)  F equals 
force of impingement  at  sensor,  Ps equals supply pressure,   and A equals 
effective area of sensor exit.  The  area term, A, was  calculated by 
assuming that F/PSA -   1   at   S - 0.  That is,  at zero sensing gap there 
is zero flow,  and the  force  is pressure times area.   Since both force and 
pressure are measured,  the  area can be calculated.  Calculating the area 
in this manner was used in  lieu of measuring the area since  accurate mea- 
surements were not  feasible.   The effective exit area of sensor A and 
sensor B was calculated to be 0.0031   In.^ and 0.0037  in.^,   respectively. 
These values will be useful  in refining calculations of other operating 
characteristics of the system.  As given in Table 2, each sensor is capa- 
ble of producing abou'  0.A  to 3.0 pounds of force depending on the gap 
and pressure settings.   A design value of about  1.0 pound was  used in the 
control unit;  therefore,   the  sensor designs  tested adequately meet the 
desired requirements. 

The flowrate of each sensor was measured at a gap setting of about 
0.062  inch at each supply pressure.  As shown in Table   1,  the  flow varied 
from  1.16 to 3.05 gpm. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of tests show that a proximity sensor using hydraulic 
oil ac the working fluid can be adequately designed based on pneumatic 
sensor data. The performance characteristics of the hydraulic sensor 
tested were similar to those of a comparable pneumatic sensor. The flow 
characteristics and Jet impingement force of the hydraulic sensor have 
been determined by test to be adequate for use in the control unit foi 
which it was designed. The use of Reynolds number scaling, based on exit 
nozzle flow, has been shown to be adequate for the dynamic similitude 
parameter in the design of a hydraulic proximity sensor when utilizing 
pneumatic sensor data. 
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PLANS AND RECOMMHNDATIONS 

The proximity sensor that has been tested was designed as a compo- 
nent of a control unit for detecting angular movement with respect to 
the vertical. This control unit has been designed and fabricated. Further 
tests of the experimental control unit are planned to determine its per- 
formance characteristics. If the test results show the performance to be 
as predicted, it will be recommended that the program be continued and 
the unit Installed and tested on a road grader control system. 
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ib Q.   ^ 

PA « ambient prcMurc 

Qj » sensing flow 

Pf  - supply pressure 

Pc • tenting or output pressure 

Aj - inlet orifice area 

A 2 - exit orifice area 

Figure 2. Mathematical model for pneumatic proximity sensor. 
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Figure it.  Experimental hydraulic proximity sensor. 

Figure 5.  Sensor test fixture. 
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Figure 6. Experimental test set- up. 
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Figure 8. Comparison of pneumatic sensor and hydraulic sensor. 
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Figure 10b. Sensor gap versus normalized sensor force. 
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Table  1.  Pressure  and Flowrate Measurements 

Sensing 

Sensing 
Gap,  S 
(In.) 

Supply 
Pressure, 

P» 
(pslg) 

Pressure, 
Pc (P-lg) 

P /P 
c    ■ Ratio Flowrate* (gpm) 

Sensor Sensor Sensor Sensor Sensor Sensor 
A B A B A B 

300 34 37 .113 .123 

0.015 
500 71 77 .142 .154 
750 112 117 .149 .156 

1000 150 138 .150 .138 

300 32 30 .107 .100 

0.025 500 61.5 53 .123 .106 
750 9A 87 .125 .116 

1000 125 87 .125 .087 

300 34 30 .113 .100 

0.050 
500 48 46.5 .096 .093 
750 82 71 .109 .095 

1000 96 50 .096 .050 

300 ** ** M M 1.17 1.17 

0.062 500 ** ** ** ** 1.79 1.99 
750 ** M M ** 2.46 2.17 

1000 80 M .080 ** 2.58 3.05 

300 12 24 .040 .080 

0.075 
500 23 40 .046 .080 
750 20 40 .027 .053 

1000 56 28 .056 .028 

300 5 12 .017 .040 

0.087 
500 9.5 30 .019 .060 
750 2 15 .003 .020 

1000 22 5 .022 .005 

300 2 2 .007 .007 

0.100 
500 6 5 .012 .010 
750 0 5 .000 .007 

1000 10 4 .010 .004 

continued 
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Table  1.  Continued 

Sensing 
Gap, S 
(In.) 

Supply 
Pressure, 

Ps 
(pslg) 

Sensing 
Pressure, 
Pc (pslg) 

Pc/Ps Ratio Flowrate*  (gpm) 

Sensor 
A 

Sensor 
B 

Sensor 
A 

Sensor 
B 

Sensor 
A 

Sensor 
B 

0.115 

300 
500 
750 

1000 

0 
3.5 
0 
5 

0 
0 
0 
2 

.000 

.007 

.000 

.005 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.002 

* Flowrate measured at 0.062-ln.  gap only. 
** Not measured. 
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Table 2.  Force Measurements 

Sensing 
Gap, S 
(In.) 

Supply 
Pressure, 
P» (P"lg) 

Force* (lb) 

Sensor A Sensor B 

0.005 
300 
500 
750 

0.38 
0.78 
1.25 

0.44 
0.98 
1.50 

0.025 
300 
500 
750 

0.31 
0.67 
1.19 

0.37 
0.86 
1.37 

0.050 
300 
500 
750 

0.25 
0.58 
1.06 

0.34 
0.75 
1.25 

0.075 
300 
500 
750 

0.22 
0.50 
0.94 

0.31 
0.69 
1.13 

0.100 
300 
500 
750 

0.22 
0.46 
0.81 

0.25 
0.56 
0.94 

0.125 
300 
500 
750 

0.19 
0.44 
0.81 

0.23 
0.53 
0.91 

* Force as measured at end of movable arm in 
Figure 5.  Sensor jet force is double the 
measured values shown. 
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Table 3.  Pressure and Flowrate Measurements With 
3/8-In.  Shoulder Attached 

Sensing 
Gap (in.) 

Sensing 
Pressure, 

pc 
(psig) 

Pc/P8 
Ratio 

Flowrate 
(gpm) 

0.015 53 0.106 

0.025 A0 0.080 

0.050 

0.075 

36 

23 

0.072 

0.046 
2.17 

0.100 7 O.OU 

0.115 5 0.010 
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KLUIDIC  FUEL CONTROLS  A NARRATED  BIBLIOGRAPHY 

by 

ROBERT L.  WOODS* 

ABSTRACT: 

Fluidlcs offers a natural   technology  for sensing,  computing,  and 
controlling fuel  and airflows  to combustion engines.    This paper  lists 
and classifies a bibliography  representative of  the trends,  progress, 
and state-of-the-art of fluidic engine controls for spark-ignition 
Internal-combust ion and gas-turbine engines.    A new   concept for digital 
fluidic  fuel   management   is outlined. 

Prepared for  the 
Harry Diamond Laboratories 
Fluidic State-of-the-Art 

Symposium 
30 Sep -  k Oct  7A 

AFIuidlc  Systems Research Branch 
Harry Diamond Laboratories 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In i'ost engines,  the  fuel   flow and air flow must  be cocHinated 
and  controlled.     It  Is very  logical  to accomplish the sensing,  computation, 
and  control   of fluid variables with  fluid signals, and   thereby avoid 
the   Interfaces with other  technologies.     Literature related to  fluidic 
fuel   controls for both piston and gas-turbine engines   is  reviewed. 

This paper   is  divided   into  two major sections:   fuel   controls for 
spark-ignition   internal-combustIon piston engine»   (diesel   engines pre- 
sumably have not   received  much attention),  and gas-turbine fuel   controls 
including the  required sensors.     Also this paper describes a new concept 
for  control  of a constant mass air-fuel   ratio for spark-ignition   internal- 
combustion piston engines. 

2. PISTON   ENGINE   FUEL  CONTROLS 

There have been many  investigations of fluidic fuel   control   for 
automotive applications.     Most of  this work has not appeared  in   the open 
literature;  however,  by searching the patent  literature and conversing 
with   individuals  from various   industrial   firms,  one can  form a picture 
as  to the direction and progress of fluidic fuel  control. 

Fluidic  fuel   control   ranges  from what might  be termed carburetor 
enhancement   through complete pulse-width modulated all-flueric  systems. 
These  systems can  generally be classified  into the  following four cate- 
gories, according to fluidic complexity. 

2.1 Carburetor Enhancement  Devices 

Fluid amplifiers may be used to  improve the carburetor operation by 
linearizing or enhancing weak  venturi   signals  ['-6].     The  resulting devices 
still   rely upon aspiration of fuel   by the venturi  vacuum;   they cannot have 
an arbitrary point of fuel   injection and,   thus,  cannot  be classified as 
fuel - inject ion devices. 

2.2 Continuous Fuel-Inject ion  Systems 

The systems described  in  references [7-l8]  fall   into  the category 
of fuel-injection  systems  since  the  location and number of  injection 
points are not  fixed as   in  carburetion  systems.     They are,   however, quite 
similar to the carburetor,   in  that venturi  vacuum (and manifold  vacuum) 
determines  the amount of  fuel   to be delivered  in a continuous manner. 

One of  the first  reported "fluidic carburetors" was  that of  Binder 
[8J.     This concept   utilizes a  fuel-powered  fluid amplifier deflected by 
the  venturi-vacuum signal   to modulate  the amount of fuel   delivered  to 
the engine.     Subsequently,   fluidic  fuel   system designers  considered such 
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things as power enrichment due  to manifold vacuum [12,   13].  acceleration 
enrichment [10,12,13],   idK circuits [10,13], and other  system require- 
ments. 

One  problem common  to  these  systems   is  the  required  venturi   vacuum- 
to-gasoline signal   interface.     Reference   [19]   is one possible solution  to 
this problem;   in  some  systems,   fuel   is drawn from the amplifier control 
ports  into the venturi  as metered  fuel  [12]. 

The   fuel-injection  systems described above were operated with  fuel- 
jowered  fluidics.     The main   problems experienced were:  vaporization of 
fuel  having high velocity   in  the power jets of amplifiers,   noise,   and 
inadequate  scheduling accuracy.     To obtain  the desired air-fuel   schedule, 
the  fluid amplifier must   have a square root  single-sided  transfer char- 
acteristic  that   results   in  a  slight   leaning of the  fuel-air mixture 
(lo..er output)   In  the mid-range  region.     This function  is  difficult  to 
obtain  fluidically. 

Several   investigations  liave  taken  the pneumatically-controlled  fuel 
valve approach [20-27]  iMt  allows  the sensing and computation to be 
done by pneumatic  fluidics  with a mechanical   interface to  fuel  control. 
Many of  these systems   include    compensation  for varying ambient conditions. 

A few papers discuss   feasibility and  bench studies of other continuous 
fuel-injection  systems  [28-30]. 

In a different  approach   to fuel   management,  the density of the  actual 
air-fuel  mixture   is measured  fluidlcally,  and the  fuel   flow  is controlled 
in a closed   loop  to maintain   the desired air-fuel   ratio [31]■ 

A new approach  to  fuel    injection  that  utilizes an oscillating air 
flowmeter and constant pulse  width  fuel   injection   is outlined   in sec- 
tion 2.5 of  this paper.    This  system can easily be compensated to deliver 
a constant  mass air-fuel   ratio   in an extremely simple control   system. 

2.3    Pulsed  Fuel-Inject ion  Systems 

In continuous  fuel-inject ion  systems,   the air consumption varies 
over a  range of about   10  to   1;   the air flow pressure signal   (venturi 
vacuum)  varies as  the square  of  the  air consumption and thus extends 
over a  range of  100 to  1,  which   is pushing  the dynamic  range  for   fluidic 
amplifiers  under  turbulent   flow conditions.     Furthermore,   since  the   fuel 
delivery signal  must vary over a similarly   large pressure range,  the 
spray characteristics of  the  fuel  nozzle cannot be maintained  for optimum 
atomizat ion. 

A pulsed fuel-inject ion   systems offers  some relief from  these problems. 
In a pulse-width modulation  system,   the pulse frequency  is directly pro- 
portional   to the engine  .peed  and the  pulse width   (at constant pressure) 
is modulated  to vary  the  fuel   consumption.      In this manner,   the pulse 
width need only be controlled over a   range of 3  to  1;  however,  an addi- 
tional   variable,   speed,  must  be   sensed.     Since fuel   can be   injected at 
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high  pressures  for  short  durations,   fine atomization can  be maintained. 
On the other   hand,   the short-duration pulse widths   (below 1  ms)   push 
the   response   limits of most   fluidic  amplifiers.     Pulse-height  or  combina- 
tion  width-height  systems  have not   had as  much attention as pulse-width 
modulat ion. 

Some  pulsd  fuel-injection  systems  use  pneumatic   fluidic  computation 
with  mechanical   fuel   injectors  [32-35],  and others use   Tlueric   fuel 
injection with a no-movinq  part   interface   between   the   pneumatic   and 
gasoline  signals  [36-'tl]-     Other  work   is  continuing on   similar   systems   [%2J. 

2.k     Air-Modulation   Fuel - Injection   Systems 

The air-modulation   fuel   system  differs   from all   other   fuel   management 
systems   for   spark-i gni t ion   engines   [^3"^5j«      'ri   the air-modulation 
system,   the   driver  controls   the   fuel   consurption  directly,   and   the  control 
system adjusts  the  air consumption   in  a  oreschcrtuled closed-loop   system. 
This   system  has  several   inherent   features   'hat   make  the   system  functional 
but  simple.     Also,   the  fluidic  schedul   . j of air-fuel   ratio   is   simple with 
the  air-modulation   approach,   whereas   ii   is   generally very difficult with 
fuel-modulat ion. 

2.5     DIGITAL   FUEL   INJECTION 

In  fuel   management  systems,   it   is  often  desirable   to maintain  a 
constant mass   air-fuel   ratio.     This   is  difficult   si-ce   the  basic  -measure- 
ment   of  air   flow generally   is  on  a   volumetric  basis,  which must   then  be 
compensated   for air-density   variations  due   to barometeric  pressure  and 
ambient  temperature. 

A   recent   development   describes   a   flow  sensor   that   can  be   inherently 
compensated   to measure mass  air  flow  [fc(j.     This   flowieter   is an  adapta- 
tion  of   the  well-known  principle  of   the  "von   Kar-ian  vortex"  oscillations 
due   to  flow  past a  bluff body.     The   frequency of oscillatior,   f,   is usually 
directly proportional   to volume  flow  rate,   Z..   rjut,  by   varying  the  bluff 
body   dimension,  d,    in   inverse  proportion   to  the   gas  density,   r,   the  flow- 
meter   can  be   made   to measure  mass  air   flow.   A,   directly. 

f - §       pQ - A 

Since   the   flowmeter  produces  a   frequency  p-coortional   to  mass air- 
flow,    it   is   desirable  to deliver  a   constant   nass.   C.  of   ''uel   for   each 
cycle   of   the   air  flowmeter. 

mass of   fuel  
eyele   of  osc iIlat ion 

Thus,   for each pulse  from  the air   flowmeter,  a  fixed mass of  fuel   is 
injected   into   the engine;   furthermore,   the   fuel   ^ass  flow  rite,   F,   is 
given   by  the   product  of  the  mass   per  cycle  and  the cycles  per   second. 

F   =   Ct. 
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Since the flowmeter frequency, f, is directly proportional to air flow, 
the fuel injected is directly proportional to the airflow thereby main- 
taining   : constant mass air-fuel   ratio  to the engine. 

F  *  CA,  or 

A/F ■ constant. 

If   it were  desirable to schedule  the air-fuel   ratio as a function 
of engine   loading,   it  would be  a  simple matter  to vary  the  fuel   injected 
per cycle  (pulse width)   to modify  the air-fuel   ratio. 

This approach  is  a  fuel-modulation of fuel-metering  system and   is 
applicable to either  liquid fuels   (such as gasoline)  or  to gaseous  fuels 
(such as  natural   gas,   butane or propane,  or hydrogen).    The advantage 
of  such  a system  is positive   fuel   metering with  utter simplicity and no 
moving parts. 

The   implementation  of  the   fuel  metering system can  be explained  by 
visualizing a positive  displacement  pistion pump  that   is driven  by  the 
amplified air-flowmeter oscillations,  and delivers a constant volume of 
fuel   per cycle of oscillation   (the density of   liquid  fuel   is  relative 
independent of   temperature so  that mass compensation would not  be   required 
of a constant volume  injection).     The piston could have adjustable or 
variable   limits  of  travel   to adjust  the air-fuel   ratio.     If a  gaseous 
fuel  were  used,   these   limits,  or  the volume per  cycle,  could be  varied 
in accordance with the  gas density. 

The  moving  piston  pump could  be objectionable  for  reliability   reasons 
and could be  replaced by a monostable  fluid amplifier operating on 
pressurized  fuel.     The  monostable  amplifier produces a pulse of  constant 
duration  and height when  pulsed  by  the amplified  signal   from the  air 
flowmeter,  as shown by  figure   1.     The pulse width  is determined by a delay 
in  the   feedback  circuit  of the  monostable amplifier,  and  the pulse  height 
(fuel   flow)   is  determined  by  the  supply  pressure   to the amplifier.     Together, 
the pulse width  and height determine  the  fuel   injected per cycle of 
oscillation  from  the  flowmeter. 

It   is possible  to  utilize  pressurized fuel   to power the entire  fluidic 
circuit.     This  system could be extremely simple,  offering a new approach 
to fluidic  fuel   controls.     The  main  app'ication  for  this  system   Is 
envisioned  to be   for piston engines;   bjwever,   the  system could bs  osed 
in  the control   of any combustion  process   in which air and  fuel   flows must 
be  coordinated. 

2.6    Miscellaneous Applications 

There  has  Leen other work   related  to overall   fuel  managerne it   utilizing 
fluidics.     Such applications  include  flow control  of the  intake air  In response 
to air  temperature  [^7],   "float   bowl"  replacement   CtS],  and aspirators  to relieve 
any vent   back preisvure   in  fuel   fluidic circuitry  ['♦S^O]. 
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Figure   1.     Digital   Fluldic  Fue 1 - Inject ion  Syst ystp-n 
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2.7     Summary on Piston Engine Control 

There was an   initial  "boom" on  fluidic carburetors  in  1965 since 
they appeared  promising with   respect   to cost  and  reliability;  however, 
before a model   could  be put   into production,   the emissions concern developed. 
Fluidics  did not  show as much  promise   for  the precise   fuel   controls 
required  to meet  the emissions  standards and  has consequently suffered. 
Today  the emphasis   is  shifting back  to  fuel  economy with  low emisslonf; 
and,  with the   Improved  state-of-the-art   in  fluldlc control   technology, 
a  fluldlc  fuel   control   system appears   to have a future   in  the automobile. 

3.     GAS TURBINE  FUEL CONTROLS 

Turbine fuel  controls offer another natural  application  for fluidics, 
with  the  hope of  low cost .ind  high  reliability.    Almost every major   turbine 
control   Industry has   In es.igated the   feasibi1Ity of  fluidics. 

3.1 Fuel-Control   Systems 

Several  companies  have built complete control   systems  requiring  tem- 
perature,   speed,   pressure  ratio, or  surge sensing with  fluidic computation 
and  control   actuation  [51-58].    These   systems  have dramatically demonstrated 
the   feasibility of  fluidic controls. 

3.2 Temperature Sensors 

One of the first   fluidic  sensors  proposed for turbine-engine controls 
was   the   fluidic oscillator temperature   sensor which  has  received much 
attention  [59-69].     The  resistive bridge  temperature   sensor also shows 
promise  [62,  66,  70,   71].    Fluidic devices were proposed because although 
turbine   Inlet  temperature  Is probably  the most critical  parameter   in a 
turbine engine,  conventional   sensors  have difficulty   In measuring  the 
extreme   temperaturer  with high  response  and  reliability. 

There are two basic type 
through flow and heat transfe 
configurations but Is powered 
(such as turbine inlet). The 
are exposed to the contaminat 
can change the properties of 
Heat-transfer oscillators are 
discharge; thus, they are not 
have fast time response neces 
These  devices are better suit 

s of fluidic oscillator   temperature  sensors: 
r.    The  through-flow osci 1 lator has various 
with fluid of  the temperature  to be measured 

se oscillators have good   time  response  but 
ion  present   In  the gss.     This contamination 
tha gas  as  well   as cause   reliability problems, 

powered   by  pressure fronr  the  filtered compressor 
as exposed  to contamination,  but   they do not 

iary for  preventing surge and  flame out. 
ed  to exhaust  gas  tempcature measurements. 

3.3     Speed  Sensors 

Turbine  shaft  speed sensing [72-7^]  has also received attention  by 
several   researchers   in  addition  LO those concerned with complete engine 
controls.     Engine speed   is proba. ly the  second most critical   parameter 
in   turbine control.     Turbine overs^eed  must  be carefully avoided,   thereby 
requiring an accurate,   high-respor.se   speed measurement.    A common 
approach   is  the chopper-wheel   frequency-to-analog conversion. 
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l-l*    Pressure Ratio Sensors 

In some engines the pressure ratio is an important control parameter. 
There are several approaches to this measurement: straight computation by 
division [66], pressure ratio sensitive oscillator [66,75], specially 
designed nozzle-receiver arrangement [76], pulse-width modulation [77]t 
and digital computation [66]. 

s or control devices for 
ty [78] as welI as comolete 
been considered.  A device 
ted [80].  Inlet guide 
has been successfully 

developed and have proved 
sh turbine environment [82J. 
trol devices in the burner 
lopment Center (MERDC) , 
for Rank im. cycle generator 
controls for a small 

3.5 Miscellaneous Applications 

Other literature references fluidic sensor 
gas-turbine engines.  Control systems feasibili 
systems requirements such is startup [79] have 
that measures Mach number Sas also been documen 
vane control using a pressu. ^ ratio measurement 
tested [81J  Fabrication techniques have been 
to be applicable to fluidic circuits in the har 
Consideration has been given to vortex fuel con 
[83].  The Mobility Equipment Research and Deve 
Ft. Belovir, has investigated fluidic controls 
[8'»], and is presently developing fluidic fuel 
gas-turbirt- sngine under contract. 

3.6 Sutnmary on Gas-Turbine Control 

The first investigations of fluidic turbine controls were appli'ü 
to high-performance engines in competition with established control 
technologies and did not live up to expectations. A more logical 
approach is b, ing followed which begins with the development of less 
critical controls for small engines such as APU and electric generator 
applications, then progresses to automotive sized engines, and finally 
to high-performance aircraft engines. 

k.     CONCLUSIONS 

Fluidics has proved  to be a  feasible approach to fuel  controls. 
It   is  felt  that  the state-of-the-art  needs only a few more   improvements 
before   fluidic  fuel  controls  for piston  and  gas-turbine engines will   be 
a competing  technology. 
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A FLUIDIC CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AN 
AIRCRAFT EJECTION SEAT 

W.G. Beduhn 

Systems and Research Center 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

ABSTRACT 

Active stabilization of an aircraft ejection seat during the motor burn portion 

of the egress has been demonstrated using a fluidic control system.   The 

output of the control system generated control moment by deflecting motor 

thrust vector with 33 gpm of Freon 113 at ± 800 psid being supplied to motor 

nozzle secondary injection ports.    Including the secondary injection fluid 

amplifier, the system consisted of a vortex rate sensor, a five-stage ampli- 

fier cascade, and a 5000 psi blow down power supply.   The control system 

limited the man/seat pitch rotation to less than 5 degrees on a flight demon- 

stration. 
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A FLUIDIC CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AN 
AIRCRAFT EJECTION SEAT 

W.G.  Beduhn 

Systems and Research Center 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

Man/seat pitch stability is a problem in all current operational escape 

systems since the ejection seat is basically aerodynamically unstable.     This 

system instability may be magnir,"ed during the early phase of ejection by the 

moments produced by the rocket thrust line and the aerodynamic center of 

pressure misalignments with the man/seat system center of gravity. 

This paper describes the design and flight evaluation of a fluidic ejection 

seat pitch stabilization system. The system was developed by Honeywell Inc. 

and flight tested at NATF, Lakehurst. New Je sey, under Naval Air Develop- 

ment Center contract number N00156-71-C-0226. On the zero altitude, zero 

airspeed flight test, the fluidic control system completely stabilized a 2-deg 

equivalent eg rocket motor thrust line pitch offset on a Navy Maximum Per- 

formance Ejection oeat (MPES). 
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PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

The ejection seat stabilization system must be capable of producing pitch 

control moments that will maintain a preferred seat attitude.    Moments that 

tend to alter attitude stem from two sources: 1) aerodynamic forces, and 2) 

misalignment of the sustainer motor thrust line with respect to the ejection 

seat/man center of gravity.    Aerodynamic moments for a typical ejection 

seat geometry were calculated in References 1 and 2.   As shown in Figure 1, 

the aerodynamic moment is predominantly negative (tends to pitch the seat 

forward) and miy be as high as 2500 foot-pounds at an aircraft velocity of 

R00 knots.    In addition to the aerodynamic moment, variations in the man/ 

seat center of gravity on the order of ± 1 inch will result in moments of ±400 

foot-pounds with a main rocket thrust of 4800 pounds. 

High-frequency response is a performance requirement of the control 

system.    Response ii important due to the large angular acceleration of the 

seat.    For example, with a total moment on the seat of 1500 foot-pounds, a 

2 typical man-seat will accelerate at 4800 deg/sec  .   The response time of the 
-3 

system must be less than 8.0-   10      sec in order to limit pitch axis rotation 

to 10 degrees.    System threshold should be less than 25 deg/sec equivalent. 

input rate. 
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SYSTEMS DZSCrtIPTION 

The block diagram of the control system is shown in Figure 2.    A   sche- 

matic of the mechanized concept is shown in Figure 3.   A fluidic vortex rate 

sensor senses the man/seat pitch rate and provides a pressure signal pro- 

portional to that rate to a fluidic amplifier cascade.    This cascade amplifies 

the rate sensor signal -- both pressure and flow amplification.    The final 

stage of the cascade supplies a high-energy liquid jet stream into secondary 

injection ports in the pitch plane side walls of the ejection seat rocket motor 

nozzle.    This jet stream deflects the rocket motor thrust vector, thereby 

producing a control moment.   This control technique is called liquid secon- 

dary injection thrust vector control (TVC-SI).    The control system is supplied 

with 2000 psi liquid Freon 113 at 40 gpm for 0.4 sec from the designed 

self-contained power supply. 

COMPONENT DESIGN 

Design of the various components of the control system depends on the 

amount of flow required for delivery to secondary injection ports for the 

desired control moment. The design for the liquid IVC-SI, therefore, had 

to be completed prior to designing the fluidic hardware for the control sys- 

tem. After required injectant flow rates were determined, designs for the 

amplifier cascade, the vortex rate sensor and the power supply system 

could '^e finalized. 
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Secondary Ir.^  ction System Design 

For a given conical rocket motor nozzle, the amount of TVC angle - 0- 

is mainly a function of the magnitude of the secondary injectant flow rate; m^, 

for the optimum design case.    Figure 4 shows the TVC angle expected for 

various secondary iniection mass ratios,  m-l/T I sp 

Where m     =   Secondary injection flow rate - lbs/sec 

I       ■   Propellant specific impulse - sec 

T       ■   Axial thrust - lb 

The overall program objective was to prove feasibility of the fluidic con- 

trol system concept.    Therefore, a simple brute force design technique was 

used to obtain control moments.    The design ultimately selected resulted 

from a brief literature survey on liquid secondary injection (References 3, 

4,5,6).    Significant details of the selected design are as follows: 

• Injection liquid. Freon 113 - This Freon was used as the 

working media for the fluidic circuitry. 

• Injection pressure, ^ 800 psi - This pressure represents 

the recovery pressure from the secondary injection fluid 

amplifier supplied with 2000 psia. 
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Injection location, 0.42 - This is defined as the ratio of the 

throat distance to injection location divided by the throat 

distance to the nozzle exit. 

Injection ports,  multiple ports wth parallel centerlines - 

Three ports (diameter 0.147 inches; were used. 

m. I 
Injection flow ratio     ■   p   ,0.5- This is equal to 33 gpm 

flow rate delivered by the secondary injection fluid amplifiei. 

A TVC angle of x5.4 degrees is estimated using this flow ratio. 

Figures 5 and 6 show details of the injection port design. 

Amplifier Cascade Design 

The basic requirement was to design a fluidic amplifier cascade driven 

by a vortex rate sensor and to supply liquid into the nozzle side walls of an 

ejection seat rocket motor.    The bistable cascade output should produce about 

33 gpm at the highest possible pressure for injection into the nozzle and should 

switch at an input pressure equivalent to 25 deg/sec rate.    In addition, the 

total cascade flow rate should be kept to a minimum to minimize the size of 

required support equipment.    Response of the cascade should be 0.005 sec. 
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A convex-walled bistable amplifier design similar to that found in the 

literature (Reference 7) was used as a basis for the ejection seat amplifier 

design.   The closed interaction region design was selected for reasons of 

good pressure recovery and maximum delivery of liquid to the secondary 

injection ports.    Sizing of the power port (with aspect ratio = 3) for the final 

amplifier was calculated using the following equation: 

J/2 

where 

W    =   power nozzle width - in. 
o 

Q     ■   power nozzle flow rate - in  /sec 

2 p     =   supply pressure -   lb/in -2000 psi, the rocket motor 
chamber pressure was selected as the supply pressure 

2      4 p      ■   Freon 113 density - lb sec  /in 

.: W •   0.088 in. 

Remaining amplifiers of the cascade were then designed based on the size 

and supply pressure of the final stage.    A typical pressure gain for a bistable 

amplifier is 1/15 p supply (control Ap required to switch power flow), and a 

typical flow gain is 5. 

Figure 7 shows the amplifier cascade circuit designed for the ejection seat 

control system.   It uses one proportional amplifier for impedance matching 

the vortex rate sensor and four bistable amplifiers for main signal amplification. 
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The amplifiers are stepped up in size and pressure to a final amplifier power 

port size of 0.088 in.  x 0.260 in. and a pressure of 2000 psi.   Because the 

vortex rate sensor requires a back pressure of 100 psi (to minimize cavita- 

tion problems) which results in a sensor pickoff level of about 120 psi, the 

first three stages of amplification are required to be open-type to allow inter- 

action impedance matching.   These early-stage, open-type amplifiers cause 

only a sma1i percentage increase in the overall system flow rate requirements 

which are estimated at 40 gpm. 

Vortex Rate Sensor Design 

Various designs for the vortex rate sensor were reviewed.    For reasons 

of simplicity, size,  weight, and required time response, a single-sink, high 

Reynolds number sensor was selected.    This sensor has a sink diameter ef 

0.100 in. , a coupling diameter of 1. 500 in. , a flow rate of 2. 5 gpm, a response 

time of 0.005 sec and a sink Reynolds number of 238,000.    Figure 8 shows the 

vortex rate sensor as installed in the final hardware.   The pickoff for the vor- 

tex rate sensor uses a 0.008-in. thick stainless steel blade across the pickoff 

ports.    This blade is used as a streamline element which detects any induced 

swirl in the exit flow.   The amount of the induced swirl is proportional to the 

sensor turning rate about its axis. 

This pickoff also incorporates an external null adjust capability.   This 

null adjust device consists of a movable blade located in the vortex sensing 
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chamber near the coupling element rings.   When the blade is externally rotated, 

it produces a swirl in the sensing chamber which nulls out any net unwanted 

signals as read by the pickoff ports. 

The vortex rate sensor coupling elements consist of two 0.014-in. -thick 

stainless steel rings.    Each of these rings has 90 small airfoil-shaped flow 

passages to rate couple the input flow.    When the coupling element is assem- 

bled in the unit, the net flow spacing is about 0. 015 in. 

Deadended scale factor of the vortex rate sensor is calculated using 

AP 

D.E. 

4.5 xl0"5n      Cnö     QTP 

4  TT  R. 

R o 
l-HTI (Reference 8) 

i\ ■  C -     4.5 for this application (an efficiency term) no 

AP 
u D.E. 

0.12 psi/deg/sec 

AP 

D.E. 

QT 

P 

Rate sensor output differential pressure in psi 

Input rotational rate in deg/sec 

Dead ended - output blocked 

Total rate sensor flow in /sec 

T •      J J                   lb sec Liquid der.sity in   j  
in 
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R. 

=   Outer coupling radius in inches 

■   Sink radius in inches 

Power Supply System Etesign 

A schematic of the power system designed to supply Freon 113 to the con- 
3 

trol system at a flow rate of 40 gpm is shown in Figure 9.   A 160 in   4500 psi 

lanyard valve-activated air pressure vessel was used as the basic pressure 
3 

source for the system.    This pressure source drove Freon 113 out of a 60 in 

piston accumulator through the 40 gpm flow control valve and into the control 

system.    Equivalent fluidic resistance of the control system «vas designed such 

that the input 40 gpm flow rate resulted in a 2000 psi pressure drop.   Total 

operating time was designed to be 0.4 sec.    (This is adequate time in that a 

typical rocket motor burns 0. 5 sec with the man/seat being on the aircraft 

rails for a duration of 0. 150 sec, leaving about 0.350 sec of required control.) 

BENCH EVALUATION 

After the fluidic control system was developed and laboratory tested at 

Honeywell Inc.. Minneapolis, it was installed on a dynamic bench test stand 

at the Naval Weapons Center, Chin:- Lake,  California, for development 

tests with a rocket motor.    Figure 10 shows a photograph of the complete 
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control system -nounted on brackets to mite with the rocket motor test stand. 

Two successful thrust-vectored motor tests were conducted. 

During laboratory development testing,  it had become apparent that secon- 

dary injection amplifier performance was not optimum.   The output flow split 

was five to one.    Pre-rocket motor bench test checkouts revealed a further 

reduction in the injection amplifier performance - down to two and one half to 

one output flow split.    This was due to a charpe in the injection port plumbing. 

Optimum components were not considered mandatory to prove concept feasibility. 

The first dynamic bench test, with a secondary injection output ratio oi 

2. 5 to 1, demon, 'rated an effective control system TVC angle of ±2.35 degrees. 

On the stcond dynamic bench test a mechanical plug was installed into one 

injection port to simulate an ideal secondary injection amplifier,  i.e. , infinite 

output flow ratio.    This test was conducted to determine maximum TVC angle 

obtainable from the given geometry and design.    The test resulted in a maxi- 

mum TVC angle of ± 5. 8 degrees for the given design.    This TVC angle resulted 

to a L^ntrol moment of ±710 foot-pounds.    It is felt that, with proper redesign, 

this magnitude of TVC angle is readily attainable in a system configuration. 
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FLIGHT EVALUATION 

The control system was installed on a Navy MPES seat for the flight 

demonstration.    The man/seat and the control system were completely instru- 

mented.    Electronic rate gyros and accelerometers were installed in the chest 

cavity of the dummy to record the motion of the man/seat.    Trip wires on the 

seat guide rails were incorporated to record seat position versus time.    The 

flight test was recorded by camera coverage - both real time and 400 frames 

per second.   Rocket motor chamber pressure, fluidic supply pressure,  secon- 

dary injection output amplifier pressure, and control system pitch rate were 

recorded. 

Figure 11 is a photograph of the complete man/seat ready for flight demon- 

stration.    The feasibility control system was mounted around the sides of the 

seat.    No attempt was made to minimize system size or weight. 

Table I gives a numerical summary of the flight tept conducted on 2 8 

February 1973 at Lakehurst, New Jersey.   F'gure 12 is an oscillograph 

recording of pertinent instrumentation test results.    Figure 13 is a photo- 

graphic sequence of the man/seat during the motor burn portion of the test. 
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Flight Test Summary 

• During active control, the pitch rate of the man/seat was 

continuously held near zero degrees per second.    The con- 

trol system completely corrected for the 2-degree pitch 

forward eg motor thrust line input misalignment. 

• The 8. 5-g seat acceleration did not affect performance of 

the control system. 

• The control system changed direction of the rocket motor 

exhaust vector a total of 10 times during the 0. 4- second 

control portion of the flight. 

• After control burnout, the man/seat began rotating in pitch 

due to the 2-degree equivalent pitch forward input.    (The 

rocket motor burned longer than expected, which resulted 

in the fluidic control system exhausting its secondary 

injectant prior to motor burnout.)   It attained a pitch rate 

of about 5   deg/sec by motor burnout. 
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I 

CONCLUSIONS 

Feasibility of the concept of using fluidics to stabilize an ejection seat 

during the rocket motor burn portion of the ejection has been demonstrated. 

This concept shows promise of attaining the requirements of high reliability, 

minimum maintenance and long shelf life. 

More development work is required to reduce the size and weight of the 

system and to increase its control moment capability.    It is projected that 

this liquid secondary injection design concept can be reduced to less than 15 

pounds total weight and provide up to plus or minus 6 degrees equivalent con- 

trol.    (Calculations show that this amount of control would stabilize an ejection 

seat through 450 KIAS with proper system biasing.    For ejections above 450 

KIAS, the system would provide its m-iximum control authority,   resulting in 

some expected small man/seat rotational rate.) 
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Figure 2.    Block Diagram of Ejection Seat Control System 
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Figure 3.    Schematic of Fluidir Control System 
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Figure 1.    Expected TVC versus Secondary 
Mass Ratio 
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Figure 9.     Ejection Seat Control System Power Supply 
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Table I.  0/0 Ejection Test - Fluidlc Stabilization System Conducted 
28 February 1973 at NATF, Lakehurst, N.J. 

Item Quantity 

MPES seat ejectable weight 232 lb 

Dummy weight 142 lb 

Total ejectable weight 374 lb 

CG/rocket thrust offset (forward pitch) 2° (3/8 inch) 

Maximum rocket pressure 1434 psi 

Rocket burn time 0.75 second 

Maximum seat acceleration 8.Sg 

Rocket rate of buildup (from vertical 
dummy acceleration trace) 

502 g/second 

Seat first motion (1/16") from time 0 0. 054 second 

Actuation of fluidics from time 0 0.107 second 

Duration of fluidics secondary injection 0.42 second 

Fluidics system switched back and forth 10 times 

Pitch rate at fluidics burnout 0 deg/second 

Pitch rate induced from time fluidics burned 
out to burnout of rocket 

55 deg/second 

Total MPES ejected height 200 ft 
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.   Oscillograph of Controlled Flight Demonstration 
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A FUJIDIC AIRCRAFT BRAKE COWTROI. SYSTFM 

H. M. Straub,  Boeing Canmerclal Airplane Company 

P. K. Wagner, Air Force Flight Dynamic« Laboratory 

ABSTRACT 

The h.gh temperature capability, Insensltlvlty to vibration, and high 
reliibllity offered by fluldlcs are attractive to aircraft brake control 
systems which will operate in un increasingly noi-tilc c;;. ironment a^ carbon 
brake applications become more widely accepted. 

A concept study indicating the feasibility of a pnevmatic fluidic brake 
control system with antiskid and automatic brake mode of operation is des- 
cribed. Evaluation of commercial fluldlc elements, approaches to fluldlc 
analog circuit design, and operation of a breadboard brake control systan are 
presented. Performance results on the Boeing antiskid simulator, followed 
by a full-scale test at the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base Landing Gear 
Test Facility, are discussed. 

IWTHODOCTIOII 

Gimilar to their counterparts on automobiles and trucks, brakes of modern 
aircraft have excessive torque capability under adverse conditions such as 
wet and icy runways and llsht loads. Due to the large size of today's Jet 
transports and the resulting multiple wheel landing gear configuration th* 
pilot does not have control over each Individual wheel and can, therefore, 
lock the wheels due to the large forces available from the hydraulic brake 
actuation system. This would result in considerably longer braking distances, 
blown tires and loss in lateral ground control. To insure safe and economic 
aircraft stopping, numerous antiskid systems have been developed which 
control the braking force to a level which does not result in wheel lockup, 
regardless of how hard the pilot attempts to brake the aircraft. In addition, 
more advanced antiskid systems try to extract the oaxL^im available retarda- 
tion force from the tire-runway interface. 

DESCRIFTIOII 

Coerventlonal antiskid systems (Figure 1) consist of a wheel speed sensor, 
a control box, and an interface valve to control hydraulic pressure In 
the brake. The wheel spesd sensor is usually located in th* azla and consists 
of an AC generator with a frequency output dependent on the number of exciter 
teeth and the wheel speed. This signal la converted to an equivalent DC 
signal which is proportional to wheel speed. Operation of a typical control 
box is based on the computed deceleration of the wheel, which Increases 
rapidly as a wheel skid is approached. As wheel speed decreases markely 
below synchronous velocity, the friction between tire and runway drops as 
shown in Figure 2. This figure represents the typical tire dynamic response 
on dry runways. As brake pressure is applied, the tire slip increases and 
initially results in increased available friction coefficient. Beyond some 
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value thermodynamic effects reduce friction. The control circuit senses the 
Incipient skid and issues a signal to decrease brake pressure. The wheel 
spins up to near synchronous velocity and brake pressure is gradually increased 
until the next incipient skid is sensed. Tho control box is located in the 
wheel well or electronics bay of the aircraft,while the brake pressure control 
valve is frequently mounted in the vicinity of gear-wing/body attachment point. 

Due to recent growth in aircraft takeoff weight and speed, the brake energy 
absorption capability had to be continuously increased. This has led to the 
development of more efficient heat absorbing material such as structural 
carboa which can withstand temperatures far in excess of the more conventional 
steel heat sink. However, the full advantage of hotter brake stacks can only 
be realized if the brake structure, the surrounding wheel, the axle and other 
components in the vicinity of the brake can withstand the harsher thermal 
environment. Here pneumatic-fluidics offers a solution to the potential 
design problems of the wheel speed sensor.  Because fluidics can operate in 
an environmei.t of vi't-  temperature variations, vibration, and shock, the 
attractive possibility of mounting the whole antiskid system inside the axle 
as an Integrated package cannot be overlooked. While the need for such a 
system on a production aircraft may still be some time away, a spin-off 
application to truck, bus, and railroad airbrake control systems could be 
nor« imminent because compressed air systems are already incorporated into 
there vehicles. 

The basic concept of the pneumatic-fluldic antiskid system is similar to 
that of the electric countei-part, consisting of a wheel speed sensor, computa- 
tion circuit, and an interface valve between low pressure pneumatics and high 
pressure hydraulics. In lieu of a new control concept development, the existing 
Boeing Closed Loop System was chosen as baseline. This system was originally 
developed for the Boeing 737 aircraft. More advanced versions of a similar 
concept are now operating on the Lockheed L-1011 and Douglas DC-10. The 
Boeing Closed Loop System uses the wheel speed signal to operate through 
two parallel paths (Figure 3) to control brake pressure. In the major 
loop wheel deceleration is computed with a differentiator and modulates brake 
pressure through a time constant circuit. If an incipient skid exceeds the 
authority of this path the skid detector is switched on, dumping brake pressure 
and resetting the integrator to a lower commanded pressure. For the imple- 
mentation of the fluidic circuit (Figure U) it was desir-d to let the pilot 
s elect aircraft stopping performance by way of a selector switch setting 
the reference deceleration. When this reference is less than the peak 
deceleration available from the runway-tire interface, the aircraft stops 
without brake pressure cycling. With the exception of Drake initiation, 
such a stop duplicates the behavior of an automatic braking system. If the 
reference exceeds the available level, incipient skids are sensed and the 
system operates In  the normal antiskid mode of operation. Also a second 
order lead from converted wheel speed to valve signal was added to damp 
strut oscillations. 

FLUIDIC AMTISKID SIMUIATION 

Pr5or to the design and procurement of hardware for the breadboard system, 
th» fluidic antiskid system concept was simulated on the Boeing analog-hard- 
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ware brake control simulator.    This setup (Figure 5) consists of the air- 
craft brake hydraulic hardware to duplicate the response of brake pressure 
to antiskid valve signal.    A real tine analog simulation incorporating all 
parameters of major influence to airplane stopping uses brake pressure to 
ronpute wheel   speed.    The latter signal is then fed to the antiskid system 
which controls Vake pressure.    In simulating the fluldic antiskid system, 
soecial emphasis w*s placed on the wheel speed sensor, Integrator time 
constant, and AC-DC converter.    The lack of effective fluldic diodes some- 
what complicated the task.    Sane preliminary hardware tests indicated that 
the repsonse of typical fluldic components is approximately ten times faster 

than that of a typical electric-hydraulic antiskid valve.    Hence dynamic effects 
of fluid amplifiers were not a factor in the circuit design.    Similarly, 
ht-.-dware tests indicated that the capacitive lag caused by line volumes could 
be effectively decreased by stacking more laminates on a fluid amplifier. 
The results of the computer study indicated that a fluldic antiskid system 
would be feasible and could result In stopping efficiencies in excess of 
30 percent. 

HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT 

Development of the breadboard hardware was first Initiated for ehe wheel 
speed sensor and antiskid valve because these components Interface with 
the rest of the brake control system and were not commercially available 
in their entirety.    This approach left the fluldic circuit to bridge the 
pap  later and provided more freedom over the choice of dynamic and static 
gain In the circuit. 

The wheel speed sensor (Figure 6)  consists of 50 evenly spaced teeth on a 
5-inch diameter which alternately interrupt two air Jets In the open duck 
bill sensing head.    The teeth are 116" thick and move through a 3/l6" 
gap,  thus allowing up to 1 16" of misalignment or eccentricity In either 
direction without affecting sensor performance.    Nozzles and receivers are 
both 1 lb" diameter and thereby reduce the risk of contamination through 
dirt particles entrained from ambient air.    The air pulses are fed directly 
into a General Electric AC-DC converter (MC12B) resulting in performance 
as shiwn in Figure 7.    The dynamic performance is primarily affected by 
switching delays and the output filter in the converter.    The sensor was 
designed to operate at a frequency up to 1000 Hz.    However, tests indicated 
that it could operate up to 1500 Hz with some sacrifice In linearity. 

A DC wheel speed sensor relying on the principle of the vortex rate sensor 
was also designed and evaluated. Due to the low output anr poor signal to 
noise ratio,  however, this approach was abandoned. 

An existing electro-hydraulic brake pressure control valve was modified to 
accept low pressure pneumatic signals.    The t-alve,   shown schematically on 
Figure 6, is a two-stage device.    A differential pressure across the main 
spool is developed by deflection of the flapper of the first stage.    The 
spool moves until the unbalance in force is equalled by the change in 
delivered pressure and bias spring force.    Normally, the first .tage flapper 
motion is controlled by an electric coil placed around the cross bar of the 
flapper.    With the coils removed, two instrument bellows can work in push- 
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push action against the crossbar.    The selection of the bellows was partially 
d5-tated by envelope constraints posed by the physical location of first 
stage relative to the valve body (Figure 9).    Other requirements were low 
stiffness,  large effective area, and small internal volume all of which led 
to a conprcnise selection.    The bellows were sealed with a disk on one end 
and a threaded fitting on the other.    The fitting was extended into the 
bellows to reduce the internal air volume and to serve as a compression 
travel limit.    Static tests (Figure 10) on the assembled valve indicate 
that a differential pressure of U.l paid across the bellows is required to 
reach hydraulic reservoir pressure in the brake.    This pressure differential 
can be delivered by a proportional fluid amplifier with 10 psig supply, 
lynamic tests  (Figure 10) on the valve,  including the effect of a short 
piece of hydraulic hose and the brake fluid volume,  show good response to 
12 Hz, which is also typical for an electrically driven antiskid valve. 

With the successful hardware implementation of wheel speed sensor and anti- 
skid valve,  the development effort was then concentrated on breadbcarding the 
fluidic circuit.    Components were purchased from General Electric, Fluidics 
Operation and included several summing, digital and three stage amplifiers 
and one operational amplifier.    Also,  laminates for a single stage propor- 
tional amplifier (TR-I608) were borrowed from Harry Diamond Labs., Washington, 
D.C. 

In the planning stage of the program it was recognized that not enough com- 
ponent performance data was available to allow Inmedlate design of the circuit. 
Hence, a thorough performance evaluation of each component was carried out, 
to establish the following operating characteristics. 

o Supply flow 

o Input impedance 

o Output impedance 

o Gain 

o Noise 

o Response 

o       Null sensitivity to supply pressure 
and temperature variation. 

While this is a time consuming task, the data is required before a circuit 
can be successfully breadboarded.    Data which generally was taken with X-Y 
plotter and the oscilloscope would be too voluminous for a detailed review 
here.    However,  it should be mentioned that, with few exceptions, all com- 
ponents performed admirably well.    Input impedance ranged from 16,000 to 
210,000 sec/in2.    Output impedance which is generally an indication of the 
component output power capability ranged from 10,000 to 70,000 sec/in2 

under blocked load conditions.    Response of all components, with exception 
of the operational amplifier was flat beyond 60Hz.    Signal to noise ratio at 
a bandpass of 100 Hz ranged from 100 to 200.    Finally output null sensitivity 
to changes in supply pressure were less than 0.16 paid over a range from 2 to 
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10 psi supply.    The effect of raising supply air temperature from 70°? 
to 150OF was imneesurably low.    A closer examination of the fluldic circuit 
concept discussed earlier will show that basically three lead functions and 
one lag function with summing at the proper locations were required to 
implement  the breadboard circuit. 

The lead  circuit can be built by subtracting the steady state output of a 
passive lag fron a pressure ratio circuit with a proportional amplifier as 
shown on Figure 11.    External restrictors,  RE, were made by flattening short 
sections of brass tubing.    Measurements indicated that above a pressure drop 
of 0.3 psi, the resistance value was relatively linear.    Fixed air volumes 
served as capacitors as expressed by 

where 

For air at room temperature 

C x KRT (in2) 

V = volume (ln3) 

K ■ specific heat ratio 

R * gas constant (in/0R) 

T - absolute temperature (0R) 

C (in2) = 2.1 x 10_6V (in3) 

The lag circuit can be breadboarded as shown on Figure 12.     Because a rela- 
tively long time constant of 5 seconds was required, the bootstrap configur- 
ation with a finite feedback resistance, Ry,    value was used.    This reduced 
th* volume of the capacitor from a nominal 32 in. to k in3.    The only draw- 
back to this approach is that due to the resulting difference equation,  small 
restrictor nonlinearities and amplifier gain variations render a direct 
mathematical circuit conponent selection ineffective.    Consequently the lag 
circuit was designed by test. 

With the use of a  simplified braking simulation (Figure 13) the circuit was 
developed in a closed loro manner.    The output pressure differential of the 
circuit was measured and converted to simulated brake pressure.    The computed 
wheel speed was converted to a pneumatic signal by use of a small electric 
motor driving the actual wheel censor when fast response wan not required. 
By substituting a torque motor-flapper valve arrangement the rapidly decreas- 
ing speed of a wheel approaching lockup could be simulated.    Sequentially 
the modulator, skid detector, and second order lead path were added to the 
circuit and the effect of each addition tested. 

The effectiveness of this real time simulation approach in breadboarding 
and quickly evaluating the fluidic antiskid circuit cannot be overemphasized. 
The progress of the breadboard development was quickly assessed by running 
the simulation with the circuit over a wide range of conditions.    Also the 
need for a costly and time consuming circuit sensitivity study was avoided. 
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A transfer function representation of the final circuit is shown on Figure 
1U. This diagram also depicts the concept used in the development of the 
antiskid circuit. The chain consisting of differentiator, sunnier, and 
Integrator make up the major loop controlling brake pressure. Skid detector 
and second order lead act as transient control inputs and must be fast in 
response. 

Typical performance traces using actual brake hydraulics hardware, the fluillc 
breadboard, and simulated wheel and dynamometer inertia are shown on Figure 
1$. In a typcial cycle after a skid, brake torque gradually increases until 
the wheel speed starts dropping rapidly. At this point the skid defector 
fires, quickly reducing brake torque and resetting the integrator. As the 
ground force brings the wheel speed back to near synchronous, the skid 
detector switches off and brake pressure and torque is reapplied until the 
next Incipient skid is sensed. 

Due to the fast response required in the antiskid system, the fore and aft 
motion of an oscillating gear is measured by the wheel speed sensor. With 
Improper circuit design this could cause system instability and structural 
damage.  In giving an indication of the rate of change of wheel deceleration 
the double lead proved to be effective in damping a strut represented by a 
simple second order simulation as shown on Figure lb.  However, it could not 
effectively add damping to a strut simulated by a more conservative fourth 
order system which included the effect of axle windup. This was due to the 
inherent noise and lower than desired gain of the fluldic implementation of 
the double lead. 

A circuit diagram of the breadboard is shown on Figure 17. Peripheral 
equipment such as pressure regulator, air filter, pneumatic hoses, selector 
switch, orifices, trim valves, and solenoids were supplied by Norgen Fluldic« 
and Cllppard Instrument Lab. Manifold supply pressure was regulated to 
10 psig. No special attempt was made to optimize supply pressure to the 
fluldic components relative to flow consumption as long as Individual compo- 
nent teats indicated satisfactory performance at that level. Total air 
consumption of the circuit and sensor is approximately U.O SCFX. 

DY1IAM0MBTER TEST 

The fluldic antiskid system was tested on the dk  inch dynamometer in the 
leading Gear Test Facility of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory. To 
demonstrate the capability of the tasten with an operating brake and wheel, 
the fluldic panels, Figure 18, were placed In close proximity to the wheel 
and tire to keep pneumatic transmission lines from wheel speed sensor to 
circuit as short as possible. The antiskid valve was located approximately 
18 inches below the fluldic panels. Installation of the sensor and con- 
verter la shown in Figure 19. To avoid contamination by dirt and dust 
particles generated by the brake a cover was placed around the pneumatic 
sensor and fluldic panels for the duration of the test. After some initial 
timing of the skid detector threshold and deceleration ccnnand the fluldic 
system operated very well. The tests demonstrated quite readily that 
deceleration could be varied by the setting of the command level and that the 
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circuit would sense an incipient skid and release the brake pressure. 
Typical test truces are shown in Figure 20 and are similar In appearance 
as those obtained on the simulator (Figure 15). 

CONCLUSIONS 

Using an existing antiskid circuit concept an analog-hardware study Indicated 
that a pneumatic fluidic system would be feasible.    Commercially available 
fluidic components were proc ired and evaluated.    Then a breadboard anti- 
skid system consisting of an AC wheel speed sensor,  a ccxnputing circuit, and 
a modified brake pressure control valve was developed.    No technical problems 
were encountered in converting the Imulated fluidic concept into breadboard 
hardware.    A simulated braking process was used to evaluate the performance 
of *he system during the hardware development effort, thereby providing sane 
freedom over the implementation of the fluidic circuit. 

Evaluation tests  on the  Boelog antiskid simulator and the 6k" dynamometer 
of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory demonstrated that the fluidic 
system could maintain control over the wheel soeed by sensing incipient skids, 
and modulate brake pressure accordingly.    The deceleration rate could be 
set with a selector switch.    As long as the pneumatic fluidic pystem is 
placed in ihe vicinity of the brake,  it can respond at the speed required 
for antiskid operation. 

Although the breadboard circuit  was developed with the Boeing 737 (TU3-A) 
as bcsellne aircraft it is anticipated that with seme minor tuning, the anti- 
skid circuit could provide effective brake control for other aircraft applica- 
tions.    Also potential derivatives of this application to truck, bus and 
railroad air brake systems should be thoroughly evaluated. 
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SURVEY  OF  FLU IDIC   ANT I-SKID  SYSTEMS 

by 

Stephen M. Tenney 
Harry Diamond Laboratories 

ABSTRACT: 

A survey has been  conducted of  the  state-of-the-art of  fluidic 
anti-skid  systems.    The  results compiled   indicate the  fluidic approach  to 
be  feasible  for essenti&lly every mode of   travel   that   involves  the  braking 
of wheels.     Approaches  to  the development  of fluidic anti-skid  systems 
that  have  bee' considered  are  ac:eleration-contro?  and slip-control,  and 
a combination of  the  two   is   included.     This paper  lists  the manufacturers 
known  to be   involved   in  this development,   and summarizes  the  approaches 
and   results attained. 

The comments on the various systems reported herein have been sum- 
marized from the referenced reports or from personal communication with 
the system designer, and do not necessarily reflect the position of the 
Harry Diamond Laboratories. 
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I.      INTRODUCTION 

In virtually every mode of  tr^wtl   that   involves  tne braking of 
wheels,  the capability must  exist  for the vehicle to bs be decelerated 
smoothly and without  loss of control.    This  Is especially  important 
in emergency situations or when the  road surface  is not conducive to 
achieving  the   ideal  maximum vehicle deceleration.     In such conditions, 
the operator  is required  to control   the brakes so that wheel   lockup does 
not  occur and also to keep  the vehicle  in a stable attitude such  that 
vehicle control   is not  lost.     In order to accomplish this  the operator 
must  be able  to sense wheel   lockup and  release the brake pressure accord- 
ingly.     He must also sense and correct  for vehicular rotation.     The changes 
in vehicular stability are not always easily sensed and corrected   in  time. 
In the case of a panic or emergency stop or  in  the case of  large vehicles 
{trucks,  aircraft) where  the operator cannot  sense that wheels have 
locked,  an automatic control   system  is needed.    Thus,  the operator would 
ha/e complete control   for normal   stops,  and could stop at  the maximum allow- 
able  rate of vehicle deceleration  in an emergency situation.     The system 
must  also automatically adapt  to variations  in the frictional  coefficient 
I. between  the wheels and  the  road  surface and the condition of  tires 
and brakes   in order to stop  the vehicle  in  the minimum time and distance. 

Since braking systems normally utilize fluid power,  fluidic circuitry 
may provide an advantageous approach to the problem.    This paper  is  therefore 
concerned with a survey of  the  state-of-the-art  in fluidic anti-skid systems 
in order  to point out  the practicality of  these systems. 

2.  DISCUSSION 

Two basic approaches to the problem of anti-skid systems are wheel 
acceleration-control and slip-control. In ecceleration-control systems, 
wheel decelerat'  is computed and compared with some maximum allowable 
value.  If this yalue is exceeded at one of the wheels, the braking pressure 
to th;t wheel is removed until its deceleration rate is below the maximum 
value. The brakes are then reapplied.  In slip-control systems, individual 
wheel speed is compared with a computed average of all wheel speeds and 
the braking pressure is released when a certain difference between the 
two is detected. The brakes are then reapplied when this difference is 
decreased to an acceptable value. 

Unier any given set of conditions the stopping distance will be 
minimired if the value of u is at a maximum.  Figure I shows, that in 
order to rjt maximum frictional coefficient (y), the control system must 
allow some wheel slippage.  The control system must therefore be designed 
to seek this maximum value of u   regardless of the conditions present at 
the wheels.  The work documented in this field is summarized in table 1. 
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SUWIAKY OF ANTI-SKIO STSTtnS 

MVfSTlCATOR 
WHEEL   S^EED 

SENS3R 
TYPE  CIRCUII 

MAKf f'RESS- 
KCC'JLATION 

HATH     Oft 
COHP. ANAL. 

NOTES* 

BIND IX (lectro-Hjg. 
Pulsed. 

NOT   FLIJIDIC,   electronic,   accel.   control. 
S'ip control   not   feasible   in  their 
opinion. 

PoHtt   brake units, 
Solenoids not   fast 
enough 

Yes Represents  elec- 
tronic  approach. 
Hardware  tested. 

CRUMnAN D.C.    lach 
drives   toroue 
motor   fljpprr. 

tltctronlc-f luidic 
Hybrid. 
Accel .-Slip control 

VaUe Vc« ftecowmends 
Eeaslbllicy.  no 
hardware. 

CNL*.   STAIC  U'*IV 
FOR   G.   D. 

Vortc*  Rate 
Sensor. 

Fluidic 
Accel,   control,   diode-t(n>e delay 
differentiator  drives   Schnitt   trigger. 

Relay Y«f Analysi s only. 

CtHtRAL   tLtCTRIC No   Hard..jrc No  HardMare No  Hardware U»-*cutcr 
Analysis 
to check 
sensitive 
parameters 

Pr« 1 itninary   study 
to  convince of 
feasibi1i ty.   Curves 
show success.   No 
specific circuit 
components  suggest 
•d  but  would  be 
flulrfic. 

•01 INC Interrupt ible 
Jet. 
Frequcnty   to 
Analog  con- 
vi t«r . 

Fluidic 
Two Parallel   paths  acceleration i   slip 
control, 
Pneuiatlc circuit  drives  hydraulic 
control   valve. 

Elcctro-hydraulic 
control   valve 
modified  for   low 
press,  pneumatic 
:Ignal.Bel lows 
Rrpl     Cot). 

Yes 
Circuit 
transfer 
function. 

Vorte«  rat«  senso' 
too  noisvlow 
Signal.   Air   cons. 
•i.Oscfm.   No  Tech 
Problem. Hardware 
t'sted 

CENERAt.   BfNMICI Air   fearing 
pressure 
drop due  to 
shaft   rot. 

later   tried 
pulsed  (  Er«- 
quency  to 
Analog convert- 
er. 

Fluidic 
Bang-bang. 
Rate of  change of   wheel   speed 
switches  Schnitt   trig,   at   threshold, 
Dsclllatesat   slip.   All   Muidic-pneu- 
matIc. 

Al 1   Pneu^at ic. None Worked extrcncly 
well. 
Needs   to be  adapte: 
to  hydraulics. 

n Hunts   for   opt HBlff   u . 
Al 1   f luidic-pneu^-at IC. 
Completely adapt Ue. 

PneumaiU 
freport ionAl 
Valv*. 

None Only  si i-^ht 
improvement . 
Docs  not   just ify 
cost. 

PUIUCMCO 

Toothed  disc. 
1  back  press, 
swltch dr ivc 
pneu.   step 
motors  which 
drive  planet. 
gear. 
Uo     slip-'jear 
stat ionary. 

Fluidic-M*chanUal 
SI ip-control. 
Digital 
Second   circuit  monitors   speed &  dir.   of 
rot.  o^ planet,  gear. 

Valve None Hardware  tested. 
Air   Consumption, 

».5 Lf% (M7Cscfm) 

C NERAL  EUCTKIC tlectronic Electronic 1-ectro.-Hydr. 
Tiansd.   Intt-- 
face Clec ■ w'ih 
Brakes 

None Torque Hutor-Jet 
Deflect ion 
controlled  by «IK, 

L-NlhAL   CLiLTRIC 
*3 

Interruptible 
J«t. 
Pneumjtic. 

Indicates  selected   speed  pts-   to 
tract Ion  windings. 
Frequency  to Analoq  converter. 

Average  speed crmpared   to   Individual. 
Wheel   slip drops   sand  on   tffltfcl. 

Tranet ion Motor 
Winding. 

Non« Hc-t   all   require- 
met» but tfp. 
sent.   All   »>neu.- 
for   locomotives. 

'■OTi S-/-bbr»-vi Jtcd   reported  conclusion or   fro" personal   cotmunicat ion  with   the   i n»est i »)utor . 
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3.     FEASIBILITY  STUDIES 

The electronic approach by Bendix  [l]   is considered here because the 
systems analysis approach is useful   in  its overall view of  the problem. 
The computer simulation discussed by Bendix  is helpful,  since the  basic 
circuit  functions are  similar   in an electronic or fluidlc circuit.     Bendix 
has made some design decisions that  are very pertinent and  should  be con- 
sidered   by the  fluidic designer.    Points  raised  by Bendix  include  the 
advantage of vacuum power-brake units over solenoids as the  brake modulators 
due to the  improved response.    The best and most versatile system  is that 
which controls all wheels  individually;    such a feature would allow the 
shortest  possible stopping distance while maintaining  "steerability." 
Other  circuitry and wheel   speed selection schemes are also discussed here. 
Contrary  to the  Bendix  report,  a slip-control   circuit   is considered   less 
difficult  than was  indicated.    Other work  Included here demonstrates that 
slip-control  may be effectively accomplished. 

A study was conducted  by 'rumman Aerospace Corporation  [2] to   inves- 
tigate advantages of a  fluidic anti-skid system and  to suggest an actual 
circuit.    Although no hardware was  tested,   feasibility of the concept of 
employing a combination of acceleration and  slip-control   is   indicated. 
The major difference   is  that   this concept uses a  speed  sensor consisting 
of an electronic tachometer  to drive a  torque motor  flapper  valve.     Differ- 
entiation   is accomplished fluidically while wheel  speed  is monitored for 
slip.    A valuable concept suggested   is  the comparison of average wheel 
speed   to each   individual  wheel   speed.      If  the   speed   is different  by a certain 
percent,   the brake pressure   is released.    This should prevent wheel   lockup. 

A computer  study done for General   Dynamics by Oklahoma  State  Univer- 
sity [3]  suggests a system that uses an acceleration-control  approach and 
a vortex rate sensor wheel   speed sensor.    Although no hardware was  tested, 
the computer analysis  indicates the  system to be very promising. 

General   Electric  has also modeled a fluidic anti-skid  system  for 
computer analysis ['♦].    This system was applicable  to trucks.    No 
technical   problems were encountered,   and  the  circuit   is believed  to be 
easily   implemented. 

k.     DEVELOPED  SYSTEMS 

Of all   the fluidic anti-skid systems  investigated,  the  types of 
circuits are evenly distributed among acceleration-control,  slip-control, 
and a combination of  the two.    There   is generally no preference for one 
solution over another.    Considering all  the work done  in this respect, 
it appears that Boeing [5] has the most developed system.    Their  system 
is a combination acceleration and  slip-control   system that  also combines 
pneumatics and   hydraulics.     Speed   is  sensed  through an  interruptible 
pneumatic jet,  chopper wheel, and a  frequency  to analog converter.    The 
system uses a dlfferentiating-type circuit that also monitors wheel  slip. 
The actual   brake modulation   is accomplished   through  the use of a  control 
valve that allows the  low-pressure pneumatics  to confol  the high-pressure 
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hydraulics.  Since the system was designed for aircraft, air and hydraulic 
power supplies are available. Computer analysis, as well as actual testing, 
shows this system to be very practical. 

Of the other work considered, the system developed by General 
Jynamlcs/Ft. Worth [6-8] appears to have been the one most thoroughly 
investigated, and It is all fluidic (pneumatic). This development has 
undergone extensive testing but has not been put into production. Two 
circuits have been built and tested; one is a bang-bang type (brakes oscillate 
at slip) and the other Is adaptive.  in either case, the hydrostatic 
pressure difference created by shaft rotation In an air bearing is used 
as a speed sensor. 

The first system senses the rate of change of wheel speed by differ- 
rentlation and modulates brake pressure when wheel deceleration exceeds 
a desired value.  When any given wheel exceeds this value, the system 
releases the brake pressure to that wheel and immediately reapplies it, 
setting up an oscillation In the brakes. This concept was adapted from 
the electronic anti-skid system General Dynamics had in use. The fluidic 
system worked extremely well. 

The seconc* system Investigated by General Dynamics is adaptive and 
has the most advanced circuitry of any of the anti-skid systems discussed 
in this paper.  The system controls the brake pressure while hunting for 
the maximum value of the frictional coefficient (p).  It was felt, however, 
that the extra cost of the adaptive system makes It too expensive, con- 
sidering the slight improvement realized over the bang-bang system. 

Although both systems performed well, they still need adaptation to 
hydraulics In order to be utilized further in aircraft applications.  The 
previously mentioned computer study conducted by Oklahoma State University 
analyses the Genera! Dynamics system although it uses a different wheel 
speed sensor. 

Although the majority of the systems discussed so far have been for 
application to aircraft, automotive applications are equally important. 
The only system we have found that Is intended specifically for automotive 
use Is that of Politecnico of Turin, Italy [9]. This system is also a 
very different approach from the others.  The basic approach is that of 
slip-control but the system can best be described as fluidic-mechanical. 
It is the only entirely digital circuit of those surveyed. A pulsed 
speed signal (back-pressure switch chopper) is used to drive pneumatic 
stepping motors that drive a planetary gear,  in a condition of no slip 
the planetary gear is still; when slip occurs the gear rotates. A second 
speed sensing circuit is required to monitor the planetary gear for suf- 
ficient speed and direction of rotation.  In so doing, the second circuit 
determines the allowable slip and which brakes require modulation. Test 
results show that the system functions satisfactorily at an air consumption 
of 1,5 liters/sec (3.178 scfm). 
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General   Electric   (G.E.)   has done a considerable  amount of work   in 
the area of anti-skid  systems  ['«].     In addition  to  the previously discussed 
computer analysis for   feasibility   investigation   in which no  insurmountable 
problems were  discovered, a   transducer developed by G.E.  would   interface 
electronic circuitry with  the  hydraulic  brakes.     This   is actually a torque 
motor.     The most extensive work done by G.E.   is   in   the area of  locomotive 
anti-skid.     In  this  case,  pneumatic   (interruptible  jet  chopper)   speed 
sensors are  used  to sense speed points  to control   the  traction windings 
of the   locomctive.     Threshold of  the speed  points are measured by using 
frequency-to-analog converters.     The  speeds  are averaged  to  sense slip. 
Also,  wheel   siip   In  this case causes sand   to be dropped on  the  tracks. 
A completed demonstrator showed feasibility and  satisfied all   functional 
requirements.     This al1-pneumatic circuit was  found   to be  temperature 
sensitive and   therefore   requires  further development. 

5.     CONCLUSIONS  AND  RECOMMENDATIONS 

Sufficient work has been done  to show that  fluidic anti-skid  systems 
are  producible  systems,   not only  for aircraft  and   locomotive  but   for auto- 
motive application as well.     The  technology of  fluidics has  thus  been 
shown to be adaptable  to the  problem of brake control.     It   is  signifi- 
cant  that  most  of  the work presented   in  this  paper was  done  a  few years 
ago.     With   improvements   in  the  state-of-the-art,   fluidic anti-skid  systems 
should pose almost no problems   in   implementation  today. 

Given a  federal   requirement  for anti-skid  systems on  trucks,   there 
is a need  for  these devices.     Since  pneumatic power   is available on  trucks, 
use of  fluidic  anti-skid  systems can be considered a  desirable approach. 
Considering  the environment  that any anti-skid  system will   be exposed 
to and  the dependence of human  life on  its operation,   the design of such a 
system must  be  verv  thorough.     The  proven   reliability and   immunity  to 
shock and vibration of  fluidic circuitry makes  their  use advantageous 
for anti-skid  systems. 
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1.  Introduction 

One phase of the modernization program at the Indiana 
Army Ammunition Plant is to automate the production 
of cloth bags used for the 105 MM Howitzer propel- 
lant charge.  The bags are 4-1/2" wide by 5-1/2", 
10" or 13" in length, with a bottom closure seam 
sewn at an 8° angle.  To insure compatibility 
with subsequent automated loading and weighing 
equipment the bag length must be held within + 1/8" 
while the width must be held within + 1/16".  It 
is required that each bag be marked to identify the 
type and size of bag produced.  For optimum utiliza- 
tion of equipment when the bag sewing machine is 
integrated into a total loading system the produc- 
tion rate is required to be 50 bags per minute of 
the 5-1/2" long bag.  The bags are made from 9" 
wide resin impregnated rayon cloth wound on a 35 
pound roll. 

The Bag Manufacturing Machine designed for this 
program utilizes 100% digital fluidic logic control. 
Fluidic elements used are standard, off-the-shelf 
components fabricated using photo etched glass 
ceramic techniques.  There are approximately 130 
discrete fluidic elements mounted on glass ceramic 
interconnection manifolds.  These manifolds are 
contained in two control enclosures which maintain 
a slight positive internal pressure t-o prevent 
atmospheric contaminants from entering the logic 
elements.  (Figure 1)  The Bag Manufacturing 
Machine has a self-contained filtration-regulator 
system to provide 80 psi air to the pneumatic 
machine actuation cylinders and 5 psi air to the 
fluidic logic circuits.  Filtration of particles 
to 0.5 micron enables the machine to operate 
directly from 100 psi shop air. Air consumption 
is approximately 35 scfm. 

The interface between the fluidic control signal 
and the high pressure pneumatics are diaphragm 
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poppet  valves mounted on a  common  supply manifold. 
A  pressure to electric  switch  is   interlocked with 
the electric motor circuit  to turn  it off  if air 
pressure  is  lost or  on  operator  command. 

Why Fluidics 

There are several reasons why fluidics were chosen 
for this system and why they offer advantages over 
other methods. 

Fluidic   controls have been  used  in  the garment   indus- 
try with   favorable  results   for many  years.     It  provides 
a  reliable method  for  non-contact  sensing of  fabrics 
through   low pressure   interruptible air  jet  sensors 
on  a variety  of garment manufacturing machines.     These 
machines  usually require  simple machine control  in 
the millisecond speed range with more complex logic 
functions  added  on  as   in   the  case  of  th?  Bag Manufac- 
turing  Machine.     These   functions  are  ea3ily  and 
flexibly  implemented with  fluidics.     Since  these 
machines  are  mostly  pneumat ically actuated,   fluidics 
allows  the use  of  simple,   reliable  interfaces between 
control  and machine. 

The explosion  proof qualities  of  fluidics are  not 
a  reguirement  here  since   the  Bag  Manufacturing Machines 
are  to be used  in an  inert area. 

As of this writing two machines of a total of 35 have 
been built and delivered to the customer. The first 
of these has undergone preproduction testing consisting 
of 30 days operation at 8 hours per day with no fluidic 
failures. This is part of a continuing testing program 
with more data to be added as subsequent machines begin 
to accumulate  running time. 

Machine  Description 

The  following   is  a brief  description   of  the  machine. 
Basically  the   Bag Manufacturing Machine  takes  cloth 
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from a 9" wide roll of material, folds it in half 
and sews the folded edges together to form a 
continuous tube.  It then cuts the tube to the 
proper length and sews across one end to form the 
bag bottom. 

Returning to the front of the machine for a more 
detailed description, a continuously turning 
rubber roller pulls cloth from the material roll 
and supplies it on ^smrnd to the folder. (Figure 2) 
The folder is adjustable in two directions to 
provide exact edge match and proper positioning of 
the seam from the folded edge.  A belt system pulls 
the folded cloth under the straight sewing machine 
and feeds it continuously into an accumulator. 
(Figure 3) 

The accumulator provides a buffer between the contin- 
uously running straight sew and the stop and go 
movement through the bag length cutter position.  The 
cloth tube is pulled from the accumulator to the 
desired bag length by two rubber rollers driven 
through a clutch/brake system. When the cloth stops 
to be cut it is simultaneously printed. 

The cut bag is then transferred sideways at an 8° 
angle by the cross sew belt system (Figure 4). 
The cross sew sewing machine operated intermittently 
through a clutch/b*-ake system as bags are supplied 
to it from the cutter position. 

4.  Machine Control 

Five sensors provide for control of machine functions 
and sequencing,  ""hese sensors are of the interruptible 
air jet type. H  , along with several operator 
controls, are ii   >ced with the machine through the 
logic circuitry.  In the manual mode of operation, 
the circuits associated with several of these sensors 
are inhibited to allow the operator to run each section 
of the machine independently 
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The five sensors are: 

A. Accumulator empty and accumulator full  - 
sense the position of the accumulator roller and, 
through time delays, cause the roller to 
oscillate about the midpoint of its travel. 

B. Baq length  - A moveable sensor that dettrnuncs 
bag length.  When Interrupted, the brake, cloth 
cutter and printer are actuated. 

C. Bag transfer  -  determines when i baq has cleared 
the cloth cutter so more cloth can be brought out 
to be cut to length and also sets the space between 
bags moving in the cross sew belts.  The upper half 
or transmitter can be seen in Figure 5 while the 
receiver is visible through the slot in the table. 

D. Thread chain cut  -  activates the thread chain 
cutter knife to cut the thread between bags moving 
in the cross sew belts. 

These sensors are operated at a reduced pressure of 
1-2 psi where cloth deflection by the air jet is a 
problem.  A typical sensor circuit is shown in 
Figure 6. 

purge 
orifice ) 

to logic 
circuitry 

plug 

S psi 
^7      air supply 

) ( pressure reducer 

\f  transmitter 

V   receiver 

trap 

Figure  6 Interruptible Jet Sensor  Circuit 
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The major contaminant on the Bag Mai ufacturing Machine 
is lint.  As long as the sensor is interrupted by cloth 
or a machine member, the purge air tends to prevent 
lint and particles from e^cering the receiver port. 
The trap shown in Figure 6 is used on interruptible jet 
sensors with a straight through configuration to catch 
some of the heavier dust and lint particles which may 
enter the receiver when the sensor becomes uninterrupted. 

Contrcl Features 

rhe Bag Manufacturing Machine has been designed to 
prevent defective bags from appearing at the output 
of the machine.  This is done through automatic detec- 
tion and removal devices so that there is minimum 
disruption of the flow of acceptable bags at the 
output.  The reject conditions are caused by defects 
in the cloth supply or thread, machine malfunctions 
or misadjustments and the exhaustion of cloth and 
thread supply.  These conditions and corrective 
measures taken are described in ehe following 
paragraphs. 

The cloth roll contains splices in its length that 
are not acceptable in a finished baa.  Normally the 
roll lasts for approximately 2-3 hours of running. 
If the thread breaks due to knots or if it runs out, 
bags would be produced with missing stitches.  Folder 
misadjustment or drastic variations in cloth width 
will result in a mismatch of the folded edge with an 
open seam in the worst case.  Finally the bag length 
could exceed the maximum length specified. 

The sensors used to detect the above conditions 
utilize both interruptible air jets and back pressure 
sensing.  Automatic removal of defective bag«! is 
accomplished through a high pressure air jet, tied 
in to the logic circuitry, that blows bags off after 
they have been cut by the cloth tube cutter.  If the 
machine must stop for operator attention, a flu:'.dic 
visual indicator turns red indicating the corrective 
action required such as cloth roll empty, thread 
break, etc. 
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The cloth roll empty and thread break sensors cause 
the machine to stop.  Empty cloth roll is detected 
by an interruptible air jet while the thread break 
sensor uses back pressure sensing.  The thread, 
normally under tension, holds up a wire loop. When 
the thread breaks the tension is released allowing 
the wire loop to drop and close off a back pressure 
sensing port. 

A folded edge mismatch will widen the cloth tube, 
interrupting an air jet sensor.  This activates a 
pneumatic device to cut a notch in the edge of the 
cloth.  The notch is then detected by a second 
interruptible air jet sensor near the cloth tube 
cutter.  Through a twc-stage shift register, clocked 
by the cutter operation, the next two bags are blown 
off the machine. 

Cloth splices are detected just ahead of the cloth 
tube cutter by the sensor shown in Figure 7. A 
thickness of 10 thousandths or greater over normal 
cloth thickness pas?ing under the roller wheel will 
raise ..he lever arm approximately 50 thousandths off 
of a back pressure sensing port.  This activates 
the reject blow off circuitry to remove the next 
two bags to insure that the bag containing the 
splice is ejected. 

Over length bags are detected by an interruptible 
air jet sensor.  When interrupted it activates the 
reject blow off circuitry to remove one bag from the 
machine. 

6.  Conclusion 

Fluidics is now beyond the laboratory stage and is 
used in many applications ranging from simple sensing 
and gaging functions to sophisticated automated systems 
controls. 
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Figure 1. Fluidic Control Enclosure 

Figure 2. Folder 
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Figure 3. Accumulator 
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Figure U. Cross Sew 
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Figure 5. Bag Transfer Sensor 

Figure 7. Splice Detector 
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ABSTRACT 

US Army programs in fluldlcs are discussed with brief descriptions 
of current system applications along with present government efforts 
in fabrication and reliability. 
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MILITARY APPLICATIONS IN FLUIDICS 

R. N. Gottron 

L. S. Cox 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Numerous fluidic systems are being developed for the military covers 
ing the gamut from high-performance weapon system controls to munition 
production line controls.    Five USAMC commodity commands and several 
Army laboratories are engaged in these efforts with the Navy, Air Force, 
and other government agencies. 

The technical problems involved in military applications differ 
from those encountered in commercial usage in system size and operating 
temperatures and pressures.    Military systems generally must be light- 
and must consume very little power.    Consequently, the military has 
concentrated on developing miniature components and on the consequent 
problems of fabrication and power supply contamination.    These problems 
have been solved to the extent that widespread application of the 
technology to military systems now appears possible.    A previous study 
describes numerous potential military applications (ref.  1) that might 
make advantageous use of currently available fluidics technology.    The 
same study lists many other potential applications that would require 
only minor advances in the technology.    Some current and recently com- 
pleted contractual efforts  (table I) indicate the extent of current 
military and NASA interest when one realizes that the contracts are 
generally directed toward hardware development. 

2. ARMY FLUIDIC FUNDING 

The trend   of Army expenditures in the field of fluidics from its 
inception in the late 1950's to 1S73 is shown in figure 1.    There are 
two periods during which expenditures increased significantly.    The 
first was after the initial conception of fluidics when Army expendi- 
tures increased to slightly over 2.5 million dollars in fiscal year 
1962.    Expenditures then leveled off and even decreased slightly in 
the mid-1960's as people realized that fluidics was an easy concept 
to understand but indeed very difficult to apply.    Hence, a considerable 
amount of the effort from 1962 to 1968 involved the establishment of 
a broad research base.    The second significant increase in expenditures 
occurred from 1970 to 1973.    This increase can be attributed to system 
applications going beyond exploratory development and into advanced 
and engineering development.    Table II itemizes the estimated Army 
program for fiscal year 1973.    The funds for exploratory development 
are divided into two categories; one, for funds that flow through the 
Harry Diamond Laboratories as lead laboratory to the various commodity 
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cofiitiands, and the other for additional funds that the various commo- 
dity conmands use to support the technology.    The total funding In 
table II Is greater than figure 1 since the contractual efforts In- 
clude ancillary equipment and other non-fluldlc expenditures. 

3.    ARMY APPLICATIONS 

The Army, as previously mentioned. Is undertaking a wide variety 
of fluldlc projects, and the various organizations are making pre- 
sentations at this symposium.   Thus, a few of these projects are de- 
scribed here briefly, primarily to Illustrate the variety and extent 
of the Amy fluldlcs program. 

3.1   Mortar Repositioning (Watervllet Arsenal) 

The mission of Watervllet Arsenal Is tube weapons Including guns, 
mortars, and recoilless rifles. In particular, Watervllet has de- 
veloped a mortar with a fluldlc system to reset the azimuth and 
elevation after each shot.   This eliminates variations In aim that 
heretofore have limited the accuracy and/or rate of fire and prevent- 
ed the use of the mortar for point as opposed to area targets.   This 
concept of repositioning the tube can be applied to any tube weapon 
for which an attitude reference can be maintained. 

U. S. mortars have always used the tube resting on the baseplate 
with an adjustable bipod to form a tripod for positioning.   The soil 
under the baseplate compresses, rebounds, and flows on absorbing recoil 
energy.   The baseplate therefore shifts from shot to shot, which shifts 
the aim, unless the gunner adjusts the bipod.    In the mortar reposi- 
tioning system, the attitude reference Is maintained on a tripod which 
does not Include the baseplate.   Angular position comparators based 
upon a cam (attached to the tube) rotating In a sleeve (attached to 
the tripod) with back pressure sensors are used to detect differences 
between the elevation and azimuth of the mortar and reference.    The?« 
signals, when amplified by Interface valves, drive actuators that 
reposition the mortar tube until the differences are reduced to the 
sensor/logic threshold level.   The power supply can be stored gas or 
propel 1 ant gases tapped from the mortar tube. 

A 60-mm mortar with a working model of this system has been fired 
successfully.    The automatic repositioning was performed In approxi- 
mately 1 to 2 sec, depending on the displacement due to the shot; 
whereas, a highly trained gunner takes at least seven sec.   Test fir- 
ings of the prototype system using the 60-mm mortar demonstrated re- 
positioning accuracy of 1.5 mils In azimuth and + 3 mils In eleva- 
tion (ref. 2).    The Benet Laboratory Is presently Integrating the 
system for use with an 81-mm mortar so that the tubing shown In figure 
2 Is ellimlnated. 
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3.2   Flujdic Generator (HDL): 

A device that converts pneumatic energy into a significant amount 
of electrical energy is being investigated at Harry Diamond Laboratories 
(HDL) for possible use in fuzing systems.    The device, called a fluidic 
generator (ref. 3), introduces a new fuzing principle, a n^ power 
supply, and a new safing and arming signature.    These innovations promise 
improvements in safety and reliability, especially for systems with 
no spin and only small setback forces, such as mortar shells and rockets. 

The generator (fig.  3), when used as a power supply in a projectile 
or missile, obtains its driving energy from ram air through an opening 
in the nose of the shell.    The air, after passing through an annular 
nozzle, generates acoustic energy via an oscillating jet impinging 

on a resonating cavity.    The acoustic energy drives a metal diaphragm 
at resonance.    A reed attached to the diaphragm is driven to modulate 
magnetic flux in a coil.    This generates an emf in the coil.    The output 
voltage, depending on its use and the   velocity of the air, is then 
rectified, regulated, or amplified before utilization in a fuze.    The 
generator can be operated in the subsonic and supersonic flow regimes 
and can produce up to 6 W of electrical power.     The generator's function 
is not restricted to use as a power source.    A linear relationship 
between output voltage and velocity can be achieved.    Integration of 
the output voltage provides a measurement of distance traveled by a 
round or an aircraft.    Thus the use of complex timing systems can be 
eliminated. 

Increased safety in armament systems aboard aircraft can be achieved 
by adding a fluidic generator to the present system.    By utilizing 
the aircraft velocity to provide ram-air pressure, it is possible to 
obtain electrical energy to fire the armament but only when a prescribed 
minimum air velocity has been achieved.    The firing circuit remains 
inactive whenever the aircraft is on the ground.    Only after the aircraft 
is airborne and reaches a specified minimum velocity will  the system 
become active and generate the energy required to fire the weapon. 
This concept was employed in developing the fluidic generator for  the 
Navy's SUU dispenser system (fig. 4).    The SUU system is now undergoing 
fleet evaluation. 

The fluidic generator was also developed to meet the requirements 
of a fluidic-electronic-mechanical point-detonating fuze (fig.  5). 
In this application, the fluidic generator provided an arming signature 
(ram air pressure), and the power to Initiate the explosive actuators 
in the safety and arming mechanism rotor assembly.    Also, it provided 
a fuze backup function, as interruption of airflow at impact triggers 
a function-on-generator-stop circuit thereby setting off the electric 
detonators.    This circuit is primarily intended to destroy the round 
if the fuze fails to function at impact. 
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Another type of generator was developed for the Advanced Beehive 
fuze.   This generator (fig. 6) is much smaller than others since the 
connecting rod and reed mechanisms were eliminated by using the diaphragm 
to modulate the magnetic field. Although smaller and mi *e rugged, it 
produces only about 20 percent of the power obtainable from the larger 
reed-type devices. 

3.3   Gas Turbine Control  (TACOM) 

The US Army T^nk-Automotive Command (TACOM) has been investigating 
fluidic control techniques for the automotive yas turbine 1500-horse- 
power engine (AGT 1500).    The first effort was an investigation to 
demonstrate feasibility of fluidic temperature sensing and control 
of Stator venes to Increase engine economy.    The AGT 1500 engine (fig. 
7) has stator vanes presently prescheduled to hold the turbine inlet 
temperature (Tr) constant.    The hydromechanical control system degraded 
with time and Computed Tr from other variables.    TACOM instituted work 
to fiuidically measure T,- directly for feedback control of the stator 
vanes.   Fluidics was chosen for this task since T,- was greater than 
2000oF, and electronic control was not desirable Because of electro- 
magnetic Interference. 

The fluidic sensor was a jet-edge resonator oscillator that was 
inserted at T,-, and the hot gas passed directly through the sensor, 
which reduced response time and size over what could be obtained by 
removing the sensor to the end of a bleed intake.    The sensor and the 
beat detection fluidic control system (fig. 8) used off-the-shelf compo- 
nents in the feasibility study. 

Laboratory and engine tests were conducted on the fluidic temperature 
sensor.    Laboratory tests of the fluidic temperature control  loop were 
successful up to the maximum temperature capability (    1000oF) of the 
test facility.    The sensor performed satisfactorily in the AGT 1500 
engine for several hours, but scaling caused the sensor to fail.    The 
sensor material could not withstand the high temperatures in the turbine, 
and a change in material is necessary if this approach is to be pursued. 

3.4   Plant Modernization 

Several years ago, the Army initiated peojer^.s to modernize their 
munition production lines, and the use of fluidics in sensing and control 
in munition production lines is now widespread.    Numerous articles 
and papers describing some of these applications appear in the literature 
(ref. 4, 5, and 6).    Some of the more interesting sensing capabilities 
developed at the Harry Diamond Laboratories (HDL) are as follows: 

The Army had a problem in determining if the required number of 
holes had been drilled in a mortar tail cone.    The usual procedure was 
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to visually count the 25 holes, but this was subject to human error. 
Figure 9 shows a fluidic sensing system that was developed at HDL to 
count these holes; an operator merely feeds tail cones to the machine, 
and the inspection is automatic.    The sensing head is a modified impact 
modulator.    The fluidic system consists of a series of threshold level 
detectors, sequencing circuits, and reject indicators. 

A fluidic primer-height sensor was developed for use with an 
artillery-shell primer remover and replacer machine at Tooele Army 
Depot (ref. 7).    The system (fig.  10) can reliably detect 0.001-in. 
variations in the height of an artillery shell primer and demonstrates 
the relative effectiveness and simplicity of utillzirn fluidics for 
this inspection.    The detection system eliminated the requirement for 
an operator to inspect each shell visually after a primer had beer 
inserted, which made full machine automation possible and took the 
operator out of the hazardous area. 

Another interesting development is the fluidic strain gage 
(ref. 8) for use in munition production; electronic strain gages are 
undesirable because of the danger of initiating explosions.    The fluidic 
gage (fig. 11) uses the same principle of operation as its electronic 
counterpart; namely, the resistance changes with a change in length. 
In the fluidic strain gage, the channels can be small slots milled 
into the structural metifcer or a tube welded on the member.    Laboratory 
tests have shown that the fluidic gage sensitivity is about the same 
as the electronic gage.    A fluidic gaging system is now being developed 
for munition production line applications. 

3.5   Stability Augmentation System (AAMR&D LAB) 

The Eustis Directorate of the U. S. Army Air Mobility Research 
and Development Laboratory at Fort Eustis, Virginia became interested 
in fluidics in the mid IQöO's.    Most of their work to date has been 
directed toward development of a hydrofluidic stability augmentation 
system (SAS) and   autopilot development for helicopters.    The purpose 
of these systems is to assist the helicopter pilot in maintaining an 
exact heading by minimizing wind gust effects and other external distur- 
bances. 

Before the Eustis Directorate became interested, very little work 
had been done on liquid-powered fluidic systems.    Thus, a considerable 
amount of time was required on component and system development.    Empha- 
sis was placed on component characteristics leading to fluidic systems 
for which there were known requirements.    Thus, component development 
led to a single-axis yaw damper for stabilizing a UH-1C test helicopter 
in 1968.    A flight test of approximately ten hours demonstrated the 
feasibility of employing fluidics for helicopter stabilization.    In 
addition to work on this system, the Eustis Directorate conducted a 
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small hydrofluidic reliability program at approximately the same time. 
The results of this program predicted an 83,000-hr mean time between 
failures.   This was a reliability figure an order of magnitude larger 
than that of equivalent systems using other technologies and undoubtedly 
generated considerable Interest In employing fluldlcs In aviation systems, 

The second flight test conducted by Eustls was that of a three- 
axis SAS.   Flight hardware was fabricated. Installed and evaluated 
In 1970.    Sixty hours of flight tests were conducted, and a sumnary 
of pilot comments are as follows (ref 9): 

(1) The helicopter could be flown with more precision with the 
fluidic system engaged. 

(2) The helicopter could cruise at a higher speed. 
(3) The fluid SAS decoupled external cross coupling dlstrubances. 
(4) The fluidic SAS stabilized the helicopter as well as or better 

than the present system. 

Flight tests were also conducted on a two-axis hydrofluidic system 
Installed in the 0H-58 helicopter (Jet Ranger).    The two-axis system was 
developed to meet an Army need to stabilize yaw and roll.    Results 
of the flight tests showed that the handling ability of the OH-58 was 
definitely Improved, and the dutch roll on the 0H-58 was eliminated. 
The system (fig 12) senses and compensates for aircraft dlsturbaiitej, 
but the pilot still has complete authority over the system at al", times. 

Recent tests, completed In late 1973 and early 1974, Include those 
of the two-axis OH-58 SAS, a three-axis SAS for Slkorskl's CH-54 Flying 
Crane, and a fluidic auto-pilot for the UH-1M.   The UH-1M auto-pilot, 
shown In figure 13, was designed for stability augmentation from zero 
to maximum cruise speed, attitude-hold from 50 knots to maximum speed, 
and altitude-hold from 0 to 6,000 ft. (ref. 9).    Initial test results 
on the auto-pilot have been Impressive. 

Current programs include a joint Amy/Navy effort to determine 
reliability and maintainability data from flight tests.    Twelve two- 
axis systems will be Installed In OH-58 helicopters, and 14 yaw systems 
will be Installed and flight tested on the Navy's   TH-57 helicopter. 
Flight tests will be conducted for a one-year period In active squadrons. 

The most advanced application of a fluidic SAS Is the three-axis 
system In one version of the UTTAS helicopter program.    The system 
Is currently under development and will be ready for flight tests In 
the near future. 

3.6   Missile Control (MICOM) 

The US Army Missile Comnand has been developing fluidic directional 
control systems.    These Include systems for both the missile guidance 
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(Identifying the correct missile attitude) and the missile position 
control  (applying force to control missile attitude). 

The directional control anti-tank missile uses electrical ilc.ials 
to oprrate an Interface device that controls reaction jets throu^.i 
a fluldlc dlverter.    The control signal alters the duty cycle of rapid 
pulses to change the net average steering thrust. 

The directional control system demonstrated on Honest John (fig. 
14) Is a complete fluldlc attltudt control.    The pneumatic output of 
an attitude gyro is processed fluldlcally to control actuators for 
jet vanes.    This system has successfully reduced errors due to tlpoff 
and low level wind. 

Additional work is being done to utilize a gas bleed directly from 
the rocket motor to provide steering forces through secondary Injection 
into the rocket nozzle.    This concept has been tested in static firings 
on Little John motors. 

3.7   Missile Safing and Arming System (Picatirny Arsenal) 

The Picatinny Arsenal  (PA) fluldlc program was initiated in the 
early 1960^.    Most of the PA effort has been directed toward missile 
safing and arming (S A A) systems.    This program was instituted and 
continued due to the Inherent nuclear hardness of fluldlc systems. 

The initial PA effort was directed toward developing critical com- 
ponents that could be utilized In an S & A system.    A potential missile 
S & A was hypothesized, and hardware using available technology was 
developed, tested, and analyzed.    Problem areas were then well-defined, 
and effort was directed toward research and development of components 
that could be utilized in a specific S & A.    System integration followed 
when components were sufficiently developed. 

This approach has continued at PA, with emphasis shifting to inte- 
grated systems.    However, PA has continued to develop components that 
would enhance system performance.    Recent emphasis has been on sensors, 
transducers, Interface devices, power supplies, and fabrication techni- 
ques. 

Sensor effort has been directed toward acce1erimeters and spin 
sensors, with emphasis in the past year on accelt-meters.    The G- 
Sensor, shown in figure 15, has been in existence •  - several years. 
Vibrating string and digital accelerometers are euma.tly being evaluavnl. 

PA initiated the development of the Flueric Explosive Initiator 
(FEI).    The device, shown in figure 16, has a number of military uses. 
The principal use of the device at PA is as an initiator in the fluldlc 
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S A A.    In this configuration, the FEI Is used to Initiate an explosive 
cutter valve. 

PA Is developing a compact, one-shot fluldlc power source for a 
missile S & A system.    The present S & A system uses a cold gas supply 
that, depending on the application, could be as larg? or larger than 
the remaining fluldlc system.    PA showed that a subliming solid would 
be the most efficient source of fluldlc power, and a low level effort 
concerned with the various problems encountered In obtaining a controlled 
amount of clean gas from this source Is continuing.    PA has also de- 
veloped a hydrazlne power supply and Is currently testing It to determine 
Its suitability.    Although the hydrazlne supply Is not as efficient 
as the subliming solid. It Is much lighter and smaller than the cold 
gas source. 

Several years ago, the Air Force sponsored work on fluldlc fabrica- 
tion techniques.    PA has continued this effort with emphasis on metal 
etching and diffusion bonding.    This effort Is associated with a fluldlc 
missile S&A system, and consequently, the components are small to reduce 
power consumption.    PA has developed techniques for making miniature 
components both on contract   and In house, and currently Is applying 
these techniques to manufacture   hardware on a pilot production line. 

3.8   Weapon Stabilization (Rock Island Arsenal): 

Rodman Laboratories at Rock Island Arsenal (RIA) became Interested 
In fluldlcs In the late ISoO's.   There are presently three programs 
at the laboratories, two In fluldlc control of aircraft armament and 
the other In ground-vehicle turret control.   These projects Involve 
stabilization of turrets and attenuation of recoil. 

RIA Is using the XM28 system to demonstrate fluldlc aircraft turret 
stabilization.   The Initial effort demonstrated   accuracies of 5 to 
10 mils.    The present program Is to develop flight hardware for a two- 
axis system integrated Into the XM28 for helicopter ground firing tests 
and flight tests. 

High impulse weapons require a reduction In the high peak recoil 
forces that severely decrease gunner accuracy, and the second fluldlc 
program attempts to reduce the effect In aircraft by averaging the peak 
impulses.   Present efforts Involve development of critical components 
with emphasis on low Initial cost and high reliability. 

Fluldlc technology H being considered for turret stabilization on 
armored vehicles.   The essential objective is to increase the effective- 
ness of the firing from vehicles on the move. 
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A short range, hybrid program utilizes the vortex rate sensor in 
place of conventional gyroscopes, and is expected to provide the 
transition to a more comprehensive fluidics system.    In this first 
program, a two-axis fluidic vortex rate sensing package with transducers 
for electronic output has been built and integrated into an existing 
M60A1 add on stabilization (AOS) system.    The present M60A1 AOS has 
a mechanical gyro and a solid-state, electronic signal conditioning 
package.    The fluidic sensor package is a direct replacement for the 
gyros and has an output that is compatible with the electronic system. 
The M60A1 used to test the system is currently undergoing evaluation 
in the field, and this test should show how the vortex rate sensor com- 
pares with the existing sensor. 

The long range objective is to show the feasibility of an all- 
Huidic, two-axis system.   The elevation axis has been constructed and 
is presently under evaluation while the azimuth axis is under develop- 
ment. When completed, both axes will be integrated and mounted on the 
MICV-65 Cupola.    Testing on the MICV-65 Cupola will show feasibility 
of firing on the move. 

4.    RELIABILITY 

Several years ago, the Government Fluidics Coordination Group (GFCG) 
organized a Reliability Committee to obtain data on fluidic reliability. 
Under funding from all  three services, the coimtittee initiated con- 
tractual efforts.    Table III lists the current efforts.    The first two 
efforts were started in Wc and the 'ast four in 1973. 

The preliminary results of the f.eal-Time Reliability Study were 
reported at the ASME 1972 Winter Annual Meeting (ref. 10).    The system 
under evaluation was the fluidic th.ust reverser control unit for the 
CF-6 engine on the DC-10 aircraft (fig. 17).    At that time it was reported 
that 118,000 hours elapsed between failures.    It was then stated that 
the newness of the technology should be taken into account, and a much 
larger time between failures should be expected as the system matures. 
A recent revision (February 1974) shows a time between failures of over 
425,000 hours (ref.  11).    Included in the recent report are data on 
fluidic applications in the Navy S-3A aircraft anii the Concorde.    Ob- 
viously, the greatest accumulation of data Is on the DC-10 application. 
All  of these applications use compressor bleed air to power the fluidic 
systems. 

The above reliability data are presented to suggest that, once 
fluidics has been utilized In an industry such as aerospace, it is ac- 
cepted as a viable, competing technology to bs seriously considered. 
It is interesting to note that practically every new aircraft engine. 
Including the English engine in the L-1011 aircraft, has used one or 
more fluidic systems for control  purposes. 
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5. FABRICATION 

Fabrication of fluldic systems has been and is a major concern 
of the government and emphasis in the military is placed on low cost, 
small size, completely integrated packaging.    The techniques receiving 
the most attention are electroforming and metal etching/diffusion bonding. 
Electroforming is being utilized for hydraulic fluidic systems: whereas, 
metal etching/ diffusion bonding is being employed in gas-powered systems. 

The Eustis Directorate initiated a manufacturing technology program 
in 1973 to study the reproducibility of electroforming SAS's.    This 
study should result in low-cost, repeatable helicopter stabilization 
systems. 

A program was initiated in FY 74 on metal etching and diffusion 
bonding of titanium.    The objective of this joint HDL-PA effort is 
to develop a pilot production line over a two-year time frame.    The 
first year study will  transfer the laboratory-developed process to a 
manufacturing line, including such necessary developments as low-cost 
visual inspection techniques. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The military is actively involved in applying fluiuics in weaponry, 
anfi a number of systems are being developed under Army funding.    There 
ais.) is considerable and significant effort   under Navy, Air Force, 
and NASA direction. 

The aerospace industry has accepted fluidics as a competing tech- 
nology based on present use in a number of different applications. 
As in the aerospace industry, once fluidic control systems are employed 
by the military, the technology will be accepted as competitive. 

The hydrofluidic stabilization of helicopters is the most advanced 
fluidic Army application.    Field tests have demonstrated its suitability, 
and the UTTAS will have one of its two models equipped with a three- 
axis fluidic SAS.   Not far behind the SAS development cycle are fluidic 
systems for fuzing, missile control, weapon stabilizalim, and engine 
control.    Due to the emphasis of the military on low ihitial cost, 
high reliability, and maintainability, emphasis on fluidics in weaponry 
should continue to increase. 
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A FXUIDIC OIL-WATER SEPARATOR 

Rv 

Dharam Pal 
Research Mechanical EnRineer 
Civil Engineering Laboratory 
Port  Hueneme,  California    93043 

ABSTRACT 

An experimental  investigation establishing the  feasibility 
of using  the  Coanda effect  in  developing an  oil-water separator 
is  described.   Tests conducted on an experimental model with  an 
oil-water mixture  containing 6X oil  showed that  the oil  content 
in the effluent  can be  reduced to less  than  37..  A three-stage 
separator has produced effluent  in the  range  of IX.  Conceptual 
designs of  a practical separator are discussed.  The space 
requirement   for a Coanda effect  separator when  compared with 
typical parallel-plate  type  separators  of the  same  capacity is 
considerably smaller.   Analytical expressions  useful  in designing 
a Coanda effect  separator of a given jize  are  a]so given. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Current  methods  of   separating oil   from oil-water iiixtures 
are  centrifugation,  gravitation,  coalesence,  and ultrafiltratlon 
'1,2).   Centrlfugation is  an  accepted method  for separating water- 
oil  dispersions or emulsions   r2].   Comnercial equipment   is  available 
for  a wide  range  of  applications.   Despite  their effectiveness, 
the  power requirement,   cost,   and maintenance  of such  systems 
are  relatively high.   The  gravitation method of  separating oil 
from oily wastes  relies  upon differences   in  densities  of  the 
fluids  being separated.   Coimerciaily  available parallel  separators 
are based  upon the  gravitation principle.   Because  of the  laminar 
flow requirements  for separation,   such  systems  are normally  bulky. 
Coalescence  has been used quite extensively  for removing  finely 
dispersed water droplets  from fuels.   The  basic mechanism behind 
this separation technique is  the  formation of larger oil drops 
on the  coalescing material.   The  resulting  larger drops  are  separated 
by  gravity.   The  method,  however,   suffers   from  fouling of the 
coalescing element,  and  it  requires   frequent maintenance.   Finally, 
ultraflltratlon uses a filtering process  to separate water from 
oil.   This method,  although  very effective,   suffers  from  fouling 
of  the   filter element;   the  system  ;squires   frequent  cleaning. 

A new method of separating  free oil  from oil-water mixtures 
[3]   is  under  investijution  at  the Civil Engineering Laboratory 
(CEL).   This  technique  uses   the   fluid dynamic phenomenon,   called 
•'wall  attachment or Coanda effect,''  named after Its discoverer, 
Henri  Coanda. 

A preliminary  investigation was  conducted to establish 
the   feasibility of using the  Coanda effect   for separating two 
immiscible  liquids.  This  paper describes  in  detail the   feasibility 
program. 

fHEciRY 

Consider  a thin jet  sheet,   quasi-two-dimensional,   flowing 
into an unbounded region.   The Jet  gets  deflected towards  an 
adjacent wall.  When such  a wall  is  relatively close  to the Jet 
axis,  the  Jet gets attached  to and  flows  along the wall enclosing 
a separation bubble as  shown  in Figure   1.   As is evident,   the 
Jet  undergoes  considerable  curving during  its attachment,  thus, 
generating a centrifugal  force  field on it.   This results in 
a lower pressure within the  separation bubble due to a recirculating 
vortex.   The  pressure, p   ,   in the separation bubble,  as derived in 
Appendix A,   is given by 
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p - p. 
39 

(1) 

(l/t 
1 1/ 

whe re i 

.1 

b c 

1 

I 

1 

free scream oressure 

Jet momentum per unit span of the nozzle 

nozzle width 

angular location of the reattachment point 

Jet spread parameter 

ti.nh [oy./fo, + s )] 
!    !     O 

y,    ■    half width of  the jet  at  the  reattachment point 

axial distance between  the  reattachment point and 
the nozzle 

ob0/3 ■ distance of  the  nozzle exit   from a hypothetical 
origin of the Jet 

using  the   theory  discussed  in Appendix A,   dimensionless pressure 
(F    - pg)  b0/J was plotted against   the  plate offset,  D/b0,  for values 
of   7.7,   10,  and  12   for the Jet  spread parameter,  a.   Figure 2 shows 
the  pressure  difference between  the  separation  bubble  and the 
ambient  as  a function of D/bu. 

For  a Jet  composed of a mixture  of  two  fluids which do not 
mix,   such   as  oil  and water,  the  lighter  fluid  flowing  along the 
plate  side of  the  Jet  seeks the  separation bubble  and gets trapped 
by  it.   If  an  outlet  is provided at   the   center of  the  bubble,   the 
accuinulaced oil  can  be  tapped cut while  the water and  rest of  the 
oil  flows out  of  the  device.  This   is  the  principle of operation of 
the  Coanda effect  oil-water separator. 

EXPERIMENTAL  PROGRAM 

A test program was designed to determine  the   feasibility of 
using  the  wall-attachment effect  in  separating two  liquids.   Two 
experimental elements with different   flow parameters were built 
and  tested.   The experiments were  conducted in  the Mechanical Systems 
Laboratory  at  CEL using a mixture  of  regular  tap water and hydraulic 
oil  as the  test  fluid. 
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The Wall Attachment   Elements 

Based upon the   theory  developed in Appendix A,  two experimental 
elements were designed.  The   12-inch-long attachment wall of each 
element has   an offset of A  inches.   The nozzles on Elements No.   1  and 
No.   2  are 1/4  and 3/8 inch wide,  respectively.   The depth of flow 
passages on both elements  is  1/4 inch.   Element No.   1 was designed 
to carry 0.8  gpm of water  flow, whereas  Element No.   2 was to have 
a flow-carrying capacity of  1.5 gpm.   The jet  flow pa ameters,  such 
as  reattaching distance xR,  jet center line  radius r,  and its half 
width y^  at   the reattachment point, were determined  from Figures 
A-2  through  A-5 given in Appendix A.  'he jet  spread parameter,   o, 
for  the  above  calculations  was  chosen  to be   12.   The  dimensions  of 
the  elements   are listed in Table  1. 

Each ele.nent  consisted of  three major components:   top  and bottom 
cover plates,   and the middle plate with  the   flow passages machined 
in it.   For ease of  fabrication and to facilitate  flow visualization 
during  tests,  each  component plate of  the elements was made of a 
transparent  plexl-glass sheet.   Further,  to extract  the  accumulated 
oil in the  separation bubble,  a 1/4-inch-diameter outlet was provided 
in the  top  cover plate of each element.  The  general  layout showing 
major dimensions of  the elements  is given in  Figure  3.  The elements 
were  assembled by gluing the  two cover plates  to the middle plate. 

Feasibility  Tests 

The experiments were performed using the  test setup shown  in 
Figure  4.  The  adjustment of  the supply water  flow is possible by 
hand-controlled valves provided on the  flow line.  A mixture of red 
hydraulic oil  (Appendix B)   and water was used as the  test  fluid. 
The mixture was formed by injecting the  oil  into the water stream 
before  it entered the element.   To form a homogeneous mixture,   the 
oil was released at  the center of and parallel to the water flow 
in the  pipe.   The oil to the mixing junction was supplied by a variable 
flow pump.   The element was   immersed  in water throughout  the test 
series.   The   supply water flow was measured by a rotameter,  and the 
static pressure in the water line was measured by conventional pressure 
gauges.   The  use of  red oil  in  the   test mixture  allowed  flow visualization 
through the  elements.   The  photographs of flow patterns were taken 
by mounting  a camera directly above  the elements. 

The feasibility tests were  conducted by running the oil-water 
mixture containing 6  to 8% oil by volume through the elements.   The 
optimum wa.er  flow  rates were 0.8  gpm through  Element No.   2 and  1.5 
gpm through  Element No.  2,   respectively.  The mixture jet  reattachment 
distances from the   comers were measured for both elements.   They 
were  found to be '/   inches   for Element No.   1 and 7.5 inches for No. 
2.   These values a»e very close to the  theoretically computed values 
listed in Table 1.   The test  results  indicated that a portion of  the 
oil in the mixture jet did accumulate in the  separation bubble  zone 
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of the  flow.   A photograph  of the  flow pattern   (Figure  5)   through 
Element No.   2 at its optimum flow rate  clearly shows the accumulation 
of oil in the separation bubble.   This oil when extracted contained 
about 50X water.  Consequently,  improved designs  for collecting the 
oil  transferred into the   separation bubble were  sought.   One such 
design is   that  of  providing a chamber at   the   top  of  the   separation 
bubble.  This  chamber Is  connected to the  separation bubble by means 
of  holes  in  the  top   cover plate  of the  element   (Figure 6).  Under 
optimum conditions,   the oil captured by  the  separation bubble flows 
into the  collecting  chamber through the   cornecting holes.   Next,  the 
oil  collected  in the  chamber is   transferred bv  siphoning  to an oil 
storage tank.   Two different designs of  the  collecting chambers were 
tested.   These  are  shown in  Figures  7 and  8.   Due  to  its  shape  and 
its  greater depth,   the collecting chamber design  shown in Figure 
8  is more  efficient   in collecting  the  oil.   Tests  conducted on the 
elements with  the  modified design  show  that   about  50% of  the oil 
in the input  flow can be extracted in this manner, whereas the remaining 
oil  flows  out  with   the attached water jet.   Furthermore,   the oil being 
extracted contained  about  5% water.  Thus,  a separating device based 
upon this concept appears  to be  capable of gross  separation only. 
However,  tests on elements with i-^dlfied  designs must be   conducted 
before deriving final conclusions about  the degree of separation 
obtainable.   A photograph  of the   flow pattern  through  Element No. 
1 taken at  its optimum flow rate is included as Figure 9.   The accumulation 
of oil in the  collecting chamber is clearly visible in this record. 

Tests On A Multi-Stage Element 

It was  realized during the  feasibility tests on the  single- 
stage elements that   to make the Coanda-effect  separator suitable 
for practical applications,  staging was necessary.   The number of 
stages for the separator,  however, depended upon the type  of oily 
wastes to be handled togetlier with the quality of effluent desired. 

During  the course of  this study a three-stage  test element was 
designed and  built   to evaluate  the effect  of staging.   Figure 10  shows 
the  sketch of the element's middle plate with  flow passages cut in 
it.   Each    tage of the element has  a 1/4-inch-wide nozzle.   The depth 
of the element's flow passage was kept at  1/4 inch.  The mixture jet 
in each stage  is directed by a curved wall conforming to the curvature 
of a reattaching jet  issuing parallel to a flat plate with an offset 
of 4  inches.   This boundary was determined   from the  flow-governing 
equations given in Appendix P.  It should be mentioned here  that  the 
flow configuration in the element  is no longer a Coanda flow;  instead 
it  is flow over a cavity.   Since the jet  is held to the wall by 
centrifugal  force,   the pressure at the wall is greater tuan the 
ambient. Further, because  of the  swirling flow in the cavity, there 
is a gradual pressure gradient towards its center.  Due to the imposed 
pressure gradient,  the oil  in the mixture jet seeks the center of the 
cavity.  The element was designed to handle 0.8 gpm of water flow 
through each  stage.   Each stage was provided with oil collecting chambers 
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located directly on Its separation bubble  zone.   The oil outlet line 
on each  oil chamber was provided with a hand-controlled valve  for 
outgoing oil  flow adjurtraent. 

The element was tested using the setup shown  In Figure 4.  The 
test? were conducted by varying the oil In the mixture  from 6 to 
8X.   The  test  results  indicate  that  each  stage  separated about  502 
of the  oil from Its input  flow.   The effluent at the third stage outlet 
contained  about   11 oil.   The oil being extracted had about 3 to 5% 
water.   Figure 11 shows the element  undergoing tests.   The flow pattern 
through  the element  is shewn in Figure  12,   The  accumulation of oil 
in the  collecting  chambers  and the   separated oil  flowing through 
the outflow lines  are shown in the   flow record. 

DISCUSSION 

Jet Velocity Distribution 

As mentioned earlier,  the mixture  jet  during  its  attachment 
develops  a centrifugal acceleration.   It was  assumed prior to conducting 
the  tests  that  the  lateral acceleration so  induced would force most 
of  the  oil  in the  jet  into the  separation  bubble  zone of the  flow. 
The  obaerved  flow patterns  through  the experimental models, on the 
other hand,  revealed that the oil particles were  distributed uniformly 
over the  entire  cross section of the jet.   This important observation 
can be explained from theoretical considerations  discussed in Appendix 
A. 

Consider the  reattaching jet velocity profile described by Equation 
2: 

u(s,y) Ilfl 
4p(s + s  ) o 

1/2 
se 

*'(^.) 

where  the  various  syisbols  are defined in Appendix A.   The width of 
a two-dimensional jet expanding into a similar fluid at  any axial 
location can be derived easily from a linear relationship given in 
Reterences  4 an! 5.   The half width,  y1, of the jet  is given by 

m 

(2) 

b  /2 o (3) 

It can be seen from Equation 2 that the Jet velocity, u(s,y), is 
maximum at its center line and is 
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Next,  It  can be  deductd  from Equations  2  and  3  that  the  jet velocity, 
u(s,y), drops to 0.181A ii^ax at  a distance equal  to the  half width 
of the jet  from its  center line.  The  centrifugal  acceleration distribution 
in  the jet  can be  derived  from Equation 2  and  is  given by 

ü(8,y) 3Ja 
4p(s + s )(r ± y) o 

sech pv) (5) 

Again it  is evident  from liquation 4 that  the  centrifugal  acceleration, 
u(.s.v)  if maximum at  the jet center line and is 

3Ja 
max 4o(s + s )r o 

(6) 

The  acceleration drops  sharply  to approximately 0.0327 umax at  the 
jet  half width points. 

The  typical velocity and acceleration  for the   reattaching jets 
are  shown  in Figure   13.  Because of the nature of lateral  acceleration 
on the jet,   the oil particles are distributed over the entire cross sec- 
tion.  Such   -i distribution  of centrifugal accel-jration affects the 
separating  capability of a separator with  this  configuration. 

The mixture jet velocity and,  hence,  its centrifugal  acceleration 
distribution can be   Improved by modified designs.   One such  design 
is shown in Figure  14.  The device  uses a splitter located  at the 
nozzle center line  to divide  the mixture jet into two sub-jets which 
flow along  the  curved walls  as  shown.   The mixture  jets  flowing through 
the  device will have a velocity distribution as  shown in the figure, 
i.e.,  from a maximum near the curved walls monotonically decreasing 
to zero at  the separation bubble  center.   Such a velocity distribution 
will  induce  a monotonically decreasing centrifugal  acceleration on 
the  jet with a maximum near the wall.  This configuration will force 
most of the  oil into the separation buhble.   The effluent  flows out 
through the  two outlets provided on the   device.   Such  a design should 
improve the   separating capabilities of the separator markedly.  An 
experimental  investigation  is under way to evaluate  this concept. 

Another possible  Improvement  in the  oil separation capability 
of the device can be  accomplished by decreasing the  static pressure 
within the  separation bubble of the  flow.   This can be achieved by 
increasing the  centrifugal force on the mixture jet which  in turn 
can be  increased by decreasing the  radius of the jet  center line. 
The  separation bubble pressure can also be decreased by increasing 
jet efflux momentum. 
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An Automated Oil Extraction System 

It was  observed during the   feasibility tests  that   the  rate of oil 
extraction  from the  oil  collecting chambers of  the elements  appreciably 
affected the  quality of oil being extracted.   Too high an extraction 
rate disturbed  the  oil-water Interface  In the  collecting chamber, with 
the  oil being extracted containing up to 50% water.   A low oil extraction 
rate,  on the  other hand,  reduced the rate of oil captured by the separation 
bubble.   This   resulted In more oil In the  effluents,  thereby deteriorating 
the performance  of  the  device.   A system to control  the  oil  extraction 
rate  Is,  therefore,   required for proper  functioning of  the separator. 
Such a system can be either a proportional one  or  an on-off  type.   Because 
of  the  t;<rapllclty  of their design and  their  lower  costs,   systems of 
the  on-off  type  are  considered  for this  application. 

One such  system,  shown In Figure   15,   uses   the  difference  In electrical 
conductance  of water and that of the oil.   Practically all oils are 
electrical  Insulators.   Water  (excluding pure water)   Is  capable of 
conducting electricity.   The system of Figure  15  uses  this property to 
sense the oil-water Interface  In the collecting  chamber by providing 
two electrodes  at  different heights In It.   For sensing,   the electrodes 
are  connected  to a 10-volt  AC supply through  a  1000-ohm resistor.   The 
solenoid valve  on the  outgoing oil line  Is  operated by the  output of 
the  amplifier, which  receives Its  Input   from a rectified voltage signal 
across  the  resistor In the  sensing circuit.   The  AC supply In the sensing 
circuit minimizes  the electrolysis In the  collecting chamber.   When 
the oil-water  Interface  Is below the bottom electrode,  the  resistance 
In the serslng circuit   is very high and practically no current  flows 
through  It.   This  configuration leads to the opening of  the  solenoid 
valve provided on the  oil outlet  line.   As  the  oil  Is extracted,  the 
oil-water Interface  In the chamber eventually rises above the bottom 
electrode,  thereby decreasing the  resistance  In  the  sensing circuit. 
This  results  In a voltage across the resistor,  which, when amplified, 
closes  the  solenoid  valve  and,  thus, stops  the oil extraction. 

Alternative means of sensing the oil-water  Interface may be employed 
In the  foregoing  control system.   An ultrasonic transducer,  although 
expensive,  can sense  the oil-water Interface precisely.   Another means 
of sensing Is based upon the photo-electric principle.   Irrespective 
of the type of sensing used,  the basic design of  the  control system 
remains  unchanged. 

COMPARISON WITH THE TYPICAL PARALLEL-PLATE SEPARATORS 

It was  learned  from the  feasibility  tests  that  a separating device 
based upon the  Coanda-effect principle  Is  capable  of gross separation 
only.   Therefore,   for an evaluation the separator  should be  compared 
with  typical,   lanlnar-flow,  parallel-plate  separators. 
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Because of Its  design configuration and the  flow velocities  through 
it, the  Coanda-effecc  separator will have a considerably smaller physical 
size.   For instance,  a separator to treat 20 gpm of oil-water flow can 
be 1.5 feet long by 1 foot wide by 1.5 feet high;  a typical parallel* 
plate separator  fl]   of the  same  flow capacity occupies  3 feet 3-1/2 
inches by 3 feet 6 inches  by 1 foot  7 inches of space.   The physical 
size  comparison of the Coanda-effect  separators with  typical parallel- 
plate separators  for handling 20 and 100 gpm of mixture   flow is given 
in Table 2.  Because  of its smaller size,  for a given  flow rate,  the 
equipment cost  of the Coanda-effect separator will be  lower. 

Presently,   the  Coanda-effect  separator  Is  in its early stages 
of development  am,  thus, many design modifications  are  required; 
therefore, a comparison of its oil-separating capabilities with that 
of the  fully developed parallel-plate separator is not  possible.  More 
work is  required before  such a comparison can  be made.   Finally, because 
of the simplicity of its design,  the maintenance of the separator promises 
♦:o be easier. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The  investigation conducted to date establishes  the  feasibility 
of using the Coanda-effect principle  in developing an  oil-water separator. 
A separator based  upon this  concept will be considerably smaller than 
a  laminar-flow separator of comparable  capacity.  Feasibility  tests 
conducted on an experimental model of the separator,  with  an  oil-water 
mixture  containing 6X oil   (mixture   flow rate of  1.5  gpm),   show that 
the oil content  can be  reduced to less  than  3%.   The extracted oil 
contains only 5X water.   To make the separator practical,  staging is 
necessary.   Further,  to improve the quality of extracted oil,  an automated 
system is  required  to control the oil extraction rate.   A concept of 
one  such  system given should be investigated by testing   It  on the 
experimental separator.   Improvements in the effectiveness of  the separator 
can be accomplished by modifying the velocity distribution of  the mixture 
jet  to alter the   centrifugal acceleration on it. 
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Figure 9.  Flow Pattern Through the Modified Element No. 1 at 0.8 «nm 
Water Flow Rate With 6X Oil. 
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Figure U. Conceptual De.lgn of . Modified Separator With 
Improved Jet Velocity Profiles. 
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Appendix A 

A TWO-DIMENSIONAL INCOMPRESSIBLE JET ISSUING 
PARALLEL TO AN OFFSET FLAT PLATE 

This appendix lists  the equations  and Jata describing  the  flow 
resulting from a two-dimensional incompressible jet issuing parallel 
to an offset   flat plate. 

Wall Attachment Flow Analysis 

This problem has been  treated in depth by Bourque  and Newman   |A), 
and by Sawyer  ' 51   independently.  The analysis conducted by Bourque 
and Newman  Is easy to understand and covers a wide  range of  flow parameters. 
In  this study,  therefore,  only the  results of Reference A were used. 

The  analysis  can be described by considering the  flow of a two- 
dimensional jet  issuing from a nozzle  in a wall adjacent to a parallel 
plate with an offset D as shown in Figure A-l.  The jet during its expansion 
entrains  fluid from its surroundings by turbulent action.   The entrainment 
of  fluid from the plate side  causes  a pressure difference across the 
jet,  thus curving it toward the plate.   If the plate is sufficiently 
long, the jet will strike it and reattach. The jet divides on striking 
the plate,  sending part of the  flow into the separation bubble.  The 
flow equilibrium is reached when the  flow entrained by the plate 
side  of the jet is equal  to that into the separation bubble  from the 
jet at  the point of striking.  This is  the model used in the analysis 
of  Reference 4.   Further,  the  analysis  is based upon the  following 
assumptions: 

(1) The  flow is  incompressible  and two'dimensional,  i.e.,  only 
thin jet sheets are considered. 

(2) Tht jet efflux velocity is uniform,  i.e.,   the  increase in 
its velocity with the reduced pressure  in the separation bubble is 
negier    J.  The Jet is  submerged in a similar fluid,  and its velocity 
distribution is  that of a free jet. 

(3) The jet entrains  the  same  amount of fluid  from each boundary. 

(4) Pressure within the  separation bubble is constant,  and the 
jet  center line is a circular arc up to the point uf attachment. 

(5) The  force on the plate due to skin friction  forces  is smalx 
and is neglected. 
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The  a.:lal component  of jet velocity used Is 

u(s,y)    - Uo 11/2 
4p(s + s ) o 

sech p^.) (2) 

where  s - axial distance from the nozzle 

b  - nozzle width 
o 

s  - distance of the nozzle from a hypothetical origin oi 
the jet where the flow originates » oh /3 

y ■ coordinate normal to the jet center line 

a    - jet spread parameter, to be determined experimentally; 
It has a value of 7.7 for a turbulent free jet 

Before going any further some quantities must be defined as follows: 

P  ■ free stream prrs ure 

P. " static pressure within the separation bubble 

r - radius of the center line of the ret^cached jet 

p - density of the fluid 

9 - angular location of the point of reattachment from the 
nozzle 

D - distance of the plate from the nozzle axis 

\-    ■ distance of the point of attachment from the corner 

P - length of the plate 

J » jet momentum per unit span of the nozzle 

The equation of the reattachlng streamline Is given by 

3s 
ob •W- (A-1) 
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where 

If 

t  « tanh Pv 
t - t. 

(A-2) 

(A-3) 

where tanh 

\81 ^»o/ 

(A-4) 

and Is the value of t at the point of reattachnent, then the radius of 
the Jet center line Is derived from 

_r 
b 

<j(1/t, - 1) 

36 
(A-5) 

where  t     and 9 are determined froru the  following equations: 

D_ 
b 

a(1/tj -  1)   (1   - cos 6) 

36 2 (A-6) 

and cos e   - |t1   -  jtj (A-7) 

The  half width of the Jet  at  the  reattachnent point,  i.e.,  y   , 
can be derived easily from Equation A-5 and is 

y1 12 -1  . 
r    -   Tt1     t«ih      t, 

o 
(A-8) 

Further,  the distance of the  reattachment point from f-e  pline of the 
nozzle is 

xR od/t,  -   1   -  sin 6) 

~   ' 36 

tanh' t 
1 

3t1 sin 6 
(A-9) 
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Finally, the mean pressure within th'. separation bubble Is computed 
by 

B b 
36 

od/tj - i) 
(A-10) 

A wall  attachment element  can be designed using Equations  A-1   through 
A-9. 

However,  to use   these equations  conveniently,  it  is  required  that 
tne   flow parameters  xR/b0.   r/b0,  yi/b0,  and  6 be known  as  functions 
of  the pre-determined parameter ''/b0.   These equations  are  complex and 
can not  be  expressed explicitly  in  terras  of D/b0 alo.'.e. 

A numerical scheme was  devised  to  compute XR/b0.  r/b0,  y^/b0  for 
known  values  of D/b0.   The numerical  method  runs  as  follows.   By  inspection 
of  Equation A-7,  maximum and minimum values of t^ which  render 9 between 
90 degrees  and  30 degrees were  determined.   Since y^    is  positive,  only 
positive  values of ti  must  be  considered.   Further,   it was  detenrined 
from  Equation A-7 that   for 6  to lie  between 90 degrees  and   30 degrees, 
t^   must   range between 0  and 0.50.   A known  va'ue of t^  yields  6  from 
Equation A-7.   For a selected value  a with known ti   and  9,  parameters 
D/b0,   r/b0,  yi/b0,  and  x^/hn   -^n be  determined  from Equations  A-6, 
A-5,  A-8,   aid A-9,   respectively.   Tf.us,   a set  of values   for xR/b0,   r/b0, 
and yi/b0  for a known D/b0 can be  c-mputed.  A series of similar sets 
were  computed by increasing  t1  by 0.05 each  time  up to a final value 
of 0.50.   Three series  of  sets were  computed  for a different  a of  12, 
10,  ana  7.7,  respectively. 

For easy usage  the  parameters  9,  yy/h0, r/b0, and x^/bj, were plotted 
against  D/b0  for values  of D/b0  ranging  from 1  to 1000.   These  plots 
are  shown  in Figures  A-2   through A-5.   It   should be  added here  that 
flow parameters become  independent  of  the parameter D/b0  for D/b0  greater 
than  35.   Mso the analysis becomes  inaccurate  for a D/b0 less  than 
3.   Further,   the value  of r,   tne  spread parameter,  chosen  can affect 
the   flow parameters  appreciably. 

One   last  remcrk of  intere-t  is   regarding the value  of o,   the  spread 
parateter to be  used while  using  these  curves.   Because  of  the  curvature 
effect   an of 7.7 does  not  apply.   It  is  reported in Reference   1  that 
a value  of  12  for a gives   flow parameter values  that  are   in   fair agreement 
with  the  experimental  data. 
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Figure A-1.     A Two-Dimensional Jet Reattached to an Offset Parallel 
Plate. 
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Appendix B 

SPECIFICATIONS OF OIL USED IN THE TEST MIXTURE 

Hydraulic  fluid - Petroleum Basr 

Mil.   spec:  MIL-H-5606C 

Fad.   StocL No.:  FSN 9i50-223-4134 

Specific gravity:  0.88 to 0.90 

Color:   red 

Kine:natic viscosity;   8.0 stokes at 40oF to 0.10 stoke at   130OF 
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Table   1.   Parameters of the  Test   Elements 

Parameter Element 
No.   1 

Element 
No.  2 

Nozzle  .'Idth,  b     (inches) 1/4 3/8 

Wall  offset,  D  (Inches) 4.0 4.0 

Attachment wall   length,   1   (Inches) 12.0 12.0 

Offset parameter,  D/b 
0 

1 ft.000 10.67 

Flow passage  depth, h   (inches) 1/4 1/4 

Designed water  flow   (gpm) 0.80 1.50 

Velocity at  the  nozzle  at designed  flow 
(ft/sec) 

4.10 5.13 

Reynold's number* at  the nozzle,  at 
designed  flow 

7119.7 13354.7 

Jet momentum  at   the nozzle, J   (lb/ft) 0.6794 1.595 

Predicted pressure, p   ,  within the 
separation bubble,   from Figure  2 
(inches of H20) 

0.1978 0.3935 

Predicted attachment  distance,  JL,   from 
Figure A-5   (inches) 

6.6 7,2 

Predicted jet   centerline   radius,  r,   from 
Figure A-A   (inches) 

7.75 9.0 

Predicted half width of  the Jet,  y   ,   from 
Figure A-3   (inches) 

0.251 0.345 

* Kinematic viscosity of water  at 60 T taken 
ft^/sec. 

u   1.2  x   10 -5 
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Table 2.  Physical Size Comparison of the Coanda-Effeet and 
Typical Parallel-Plate Separators 

Maximum Designed 
Mixture Flow 
Through The 

Separator (gpm) 

Dimension Coanda-Effect 
Separator 

Parallel-Plate 
Separator 

20 length 
width 
height 

1 ft 6 In. 
1 ft 
1 ft 6 In. 

3 ft 3-1/2 In. 
3 ft 6 in. 
1  ft 7 in. 

100 length 
width 
height 

3 ft 
2 ft 
1 ft 6 in. 

5 ft 9 in. 
3 ft 6 in. 
3 ft 2 in. 
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ABSTRACT 

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 
OF 

A FLUIDIC BISTABLE ACTUATOR 

This paper describes the design and development of a fluldlc bistable 
missile control actuator. The control system mechanization permitted the 
use of a simple open loop bistable actuator.  The Input was a -10 paid, 
11.5 Hz square wave from a fluldlc pulse duration modulator.  The output 
was a torque of 250 In-lb with a rotational limit of ±8 degrees when a 
nitrogen supply pressure of 1000 pslg Is used. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

"23 

AP 

D 

d 

Pc 

P 

- Orifice Area 

- Upstream Orlflcr Area 

- Downstream Orifice Area 

- Piston Area 

- Ball Diameter 

- Scat Diameter 

- Pressure, Control Differential 

- Pressure, Piston Differential 

- Pressure Downstream 

- Pressure, Piston 

- Pressure, Supply 

- Pressure, Upstream 

- Torque Output 

- Bellcrank Lever Arm 

- Ball Poppet Opening 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Artillery mlasl.'e control systems are required to be low cost, 
reliable, and simple to operate in the field. Large missile errors 
are caused by surface winds during the propulsion booster phase. 
Directional ccntrol Is a simple control scheme that reduces the surface 
wind errors, by uaing a loose attitude control system to control the 
weathcrcocking of a stable missile to make the wind forces on the 
missile body and the windward component of the boost thrust equal, 
which results in a cross range velocity of near zero at boost termi- 
nation. 

The directional control concept was further simplified by imple- 
menting fluidic control components.  System analysis showed that one 
particular implementation would simplify the actuation system. A block 
diagram of this scheme is shown in figure 1, and makes use of a quasi- 
linear fluidic pulse duration modulator input to a bistable actuator. 
System simulation showed that the actuator must operate from stop to 
stop over the required linear range of ^702 modulation, where percent 
modulation is defined as: 

Time on - Time off 
Time on + Time off 

x 100* - Percent modulation 

Figure 2 shows the pulse shape at OX modulation and at the extreme 
required range of i70Z. At 70Z modulation the shortest pulse width is 
12 milliseconds. 

Since the shortest pulse width is 12 milliseconds the period of a 
full cycle of minimum pulae width would be 2A milliseconds or a 
frequency of 41.6 Hz which is the minimum frequency response required 
of the actuator. 

The actuator des.' ^ned was a push-push piston .ctuatoi which operated 
on a bellcrank to give a rotary output. The pistons were driven by two 
three-way valvea operated in a push-push mode to act as a four-way valve. 
The three-way valves consist of fixed upstream orifices and variable down- 
stream orifices, in the form of a spherical poppet valve. Two spherical 
poppet valves are driven by low pressure pistons which operate against a 
flapper in a push-push mode. The pistons are driven by a bistable fluidic 
amplifier. Figure 3 ia a schematic of the actuator. 
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ACTUATOR DESIGN 

Following are the actuator design parameters: 

Power Source - Stored GN. 

Gee Pressr c - 250 - 2000 pslg 

Flow Rate - A» low as possible 

Input Differential Pressure - '10 paid 

Output Torque - 250 In/lb 

Output Rotary Displacement - ^8 deg. 

Frequency - Greater than A0.6 Hz 

2 
Moment of Inertia Load - 0.0118 In-lb-sec 

HIGH PRESSURE PISTON DESIGN 

A nominal piston diameter of 0.75 Inches was chosen es s design start- 
ing point.     A layout of the platons and bellcrank showed that the minimum 
lever arm for thla size pistons was 0.625 Inches. 

The piston seels were split teflon rings over c'.lng expanders.    Two 
rings were used on each piston.    The friction force f->r each piston ring 
was estimated to be tan pounds which reduces the uscsble torque by 25 In/lb. 
Therefor« the design torque was Increased to 275 In/lb. 

From the above design parameter the differential piston pressure P, 
was calculated to be 995 paid. p 

BALL POPPET DESIGN 

A poppet design which used a  .093" diameter ball (D) and a  .067" 
diameter seat  (d) was used with a  .022" diameter upstream orifice. 
Figure 4 ahows a schematic of the relationship between the fixed up- 
stream orifice (A .),  the variable area ball poppet  (A..), and the piston 
actuation pressure  (P ).    Figure 5 shows the ball poppet geometry and a 
plot of the geometrical area  (A.*) vs.  stroke  (X. ) of the ball.    Thla 
curve waa generated by "Giving tne equation given by Anderson  (1). 
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\     lldJ^/d +   VDW - i)2 -f 1       / 
(1) 

This area Is th« minimum area until it reaches the area of the poppet 

•eat which la 3.52 x 10     square Inches and corresponds to a poppet opening 
v'X^ of  .025 Inches. 

The piston pressures for various poppet areas are plotted In figure 6. 
This curve was generated by solving the compressible flow equation: 

  1/K      / K 

(2) 

This equation was prograsased on a Hewlett-Packard 9820A calculator. 
This program calculates the flow through the upstream and downstream 
orifices and the pressure P    that makes the flow through the orifices 
equal. 

Since the actuator operatea In the bistable mode the piston pressures 
of Interest are the pressures when the poppets are completely closed or 
completely open.    The curve in figure 6 shows that the differential 
pressure between the completely open and completely closed poppet i-i 
approximately 915 paid. 

The force on the ball poppet Is a maximum when the poppet  is closed, 
and in simply the product of  the seat area times the piston pressure. 
For the ball poppet designed this force was 3.53 pounds. 

A control piston  .75 Inches In diameter will produce the required 
force at a pressure of 8 pel.     The 10 pel control pressure will be adequate. 

MECHANICAL DESIGN 

The actuator was designed mechanically to operate wi^h a supply pressure 
of 0 to 2000 psig.    The actuator housing was made of 6061-T6 aluminum hard 
anodlzed over-all with both low and high pressure cylinder walls lapped to 
their final dimensions. 
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The high pressure pistons were also made of 6061-T6 aluminum and hard 
anodlzed. Two teflon piston rings with rubber o'rlng expander rings were 
used 'or seals and wear rings. 

The low pressure pistons are made of nylon and have a large clearance 
and no seals. 

The bellcrank Is a high stressed member and is made from 17-4 PH 
stainless steel In H900 condition. 

Figure 7 shows a cross action through the actuator, 
is a photograph of the actuator. 

TFST AND EVALUATION 

Figure 8 

Static Test 

Static tests were conducted to determine the differential piston 
pressure for different supply pressures. Figure 9 Is a schematic of 
the test setup for this test. Figure 10 Is a plot of supply pressure 
vs. piston pressure differential with P set at 10 pslg. 

Frequency Response 

A test setup as shown In Figure 11 was made to run frequency response 
data on the actuator. The actuator was loaded with a torsion bar load and 
an Incrtlal load equivalent to the expected load In the missile system 
application. A peak to peak simulated fluldlc sine wave of 7.5 psld was 
the Input to the system and was held constant as the frequency was varied 
from 1 to 74 Hz. The actuator supply pressure for this test was set at 
1000 pslg. The Input pressure differential and the rotary output posi- 
tion was recorded on a varian recorder. The results of this ttst are 
shown or the log magnitude plot In flgrre 11. 

CONCLUSION 

The fluldl: bistable actuator was designed using standard pneumatic 
component design procedures for the ball poppet design and for determining 
the piston pressures between the fixed upstream orifices and the variable 
downstream poppet valves. Static and dynamic tests were conducted which 
verified the design procedure. Ten flight tests have been conducted using 
four actuators per test. All of the actuators have performed reliably. 
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SYMBOLS 

- Nozzle exit area, in 

sp 

N 

P 
o 

p 
e 

P 

T 
0 

t2 

tot 

'1-2 

t2-l 

■ Nozzle throat area,  in 

■ Valve xozzle  thrust coefficient 

- Valve thrust coefficient 

- Side force,   lb 

- Specific impulse, sec 

• Ratio of specific heats 

= Mass flow rate, lb/sec 

- Complete valve efficiency factor 

= Supply pressure, psia 

=• Isentropic exit pressure, psia 

- Ambient pressure, psia or in. Hg 

= Gas stagnation temperature (0R) 

- Time in State 1, sec 

- Time in State 2, sec 

- Total time, sec 

- Switching time. State 1 to State 2, sec 

- Switching time. State 2 to State 1, sec 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A FLUIDIC MISSILE CONTROL VALVE 

INTRODUCTION 

The experience obtained from MICOM valve department programs [1,2] 
has been applied to the Directional Control Antitank (DCAT) control 
valve requirement. A single stage, hot gas, direct bleed. Jet reaction, 
control valve with an electrlcal/fluldlc Interface device (E/F) has been 
developed (Fig. 1). Since the basic design parameters for the supersonic 
valve had been established In other MICOM programs, the main development 
objectives were: 

1. Develop * fast response electromechanical actuator for switching 
hot gas valves with ambient air. 

2. Determine If the known design parameters for hot gas valves were 
applicable to valves with thrust levels as low as 1.5 pounds. 

3. Evaluate direct motor bleed as a source of hot gases for use in 
hot gas Jet reaction valves. 

The present DCA£ control valve with E/F device meets the objectives 
and is the result of several years of effort to apply fluidic controls 
to small antitank missiles. The efforts have been primarily directed at 
the development of a small actuator to be used for switching Jet reaction 
valves.  Due to the large control flow required, ambient air was used. 
For use with a conventional gyro with electrical output, an E/F device 
is required. 

Certain bistable fluid amplifiers may be switched by closing or 
opening the control ports, thus permitting or retarding the inflow of 
ambient air.  The hot gas, bistable MICOM valves may be switched in 
this manner.  When using a mechanical flapper or armature to open and 
close the control ports, the problem is to generate enough force to over- 
come the differential pressure force created on the flapper by the low 
pressure in the closed control port. 

Dunaway [2] has Investigated several methods to reduce the pressure 
forces on the flapper or armature. Including a leaf spring and sliding 
plate actuators. 

In the leaf spring actuator, shown schematically in Figure 2, the 
leaf spring was used to overcome the vacuum force holding the spring over 
the closed contrcl port. The force on the spring due to the spring 
deflection was larger than the vacuum force.  When the "ON" solenoid was 
deener.i .zed. '„he spring fo^ce alone would cause the spring (flapper) to 
break away from the control port.  In this case the solenoids served a 
holding function, as the stored energy in the deflected spring produced 
the initial acceleration on the spring. 

The leaf spring actuator was tested on a supersonic valve at frequencies 
up to 200 Hz. The spring and solenoids operated at full amplitude up to 
200 Hz. However, the valve switching was only partial and spill-over was 
observed at frequencies above 5 Hz. 
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The poor valve pcrfonunc« was attributed to an excess pressure 
drop In the control port passage caussd by the three 90° turns as shown 
In Fig. 2. 

Dunavay used a two-slot and three-slot sliding plate actuator on two 
different supersonic valves. The actuators used a sliding plate, moving 
perpendicular to the control port vacuum force, to open and close a series 
of holes which emitted control air to switch the valve. The two-slot 
actuator Is shown In Fig. 3. 

The two-slot actuator operated to approximately 150 Hz at 0% modula- 
tion. 

The three-slot actuator operated to slightly over 100 Hz and had a 
maximum modulation of 65Z  at a carrier frequency of A6 Hz. Dunaway 
concluded that the three-slot actuator had a high pressure drop across 
the open control port which reduced flow rate and switching frequency. 

Dunaway has also patented a pressure balanced piston actuator illus- 
trated in Fig. 4. This device uses pressure feedback to greatly reduce 
the amount of external power required to operate the armature. This 
method was evaluated on a 16-pound thrust valve and would operate to 
50 Hz. The disadvantage of the device was the difficulty of assembly, 
as the pistons required a good fit In the cylinders. Also, the response 
was not quite good enough as the DCAT vehicle requires a carrier frequency 
of 80 Hz. 

The present DCAT control valve (Fig. 1) uses an E/F device similar to 
the pressure balanced piston method shown in Fig. 4. The control ports 
and the actuator are contained in the top valve cover plate. The valve 
nozzle is an integral part of the main motor nozzle. This control valve 
meets the performance, weight, and packaging requirements for the various 
vehicles used in the DCAT development program. 

SUPERSONIC VALVE NOZZLES 

The DCAT control valve Is a bistable fluldic device which may be 
switched by closing the appropriate control port. This type of hot gas 
supersonic valve has been developed by MICOM to withstand thrust levels 
up to 100 pounds. The ones used in the DCAT program represent the low 
end of the thrust range. These valves may also be staged as required. 
Several three-stage valves have been developed and are deacribed in other 
MICOM reports [1]. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the primary dimensions on the 3-pound and 1.5- 
pound DCAT valves. The dimensions are based on previous experience with 
these types of valves. The calculations for the nozzle are based on one- 
dimensional, perfect gas, isentroplc flow. No corrections are made for 
three-dimensional effects. In the thrust calculations, an over-all 
efficiency of 65Z was used. This efficiency has been determined experi- 
mentally and compensates for nozzle, receiver section, and exit duct 
friction losses. Street [3] has meaaured the efficiency of a 12-pound 
valve which substantiates the 65Z, as shown In Fig. 6. The different 
configurations refer to various reductions In exit channel width. 
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As shown In Fig. 5, the DCAT nozzle Is converging, diverging with a 
short, straight throat section. The control valve nozzles are machined 
separately and presaad Into Che main motor nozzle and are not shown In 
the photographs of the valves. 

The control valve aide force Is calculated In a very simple manner 
using the Ideal thrust equation for the nozzle modified by the valve body 
efficiency: 

- N C, A. P 
t    f * o 

F ■ Valve side force, pounds 

N - 0.65, valve body efficiency factor 

Cf ■ Valve nozzle thrust coefficient 

AA - Nozzle throat area, square Inches 

P - Supply pressure, psia 

Because the product of NC, is very nearly equal to 1.0 for the DCAT 

valve, the valve side force can be estima'-ed within ±5%  by multiplying 

o 
P by A,: 

F = A. P 
s   * o 

The product of NC, can also be defined as the  thrust  coefficient  for the 

couplete valve. 

Valve thrust coefficient » C    ■ —sr 
F       A^P 

A C    =  1.046 has been measured on the DCAT valve using side force 

measurement on  16 valve outputs on cold gas  (N.)  at supply pressures 

from 830 to 1300 psig.     Note that for nozzles with area ratios different 
from 18.2,  the nozzle C    will be different.    The C    for the nozzle was 

calculated using the isentropic  pressure at  the nozzle exit and the design 
supply pressure. 

P (psia) P (psia) 
Ae 
A. 

Nozzle 
C, NC, 

Valve 
C„ 

1.2        1264.5 7.25 

1.4        1264.5 3.8 

18.2     1.602 1.041 1.0  (estimated) 

18.2      1.476 0.939 1.046  (measured) 
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The DCAT valva will switch on entrained air over a prassura ranga 
from approximately 700 Co 1400 palg (cold gaa) without spillover to tha 
"off" aida. Whan measuring alda force, tha supply pressure may ba 
incraaaad to 1700 palg bafora tha spillover to tha off slda la datactabla 
on tha maasursd F curva. Tha awitching ranga on hot gas with ambient 

air control flow has not baan accurataly determined.  However, tha low 
and of the switching ranga la approximately 600 palg as observed on 
several hot gaa taata. Tha hlghaat pressure attained with tha DCAT 
propellent has baan approximately 1700 psig and the valves will switch 
at that pressure. 

Previous experience with supersonic valves had aatablished the canter 
of the cold gaa switching ranga at the supply pressure which gives an 
isentropic exit pressure equal to 33% of ambient pressure. The low end 
of the switching range was at P equal to approximately 25%  of P^ and 

the high end was at P equal to approximately 45% of P . The DCAT valve 

switches at lower pressures as shown in the following chart: 

P0  (P«l*) 
Isentropic 
t    (P»ia) p /P 

e    • 

714 

1414 

2.15 

4.26 

14.8%        Low range 

29.4%        High range 

7^-18.2        |--0.003015        P    -14.5        k - 1.4 

The: nozzle and valve mass flow rates are calculated by Fliagner's 
Formula. For cold gas using nitrogen: 

0.523 PA. F 
O  * 8 

m .      an(J     A  ■ - 

V^ *  CFPo 

0.523 T^ 
CF  ,  0.523 (3/1.046)  . 0>065 lb/8ec 

cold V^. 530 

For hot gas,  Fliegner's Formula becomes: 

F 

.       0.496 PA, 0-A96cr 

v^ ^ 
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For Che DCAI propellant,  T    approximates 5460° R,  and C    Is estimated to 

equal 1.0.   then: 

.       0.496  (3/1.0)      n n,n ... m ■     ^     *- •• 0.020 lb/sec 
hot V5460 

The DCAT control valve specific inpulsti 1  Is calculated from the measured 

side force and calculated flow rates on cold and hot gas. 

r     3.0 
sp " 0.065 

■ A6.2 sec (cold) 

t  .-Mr 
sp  0.020 

150 sec (hot) 

These values agree closely with 657.  of the specific Impulse for nitrogen 
and the DCAT flight motor propellant: 

(N2) N I sp 0.65(70)  - A5.5 sec 

(DCAT motor) N I  - 0.65(225) - 146.2 sec 
sp 

It is Interesting to note that the cold gas flow rate is about three 
times the hot gas race, which is a useful "rule of thumb." 

The primary dimensions for the 1.5-pound valve nozzle are also shown 
in Fig. 5. Eight 1.5-pound valves were made for the DCAT program. They 
had the same over-all dimensions as the 3.0-pound valves. They were used 
in the first two controlled flights to reduce the over-all system gain. 
The 1.5-pound valve was the same ss  the 3.0-pound valve, except for the 
Internal dimensions, and the operation was the same. 

The 1.5-pound thrust valve required a 0.040-inch diameter nozzle 
throat.  To evaluate clogging on that size nozzle throat, five hot gas 
tests were made using thw DCAT motor.  Each motor nozzle had four different 
bized bleed nozzles as r.iown in Fig. 7. A nozzle cap with a 0.085-inch 
diameter orifice was placed on each bleed nozzle. The pressure between 
Che orifices was measured Co decermine if and when clogging occurred. 

These tests gave Che resuJts of five separate motors on each of the 
0.035, 0.040, 0.045 and 0.050 Inch nozzles.  None of the bleed nozzles 
were blocked during any of the firings.  Some of Che nozzle throats 
remained nearly perfecCly round and some became slightly irregular.  In 
general, Che throats became slightly smaller in diameter. 

The reduction in diameter, usually 0.001 Co 0.004 Inches, has been 
observed many Cimes on Che nominal 0.055-Inch nozzle.  However, it is 
not known when the build up occurs since the measured side force is 
always very close to the required value. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 
which shows side force and motor chamber pressure versus time.  Quite by 
accident, the deflections on the oscillograph were such that the side 
force (F ) appears to be modulated by the P supply pressure (P ). This 
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curve demonstrates that the side fore« 1* a function of supply pressure, 
that tha valve« switch on hot gas down to approximately 600 pslg, and that 
ths valve blaad nozzlas did not clog up during the motor burn. 

Three different materials have been used for tha valva blaad nozzlaa: 

1. Maraglng staal 

2. Copper-Impregnated tungsten 

3. Molybdenum 

The molybdenum nozzlas are bast sultad for tha +5000°F temperatures and 
3Z aluminum content. 

SUPERSONIC VALVE RECEIVER SECTIONS 

Experience has shown that tha following rulas can be used to determine 
the receiver section dimensions [2]: 

1. The exit area of the receiver section at the splitter should be 
four times the area of the nozzle exit. 

2. The control channels should be equal in ares to the nozzle exit 
area. 

3. The maximum wall half angle should be 15*. 

Until 1969, most of tha MICOM supersonic valvea had receiver sections 
made of stslnless steel, with a few made of aluminum. Dunaway [A] Investi- 
gated reinforced plastics for hot gas valves and found a high-temperature 
phenolic resin reinforced with a fiber material to be best suited for our 
applications. The fibers considered were asbestos, carbon, and silica. 
Asbestos was selected because it was relatively cheap, easy to fabricate, 
and it was already on hand.  The asbestos phenolic used was Style 41-RPD 
made by Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc. 

The valve bodies. Fig. 9, are machined on a line trace milling machine 
from a master drawing, ten times actual size. The valve passages are 
generally rectangular In croas section. The depth of the valve Is equal 
to the nozzle exit diameter, 0.235 Inches for the 3-pound valva. 

The valve body Is a slight preas fit onto the bleed nozzle. 

The aluminum top cover plate seals off tha valve body and contains 
the E/F device. The valve body is not highly loaded by tha pressure of 
the expanded gases due to the large area ratio In the nozzle. The DCAT 
valve has been pressure tested to 3200 pslg on the nozzle. The output 
flow was evenly divided between the output channel at P greater than 
2100 pslg. ■ 

Street [3] goes Into some dstall on the output flow characteristics 
of MICOM valvea. In general, the output flow la mixed (subsonic and 
supersonic) and non-uniform. Fig. 10 from reference [3] shows that most 
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of the flow comes out from the laat 30% of the downstream edge of the 
channel exit. However, the output channel exit may not be significantly 
reduced in area. 

Street also determined that there is definitely an influence on valve 
performance as a result of valve arrangement. This was not expected, but 
early in the DCAT program the valves were staggered so that the output 
Jets would not be in the same transverse plane (Fig. 11).  The DCAT valve 
has been tested with slightly different over-all widths as the missile 
diameter has Increased. The slight increase in width did not affect the 
performance. The output exits are scarfed to conform to the missile skin 
curvature. 

The output jet has nu tendency to attach to the missile skin. The 
output Jet also develops a slight force in the axial (longitudinal) direc- 
tion of about A% of F since the Jet is not exactly perpendicular to the 

valve output.  That corresponds to an exit angle of approximately 2%. 

The scarfed ends of the flight valves have no apparent effect on the 
valve output Jets.  On nine hot gas tests on 30 valves, with and without 
scarfed ends, the output Jets were always very distinct in the high speed 
movies. The Jets were always observed coming straight out of the valve 
output within the 2°  tolerance mentioned above (Fig. 12). 

ELECTRICAL/FLUIDIC INTERFACE 

The E/F Interface device is a compact electromechanical ac-.uator 
(Fig. 13). A subtle design feature of the E/F device is the unique spool 
and guide rod arrangement. The guide rod aligns the spool in the exact 
center of the control ports.  The spool is a slight press fit through 
the control ports at assembly.  This allows the spool ends to be KJSIDE 
the control volumes, which means the differential pressure acts on the 
spool In a direction to open the closed control port.  With supply 
pressure on the valve, the device will oscillate at apprcxlraately 200 Hz 
without any electrical power. 

The pressure feedback acting on the spool, when the magnetic circuit 
is developing a weak force on the armature, allows the E/F device to 
operate at high frequencies. For example, as soon as coils 2 and A are 
turned of1, the differential pressure across the spool starts to 
accelerate the spool awuy from the control port even though the armature 
is farthest away from the energized colls 1 and 3. 

The spool does not have to move into the control port to cause switch- 
ing as e complete seal is not required. The armature stroke is variable 
and is adjusted so that the spool ends come Just to the edge of the control 
port and still allow clearance between the armature and the pole faces. 

The magnetic circuit of the E/F device consists of four coils, two 
"C" cores, and one frame with pivoting armature. Laminated cores were 
used first, but during machining, the laminates tended to separate. Now 
the cores are machined from pure iron (Swedish iron).  The laminated 
cores seemed to operate slightly better than the solid ones. 
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Experience hes shown that there la a preferred polarity, or choice 
of magnetic flux paths, which will produce the highest response. That 
occurs when the flux changes are confined to the smallest piece of Iron 
In the circuit, the armature. 

The E/F device uses diodes to cut down on the Inductive spikes. The 
E/F Interface device operates In a pulse duration modulation (PDM) mode. 
The perceit of modulation Is defined as 

Z  Modulation - on off x 100 
'total 

The natural frequency of the DCAT vehicle Is approximately 8 Hz so a 
carrier frequency of 80 Hz Is used for the valves.  The period, or total 
time per pulse. Is 12.5 ms. A high percentage of modulation at 80 Hz 
requires the valve to pass a very short pulse. A short pulse Is the 
equivalent of a higher frequency as shown below: 

50Z 9 80 Hz -  160 Hz | 07. 

602 (? 80 Hz - 200 Hz | 0Z 

70Z  (? 80 Hz - 267 Hz (? Ot 

The DCAT valve operates quite well up to ±602 modulation as shown In 
Fig. 14. At higher percentages of modulation, the valve will start missing 
the short pulses and the output modulation will approach ±100% (continuous 
flow out one exit).  That explains the nonlinear spacing between the 602 
and 1007. curves of Fig. 14. 

It has been observed that the output modulation Is slightly higher 
than the Input modulation on the DCAT valve.  The apparent reason for this 
Is a difference In switching times.  If the time required to switch from 
state 1 (left) to state 2 (right) la different from that required to switch 
fron state 2 to 1, there will be a drastic difference between the Input and 
output modulations as shown below: 

1*- 

»2-»1-2 

-   1 -|'1-' 
«1-2 «1-^-1 

ORIGINAL 
PERIOD 

MVLACtD 
PCRIOO 
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I Modulation for  _ [^2 " Vz) +  t2-»l] " IVl  " tZ*l)  * tl->-2] 
Displaced Period 

1 

x 100 
tot 

4 " h " 2tl-2 + 2t2-l X  - — ■ J-« C x 100 
tot 

h '  ei       2t2VL " 2t2-l %  - -4  x 100 + —£— ^-^ x 100 
'tot tot 

2t, . - 2t, . 
X - Z Input +  Z 1 =-* x 100 

tot 

The above equation Is based on sharp leading and trailing edges and 
not ramps as are found In an actual case.  This formula has been used to 
correct some valve data where there was no apparent correlation between 
Input and output modulation as shown In the following table. 

Pulse 
Number 

Input 
Modulation 

% 

Measured 
Output 

Modulation 
X 

Corrected 
Output 

Modulation 
X 

+ - +38 +32 

+3 +43 +29 

-1 +39 +18 

0 +38 -^20 

+2 +40 +41 

While the amount of error between the Input and output modulation Is 
great, the switching time correction tends to bring the measured values 
Into agreement considering the measured switching times.  These data 
were taken from Fig. 16, reference [2], a three-slot slldlng-plate 
actuator at 0% modulation (nominal) at 147 Hz carrier frequency. 

The E/r device has not been optimized.  The device will work on 
supply voltages as low as 15 volts, which Indicates that the magnetic 
circuit Is overdeslgned. 

VALVE PERFORMANCE 

The Important valve characteristic Is gain, or side force versus 
percent modulation Input signal as shown In Fig. 14.  The side force Is 
difficult to measure due to the 80 Hz carrier frequency.  The Ideal 
measurement would be to look at each Individual output force pulse. 
However, it appears that it is not possible to build a test stand with 
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a natural frequency high enough to measure each Individual pulse. The 
side force stands built by the Guidance and Control Directorate, MICON, 
have had natural frequencies from 17 to 44 Hz. 

In lieu of measuring each force pulse, the pulse pressures In the 
output channels may be monitored. However, due to noise It Is difficult 
to measure percent modulation from the output pressure pulses. 

The test stand effectively Integrates the 80 Hz pulses.  However, a 
much cleaner signal can be measured by passing the load cell signal through 
an active filter.  In general, we use a low pass filter with a cutoff 
frequency of 7 Hz to simulate the missile dynamics. 

During a test, the input modulation is varied between plus and minus 
60Z  modulation, sine wave fashion, at a frequency of 2 or 3 Hz, as 
desired.  Fig. 15 is a measured curve of side force and input percent 
modulation, corrected for phase lag in the filter and zero shifts due to 
thrust misalignment, for a pair of DCAT control valves. 

Fig. 15 demonstrates a capability to follow a 3-Hz signal between 
peak modulation demands of ±65 percent. The following table compares the 
input signal to the valves, based on an average supply pressure, and the 
measured valve output force.  The average corrected supply pressure 
between 0.4 and 0.9 seconds MM 1443 psig. The design conditions are 
6 pounds per axis (2 valves) M 1250 psig at 100-. modulation. The forces 
are corrected by multiplying by the ratio of the supply pressures, with 
percent expressed as a decimal: 

Input F8 - % x 6 x ffil (lbs) 

tCsec) P    (AVG) 
0 

Z 
INPUT 

INPUT 
F     (LBS) 

MEASirRED 
F     (LBS) 

s 

Z 
ERROR 

0.38 1443 psig +64 +4.43 +4.3 -2.9 

0.54 1443 psig -69 -4.78 -4.4 -7.9 

0.71 1443 psig +65 +4.50 +4.38 -2.7 

On this particular hot gas test, the divergent section of the main motor 
nozzle separated at t - 1.14 seconds. The control valves operated prop- 
erly for most of the test and operated very well for 0.8 seconds as shown 
in Fig. 15. 

The Aeroballistics Directorate at MICOM has investigated the control 
Jet-air stream-fin Interaction problem of the DCAT vehicle [5] in several 
wind tunnel tests.  The valves developed 3.75 pounds of thrust and oper- 
ated at a scaled frequency of 68 Hz. 

During the wind tunnel tests, it was found that the approximate center 
of the switching range was 750 psig rather than the desired 1250 psig. 
These valves used compressed air for switching, which was supplied to the 
control ports through copper tubing about 10 feet long. 
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The wind tunnel tests put com« unusual hardships on the DCAT valves. 
The most difficult problem Is the wide variation in the tunnel ambient 
pressure, which varies from 2 peia to 19 psia. Another problem is the 
long time required to make the wind tunnel runs. It is not unusual for 
the valves to operate for 16 hours per day for several days, which causee 
some wear on the spool. 

It was proposed that altitude tests be made on some spsrs DCAT valves 
to determine the switching range at various ambient pressures to sse how 
they would operate in the wind tunnel.  Seven different valves were tested 
in an altitude chamber with an Internal volume of approximately 8 cubic 
feet. 

The wind tunn>1 data Is scsled by the ratio of supply pressure to 
ambient pressure: 

P 
_o  1250 psia  fl<. 0 

?,, " 14.5 psis " ö0" 

Therefore, as the tunnel ambient pressure is decreased, the valve supply 
pressure is also decreased to keep the ratio equal to 86.2. This wss an 
advantage when testing in the small chamber as the lower supply prsssures 
and flow ratea caused slow changes in the chamber ambient pressure. 

The test method was simple.  The chamber was evacuated to approximately 
2 pale. The valve was switched at 68 Hz generally to 40 or 507.  modulation. 
When the valve supply pressure wss turned on, the vslve output flow would 
cause the chamber ambient pressure to slowly Increase. The vslve output 
was monitored (with pressure transducere) on an oscilloscope. When output 
pulses were first observed on the scope, ths chamber pressure was recorded. 
The output pulses were monitored until they disappeared or the modulation 
changed.  The chamber pressure was then recorded to establish the upper 
edge cf the switching rsnge. 

The resulting deta on the switching range for five valves is shown in 
Fig. 16.  This curve illustrates that the switching rsnge is evenly spaced 
about the P /P - 86.2 line. The conclusions from these tests were that 

o » 
the DCAT valve has clearly defined upper and lower switching boundaries 
when the supply to ambient pressure ratio is maintained at 86.2 on nitrogen. 
Also the valves switch down to ambient pressures of approximately 2 inches 
Hg and supply pressures of 150 psia. 

VALVE SELECTION PROGRAM 

Sixty-five DCAT control vslves were fabricated for use In flight 
testing. A curve of side force versus supply pressure at different input 
modulations was measured on esch valve using nitrogen (Fig. 14). Esch 
vslve wss sdjustsd to get the best performance.  The side force data was 
punched onto dsts cards. 

The valve selection program was used to select the ten best sets of 
control valves for use in flight testing.  Ten of the wore: vslves were 

i 
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deleted due to noisy, nonlinear,  or bed zero offset traces. 
(40 valves) were selected from the remaining 55 valves. 

The ten sets 

The selection criteria were side force at 1200, 1250, and 1300 psig; 
side force tolerance; gain tolerance, and roll torque due to null offsets. 
The tolerances were reduced until only ten valve sets were selected. The 
final side force tolerance was ±7X.    The final gain tolerance was ±152 at 
1200 psig and 1300 psig, and t7l at 1250 psig. The average value gain 
was A.1#/50Z per axis.  Fig. 17 is the gain curve of valves 110 and 138 
as matched by the computer. 

None of the valves selected by the computer program have been hot gas 
tested.  However, 12 of the valves not meeting the selection crireria have 
been hot gas tested (Fig. 8 and 15) with good performance, which gives 
confidence to the valve selection program. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A single stage, hot gas, direct bleed, jet reaction control valve with 
a high speed pressure feedback E/F device has been developed for the DCAT 
experimental missile. Many cold gas, several hot gas, and two flight tests 
have been made to evaluate valve operation.  The operation at low ambient 
pressures was determined. 

The nominal side force is 3.0 pounds at 1250 psig.  Smaller (1.5 pounds) 
versions have also been evaluated.  Pulse duration modulation was used at 
80 Hz carrier frequency. Good operation was obtained at ±60£ modulation. 

The concept of using direct motor bleed as a gas source for small con- 
trol valves has been demonstrated. 

NOMINAL SPECIFICATIONS. DCAT VALVE 

Thrust - 3.0 pounds Q  1250 psig 

Weight - 0.205 pounds with test nozzle 

0.15 pounds without nozzle 

Burn Time - 1.8 seconds 

Gas Source - Solid, composite grain, 21  aluminum 

Gas Pressure - 1250 psig ±300 psig 

Gas Temperature - 5460SR 

Specific Heat Ratio - 1.197 

Material - Nozzle:  Molybdenum 

Body:  41-RFD asbestos phenolic 
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Cover: Aluminum 

Design Flow - 0.020 lb/sec 

Nozzle Throat - 0.055 inches diameter 

Nozzle Exit - 0.235 inches diameter 

Nozzle Area Ratio - 18.26 

Nozzle Thrust Coefficient - 1.602 @ k - 1.2 

1.A76 @ It - l.A 

Valve Efficiency - 0.65 

Valve Thrust Coefficient - 1.044 I k ■ 1.4 

Switching Range - F ■ 700 psia to P = 1750 psia 
o o 

Input Signal - Pulse duration modulated 28V 

Carrier Frequency - 80 Hz 

Modulation Range - ±60% 

Nominal Resistance - 70 ohms 

Nominal Inductance - 11 mh 

Nominal Current - 400 ma 0 2CV 

Coil Winding - 800 turns //38 awg, 50 ohms 

1000 turns #39  awg, 80 ohms 
i 

Control Port Diameter - 0.25 inches 

E/F Armature Stroke - 0.062 inches 
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Figure 2. Leaf Spring Actuator 
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Figure 4.    Pressure Balanced Piston Actuator 
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1.61b 0.040 0.020 0.174 OJM 0.646 0.174 15 d^ 019 0.46 

Figure 5.  Three-Pound and 1.5-Pound DCAT Valve Dimensions 
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Figure 10. Valve Exit Centerllne Survey 
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LOW PRESSURE 

Figure 13. Electrlcal/Fluldlc Interface Device 
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Figure 14.     Typical Performance,  DCAT 3-Pound Valve F8 vs.   Ps at Various 
Percents of Modulation at 80 Hz 
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Figure 17.    Valves 110 and  138, Gain as Matched by the Computer Selection Program 
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PLOW CONTOOL  CIRCUITS FOR TOXIC  FLUIDS 

J.R.   TIPPETrS*,  N,  SYRED*,     J,  GRAN1^      and      R.E.   STRONG ^ 
♦Department  of Chemical Engineering and Fuel  Technology,  University of 
Sheffield.      ^Reactor Group,  U.K.A.E.A., Risley, + Technical Sei^rices 
Department,  British Nuclear Fuels,  Windscale, 

ABSTRACT 
"Classical" and newly-developed fluidic devices are being used to 

control active  fluids in a nuclear fuel processing plant. 

Glove  Box Systeme   (Operational   since  1972) 

A glove box peimits hand access via gloves to active material.  Sub- 
atmospheric air pressure at a pre-set level is maintained by a vortex 
amplifier (VA)  connected in the suction supply line.   It effectively 
lowers the suction    source impedance and is able to compensate for acc- 
idental in-leaks of air. Here  a single device replaces a complex electro- 
pheumatic system.  The  rational  design of this simple circuit involves 
principles applicable to networks of any 3—terminal  fluidic devices. 

Multistage  VA systems are  described, 

Filtei>-Compcn3ator Circuit   (Mode    tested Ka.y 1973). 

The circuit  includes a "Turn-up Vortex Amplifier" (TuVa) to compen- 
sate  for the  changing resistance of a filter.   (Control  flow in the TuVa 
destroys a vortex). The  circuit is algebraically related to the previous 
circuit. 

Pirallel  Source   Circtits   (Devices all   existing.   Design Studien) 

Waste liquor entering a pipe from several  sources involve"? some basic 
"parallel source" problems; here a device  called the  "Plow Junction" is 
uniquely useful.  Some of its properties can be synthesised by using other 
devices called Reverse-Plow Vortex Amplifiers  (Ri"VAs:   3-terminal active 
diodes)  or sometimes using VAs and TuVAs. Also it  is shown how pumps can 
be manifolded by simple  circuits which prevent  catastrophic pressure 
loss when one pump fails. 

Pumping Circuits   (Some  have  operated since  1972) 

Circuits involving vortex-diodes, RPVAs,  and special-purpose 3-terminal 
devices called "Jet-pump—diodes" enable alternating gas pressure to pump 
liquids.  The Fluidic Hydraulic Ram is also described. 

Qgphasis on System  Design 

The important  operational  characteristics of the circuits are pre- 
dicted from well-defined experimentally determined device  characteristics. 
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NOMEMCLATIIRE 

Outlet cross-sectaoral area of a VA, 
Tangential control-port cross-sectional area 
of a  VA. 
Pressure difference. 
Ratio of pressure differences. 
Characterizing functions of a VA, 
Control pressure ratio for a VA in the 
vortex state. 
Resistance coefficient, of the form: pressure 
drop/flow . 

0 
I 
;■: 

K Ratio of resistance coefficients. 
n SL v Denote normal and vortex  states  in the  figures. 
q Volume flow. 

Ratio of flows. 
Turndown ratio. 
Control pressure ratio for rhe TuVA in the 
vortex state. 
Efficiency. 
Multiplier, defined as a flow ratio. 

:st Subscripts 

'  & 2 1st and 2nd  stage values. 
a,b,c,ots terminals of devices, 
f filter (pressure drop). 
r resistance (pressure drop), 
y circuit (pressure drop). 

^nd Subscri£t3 

f & r      forward and reverse state values (for the JPD). 
n & v     normal and vortex stato values. 
1 & 2     specified states; also 1st and 2nd state valuer. 

Abbreviations 

BA 
CSV 

FJ 
JPD 
RFV/ 

R-RFD 
TuVA 

VA 

Also 

iwg 

Bistable Amplifier. 
Coanda-switched-vortex-device (BA connected to 
a VA). 
Flow-junction,   (a  specially designed Y-joint). 
J et-pump-diode. 
Reverse flow vortex amolifier (A VA designed 
to facilitate flow in the wrong direction). 
Reverse flow diverter. 
Turn-up vortex amplifier (control flow decreases 
its resistance). 
Vortex amplifier. 

inches water gauge pressure. 
pressure difference, arrow coes from hiph ro low, 
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Introduction 
When fluidics as a distinct technology was  first conceived 

it vas quickly realized  that  therein lay  the capability to con- 
struct reliable flow switching systems  that would yield great 
advantages in nuclear plants.    The opportunities  for such 
applications in  the U.K.A.E.A, were identified by Grant and 
others,  Refs.   1,   2,   3 and 4 and numerous  ambitious schemes 
were envisaged,     A particular one concerned the  ext • "'tion of 
sample-fluid from many points within a reactor and the feasi- 
bility of  this was  shown by a prototype  fluidic multiplexor 
(uni-selector or sampling circuit) Ref,   5.    This  showed in 
principle  (using  8 devices) how 2n bistable amplifiers could 
form a synchronous,  n-1   stage,   shift-register which could be 
set into any of its 2n~''  states by a 3-level control signal 
conveyed by a single pipe. 

Initially,  progress was slow in the  field of flow control 
because available device-designs were intended for information 
- switching  (logic)  so devices and circuits had   to be  constr- 
ucted ab initio.    Gradually a range of good fluidic flow con- 
trol devices has  been developed and simultaneously,  simple but 
effective design methods. 

Recently, with the cooperation of Strong and others at 
British Nuclear Fuels Limited  these fluidic innovations have 
been successfully applied  to cope with  the  stringent require- 
ments associated with nuclear fuel re-processing.    Furthermore, 
many other applications  for  fluidic  techniques have been 
identified and studied.    Some of these applications and design 
studies are described  in the  following. 
Glove Box Pressure  Regulator Circuit 

An application which has  shown  the  value of  power  iluid- 
ics compared with conventional moving-part  valves  is  in  the 
pressure-control  and  protection of glove  boxes.     These are 
transparent  plastic boxes which allow hand-access,  via  sealed 
rubber gloves,   to  toxic materials and equipment in the box. 
Its interior is maintained at a sub-atmospheric pressure of 
1,5  inches of water  (iwg) so  that no vapours or dust will 
leak out. 

Such glove boxes and similar structures are  used  in great 
numbers and  they are "supplied with suction" by purge-ducts 
which ultimately connect to a central filtration and pumping 
unit>    The sub-atmospheric pressure in the purge—ducts,   typi- 
cally 6 iwg,   is  generally much greater  than  that  required in 
the glove-boxes  so pressure regulators are necessary. 

Conventionally,  a   system shown in Fig.   la,   regulates the 
box pressure.    An orifice A allows a  small  flow of air  into 
the box and into  the purge-duct through a   second orifice B 
which is adjusted  so  that  their combined  action  is  to maintain 
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thG 1.5 iwg depression.  The gloves and working port hoods 
can by their nature have only fragile connections to the 
chamber, and there is a high risk that they will be pulled off, 
leaving a wide aperture which would allow toxic particles and 
gases to diffuse out to the operator. To guard against this 
solenoid valve is provided to connect the chamber directly to 
the low pressure purge line and gives a high velocity flow 
across the aperture preventing backward diffusion. The solen- 
oid is operated from a pressure switch in the glove box which 
is actuated by the increase in box pressure after the contain- 
ment is broken. Tne plant operators wished to improve both 
performance and safety.  The major uncertainty is the reli- 
ability of the solenoid valve and pressure switch. Also the 
small apertures A and B might be blocked.  Blocking A reduces 
the box pressure to -6 iwg and so could cause the walls to 
collapse. Blocking B prevents purging allowing toxic diffusion 
through the leaks. 

Fig, lb. shows the glove box protected by a vortex ampli- 
fier. The  amplifier is connected in an unusual mode, analogous 
to an earthed grid triode valve. The radial inlet is connected 
to the box, the outlet to the purge duct, and the tangential 
control ports are at atmospheric pressure. Referring to the 
control pressure/flow characteristic (Fig. 2.) the amplifier 
normally operates near point v where it is at its maximum turn- 
down. Control pressure is constant at atmospheric pressure, 
but an aperture in the glove box allows the radial inlet pres- 
sure to rise relative to control pressure, bringing the ampli- 
fier towards point n, the turned on condition.  This increases 
flow across the glove or equipment aperture to the amount 
required by the "Sealed Sources Act". For smaller apertures, 
flow increases rapidly with box leakage, keeping the box near 
its design pressure. 

Comparing the two glove box designs, the primary require- 
ment of improving reliability is clearly met.  The failure 
mechanisms of the mechanical valve and switch are removed, and 
because the vortex amplifier has no small apertures and four 
inlet and control ports it cannot be blocked by small part- 
icles. Several other advantages arise. The ability to main- 
tain box depression even for moderately large leakages, and 
the general ability to control pressures due to rapid glove 
withdrawal and insertion are important advantages not shared 
by the mechanical valve. Reponse is much quicker, and the 
danger of collapse by blocking aperture A is removed, because 
in this case air will be drawn from the control ports to 
compensate. These control ports are not easily blocked 
because they are fairly large, and it would be necessary to 
block,four simultaneously to cause the box to collapse. 

The rational design of this circuit, is now described 
in detail because it involves procedures and concepts which 
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are useful in many other circuits. 

Operational Characteristics of the Vortex Amplifier 

Under the conditions prevailing in the circuit the VA can 
be described by the four flow (q) and pressure-difference (e) 
variables as indicated in Fig, 2. Pressure difference is 
represented by an arrow pointing from high to low,  "Pressure" 
is ideally the total pressure when the dynamic pressure is 
small compared with important pressure differences in the sys- 
tem. Hence, e represents potential difference ?nd the VA can 
be treated as a Kirchhoffian 3-terminal non-linear resistor. 
It, therefore, has much in common with electrical devices of 
this type such as transistors. But it is also essentially a 
fluid dynamic element and is subject to Eulerian Similarity in 
the same way that pumps or aerofoils are. These topics are 
described in general terms in Refs, 6 and specific features 
are applied in the following analysis. 

The non-dimensional characteristics of a VA, designed by 
Syred specially for glove box use, are shown in Fig, 2, These 
characteristics are the result of testing the VA with air, 
holding er constant, varying e and measuring the remaining 
two dependent variables qs and qc. The results are plotted in 
terms of the non-dimensional variables denoted by capitals and 
defined by 

ec        qc qs E  = —    Q  = -^-     Q = — 
s sn sn 

q      is   the value of q    in a conveniently chosen  "reference 
s?§te"  defined as occurring when e    = ec.  This is purely for 
convenience in this application.      The state is referred to as 
the "normal  state"  denoted by n  in Fig,2,   (Frequently,   the 
normal  state  is defined when q    ■ 0,  in fact  q    is almost zero 
in the above definition of the normal state,) 

The characteristics can be regarded algebraically as two 
non-dimensional  functions of the  single variable E  . 

0C = FC(EC) 

0S  = Fs(Ec) 

but these apply for all values of e and furthermore q  is 
related to e by 

2 
sn     s 

so  the state of the device can be given explicitly in  terms of 
the characterizing variables  (in  the form of driving-point 
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and transfer characteristics) by 

q^ = (k 0 r*F (E ) ^c    x  es   c c 

qs = (k esr
iFs(Ec) 

Because the dependent variables are flows and the inde- 
pendent variables are pressures, this may be described as an 
"admittance format". 

The characteristics are distinctive of fluidic elements 
because they are functions essentially of a single non-dimer- 
sional variable E and a magnitude e , the effect of the maa- 
nitude is simply a square-law scaling operation, but the effect 
of E varying is a unique characteristic of the VA. 
Small-Signal Parameters 

It is useful to write down the local linearization of the 
characteristics in terms of the four necessary partial differ- 
entials. These, in this format will be admittance parameters: 

dc         ^ q    ^ q   "»q C    'C    MS  ^S 
S'e"   e„  ^e^ 'er. c    s    c   s 

by partial differentiation, thf first two of these are given 
by: 

i 
flg =  (k es) * Fc  (Ec) 

and: 
c 

^c --i 
^7 (kes)"' [^c-Sc'c' ^c)] 
where F  is the gradient of F . 

the other two are formed in the same way. 
Therefore as we would expect, the locally linearized 

parameters (admittances, gai; s, etc.) depend basically only 
on the gradients of the two non-dimensional functions (F and 
F ) of a single variable E , 

Having identified these parameters it is easy enough to 
put them into any other form: impedance or hybrid, by using 
standard matrix methods such as those described by Shekel, 
Ref.7. 
Large-Signal Parameters 

Because the VA is subject to similarity, intrinsic per- 
formance parameters can be defined which describe its large- 
signal operation concisely. These are T, the ttu idown ratio 
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and G, the prtssure ratio, defined in terms of the normal and 
"vortex" states (when q = 0, indicated by v in Fig.2.) by 

a e 
T -- -52.       G -  cv 

q e   when  s is constant 

For this particular VA T = 14,2  and G = 1,-3 3 

For reasons which will be shown the VA must have a specific 
value of G with the highest possiK  value of T and a smoothly 
declining characteristic as E increases. 

Circuit Design 

When the VA is connected into the circuit it is subject 
to different constraints from those used in its characteriz- 
ation.  Hence its characteristics as represented by Fig,2 are 
not in a convenient form for the design of the circuit. They 
can be altered algebraically into a convenient form by a "data 
transformation" which, in its most general form can be regard- 
ed as operating on a series of listed operating points in a 
computer. These have been described in Refs, 6 and 8; they can 
be regarded as analogous to operations which convert an imped- 
ance matrix into an admittance (or hybrid) matrix in linear 
systems analysis. 

By considenncj the circuit in Fig, lb, it can be seen that 
the constrained variable is the control pressure e because 
the control port is open to atmosphere, and the VA outlet is 
connected to the suction source pressure (assumed constant at 
this stage). Therefore a simple form of data transformation 
is needed to convert the original characteristic from the e 
= constant form to the e = constant form, s 

Data Transformation 

The derired data transformation is described here by con- 
sidering how three points on the "original" characteristic 
are converted into the "new" characteristic (with e = const). 
The three points include the normal and vortex (n and v) 
states and an intermediace point. 

Since the constraint is being changed, it is necessary 
to specify that the reference pressure is the value of e in 
the norrral state e  ; again, chosen for ronvemence. Also 
as a consequence, the non-dimensional pre-sures are now de- 
fined in terms of this specific value so the fourth variable 
E can be defined as 

E  = 
s sn 
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In  terms of these variables  the data transformation is as 
follows: 
State        E. E„ C Qm s c s c 

Normal 1 1 1 ^ 0        ) original 
1 1.23 .64 .055)    values 

Vortex 1 1.43 0 .070) 

Normal 1 1 1^0 1 
.813      1 .577 .049 .905 

Vortex .70        1 0 .059 .836 
In each row, the pressures in tne original characteris- 

tics have been multiplied so that in the new characteristics 
Ec  = 1. 

The  flows have been multiplified by the square root of 
this factor, and this  flow multiplying factor M- is listed in 
the fifth column;  it  is an indication of the extrapolation 
from the original data caused by the data  transformation. Over 
the small range used here the similarity assumption is cert- 
ainly justified. 

By applying this method  to all points on the character- 
tics they become altered to  the form shown in Fig.3. The 
states n and v are marked. 

In these characteristics, E    = 1  so  the point 1  on  the 
pressure axis represents atmospheric pressure and  the point 0, 
the origin, represents  the suction  source pressure (a nega- 
tive pressure).    The flow being sucked out of the glove box 
is 0 ,  the supply flow into  the VA;   this "0    characteristic" 
intersects the pressure axis at the vortex-state—value of 
.7   (in fact,!) meaning  that  the suction applied  to the glove 
box is never^greater  than the factor (l  - 1) times the maxi- 
mum suction soiirce pressure.     So,  in this ^ respect,  the 
circuit has achieved  the prime objective. 

The 0    curve in fact acts as a new source characteristic 
which "supplies"  the glove box and  it can be seen that  the 
slope of  this characteristic is typical of a low impedance 
source:     a large amount of flow can be extracted without a 
large pressure loss.     If the characteristics are  turn>-d 
through 90* so that  the E    axi«? is on the left hand side and 
vertical,   the 0- characteristic is  seen to be like the output 
characteristic of a pump (drawn in  the usual wav with output 
pressure vertical) and an arbitrary parabolic line in 
Fig.3. represents a "load"  in this case one of the possible 
"states"  of the glove box (say: with one glove off).    The 
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"operatinq point" of the circuit is represented by the inter- 
section point of the two characteristics; as the state of the 
glove box vanes so the intersection point "slides" along the 
characteristics. 

The suction source characteristic has thus bee^ converted 
from one vith a high value (for example - 6 inches water) to 
another one with a lewer, safe value (equal to - 1.8 inches 
water). But the "cost" of thio is a small bypass flow, 0C, 
which is maximum when the glove box flow is zero and minimum, 
virtually zero, when the glove box flow is maximum.  Now, it 
can be noted that the intersection point of the 0- curve with 
the atmospheric pressure line, E = 1, represents the maximum 
flow that can be extracted from the glove box and this can be 
increased almost arbitrarily by increasing the size of the VAJ 
however, the value of Cc will also rise in proportion. This 
is one obvious, but small, limitation on size. The main limi- 
tation can be understood in relation to certain practical det- 
ails as described next. 

The effect of parasitic resistances 

Inevi'rably, in practice, resistances become added to the 
VA, in the form of: filters put on the control port, pipe con- 
nections between glove box and VA, and pipes connecting the 
outlet of the VA to the suction source, in principle, includ- 
ing all of the intervening pipe work.  These effects can most 
clearly be seen by using another data transformation designa- 
ted "STAR" which, in effect,regenerates characteristics of a 
"new device" consisting of the original device plus square- 
law (orifice type) resistances in series with its terminals 
as shown in Fig. 4. 

STAR Transformation 

The resistances are characterized by relative resistance 
coefficients denoted by capital K.s. For example K is defin- 
ed by 

K = k /k s   s' 

where k = pressure drop/flow squared in resistance, and k is 
the VA Resistance (i.e. esn/qsn). 

The STAR transformation can be described algebraically as 
follows in terms of operation on one state of a device: 

Es(new) = E. 
+ Qg Ks + (0s + Qc)2 Ko 

Ec(new) = Ec + 0^ i:s + (Qg + 0C)
2 Ko 

Q (new) = Q ) 
Qc(new) , Qcj changed. 
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The resulting characteristics no longer have the Ec = 
constant format but re-application of the previous data trans- 
formation vill re-impose that constraint.  (This is necessary 
because this is a series circuit and the characteristics are 
in an admittance format). 

The effects of 
Fig. 4. The normal 
the curves and this 
atmospheric-line-in 
ed. Hovever, the a 
the eFfect of resis 
tive range of opera 
resistance is detri 
the supply port i.e 

these parasitic resistances are shown in 
state is represented by the end point of 
also represents vhat vould have to be the 
tersection if the state n vere to be reach- 
tmospheric line is in fact at E = 1 and so 
tance in all cases is to reduce the affec- 
tion of the 'A. In all cases, parasitic 
mental but it has the strongest effect on 
. in between the glove box and tht VA. 

From this ve can deduce why the VA cannot be arbitrarily 
increased in size. The parasitic resistances have fixed values 
and so their relative magnitudes KSp K and Ic will increase 
as the size of the VA is increased (since k for the VA will 
decrease). Eventually the performance of the VA will be 
swamped by the effective series resistances. 

There is obviously scope for optimization of the size of 
the VA but this is achieved adequately at the moment by coamon- 
sense. Hovever, all of the equations are available in the 
foregoing analysis to carry this out if necessary« 

Design of VAs for glove box applications 

The foregoing analysis highlights the main features of 
design hovever some other details are vorth noting and these 
have an effect on the design of the VA. 

It is only recently that much information has become 
available concerning high performance vortex amplifiers (Refs. 
9-16).  In the following table the main characteristics of 
these devices are summarized. One common feature of all the 
vortex amplifiers is the use of conical outlet diffusers (typ- 
ically 5° - 7* total angle). The reverse flov vortex ampli- 
fiers do not use conical outlet diffusers, but use the vortex 
chamber as a diffuser. 

All these devices have a flat (or nearly flat) vortex 
chamber profile, except for the devices of Al-Shamma (14) and 
Syred (15) in vhich the vortex chamber is in the form ofacone. 
The linearity of the operating characteristics of the vortex 
amplifier may be improved slightly by presvirling the main 
inlet fluid through an angle of between 5 and 10*, (Refs. 9, 
13, 14). More compact devices are produced vith single outlet 
VAs, the only sacrifice being some loss of smoothness of the 
operating characteristic. A comparison between the character- 
istics produced by single and double outlet VAs (Fig. 5(a) and 
5(b) respectively) is shown in Fig. 5(c). An even more compact 
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References. No. of Performance. fmet «/De Comments. 
Outlets. Config- 

uration. 
Xeorper Two Tsm Annular ö.<;^ Woisy and 
\Vi characteristic 

contains much 
hysteresis. 

Syred Two TV17 for 
G»1.5 

4xRadial 0.665 Characteristic rWrn) noisy & hyst- 
(12) Ta'20 for 

G» 3 
eric for G^<3. 
Characteristic 
very smooth 
and much less 
noisy for 
G^l^. 

Saunders One TÜ20 Tor 
0v2 

4xRadiäl Ö.125 Some noise and 
(13; hysteresis in 

characteris- 
tic. Chamber 
profile very 
complex to 
obtain high T. 

Al-Shamma One T^12 for 
0^3 

Annular Not 
known 

Vortex chamber 
(14) in form of 60° 

T^9 for cone. Noise & 
G^1.5 hysteresis 

increase as 
Ga«3. 

Syred One T^12 for Annular 0.475 Vortex chamber 
(15) in form of 45° 

cone. Reverse 
flow vortex 
amplifier - 
similar to 
vortex ampli- 
fier and res- 
ults compar- 
able. 

Syred One T^12 for 
G«3.6 

Annular 0.16 Vortex chamber ww profile com- 
T«11 for plex to obtain 
G»1.5 high T. 

Reverse flow 
Vortex Ampli- 
fier similar 
to vortex amp- 
lifier and re- 
sults compara- 
ble. 

»This refers to the m ain fluid inl et configi iratior u 
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device may be produced by using an annular main fluid inlet. 
However, these seem to produce an undesirable irregularity 
in the operating characteristic near to the high impedance 
operating position (Refs. 14,16) and some development is 
required to eliminate it. 

The turndown ratio T, may be increased for a given de- 
vice by reducing the ATA ratio, but at the expense of in- 

creased control pressure ?atio G, Fig.6. In fact there is 
usually little point in increasing G beyond 3 as there is 
little further increase in T. For G>2 a substantial in- 
crease in noise and  hysteresis of the operating character- 
istics usually occurs. 

Despite the success of this glove box arrangement, 
several design points need to be very carefully considered 
to extrapolate these results as follows:- 

(1)  The signal to switch the VA from high to low impedance 
is provided by the change in control flow. In the high imped- 
ance state about 6-8 SCFM of air is being sucked into the 
tangential control inlets as opposed to about 1 - 2 SCFM for 
the mechanical valve system. When one is considering many 
glove boxes connected to a common ducting system care must be 
taken to ensure that the system is adequate to cope with this 
ir.creased continuous air throughput. When the purge duct is 
at a greater level of suction the value of G must be less. 
For example, if the purge duct is at a pressure of - 12 iwg: 

ec = 12, es = 10.5 so G = 1.14 

VAs with very wide control ports have been designed to have 
these low values of G. This is achieved merely by substant- 
ially increasing the area of the tangential inlets. However, 
the flow being sucked into the tangential control inlets was 
approximately increased by 60% (and T reduced by about 60%), 
thus increasing the continuous load on the pump considerably. 

(2)  Operators of the glove boxes with VAs installed com- 
plained that they could not adjust the pressure level in the 
glove box as they could with tiie original mechanical system. 
Adjustment of the pressure level inside the glove box is 
sometimes necessary to facilitate removal of large objects 
such as contaminated filters or vessels. The first solution 
is to connect the four tangential control inlets of the VA 
in two opposite pairs, each pair of tangential inlets being 
of different cross-sectional area. Only one pair of inlets 
needs to be used for normal operation, the other pair being 
blocked off. When it is desired to adjust the pressure 
level in the glove box the other pair of tangential inlets 
can be exposed to atmosphere, and it must be emphasized the 
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important  switching function of the VA is stil]  retained. 
Altemtively VA's with adjustable area tangential in- 

lets can be constructed so as to alter G through the range of 
approximately 1.1-♦ 3.    A simple way of achieving this is to 
use circular tangential inlets and a conical centre body which 
is adjustable axially in  the inlet. 
Vortex Amplifiers and Power Fluidics 

The widespread use of vortex amplifiers in substituting 
for mechanical control valves has been hampered by several 
aspects of performance and configuration.    Of the problems 
which arise, probably the need to provide a tangential con- 
trol flow at a pressure greater than that of the main flow is 
the most daunting to the engineer.     However, under certain 
circumstances  this need ran be met and in many fluid circuits 
there is an easily available source of high pressure fluid. 
This is particularly true when fluid circuits are operated,if 
only in part, under suctiou conditions.     The control source 
may then be taken from the high pressure  side of a pump,  as 
shown in Fig,16, or simply from the ambient atmosphere. 

Jt is often argued that inserting a vortex amplifier in- 
to a given circuit often merely moves the mechanical valve. 
Whilst this is  sometimes true, valves in control lines are 
always much smaller  than the main valve and hence 
(a) Are much cheaper to replace. 
(b) Overall reliability of the system can be increased by 

duplication of these small control lines. 
(c) Often the control fluid may be less  toxic and more 

innocuous  than the main flow,   thus making the task of 
control valve replacement much easier. 

General Characteristics of  the Glove-Box Circuit 
The glove box circuit has interesting general charact- 

eristics vhich can be deduced by considering the circuit re- 
drawn as in Fig.7.    These variables may be defined: 

e    pressure across resistance  (previously the glo^e box) 

e^ pressure across the circuit c r 

The circuit acts as a differential pressure amplifier; a 
small change in e   causes a  large change in e .  The impoi tan t 
feature of  the ciFcuit is  that this amplification prevails 
over a usefully large range.    This can be quantitatively and 
concisely described in terms of the end-points of its 
operating range using the parameters G and T as shown sche- 
matically in Fig.7.    Averaged over  the normal-to-vortex-state 
range,  the differential pressure gain is  (G-T~2)/tG-1 ) and a 
measure of  the range is GT2. 
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Application as an Electromagnetic Brake Amplifier 
The circuit is ideally suited for amplifying the effect 

of an electromagnetic brake.    These are used in liquid-meta^ 
flow control circuits as no-moving-part valves.    The size and 
cost of the E.M,  brake depends largely on the fluid pover that 
it must dissipate so,  by using the EM brake to create the 
pressure er a significant gain can be achieved. 

The expressions for gain and range show that vith avail- 
able VAs a range of circuits could be constructed. For example 
virtually infinite gain can be achieved by using VAs vith an 
effective G value of unity,   such as used by Brombach Ref.17; 
the operation of the circuit then corresponds to that of a 
Coanda-svitched-vortex device ((CSV) originated by Adams and 
/core,  Ref.18) and the range factor would be about 25 for 
designs given in Ref.19.    For the glove box amplifier,  the 
gain is 3.3 and  the range 290.    Finally,  for a VA described 
by Saunders Ref-13, the gain would be about 2 with a range of 
800. 
Staged Circuits 

The foregoing discussion shows that gain and range are 
constrained but this constraint can be modified,  and in some 
cases relaxed, by using multistage circuits.    A two-stage 
circuit is  shown in Fig.8.  and is formed by replacing the 
variable resistance by a circuit identical  to the original 
circuit.    Its operation can be described approximately in 
terms of the two limiting states of stage 1. 

(l)    In the vortex state r 
'cl 
■rt 

i 

now,   suppose the flow emerging from stage 1   is small in com- 
parison with the normal-state supply flow to stage 2 so that 
stage 2 is effectively in the vortex state also.    The overall 
pressure ratio is 

e_o       /    G^      \   /    G, 

^=(^)(^) 

(2) With stage 1 in the normal state the resistance of 
stage 1 is not zero and it acts as a parasitic resistance in 
the worst possible position for VA0 which is supposed to 
operate in the normal state also. 

Al a result, VA2 is subject to the conflicting require- 
ments of small relative parasitic resistance and smair rela- 
tive outflow from VA- in the vortex state. Therefore, th'* 
multistage circuit is subject to constraints but within these 
there is a wider range of gains and range-factors than for 
single stage circuits. 
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Biasing with Active 3-terminal Elements 
The initial  normal-state parasitic pressure drop can be 

eliminated by replacing the tee-joint by a  jet-pump with unit 
area-ratio as shown in Fig,7.  The initial resistance of the 
EM brake,  or any other element,  can therefore be cancelled out 
by the active property of the jet-pump.    The pressure drop is 
not removed from the circuit but it is no longer amplified by 
the VA, 

It can be seen that n-stage VA-jet-pump circuits provide a 
wide scope for meeting various gain and range requirements. 

In the consideration of these circuits  it is interesting 
to note thi t in the CSV,   the bistable amplifier can be regard- 
ed as a swivchable jet-pump and according to its state the 
CSV has a high or low resistance. 
Filter Compensator Circuits 

A typical probitm in some dust filtrati 
from the gradual blocking of the filter and 
changing source pressure experienced by equ 
to the system. Without adding power to the 
creased pressure drop cannot be diminished 
circuits can add resistance when the filter 
that the system always provides a constant 
regardless of the filter state. Logically, 
only be added over a certain range to act a 
it would be useless to attempt to add resis 
an end point at which the filter was comple 
The Turn-Up Vortex Amplifier  (Tu VA) 

In the context of this circuit it becomes apparent that a 
special   form of VA called here a "Tu VA" has unique properties. 
In the Tu VA shown in Fig.9,   the addition of control flow 
diminishes  the strength of a vortex which the supply flow 
creates and so the resistance of the device  is reduced. 

This basic type of device was identified early-on in 
fluidics and certain workers have investigated various appli- 
cations.     For example.  Bell,  Ref.20,and Sarpkaya et al,   Ref. 
21, as a negative resistance oscillator: more recently, 
Boucher et al,  Ref.22, have drawn attention  to a specially 
interesting parallel connection of two Tu VAs. 

Many of the devices considered were symmetrical, in that 
the two ports entering the vortex chamber were equal in size, 
however, by contemplating the requirements of flow control, 
these attributes are found to be important: 
(Variables are defined in Fig.9.) 

on systems results 
the consequent 

ipment connected 
circuit,  the in- 

but simple fluidic 
is unblocked so 

source pressure 
resistance can 

s compensation; 
tance to ~ope with 
tely blocked. 
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When a is zero the resistance to q caused by the 
vortex should be large. 

When q is increased to a small value the vortex should 
be cancelled out and there should be a very low resistance to 
through-flov. 

Some non-dimensional large-signal parameters can be de- 
fined by this table: 

State     0_    Q.    E^   E_ 

Vortex 

Normal 1 
The entries in the table represent values of variables 

non dimensionalised in terms of qs and e in the vortex state. 
The capital letters denote parameters that must be measured 
and G and T have a similar significance to G and T for the VA, 
Hovever, in the normal state Q the control flow is also to be 
determined, so only one independent terminal variable is 
listed for that state. This is insufficient to define the 
state.  In fact, the second necessary independent state-de- 
fining criterion is: "No-vortex" in fact, an angular momentum 
constraint vhich implies that 0, T and G are inter-dependent. 
This, however, is a practical definition since the normal 
state can generally be recognised (thereby obviating the need 
for an instrument to measure angular iTiomentum). 

Obviously, 0 and G should be small and T should be large 
and a range of Tu VAs vith various values of these would be 
useful. For the prototype compensator circuit, the require- 
ments were easily met by a very simple design of Tu VA but 
this design was guided by factors which are important to all 
such devices: 

The dimensions of the tangential supply port and the 
outlet of the vortex chamber were consistent with the require- 
ment that, in the vortex state, the major pressure drop must 
be only due to the vortex. This is similar to the requirement 
of vortex chambers foi vortex diodes and CSVs and is consis- 
tent with VAs with very small values of G. 

Also, it is important to have smooth characteristic 
curves without inessential hysteresis» 

The prototype used a single control port and a single 
conical diffusing outlet. Its characteristics are shown in 
Fig.9. non-dimensionally in terms of independent flow vari- 
ables defined as follows with the vortex-state (q^ = 0) 
values of qm  and e,, as denominators: 
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In the characteristics,  q    was held constant (i.e. = q    ). 
The characteristics are very distinctive:  as q    increases, 
first the vortex diminishes and e    and e    decrease to a 
minimum, which is clearly apparent both In the characteris- 
tics and during tests;   this is the normal  state.    Further 
increase in q    creates a vortex in   Lhc opposite sense and 
the pressures increase again.    In badly designed Tu VAs the 
characteristics are multivated in pressures and  flows and 
the state of the device jumps unpredictably from one state 
to another.    The characteristics shown in Fig,9.  are not 
like that. 

The values of the parameters of this device are 
X    =  .97 0 =  .76 T =  3.42 G = 5.2 
Application of the Tu VA 

The basic circuit is shown in Fig.10; it includes a 
variable resistance r which represents the filter, a jet- 
pump, and an adjustable control resistance e,g. a needle- 
valve n.  Under correct design conditions, the jet-pump, 
filter and Tu VA are matched in size so that, 

(1) When the filter is unblocked, the Tu VA operates 
in the vortex state so that it generates the highest resist- 
ance. 

(2) When the filter becomes progressively blocked a 
point is reached where the Tu VA is in the normal state and 
imposes least resistance. 

(3) Between states 1 and 2, the circuit resistance 
must be constant. 

The effectiveness of the circuit can be characterized 
by a plot of the circuit pressure drop e^ against filter 
pressure drop e^ for a constant through-!:low q0 as shown in 
Fig. 11. Three curves are shown corresponding to different 
settings of the needle-valve. For one particular setting 
(curve 3), the compensation is virtually perfect. 

Two criteria of merit for this type of circuit may be 
defined in terms of the end-points of the nominally horizon- 
tal part of the characteristics. First, defining e£ = 
initial filter pressure drop, e£ = final maximum or^ssure 
drop and ev = circuit constant pi'ersure drop, the criteria 
are: 

(i)  (ey - es  )/e£ :  a measure of the pressure loss 
incurred by the circuit, equal to 1.08 for the test circuit. 

; 
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(2)    ef /ep    the range factor,  (equal to 12). 
This performance met  the initial feasibility requirements. 

In practice,  the needle-valve in the control by-pass 
would be a filter and  there are many refinements that can be 
made to the circuit.    The Tu VA could be greatly improved so 
that the control flow becomes much smaller.    Also in certain 
applications, where the filter system is supplied by suction, 
the control source can be the atmosphere, resulting in the 
simplest compensator circuit as shown in Fig.   10. 

It is now obvious  that  the compensators and the glove- 
box circuits have an interesting relationship.     In the glove- 
box circuits the circuit amplifies the pressure changes across 
one of its branches whereas   the compensator circuit applies 
amplification in the reverse sense which, under correctly 
matched conditions, can exactly compensate for  the changing 
resistance of the controlling branch element. 

These two contrasting characteristics are shovn in Fig. 
12. 
Multistage Circuits 

When multistage compensator circuits are considered, it 
is found that no satisfactory circuit can be made using ordin- 
ary VAs.    Always  there is a need to use a device which,  in 
effect, has tl s negative driving point impedance characteris- 
tic of the Tu VA,    It is, however,  useful to consider  the use 
of VAs since their controlling ability is very great and some 
multistage circuits using VAs, Tu VAs and jet-pumps are shown 
in Fig.  lOjin some cases extra filters would be needed. 
Parallel Source Circuits 

Some general problems arise when pressure or flow sources 
(pumps reservoirs etc.) are connected in parallel.    A  typical 
problem concerns the emptying of waste liquor from various 
reservoirs out  through a single waste pipe to single dump 
reservoir.    The system is shown in Fig,  13 with three supply 
reservoirs and three pumps.     In operation, reservoirs are 
occasionally emptied and it is desirable that no fluid from 
one reservoir should accidentally be transferred to another. 
Flow Junction Circuits 

A simple way of obviating this possibility is by using 
two flow junctions (FJs) which are specially designed Y joints 
described in Ref,  6.    The FJ  is specially designed to operate 
so that    when flow enters one of the upstream ports a and it 
all emerges from the central outlet 0,  the ratio of pressures 
eo/ea t'*f«  13)  is as large as possible.    This factor is 
called efficiency E and  the best value proven so far is .67. 
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Consider the circuit with pump A only operating and FJ1 
correctly designed so that no flow leaks out of port b to the 
other pumps or reservoirs. Consider that the reservoirs are 
all at the same levels. The pressure drop ea and e0 assoc- 
iated with the FJ are equal to the pump delivery pressure and 
the pipe line pressure drop respectively so it is easy to see 
that the use of FJ.. demands that the pump output pressure isl 
times  greater than the pressure drop created by the liquor 
flow through the waste pipe.  Hence the FJ has cost a certain 
quantifiable pressure loss. 

By similar arguments the excess pressure factors incurred 
by the liquor flows coming (always one at a time) from reser- 
voirs B or C are (i) since the liquor must pass through two 
FJS. E 

Here there is a choice if power losses are important. 
The above allocation of reservoirs to FJ1 and FJp is best if 
most flow is abstracted from reservoir A since tnis only has 
to pass through one JF.  Otherwise the reservoirs should be 
rc-allocated to be consistent with the above criterion. 

When more sources are involved, the choice becomes wider, 
for example, with 4 sources there are two types of circuit as 
shown in Fig, 14, As the number increases the optimum alloc- 
ation of sources becomes an easily formulated combinatorial 
problem. In the simplest case, when all sources have equal 
value, and using a parameter n to describe the degree of com- 
plexity of the circuit, the number of sources is given by 2n, 
the excess pressure factor by E-11 and the number of FJs by 
2n-l, So, generally speaking, the larger the number of sources 
the larger are the pressure losses, but leakage can always be 
designed to be zero. 

No Leakage Design 

The FJ must be correctly sized in relation to the rest of 
the system in order that "no-leakage" operation should ensue. 
In terms of the waste pipe and FJ1 this procedure can he  des- 
cribed by 

A 2 Aw 

where a represents  the effective resistance of the pipe in 
terms of the cross-sectional area of a flow nozzle with unit 
discharge coefficient whose resistance is equivalent to the 
pipe.    Aw    is a characteristic cross  sectional area in the FJ 
and Cp is its characteristic Euler number. 

If the pipe is rough,  and  these factors are determined 
under conditions  similar  to those prevailing in the real  sys- 
tem (similar Reynolds numbers)   then the above formula will 
give the correct size of FJ to ensure no-leakage operation 
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for a range of  flow rates  (e.g. a 2:1  range).,    To be on  the 
safe side,  the FJ could be made slightly smaller and,  in the 
system shovn  in Fig,  13a slight negative pressure would occur 
at  the other pumps.    Liquid wou^d tl. ■'  be drawn up the pump 
inlet pipes to a height at which an equilibrium was reached, 
the small hydrostatic head adjusting exactly to the no-leakage 
pressure state in the FJ. 

Duality of Flow Junction and  Bistable Amplifiers 
The FJ and  the Bistable Amplifier  (BA) have an interest- 

ing dual relationship,  as described in Ref.  c.    The BA can 
divert flow along different paths without  leakage and the FJ 
can accept flow from different paths and direct it along a 
single path.    For example,  "trees" of three BAs could be con- 
nected to correspond with the FJ circuits  shown in Fig,   14. 
These would be able to direct flow along any one of four 
paths. 

A simple circuit  in Fig.   15,  enables  flow to be directed 
along one of   two pipes  so that a low pressure could exist in 
the pipe with no flow while  the pressure- downstream is rela- 
tively high.    Thus one pipe could be brought to atmospheric 
pressure for maintenance or modification while the circuit 
and circuit flow were maintained. 

The pressure loss  incurred by the circuit,  expressed by 
the ratio: circuit pressure  loss/gauge-pressure of downstream 
terminal, would be about 2.3 with current devices. 
Vortex-type Devices in Parallel-Source Circuits 

The properties of FJs can be synthesised in varying deg- 
rees by a range of circuits consisting of diodes,  VAs,  Reverse 
Flow VAs  (i.e.  RFVAs described in Refs.   15,   16,  19) and Tu VAs. 
One circuit which involves some important  factors uses  two VAs 
upstream of a  single pump to  select flow from reservoir A or B 
as  shown in Fig.   lo.    Control  flow for the VAs is piped from 
downstream of  the pump;   to select flow from reservoir A,  as 
shown in Fio.   1( ,  control  flow is admitted  to VA(B)  thus cutt- 
ing off flow from reservoir B.    The two VAs operate in the 
normal and vortex states and  so it is easy    to write the cir- 
cuit efficiency under no-leakage conditions: 

G-1       T 
^ = "5"   T7T 

where T| = power supplied to waste pipe/pump power. 

This expression shows an unfamiliar relationship between 
and G and T;  for example G should be increased to increase 

T . There are various other implications, but they all result 
from the basic fact that the simple selection of flows from 
the reservoirs is n easily-met demand for a circuit upstream 
of the pump.  The waste pipe pressure loss is not imposed on 
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the VAs. 

As a result, the circuit is potentially very efficient, 
but numerous other factors determine its utility in practice. 
Examples air: sensitivity co changes in the vaste-pipe resis- 
tance, parasitic pressurt loss upstream of the pump, cavita- 
tion, and the desirability of the control mode (using valves 
in the control pipes). 

Another type of circuit using two pumps and tvo RFVAs is 
shown in Fig. 17. The RFVAs are connected in parallel and 
constitute a synthetic flow junction since the combined pair 
of devices has three terminals and it has some properties in 
common with an FJ.  The interconnected control pipes mean 
that there is always some leakage; this can be obviated by 
further elaboration of the circuit but, basically, its best 
operating condition is not the "no-leakage" point. 

Parallel pumping protection circuits 

The parallel RFVA circuit iust described may be useful 
in another distinct role associated with parallel sources. 
If two (or more) pumps operate simultaneously in parallel 
supplying a single load such as the waste pipe or a pressirre 
vessel, it may be important to provide protection against 
catastrophic pressure loss if one pump fails.  Various fluidic 
circuits may be considered and they all have a common feature. 
The degree of protection against reverse flow leakage «ut of 
the failed pump can be increased by increasing the normal 
operating pressure loss. Some circuits will offer different 
relative rates of increase of these two effects and in general 
a specific degree of protection may be optimally matched by a 
specific circuit. 

Obviously the simplest circuit consists of the FJ and 
this could meet a "no-reverse leakage" demand when one source 
failed in a two-source circuit supplying a single waste pipe. 
Quantitatively this would mean,  with current designs of FJ, 
and assuming: 

1) two constant pressure sources (idealized "pumps") 

2) waste pipe with square-law resistance 

3) no reverse leakage into source which fails. 

Then with both sources operating: each supplies one unit of 
flow into the waste pipe and the circuit efficiency is 81%, 
When one source fails, the other source supplies 1.78 units 
of flow and the circuit efficiency is 67%» 

The type of operation just described depends on the 
large-signal parameters of the FJ and, for this cttastrophi- 
cally-imposed wide range of flow states, the FJ has desirable 
characteristics. It is interesting, however, to note that 
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the FJ also has useful differential properties at the equal- 
flow operating point. These can be stated as follows: 

Suppose two nominally-equal flows are supplied to the FJ, 
if one flow increases by a small amount it experiences an 
increase of pressure of one unit; simultaneously the other 
source is subject to a decrease of pressure of ,35 units. 
Hence the FJ tends to equalize the flows supplied to it both 
in a differential manner and when there are very great differ- 
ences in the flow rates. 

Many other circuits can be devised which have these 
properties and they may have useful applications in combining 
flows from pumps prone to surging. 

Pumping Circuits 

Fluidic pumping circuits enable pumping energy to be 
transmitted from a "clean" easily pumped fluid to a "difficult" 
toxic or abrasive fluid. Where there are no "practical" con- 
straints on circuit design the mechanical efficiency of the 
fluidic system is a direct measure of its merit; however, when 
the design is constrained by such factors as: uncertainty of 
driving pressures or load resistances, or priming facilities, 
many more factors are involved and so a range of circuits can 
be considered. The important factors can be understood by 
considering first a "two-diode pump" as shown in Fig. 18. 

The 2-Diode Pump 

The pump transfers liquid from reservoir 1 to a higher 
reservoir (2;. Alternating high and low air pressure is 
applied to the liquid in a "gas-piston" and the consequent 
alternating liquid flow at port a is rectified by the two 
diodes so that liquid is delivered intermittently to reser- 
voir 2. A simple method of generating the alternating air 
pressure is by the use of a shut-off valve downstream of an 
air-ejector as shown in Fig,18. 

A prototype portable pump of this type has been tested 
using various toxic and abrasive liquids. The air supply may 
be drawn from the plant circuit. The shut-off valve is 
electrically operated by probes inside the gas piston vessel 
and special u-bends in the piping ensure that the pump is 
self priming, A fortuitous feature of its operation is that 
there is an intermittent strongly swirling outflow from the 
diode in reservoir 1; when pumping a heavy slurry the out- 
flow agitates the slurry and keeps it in suspension. 

In general, the output head increases with available air 
pressure and prototypes have pumped 2^ gallons/minute up 40 
feet 'By combining two 2-diode pumps operating in antiphase the 
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delivery flov is no longer intermittent. Such a circuit would 
in fact be a 4-diode full-wave bridge rectifier, and the nec- 
essary air switching circuit would constitute an "alternator" 
or inverter circuit. These two combined circuits have been 
studied intensively in connection with regenerative systems 
Ref.6 and many of the results of this work are relevant to 
pumping circuits. When quasi-steady, incompressible non- 
cavitating conditions prevail certain aspects of design can 
be stated as follows: 

For example, the optimum design of a 4-diode bridge 
requires that all diodes are the same size and tha ratio of 
driving pressure to load pressure-drop should have a specific 
value. The same optimality criteria apply, suitable trans- 
lated, to the "half-bridge", i.e. the 2-diode pump: the two 
diodes should be equal and.  the pressures should be the same 
as if the two diodes were working in the optimal 4-diode bridge 
with equal "suck" and "delivery" times. Using practical diodes 
in a 4-diode bridge, more-or-less under these conditions of 
operafi^n, McGuigan and Boucher Ref.23, measured an efficiency 
of 30%. Feasible maximum efficiencies of about 40'. should be 
possible with these circuits however, there PT*  : ach simpler, 
efficient rectifiers (see Ref.6.). 

In the prototype 2-diode pump the foregoing design 
criteria serve only as a rough fuide since cavitation and low 
Reynolds number effects occur which detract from performance. 
But also the delivery pipe can drop the liquid into the upper 
reservoir so it is not subject to the reservoir pressure for 
the full suction stroke; this is a beneficial effect. 

Other intermittent Pumping Systems 

Contemplation of the general regenerative circuits des- 
cribed in Ref.6. shows that there are a large number of steady- 
flow pumping systems. By "cutting these circuits in half" an 
equally large number of intermittent pumping systems can be 
constructed. The optimised designs of symmetrical continuous 
circuits apply to intermittent ones when the such and delivery 
times are equal; when they are unequal, the optimum design of 
an  intermittent circuit can be related to that of ein unsymmet- 
rical continuous one, these have not been studied in detail 
but the methods described in Refs.e, enable such optimization 
to be carried out. Very elaborate but efficient and.  versatile 
circuits result from using combinations of RFVAs, temporary 
capacitive control flow storage and specially designed vents 
on the RFVAs. A very simple but less efficient circuit con- 
sists only of a Rectifier-type-Reverse Flow Diverter (R-RFD) 
(described in Ref.6.) used as in Fig.18. An intermediate 
system which is simple and effective uses the Jet-pump-diode 
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(JPD) which is described next. 

The Jet-pump-diode (JPD) 

The JPD shown in Fig, 19 is the result of merging a 
iot-pump (designed like an R-RFD, with a slowly converging 
drive nozzle) with a vortex diode. Used in an intermittent 
pump it would act as follows, 

1 •  Suction Phase 

Fluid is sucked from reservoir 1 into port c and into 
the cylinder of the gas piston via port a. The diffuser 
between port a and port c facilitates flow into the cylinder; 
the gap between the diffuser nozzle and the vortex diode 
(constituting port c) is made large enough (approximately 
3d1) to prevent the suction being transmitted to the vortex 
diode. Simultaneously flow leaks from reservoir 2 through 
port b and out of port c into reservoir 1, The object of the 
diode section of the JPD is to minimize this leakage flow by 
creating a strong vortex as in a conventional vortex diode, 

2,  Delivery Phase 

Fluid is driven out of the cylinder into por1: a and it 
flows as a jet from the diffuser nozzle into the diode section 
and out of port b into reservoir 2. In general, '.ome fluid 
from reservoir 1 will be entrained by the jet at port c and 
so more fluid will emerge from port b than enters at port a, 
however, this entrained additional flow is not a necessary 
feature of the JPD's operation. 

The JPD would work satisfactorily with no entrainment. 
The amount of entrained flow depends on the relative sizes 
of the two opposed nozzles at port c; by making the diffuser- 
nozzle (connected to the cylinder) small, the entrained flow 
is increased but at the expense of overall efficiency. The 
optimum design for the JPD is therefore dependent on the 
relative importante of volume pumped per cycle and overall 
efficiency. 

Characteristics of a JPD 

The main characteristics of a simple form of JPD are 
shown in Fig,20; they are the results of tests using air 
at low pressure. The variables are denoted in Fig, 19 and the 
subscript f or r indicates delivery (forward:- f; or suction 
(reverse:- r) operation. In the forward states the driving 
jet flow q was held constant at 260 litres/min, air and the 
cutout characteristic eb£ against q. « is the most important 
curve, e p hardly changes. 

In the reverse state there is virtually no interaction 
between the diode sectionand the driving nozzle so the 
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pressure-flov relationship for each one is sufficient to 
characterize the reverse-state operation. These pressure 
drops are eb and e . The details of JPD systems have 
been descrioed in Ref.24. 

Improved designs can be expected but even in its present 
form the JPD offers an effective and simpler alternative to the 
2-Diode Pump. 

Fluidic Hydraulic Ram 

No-, all pumps derive from bridge circuits. Such a pump 
is the "fluidic hydraulic ram", described by Tippetts in 
Refs. 25,26,19 and vhich could be used in extracting an inter- 
mittent high-pressure sample from a flow vithout needing an 
external pover source. The ram depends on the unique tvo- 
valued resistance characteristic of the CSV. This is connect- 
ed downstream of a ram-pipe; vhen the CSV switches to its high 
resistance state, the fluid in the ram-pipe is retarded there- 
by generating a high pressure upstream of the CSV. 

The CSV can be switched in many ways; the simplest results 
from joining the two control ports so that it oscillates con- 
tinuously in the same way as the oscillating fluidic flowmeter 
(Ref.27). A regular sequence of pressure pulses is generated 
with an amplitude much higher (up to 20 times) than the average 
pressure drop across the system; their frequency is also a 
measure of flow and it was for flow measuring that the system 
was originally devised. Used as a pump, the output can be 
taken in many ways, the simplest being in the form of a free 
jet from point X in Fig.21. 

Some typical signals are shown which were lerived from a 
small demonstration fluidic hydraulic ram operating with 
water under low supply pressure conditions. 

Conclusions        • 

Application trials of power fluidics in the UTAEA and 
BNFL have shown that the technology is now at a stage where 
it can make an important contribution to the safe and re- 
liable control of active fluids in nuclear plant. In the pro- 
cess industry there would appear to be even wider scope of 
application particularly in those cases where: corrosive or 
abrasive fluids reduce component life, the returns from auto- 
matic control are diminshed by poor actuator reliability, or 
if large, fast-acting and ultra-reliable valves are needed 
for protecting costly installations. 

Design methods have been described that make the max- 
imum possible use of the similarity property of fluid dynamic 
systems. This yields large-signal performance parameters. 
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which are unique to fluid systems, and computer implemented 
"data transformations" vhich are not the numerical extra- 
vaganzas vhich are usually associated with non-linear 
analysis but simple, easily accessible, algebraic routines. 

In general, we conclude that the hardware and design 
studies described here show that fluidics can indeed provide 
the unique advantages that were envisaged 15 years ago. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A MINIATURE FLUIDIC DUAL CHANNEL 
FLUIDIC PROGRAMMER 

by 

T.S. Honda 
General Electric Co. 

Specialty Fluidics Operation 
Schenectady,  N.Y. 

INTRODUCTION 

Fluidic systems offer opportunities to perform control and compu- 
tational functions in environments that have eluded exploitation by elec- 
tronic and mechanical means.    The minimum use of moving parts yields 
a rugged device capable of withstanding high temperature,  shock, vi- 
bration,  and radiation.    Of the many flu'dic devices that have been de- 
veloped in recent years for application in hostile environments,  the 
fluidic programmer has received extensive development.    The results 
have been the fluidic implementation of relatively complex functions in 
a compact package meeting demonstrated capability of defined perfor- 
mance specifications. 

This paper discusses the development and test results of the dual 
channel fluidic programmer for advanced ordnance applications.    The 
oiogrammer provides multiple time outputs which are used to schedule 
a predetermined sequence of events.    The dual-c hannel configuration 
designed for fail-safe programming consists of dual torsional reed 
reference oscillators,  a dual-channel binary counter,  and ANDING 
logic and output amplifier circuits.    The programmer circuit design, 
the hardware configuration and performance test results are 
presented. 

The more pertinent design specifications imposed by the applica- 
tion were an overall package size not to exceed 3 in3,  consume less 
than 4 SCFM of air, and maintain ±0.1^6 timing accuracy over a tem- 
perature range of -65 F to 165 F and a supply pressure range from 10 
to 20 psig.   The practical achievement of the accuracy proved to be a 
significant development effort.    Since the inherent accuracy of the pro- 
grammer is derived from the oscillator performance,  particular atten- 
tion is devoted to the discussion of the balanced torsional reed oscil- 
lator development. 

PROGRAMMER FUNCTION 

The basic function of the programmer is to provide five time out- 
puts.    These are one settable and four fixed with respect to the settable 
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time as follows: 

Ti r To + Ts where Ts is any time to 256 seconds settable in in- 
crements of 0. 1 second and To is the start time of the programmer 

Tj = Tj + 2 seconds 

T3 r Ti + 4 seconds 

T4 = T! + 8 seconds 

T5 = Ti + 10 seconds. 

The basic operational concept is to accumulate the pulses from an 
oscillator in a binary counter and produce an output pulse when the 
counter has received a predetermined number of input pul es.   Vari- 
able time durations are achieved by presetting the counter.   By setting 
the counter to a predetermined number, the timed interval is deter- 
mined by the lumber of input pulses required to fill the counter.    The 
fixed times a.'e derived by summing the set time with the cyclic time 
outputs of intermediate stages in the counter. 

The programmer is configured with two parallel channels of os- 
cillators and counters to provide fail-safe operation.    This mode of 
operation results when the five outputs of each channel are combined 
in a fluidic AND logic circuit to produce a single set of time outputs 
from the programmer.   If either channel malfui.ctions, no programmer 
output can be produced. 

' 

The programming function was implemented by an integrated as- 
sembly of four functional modular subassemblies as identified in Fig. 
1.    The modules arc: 

1. Dual oscillator module 

2. Dual counter module 

3. Logic module 

4. Amplifier module. 

A functional schematic diagram of the programmer is shown in 
Fig. 2. 

HIGH ACCURACY FLUIDIC OSCILLATOR 

A fluidic oscillator utilizing a balanced torsional reed reference 
was developed to provide the reference frequency of 256 Hz with 
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accuracy of ±0. it over a temperature range of -65 F to 165 F and a 
supply pressure range of 10 to 20 psig.    The accuracy achieved is at 
least an order of magnitude better than that possible with the flueric 
feedback oscillators.   This development provides the basic accuracy 
required to apply fluidics to timed event programming in such precision 
applications as advanced munitions systems. 

DESCRIPTION OF OSCILLATOR 

The basic elements comprising the balanced torsional reed refer- 
ence fluidic oscillator are shown in the isometric sketch in Fig.  3. 
The details   of the fluidic circuit are shown in the diagram in Fig. 4. 
The oscillator consists of a torsional reed reference driven fluidic pro- 
portional amplifier,  a flip-flop,  and an output digital amplifier.    The 
flip-flop output is fed back to drive the reference reed.   As pressure is 
supplied to the fluidic circuit,  the flow latches to one wall of the flip- 
flop and drives the reed.   The opposite end of the reed has an orifice 
that directs fluid to the control ports of the fluidic proportional ampli- 
fier to switch the flip-flop output.    By properly shaping the fluidic 
phase shift characteristics,  the frequency of oscillation is made equal 
to the resonant frequency of the reed. 

By making the fluidic circuit osculation coincident with the natural 
resonant frequency of the reed,  ability to maintain am accurate fre- 
quency reference is achieved. 

The entire oscillator assembly is constructed from Ni-Span-C to 
minimize the variation in frequency with iemperatuve.    The fluidic 
elements and reference reed are chemically etchec in Ni-Span-C lam- 
inations.    The oscillator assembly is then assembled by the stack-up of 
laminations. 

The design of the balanced torsional reed is shown in Fig. 5. 

OSCILLATOR OPERATION 

The ideal oscillator is one where the frequency of oscillation is 
controlled entirely by the mass and mechanical spring gradient of the 
•eference.   In practice, the ideal can be approached to within a pre- 

dictable tolerance band providing the extraneous torques acting on the 
reed reference can be maintained below certain limits.   In addition,  the 
reference Quality Factor (Q) must be maintained above an established 
minimum to negate uncontrollable phase shifts associated with the feed- 
back oscillator. 

Referring to Figs. 6 and 7,   it is apparent that the criteria for 
approaching the ideal oscillator can be met only by decreasing the 
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1 
supply flow levels of the signal pickoff configuration.    The data pre- 
sented shows the influence of signal nozzle supply pressure on the re- 
ference frequency.   Th's data was obtained by mounting the reed in an 
external mount and inonitoring reed displacement with an electrical 
reluctance tyoe displacement gage.    The signal nozzle was then directed 
at the reed tab and the supply pressure varied.    The reed was excited 
by plucking, hence,  the measured frequency is the true resonant fre- 
quency of the reference.    The rate of change of frequency vs supply 
pressure is 0.2^/psi.    If ±0, 1^ accuracy is required over a 10 to 20 
psig supply range to the oscillator,  then the signal nozzle must be oper- 
ated at a level where the 2:1 supply range reflects only a 1 psi change 
in signal nozzle pressure.    This corresponds to 1-2 psig range on the 
nozzle,   which can be achieved by a simple pressure dropping resistor. 

Figure 7 shows the effect of signal nozzle supply on the reed Q. 
It is apparent that generally the maximum pressure should not exceed 
1 psig.    The Q  degrades rapidly with pressure, making the oscillator 
frequency more dependent on feedbacl; amplifier phase shifts. 

Reducing the signal pickoff levels to a compatible range requires 
additional stages in the oscillator feedback loop with the oscillator op- 
erating over a range of 1-2 psig on the signal nozzle (with a 10 to 20 
psig programmer input supply range). 

In addition to the reduction in signal pressure levels,  the reed 
configuration affects accuracy.    The reed was designed to eliminate 
the influence of the normal force component produced by the signal 
nozzle on reference frequency and Q.    The influence of non-uniform 
flow through the signal orifice is not eliminated.   However, because of 
the square law relationship,  this component is relatively small (com- 
pared to normal force component) and can be further reduced if re- 
quirec by increasing the area of the signal nozzle. 

OSCILLATOR TEST PERFORMANCE 

Ai oscillator designed to the recommended criteria was operated 
over a temperature range of -65 F to 165 F with the supply pressure 
held constant.   The data obtained is shown in Fig. 8.   The results show 
that at low supply pressures to the oscillator,  the frequency drift with 
temperature is negligible.    The test data indicates the temperature 
sensitivity increases as the supply pressure is increased.    It is, there- 
fore, concluded that an oscillator designed for negligible pressure 
sensitivity will also provide the desired accuracy over the specified 
temperature range. 

The actual pressure sensitivity achieved is shown in Fig.  9.   Over 
a supply pressure change of 2:1, less than 0,1^ change in oscillator 
frequency was demonctrated. 
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In addition to the requirements for accuracy over the specified 
range of temperature and supply pressure, the oscillator is also de- 
signed to be insensitive to an operational vibration environment up to 
2000 Hz in all three mutually perpendicular axes.    The oscillator is 
also capable of withstanding a non-operating mechanical shock of 50 g's 
in all three mutually perpendicular axes.    Insensitivity to a vibration 
environment below 2000 Hz is achieved by designing the spring-mass 
resonance of the torsion member and reed in all axes to exceed 2000 
I!z.    Sensitivity to vibration in the axis perpendicular to the reference 
reed in the plane of reed rotation was a problem with flat reeds.    The 
problem was solved by special forming of the reed.   The critically 
loaded member under mechanical shock is the reed torsion spring. 
This is designed to provide a factor of safety greater than three in the 
worst loading axes under 50 g's loading. 

DUAL CHANNEL BINARY COUNTER 

The binary counter circuit s iown in Fig.  10 was used in the counter 
design.    Seventeen of these counters cascaded in series establishes the 
time period of the last bit to be the maximum desired timing interval 
of 256 seconds for an input frequency of 256 Hz.   The basic counter 
design was established previously.    In the programmer development, 
the counter was designed for dual channel configuration as shown in 
Fig.  11.    The power nozzles for the flueric elements were limited to 
1 x 10"* in2 to conserve gas consumption. 

In order to provide capability for simultaneous setting of "zeros" 
and "ones" into the counters, an "AND" gate was also incorporated in 
each counter stage as shown in Fig.  12. 

During counter presetting and prior to programmer initiation,  the 
oscillator outputs are blocked at the oscillator-counter interface.    This 
function is accomplished as shown in Fig.  13 by inserting a flip-flop at 
the interface.   This flip-flop is powered by a "positive" pressure input 
of approximately 20i of the programmer supply pressure.   The oscil- 
lator outputs are the control inputs to the blockage amplifier.   When 
the counter start signal is not present,  the blockage element output is 
attenuated below the counter first stage flip-flop hysteresis so that the 
counter first stage is inhibited from switching. 

The dual channel counter was assembled by stacking 0.003 inch 
titanium laminations.    The simultaneous setting of "zeros" and "ones" 
was demonstrated.   Setting of the counter stages through the AND gates 
simplifies the setting procedure, but it increases the set flow require- 
ments by a factor of three. 
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"AND" LOGIC MODULE 

The logic circuitry functions to inhibit the fixed cyclic time out- 
puts from the intermediate stages of the counter until the present time 
has elapsed and a change in state occurs at the counter output stage. 
It also prevents the time outputs from appearing unless coincident 
outputs from both counters are present.    The desired time outputs 
T! + 2 seconds,  Ti + 4 seconds,   and Ti + 8 seconds are obtained for 
each channel by ANDING the  settable output with each of the fixed 
outputs.    A special flueric "AND" element that is compatible with the 
memory flow in the binary counter circuit was developed to perform 
the time programming,  i.e.,  the Tj not present inhibit function.    The 
corresponding time outputs from the two counters are then "ANDED" 
by means of passive "AND" elements to derive the desired programmed 
time outputs.   Since a fixed time of 10 seconds is not available from the 
counter, the T] +• 10 second output is derived by ANDING the Tj + 2 
second and Ti + 8 second outputs.    The "AND" logic circuit is shown 
schematically in Fig.  14. 

The logic circuit was implemented with flueric elements using 
1 x 10"4 in2 power nozzle areas.    The logic module is comprised of a 
stack of 0. 003 inch thick titanium laminations. 

OUTPUT AMPLIFIER MODULE 

Output amplifiers are required to enable the five time outputs from 
the logic circuit io drive the load.    The programmer output require- 
ments are to provide dead ended output pressures of 50^ of the pro- 
grammer supply pressure.    When the loads are passive AND gates with 
0.010" x 0.010" nozzles,  the output pressure is approximately 30^ of 
the programmer supply pressure. 

Two stages of amplification are utilized in the output amplifier 
module.   Geometrically biased proportional amplifiers are used in the 
first stage to positively prevent the appearance of an output when no 
input is present.   A digital amplifier comprises the second stage. 
Eight mil wide power nozzles are used in the amplifiers.    The first 
stage has an aspect ratio of 1. 0 and the second stage aspect ratio is 
1.5. 

PROGRAMMER ASSEMBLY 

A dual channel fluidic programmer resulting from the development 
program is shown in the photograph in Fig.  15.   All inputs to and out- 
puts from the programmer are located at the base mounting surface. 
The integrated assembly of the four functional modules,  previously 
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1 
described,   are arranged so that the supply pressure to each succeeding 
module is cascaded downward so that the oscillator and counter are 
operated at lower pressures.    This design approach results in an im- 
proved oscillator accuracy and decreased counter preset pressure 
requirement. 

The oscillator is comprised of 0. 
laminations stacked 0.265 inch high. 

0.5" x 0.85" Ni-Span-C 002' 
The dual channel counter is 

assembled from O.OOS'' x 0. 5" x 1.6" titanium laminations.    The 
counter lamination stack height is 0. 733 inch.    The logic and amplifier 
modules are assembled from 0.003" x 1.0" x 1.6" titanium lamina- 
tions.    The AND logic lamination stack height is 0.132 in and thtt of 
the output amplifier is 0.142 inch. 

PERFORMANCE 

The timing accuracy of the programmer is establishe« by the 
oscillator accuracy.   It was previously noted that a timing accuracy 
of ± 0. l^t over the temperature range of -65 F to 165 F with a pro- 
grammer supply pressure variation from 10 to 20 psig was achieved. 
The pa r of oscillators were readily trimmed to within 0.04^6 of the de- 
sired frequency of 256 Hz. 

The programmer as developed meets the basic performance 
specified in for the intended application.    Some of the basic perfor- 
mance data obtained are shown in Table I. 
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TABLE I 

TITANIUM DUAL CHANNEL FLUIDIC PROGRAMMER 
TEST DATA 

Supply Pressure (psig) 

Frequency (Hz) 

Oscillator A (left) 

Oscillator B (right) 

First Stage A 

First Stage B 

Time Outputs (set at 16 seconds) 

T, 

Ta 

T, 

T4 

T5 

Pressure Ontputs (blocked load) 

Tx 

Ta 

Ta 

T* 

T5 

Oscillator Initiate Pressure 

10 20 

256.0 256.1 

256.1 256.2 

128.0 128.1 

128.0 128.1 

(seconds) 

16.01 15.99 

18.01 18.00 

20.01 19.99 

24.01 24.00 

26.01 25. 99 

(psig) 

6.0 12.3 

6.1 12.3 

5.2 10.7 

5.0 10.3 

5.0 10.8 

1.4 - 2.6     2.5 - 6.8 
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ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM OF AN UNDERWATER BODY 

USING LIQUID FLUIDIC ELEMENTS. 

by Yoshiaki HARA.  Toshinorl OGAWA & Yoshlyukl SHIMAZAKI 

Mechanical Engineering Laboratory of Japan 

Abstract 

This paper describes the theoretical and axperlmental analysis 
of an attitude control system of an underwater body using liquid 
fluid1c elements. This paper consists of five parts: First a 
general survey Is given, next the composition of the planned 
control system Is Introduced and then the construction and the 
theoretical and experimental analysis of the attitude angle 
sensor ( pendulum type ) are described. Then the characteristics 
of the sumalng amplifier and differential circuit are demonstrated. 
Finally, the tested results of the total system using a vater 
tunnel and a model are demonstrated. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The ocean is a very vide, deep and unknown space on Che earth and Japan 
needs to develop the ocean's untouched resplrces, because our country 
has no resources. But in the sea, there are many difficulties in develop- 
ing control systems for machines or robots. One difficulty is the 
surrounding pressure rise according to the static water head. So the 
conventional control systems that have been developed are placed in 
an anti-pressure box. The second difficulty is the corrosive action of 
the sea water. So we must use anti-corrosive materials. Third is the 
microorganisms in the sea and so on. 

Fortunately, fluidic elements can be operated by difference pressure 
only. Namely, the working principle of fluidic elements is based on 
the difference pressure between supply pressure and surrounding 
pressure. So if we use an underwater pump as the supply source to the 
fluidic elements, it is not necessary to place the control systems 
into an anti-pressure box. This fact means that the weight of the 
fluidic control systems is lighter than that of conventional systems. 
And also, reliability and durability of the fluidic elements in the 
sea will be superior to the other control elements. 

Unfortunately, there are few papers reporting on liquid fluidic 
elements.   So, our study had to be started from basic research on 
the liquid fluidic elements, and we reached the conclusions that 
the pneumatic fluidic elements can be used with a water supply in 
water. It is necessary, of course, that the water supply pressure to 
the elements be adjusted to have same the Reynold's number as that 
when using the element with air. Our development of the attitude 
control system is based on this fact. The attitude angle sensor and 
the acceleration sensor, which operate with water, arc newly created. 
Other parts of the control system are constructed with the fluidic 
elements on the market. 

2. THE COMPOSITION OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM 

The construction of the Initially planned attitude control system 
is shewn in Fig. 1. This system consists of an attitude angle sensor, 
two acceleration sensors, two summing fluidic amplifiers ( G.E.'s 
element ), two booster amplifiers and two actuator cylinders with 
position feedback. These elements are tested with water in the 
water. 
Input ports of the summing amplifier 

port of the attitude angle sensor and 
this amplifier, the difference output 
added. Input ports of the summing amplifier 2 are connected to the 
ot put ports of the amplifier 1, its differential signal and the 
position feedback signal from the actuator cylinder. 

1 are connected to the output 
ehe acceleration sensor. In 
signal of these seasors are 
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So In this amplifier, these three defference pressure signals are 
added. 
In the next section, the characteristics of each element of the 

control circuit are given. 

3. SENSOR 

3.1. ATTITUDE ANGLE  SENSOR 

The construction of the attitude angle sensor Is shown in Fig. 2. 
This sensor consists mainly of a pendulum supported b>   « gymbal 
mechanism and  two pairs of the slide valve type nozzle fltppers. 
If the sensor axis is  Inclined from the vertical axis,   the difference 
output pressure of the nozzle-flapper is changed due to the inclined 
angle of the pitch or roll components. 

The static difference output characteristic versus attitude angle 
of this sensor  is shown in Fig.  3. This sensor Is designed uavlng 
a saturation characteristic at 5 deg. The static difference output 
is proportion to the attitude angle until the saturation point Is 
reached. Thus the static characteristics of the sensor are very 
good, but the dynamic characteristics are unknown. 

So, we iry to analyze  the dynamic characteristic of the sensor. 
The test set up and experimental apparatus are as follows. The 
sensor is attached on the rolling axis which can be inclined by 
the external rod. This rod is connected to an eccentric cam driven 
by a motor< These arrangements are shown in Fig. 4. 

In this forced oscillation condition, we assume that the pendulum 
receives the direct effect of the external acceleration through 
the gymbal axis and thecontalned water. A simplified analytical 
model of this system is shown in Fig.  5. 

Then the horizontal displacement equation of the pendulum and 
cover box at the pendulum center of gravity is as follows: 
External forced oscillation term: 

I - jl9 sin U> t 

x m ituJ cos u) t 

■ m' i!0(0 sin u) t 

(1) 

Pendulum displacement with acceleration term: 

tan of 
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From equations   (1)  and   (2), 

■'-"" (l - (AgrJ (3) 

Is obtained where,  x Is  the horizontal displacement of the vessel at 
the pendulum center, x^   is the horizontal displacement of the 
pendulum by the external acceleration,   £  is the gravitational force, 
m is  the mass of  the pendulum,   m.' is  the mass of  the water,   Jf0 is 

the length from the gymbal axis to the pendulum gravitation center, 
tu is the  forced  oscillation frequency. 

From equation  (3), we can get   the following equation. 

(4) 

From equation  (3)  or  (4), we can get  following condition. 

Equation  (5) shows the condition for tuned vibration of this sensor. 
At  this condition,   the relative displacement cf the pendulum to the 
cover box converges to zero, and the difference output of this sensor 
is equal to zero.   Hereafter the bracketed terms in equation (4) will 
be written as the correction factor. 

Calculated values of the correction facter versus u) are shown in 
Fig.  6.   (/#- 8 cm,    a -  7.91,    m' - 1.00,     ^.   - 980 cm/aec*) The 
experimental Jata using experimental apparatus shown in Fig. 4 are 
shown in  Figs.7 &  8.   In this figure,   the correction factor la also 
Indicated.   Data shows good agreement with the correction factor 
until the tuned vibration condition occurs. 

The phase shift of  the  sensor  is also shown  in the figures, where 
the filled nark in the figure is from equation  (4). 

3.2. ACCELERATION SENSOR 

Construction of  this sensor is  shown in Fig.   9.  The inner seisemic 
mass of  the tensor  is mad« from polypropylene and  the specific 
gravity of it is about 0.9. The purpose of this sensor is to correct 
the decreasing difference output of    the attitude sensor with the 
acceleration term.   This idei. is shown graphically in Fig.   10, and 
data of  the sensor  is shown in Fig.  11.  The difference output 
pressure of the sensor wos too low to correct the acceleration term, 
so the use of the sensor was abandoned  in the final test. 
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4. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUMMING AMPLIFIER AND DIFFERENTIAL 

CIRCUIT 

The characteristics of  the summing amplifier using water as a 
working fluid are shown In Fig.   12.   In this figure the supply pressure 
to the amplifier Is fixed at 2.5 kg/cn)1.  In the G.E.'s catalogue, 
0.7 kg/cm* Is recommended for the air supply pressure to the 
amplifier. But the amplifier Is not stable at this water supply 
pressure.  So we calculate Reynold's number at the recoanended pressure 
based on the exit velocity of the main nozzle;   then 2.5 kg/cm1    Is 
the value for the water supply pressure.  From Fig.  12, we can 
determine the Input signal level for the summing amplifier. This 
amplifier Is saturated by the Input pressure at 12 X of the supply 
pressure (P ) when the three difference Input pressures are present 
at the same time.   It  Is also saturated at 2UX of  the supply pressure 
for the two difference Input pressures. 

Then we can get following 

4    0.12     P 

2 A »toi o.2*   \ 

where ^ Pln - ^ P11 + 4 ^ 

lA*iMm  ^P11+^P 

then        ^ P.,       +     ilF 

tchlng conditions. 

( for three Input ) 

( for two input ) 

4 P 13 

12 

( n - 1. 2. 3 ) 

( n - 1, 2 ) 

11 

^Pll 

We assume that 

12 

A*i2 

+ /i P13 ^ 0.12 P^  ( for three Input ) 

( for two Input ) ^ 0.24 P 

A* il ^P12-^P13 
then the matching condition 

/\ P. ^ 0.04 P   ( for three Input ) A?.   £ Q.12  P (for two mm   in "^      s "^ in       s 
Input) 

11 8lven- 2M 2 A 
If P    Is fixed at 2.5 kg/cm*.   ^ P.    - 0.1 kg/c»    ( n-1,2,3 ),   / P. s _ in in 
-0.3 kg/cm    ( n-1,2 ) are given. 

So, we adjust all signal pressure levels  ( such as sensor, output 
signal from differential circuit and position feedback signal )  for 
those vslues. 
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The differential circuit It constructed ■■ shown In Fig. 13. Fluid 
capacitance Initially consisted of a cylinder, spring end ball ss 
shown In the figure, but In the prellnlnary test, the tine lag of 
this capacitance waa too large. The final capacitance consisted 
of an air sealed bellows. The differential capability of this circuit 
Is shown In Fig. 14. 

5. TOTAL SYSTEM TEST 

After the above mentioned study, the final attitude control system 
was as shown In Fig. 15. Then this system was mounted In a testing 
model which has four control wings at the tall end. The control wings 
are deflected by the actuator cylinders. ( It has 40 am stroke and 
20 mm diameter ) 
The model Is suspended In the water tunnel center by a gymbal mechanli 

and a strut with a hollow passage for the external water supply tubes. 
The final test set up Is shown In Fig. 16. The water supply pressures 
to the control system are adjusted by sn ordinary pressure regulator 
at the roof of the w iter tunnel. So the teated model Is controlled 
by the control wir* deflection In the pitch and roll direction. 

The results of the water tunnel test Is shown In Fig. 17. In this 
figure, the top and bottom photos shot» that the model Is Inclined 
forcibly by the external control signs;. The middle photo shows that 
the model la controlled sutomatlcally oy  the Installed control system. 
The water speed Is about 1.2 a/s, flowing f oa right to left. 
Three to five seconds are required for the model to attain a level 
attitude frrm msxlmum Inclined attitude ( about 20 degrees ) and 
the control system can control the model attitude to  3 degrees. 
This result Is not satisfactory, but for the first step of our 
experiment. It Is not so poor. 

6.   CONCLUSION 

From above mentioned analysis and experiments, the following 
conclusions are given. 
a) The characteristics of the summing amplifier are very good, but 
some of them don't satisfy zero balance. 
b) The characteristics of the attitude angle sensor sre satisfactory, 

but those of the acceleration sensor should be Improved to have 
higher gain. 
c) From the total system test, the tested modal can be controlled by 
the developed control system, but the response of the system should 
be Improved. 
d) In this paper, the fluid dynamic considerations of the model and 
control wings are not described and this problem requires further 
study. 
e) The other remaining problem Is the actual test of the control 
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1 
system In the sea,  surveying the effect of corrosiveness and the 
nlcroorganisas in the sea. 

Regardless of these conclusions,  it is seen that the practical 
use of the fluidic control systems in the sea is very hopefull. 

REFERENCE 

1)  M. Briscoe, Some applications for fluidics in oceanography., 
4th Cranfield Fluidics Conference, paper K2, 1970. 
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SYSTEM DESIGN FOR FLUIDIC MORTAR REPOSITIONING CONTROL 
WITH MULTIPLE NONLINEARITIES 

C. N. Shen 
Benet Weapons Laboratories 

Watervllet Arsenal 
Watervllet. New York 12189 

ABSTRACT 

The Mortar Control System employs fluldic components for Its 
sensing elements and pneumatic devices for Its controls. The following 
nonlinear behaviors exist In the system: The fluldic back-pressure 
switch Is an or-off device with hysteresis. The pneumatic angular 
sensor can be adjusted to provide deadzone. The dry friction occurs 
at the piston walls. 

This paper Investigates the role of these physical parameters on 
the nonlinear system design. Dynamics of the mortar are modeled. 
Stability and limit cycle sustained oscillation are Investigated. The 
performance of the fluldic mortar control system Is also discussed. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

In this paper we discuss the application of fluldic components to 
an all-pneumatic mortar reposition system. 

When a mortar Is fired, the base plate turns backward, downward and 
perhaps sldeway, which changes both the mortar elevation angle and the 
azimuth angle. To aim again at the same target. It Is desirable to 
automatically reposition the elevation and azimuth angles back to the 
original values so that the range of the trajectory Is approximately the 
same. 

The mortar control system consists of a pneumatic angular sensing 
device and fluldic components such as a back-pressure switch, power am- 
plifier, pneumatic piston-cylinder arrangement and a number of other 
mechanisms. The description of these devices Is given In Reference [1]. 

1W00DS. G. W. and ZIEGLER. W. H., "Design of an Automatic Repositioning 
Mortar System", Watervllet Arsenal Technical Report WVT-7235, July 1972. 
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The purpose of this paper Is to Integrate these various elements 
Into a complete system and to Investigate the physical parameters of the 
elements In the nonlinear system design. 

FLUIDIC COMPONENTS 

Back pressure switches are used to Indicate the mortar angular posi- 
tion. There are also two orifices, either or both of which can be 
blocked by the rotation of a cam which turns as the mortar changes Its 
angular position. A back pressure switch Is connected to each of these 
orifices. Blocking the orifices creates a back pressure In the switch 
as an Input signal, designated S In Figure 1. There are also two outputs. 
If S Is blocked the output 0] Is on. If $ Is open then output Oj Is on. 

Experiments show that hysteresis exists for all these back pressure 
switches. As the Input at S Increases above a threshold thj output 0i 
starts going up until another Input threshold Is reached a.ter which the 
output 0] will remain constant as shown In Figure 2. There are two dif- 
ferent Input thresholds as the Input decreases and the output Is turned 
off. Figure 2 shows the hysteresis characteristics of the back pressure 
switch. 

THE NONLINEAR ELEMENTS 

A sensor Is used to measure the relative angular position e of the 
mortar barrel with reference to the axis of a cylinder which Is mounted 
on the tripod of the mortar. The sensor rotates with trunIons for sup- 
porting the tube, which changes Its elevation angle as the mortar base- 
plate Is displaced. The outside ring of the sensor has two orifices 
which are connected to two back pressure switches as shown In Figure 3. 
When the cam rotates, these orifices can be either open or closed 
depending on the design of the position of the flat surface of the cam 
In relation to the orifices location. Thus, the two orifices can be 
arranged so that they are either normally blocked (Figure 3) or normally 
open. In either case a deadzone can be created by adjusting the angular 
position of flat surfaces of the cam In relation to the two orifices. 

The back pressure switch exhibits the characteristic of hysteresis. 
The output of the switch turns on at a high Input threshold and off at a 
low Input threshold. The output of the back pressure switch Is connected 
to an on-off fluldlc amplifier which has practically no hysteresis. The 
compressed air from the power amplifier pushes the piston of the cylinder 
which controls the angular position of the mortar. 

For each Input angle of rotation e of the mortar barrel two pressure 
outputs can be obtained, one on each side of the piston Inside the cyl- 
inder. This Is a push-pull arrangement for an on-off fluldlc system. 
The output-Input relationship Indicates that a combined hysteresis and 
deadzone exist as shown In Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 plots m. the net output force on piston by gas pressure 
versus e, the relative angle of rotation of the Input. The total hyster- 
esis Is h and the total deadzone Is A. At point "aM where e Is l(A+h) 

output jumps from zero to M. As the Input i Increases to point "b" the 
output Is kept at the same amplitude M until the Input drops to point 
"c". The Input e at point "c" Is (1/2)(A-h) and the output drops to zero 
again. As the Input further decreases to point "d" at the amount 
-{1/2)(A+h), the output becomes -M. The second half cycle repeats the 
same scheme. These are shown as points "d.e.f, and a". 

In order to facilitate analysis the phase plane drawing of ■ and e 
Is desirable. This can be achieved by transforming Figure 4 Into Figure 
5. There are four threshold values of e  In Figure 4. These values are 
l/2(Ä+h), l/2(a-h), -l/2(A-h), and -l/2(A+h), corresponding to four 
points In Figure 4 and four vertical lines In Figur» 5. The output m ■ M 
for points "a.b and c" In Figure 4 Is the shaped region which Is marked 
m « M In Figure 5. The output m Is zero for points "c and d" and Is so 
Indicated In an unshaded region In Figure 5. Thus Figure 5 gives the 
output at any region In the phase plane for a nonlinear element with 
both hysteresis and deadzone. 

THE VELOCITIES AND EQUIVALENT MASS OF THE MORTAR 

Figure 6 shows the Initial, Intermediate and final position of a 
mortar barrel under repositioning while the base plate Is moving backward 
and a tripod supporting the cylinder stands still. A sleeve-hinge mechan- 
ism connects the piston to the mortar barrel. The motion of the barrel 
and that of the piston In the direction perpendicular to the axis of the 
sleeve should be equal, thus 

or 

where 

(1) 

Rft • c cos[90o - (e+«)] 

8 ■ 1 c s1n(9^) 
IT 

S ■ the angular velocity of the mortar barrel 
c ■ linear velocity of the piston 
e = elevation angle of the barrel 
4 ■ elevation angle of the cylinder 
R ■ the distance between the sleeve and the baseplate 

Bf ■ reference elevation angle of the barrel, assumed to 
be constant. 

The relative angular rotation of the mortar c can be expressed as 

c • Bf - e (2) 
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Thus the derivative of the above gives 

where 

or 

de de 
3t   " -P HT 

P   -Js1n(9+*) 

dc 
Ht 

1 £ FHt 

(3) 

(4) 

The above equations relate the piston velocity In terms of the relative 
angular velocity of the mortar barrel. 

The kinetic energy of the mortar and piston assembly can be written 
as 

E  -  \  llUJ.e« (5) 
where I Is the moment of Inertia of the mortar about the ball at tht 
baseplate and m Is the mass of the piston assembly. 

Substituting Equation (1) Into Equation (5) we have 

E-^met
2 (6) 

where the equivalent mass me Is 

me * m + -L- sin (e+4) 
R 

This equivalent mass will be used to formulate the dynamics of the system. 

THE DYNAMICS AND DRY FRICTION 

The mortar barrel Is rotating while the piston Is set In motion by 
the pressure on one or both sides of the piston as shown In Figure 7. 
Let the equivalent mass of the piston and Its connected part be me, the 
coefficient of viscous damping be v. the displacement of the piston be c, 
the net pneumatic pressure on the piston be p. the area of the piston be 
A and the dry friction be G. The equation of motion becomes for net 
pneumatic pressure p on the left of the piston 

. it -#♦»• If * > 0 
dt 

(8) 

^3? 
de + dc pA + G   If 5| < (9) 
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For zero net pressure on the piston 

„ d2e . .  de . r 
e dtz     dt 

If ^ > 0 
dt 

(10) 

me ^c , - u de + 6 
dt2      dt 

if dc < 0 
dt 

(11) 

For net pneumatic pressure p on the right of the piston 

- & . - , ^  A . G 
e dt^      dt 

If dc > 0 
dt 

(12) 

n. I4 - - P dc - pA + G 
dtZ      dt 

If dc < 0 
dt 

(13) 

where the quantities me, u, p, A and G are all positive real paraneters. 
The above equations Indicate that the pneumatic force pA depends on 
which side of the piston Is pressurized and ^hat the dry friction Is a 
function of the direction of the velocity of th   piston. 

Substituting Equation (4) Into Equation (8) one obtains 
m-   ,42, 

P  dt7 
ü. dc. + pA 
P dt 

(14) 

where 

which Is equivalent to 

& < 

q - Kms - f 

K ■ P/V, 
T ■ m^/v 

ms » M ■ 
mj » 0 

■l ■- H ■ 
f • F ■ 

PA 

-PA 
pG 
u 

.fti 
y 

^- + q = 0 (15) 
dt 

(16) 

i«! 
If pressure applies on the left     (19) 
If net pressure on the piston Is zero (20) 
If pressure applies on the right    (21) 
If de. * 0 (22) 

3t 

If dc 
3t 

(23) 

Equations (19) to (23) are derived based on Equations (8) to (11). 

To sunmarlze the above formulations there are six regions In the 
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phase plane plot In Figure 8. 
takes the following values: 

Thfe force function q In Equation (15) 

Value of relative mortar Equation 
q - Kins - f net pressure on piston velocity number 

KM + F on eft i  > 0 (24 
(25 KM - F on left I <  0 

0 - F none i  < 0 (26 
- KM - F on right I <  0 (27 
- KM ♦ F on right I  > 0 28 

0 + F none I >  0 » 

THE FEEDBACK SYSTEM 

It has been shown that the quantity q » Kms - f Is a function of 
both the force on the piston and the dry friction.   Thus this quantity 
q can be consldere' as the Input of the linear element.   However the 
force Kms on the rlston depends on the hysteresis and the deadzone of the 
nonlinear element, while the dry friction f relies on the velocity of the 
output of the linear element.   Equation (16) gives the Junction point 
between the nonlinear and linear elements In Figure 9. 

In Figure 9 a feedback system Is shown where the output mortar 
angle e Is subtracted from a reference setting r to obtain the error 
signal c, which Is the relative angular motion of the mortar and serves 
as the Input to the nonlinear element. 

THE N0.4-0IMENSI0NIZED SYSTEM 

The key equation In our analysis Is Equation (15) where c Is related 
to 0 by Equations (1) - (4). T IS given In Equation (18) and q Is shown 
In Equations (16) - (29) for the nonlinear elements.   This equation can 
be further simplified by multiplying through by T and using the following 
transformation: 

KMT 

x   '   ¥mW 

a      m      t/T 

Thus Equation (15) becomes 

d2x 
do KM 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

or 
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X   + X  + (34) 

Where 

' . dx 
35" 

with the Initial conditions 

x     0     0 Ä
0  «   « — 

KMT    P 

and 

dx dc {^rl     F l at;o F'o 
^o 
KM 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

The values of q/KM In Equation (33) and Its regions In the phase plane 
are given as follows: 

Region     Region 

q/KM 
Region 
number 

of x 1 
phase pi 

n 
ane 

of x'   In 
phase plane 

Time Non- 
dimensional 

Equatlo 
Number 

ql             F 

w 1 +w 0) A+h 
0 < x' 0 1 0 1 01 (38) 

^-1 -F (2) 
A-fl 
7r<x x' < 0 a, <^ a < o (39) 

m       w (3) ^h<x< A-h 
2P 

x' < 0 aa 1 a 1 0b (40) 

q4- i   F (4) 
-A-h 

x<-2r x' < 0 — (41) 

^5      ,     F 
(5) 

-A+h 
x<-2r 0 < x' - (42) 

»o  ; (6) 
-A+h 
-ir<x< A+h 

W 0 < x' - (43) 

The above relationship Is shown by the phase plane In Figure 10. Note 
that Equation (33) Is non-dlmenslonlzed and the values of q/KM become 
•Uher 1 or -1 If there Is no dry friction (F - 0) In Equations (38) - 
;43). 
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THE ANALYTIC SOLUTION FOR TRAJECTORIES IN PHASE-PLANE 
■ 

For any starting conditions x0 and x0 In region (1) of Figure 10 
when 0 1 o ^ o^ the analytic solution for Equation (33) Is 

• XQ e"0 + 31 (e-0  - 1) 0    KM 
q-i     i  qi 

" Xo-TCT0 + ^o*!^ (1 e"0) 

When o •= o1 the region ends at 
i 

x « x^ B 0 

Thus 

«»1 0 -   x0e-ol +^(6-°! - 1) 

from which one obtains 

•1 - ln[(x;+Jj) / ( Jl)] KR 

From Equation (45) we have 

M (ä)al+Xi 
where qi/KM Is given In Equation (38). 

The end conditions (46) and (49) for region (1) become the 
Initial conditions of Equation (33) In region (2) when o, < o < o.. 
Thus i - - a 

x' - x\ e-k-oy)   t^ [§-(•-•,) - 1] 

x  - Xi.^(a .01> + (xj +^) [T -e-^>] 

When o = aa the region ends at 

xa • (A-h)/(2P) 

Let the initial condition of x at region (1) be 

,0 - (A+h)/(2P) 

By using Equations (51) - (S3) we can determine a - a1 by 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 
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h (xl " xo) '"K^l^^n-e-V0!5] '2 (54) 

where x-| - x0 Is given In Equation (49). 

From Equations (46) and (50) the final condition of xä becomes 

a ^ »i) i'-1] (55) 

where q2/KM Is given In Equation (39), 

The end conditions (52) and (55) for region (2) become the Initial 
conditions of Equation (33) In region (3) when oa <^ o <_ab.    Thus 

x« e («'"«'a) + q3   [V^a) . n 
KM" J 

^3 (o-o.) (X. 
+ ä)n 

When 

A *a ' TW '" "a 

a[, the region ends at 

xb  =     (-A-h)/(2P) 

From Equations (52), (57) and (58) we can determine ob 

e-(0-0a)] 

by 

KR(ob 'a) + 0 
+ ^)n 0a)] 

after which the final  condition of xb becomes 

«b   " xa ■ 
-(o. 'J + äCe' (o.   - o   ) b      a' .,] 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

(60) 

where q3/KM Is given In Equation (40). 

Equations (58) and (60) are the final conditions of region (3). 

Since the system Is symnetrlc about the origin In Figure 10, the 
analytic solution for regions (4), (5) and (6) Is similar to the regions 
(1), (2) and (3).   One can derive these equations without difficulty. 

SUSTAIN OSCILLATION FOR SYSTEM WITH NO DRY FRICTION 

In the case where f « 0 In Equations (38) - (43) there Is no dry 
friction In the system.   The analytical solution for this special case 
Is given In Appendix A with the following final conditions: 
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xb x0 e ♦ (e 1) ♦ A/p 

-o. 
xb ' xo " 0a + (xo + ]W  - e 'a) - VP 

The above formulae relate the final conditions x 
Initial conditions x0, x^ In half a cycle 

(61) 

(62) 

, Xt In terms of the 
Under the conditions of sus- 

tained oscillation the final state remains the same value as the original 
Initial state In one cycle. Since the system Is symmetric with respect 
to the origin, the magnitude of the final state xb, xj, In half a cycle Is 
the same as the magnitude of the Initial state x0, XQ,  but opposite In 
sign. Thus from Equations (61) and (62) 

-x. x0 e 

a x 

xb 

Xb  =  -XQ 

We can solve Equation (63) for -x0 to give 

2 

a + (e" a - 1) + A/P 

o - °a + (x; + 1) (1 - e'aa) - A/P 

xb - x. ■ (4r) 
1-e 

-a. 

W 1+e 1+e -c/a 

and 

x0 + 1 (2-f-) 

(63) 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

1+e 

Substituting Equation (66) Into Equation (64) and solvlna for -x0 we have 

A_ 
2P 

_a + (1 - 4,, ) 1^. 
2      2P 

1+e 

(67) 

Equations (65) and (67) are the final state In terms of the parameters 
oa and A/(2P). This Is called the Hamal locus of the system If x^ and 
x^ are plotted In the phase plane with the parameters aaand A/2P. Sus- 
tained oscillation will occur If this Hamal locus [2] Is Intersected by 
the line 

Xb ■ (-A-h)/(2P) (68) 

In the third quadrant. 

26ILLE, J. C, PELEGRIN, M, J. and DECAULNE, P., "Feedback Control 
Systems," McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1959. 
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Since the value of x0 and x0 are positive and located In the first 
quadrant In the phase plane, the value of xb and x^ should be located 
In the third quadrant.    There will be no sustained oscillation If the 
Hamal  locus given by Equations (65) and (67) Is not Intersected In the 
third quadrant. 

For example If A/(2P) = 1  in Equations (65) and (67) we obtain 

xb   "   ! 

xb   -   -1 -V2 

(69) 

(70) 

which Is In the second quadrant for any positive value of oa.    We can 
thus conclude that there is no sustained oscillation for any arbitrary 
positive value of hysteresis h/(2P) If A/(2P) ■ 1 is chosen for the 
deadzone. 

One can evaluate the final  state for o   = 0 In Equations (67) and 
(65) as a 

Xb(aa • 0)   -   - &/(2P) 

xb(oa = 0)    =   A/{2P) 

which lie on the second quadrant. 

(71) 

(72) 

Let us increase the value of o. from zero to some positive values. 

The value of xb will decrease from A/(2P). The Hamal locus moves toward 

the third quadrant from the second quadrant when x^ becomes zero 1n 
Equation (65), i.e., 

(73) xb = -x0 = 0 

thus. 

or 

1 - e = 2M ) (74a) 

- ji   = |   in[l - 2( fp )] (W 

If Equations (74a) and (74b) are substituted into Equation (67) we have 

x     - 1    ln[l - 2( y )],     0< ä/(2P) <^ (75) 
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Let us compare xb approaching third quadrant In Equation (75) and xj In 
Equation (68). If xb lies on the right of xj sustained oscillation will 

occur. To avoid sustained oscillation xb will be on the left of xj. I.e., 

|in[l - 2( 1^)] < (-A-h)/(2P) (76) 

or 

h/(2P) < - A/(2P) - 0.5 in[l - 2A/(2P)] (77) 

The above equation Indicates that the hysteresis should be kept smaller 
than a certain value If the deadzone Is given. 

For the marginal case of stability the critical value of the 
hysteresis h /(2P) Is related to the deadzone A/(2P) by the following 
equation: 

h*/(2P)    «   - A/{2P) - 0.5 ln[l  - 2A/(2P)] (78) 

The following table gives the relationship of h*/(2P) vs A/(2P) at 
the margin of sustained oscillation (or stability): 

Table 1.    Critical Value of Hysteresis vs Deadzone 
at the Margin of Sustained Oscillation 

A/(2P) 0.5 

h*/(2P) 

A/(2P) 0.20 

h*/(2P) 0.055       0.028 

or any qlven A/(2P) sustained oscillation will not occur If the value 
of h/(2P) Is less than the above critical value of hysteresis h /(2P). 

(The Implication from Equation (73)  Is that the Initial condition 
of x0 Is 

xo   -    0 (79) 

Similarly the Implication from Equation (68) Is that the Initial condition 

x.Q  Is at the threshold of switching line 

x0 = xj - (A + h)/(2P) (80) 

The above Implies that Equations (79) and (80) give the Initial conditions 

0.45 0.40 0.35 0.30 0.25 

0.700 0.405 0.252 0.158 0.097 

0.15 0.10 0.05 0 

0.028 0.0115 0.0025 0 
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for systems having marginal stability. 

MARGINAL STABILITY WITH DRY FRICTION 

First It Is desired to express the hysteresis h/{2P) and the dead- 
zone A/(2P) In terms of certain known parameters of q/KM and x^ and v^. 

From Equation (48) we have 

,, . *    * x        (2L) ln {  _0 ^_ ) (81) 
KM q/KM 

From Equation (55) one obtains 

a ^l (82) 
q,/KM 

It Is noted here that the Initial condition for x0 Is given In Equa- 
tion (53),    Adding Equations (54) and (55) yields 

h . ,.  .^2 
P 1       o a     KM     a     1 

(83) 

Substituting Equations (81) and (82) Into (83) gives 

*_   -    -1  [x.  -  (Jil )„ ( Xö + q1/KW    )] a [x-  - ( ^n( x« * ^/KM )] 
2P 7     0 KM q /KM 2      a i5l q /KM 

1 2 

(84) 

Thus the hysteresis Is given as a function of the parameters xö and xä 
besides the fixed constants q,/KM and q?/KM. 

(85) 

Thus 

From Equation (60) one ootalns 

-(0 
e 

b'^a)        x^ + q3/KM 

xa ♦ q3/KM 

0b- 
xi ♦ qv'KM 

8j   = -ln(-^-^  ) 
xa + q3/KM 

(86) 
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Adding Equations (59)and (60) yields 

i «'b-•.'♦»;•«; 
Substituting Equation (86) Into (87) gives 

. JL   =i   (X' . X') .I_3 ln( -§ ^ ) 
2P       2       a       b       2 ^ x^ + q3/KM 

For the condition of sustained oscillation 

x' = - x' 
b     o 

(87) 

(88) 

(89) 

Thus Equation (88) becomes 

1 a 

2P 
1 q3 

x' + q /KM 
1 (X. ♦ x'W 1 -£ £n( -4 *  
2 '   0   2 KM   -x + q /KM 

(90) 

It is notea here that the dead zone Is also expressed as a function 
of the parameters x' and x', besides the fixed constant q,/KM. 

0        d J 

The physical constant    VKM is given In Equations (38) - (43). 
If these values are substituted into Equations (84) and (90) we heve 

h_ 
2P 

x! + 1 + F/KM 

♦ 1   [x' - (1 - _   ) in( h )] 
2       a KM 1  - F/KM 

(91) 

and 
A i i      F x! - F/KM 
—   -    - -   (x! + x') - i   —   «n( -?  
2P 2       a       0       2     KM x,; - F/KM 

(92) 

In the case where the dry friction Is absent, F   =   0, Equations 
(91) and (92) become 
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h/(2P) - -jC«;-»«{«;♦!)]♦J [«;-»«<«;♦ i)]   (93) 

,/(2P) -l (x: + xo (94) 

In the case where x'  = 0 for the marginal  stability the above equations 
give 

h/(2P)    '    0.5[x; -tn(x; + 1)] (95) 

and 

A/(2P)    =    - 0.5 x' (96) 

One may obtain the following relationship frotn the above equations 

h/(2P)    «    -a/(2P) - 0.5ln[l  - 2V(2P)] (97) 

which Is given previously In Equation (78) derived by a different 
method. 

In determining the marginal case of stability we notice that x' 
Is zero In Equation (79) from previous derivations where dry friction 
is assumed to be zero.    This Is also true if dry friction does occur. 
Under these conditions we have from Equations (91) and (92) 

h_ 
2P 

A_ 

2P 

1 r , F      v      , *; + 1- F/KM    x, 
i [xJ -    1 - i-      m   -?    ] 7   ^ KM 1 - F/KM 

i   x' - i  i-en( -5 ) 
2 a 2 KM               -F/KM 

(98) 

(99) 

Equations (98) and (99) are in terms of the parameter x' for any given 
dry friction F/KM.    Table 2 shows the choice of x' to g^ve a set of 

values for h/(2P) to be in the neighborhood of 0.027 and 0.099 for 
different values of F/KM.    For the same hysteresis h/(2r) the higher 
the dry friction F/KM the lower nill be the critical value of dead 
zone A/(2P).    That is, with h/(2P; remaining to be 0.027, A/(2P) is 
0.150 if F/KM Is zero, A/(2P) is 0.038 if F/KM Is 0.25, A/(2P) Is 
0.016 if F/KM is 0.50 and V(2P) is 0.0055 If F/KM is 0.75.    Thus dry 
friction does help to stabilize the system. 

Equation (77) gives the maximum allowable hysteresis for a given 
dead zone.    The converse Is also true.    For a given set of parameters 
for dry friction F/KM and hysteresis h/(2P) one can determine the 
minimum amount of dead zone Ä/(2P) required to stabilize the nonlinear 
system.    This can be achieved by using Equations (98) and (99) or 
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examining a table similar to Table 2. 

Table 2. Marginal Stability for Systems with Dead Zone 
and Dry Friction, While Hysteresis Is Small, 

F/KM    0 0.25 0.50 0.75 

F/KM 0 0.25 0.50        0.75 

h/(2P)       0.027 0.027 0.028 0.027 

h/(2P) 0.097 0.098 0.100 0.101 

x; -0.29 -0.25 -0.20 -0.13 

x' -0.50 -0.42 -0.325 -0.20 
a 

A/{2P)       0.150 0.038 0.016 0.0055 

V(2P) 0.250 0.087 0.038 0.0105 

(A+h)/P     0.354 0.130 0.088 0.065 

(A+h)/P 0.694 0.370 0.276 0.223 

Table 3.    Marginal Stability for Systems with Dead Zone 
And Dry Friction, While Hysteresis Is Large. 

F/KM 0 0.25 0.50 0.75 

F/KM 0 0.25 0.50 0.75 

h/(2P)       1.025 .997 1.032 1.00 

h/(2P) - . . . 

x^ -0.95 -0.73 -0.497 -  .24997 

x^ -1.0 -0.75 -0.50 -0.25 

a/(2P)       0.475 0.193 0.075 0.017 

A/(2P) 0.500 0.202 0.077 0.017 

(^)/(2p) 1-500 1.190 1.107 1.017 

(a'h)/(2P) . . • . 
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PERFORHmCE-RESOLUTION IN THE FINAL ELEVATION ANGLE 

It Is Inherent for a nonlinear system with hysteresis and dead 
zone that the final state can rest at a wide range of values.    This Is 
to say that the final elevation »*'   ' of the mortar has a range of uncer- 
tainty. 

Let us reexamlne Figure 4 where the error c starts at point b with 
the output M driving the error e back to point c.   At p.Int c the out- 
put   m drops to zero.    If the error c of the system cannot reach point d 
then there Is no chance for the output to go to -M.    Thus the error 
will stay between point c and d.   Similarly If the error E starts at 
point e there Is a possibility that the error ■ will remain between 
point f and a.    Combining the Above two cases the error c can stop at 
any value between point d and a, which Is a distance of (A+h),   This 
Is the resolution of the system. I.e. a range of uncertainty where the 
final elevation angle of the mortar stops«    The non-dlmenslonlzed reso- 
lution (A+h)/P Is shown In the last rows of Tables 2 and 3 ■ 

For best performance In resolution these numbers might be made as 
small as possible for any given constant hysteresis h/(2P), by choosing 
the smallest Ä/(2P)1n Table 2 or 3.    However this will Increase the value 
of F/KM to approach unity which makes the system response very sluggish 
and undesirable.    This will be shown In the next section. 

PERFORMANCE-SLUGGISHNESS IN RESPONSE TIME 

As an Indication of the sluggishness of the system we take region 
2 In Figure 10 where the final state x1 Is In terms of the response time 
o    - o.lr Equation (55),   Solving for the response time with the aid of 
Ejuatlin (39), 

one obtains 

oa.a1    .    tn(     L-^       ) HO«) 
xi + 1 - F/KM 

Similarly one solves for the response time In Equation (86) with the 
aid of Equation (40) 

ab -aa     « .tn(  !M_ ) 
-«; +F/ICM (101) 

Adding the above two equations we have 
„  -x^ + F/KM   /   1 - F/KM   »,       „Mi 

0b . ei = in[( ? )  (  ' )]       002) 
F/KM x' + 1 - F/KM 
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In order that the system response time be reasonably fast we put 
an upper bound   T    for the actual  response time ab    - 01 

ob   - o1 <_ T (103) 

1°       -   a    ) T 
eV  b       !'      le ] (104) 

Taking the exponential of Equation (102) and comparing with Equa- 
tion (104) we have 

(•»: * "m> (  '-F/KH >. .T (105) 
F/KM x'    +    1 - F/KH 

It Is noted that 

0 < F/KM   i 1 (106) 

and 

Thus 

or 

x'    +    1  - F/KM > 0 
a 

(107) 

(-x; ♦ F/KM) (1   - F/KM)    <   eT [x; + (1   - F/KM)]  (F/KM)    (108) 

x'   >     -(eT   -    1)  (F/KM)  (1 - F/KM) 
* (eT -  1)    (F/KM)   + 1 (109) 

where x^ Is less than zero In region 2.    The critical value of x1 Is 
shown In Table 4 for given dry friction F/KM and allowable response 
time T. 
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Table 4.    Critical Value of x' for given F/KM and T. 

e     " 

1 

1.25 

1.67 

2.50 

5.00 

11 

101 

F/KM-0 0.10 .25 0.5 0.75 1.0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 -0.0220 -0.044 -0.0555 -0.0394 0 

0 -0.0561 -0.107 -0.125 -0.083 0 

0 -0.117 -0.205 -0.214 -0.1322 0 

0 -0.257 -0.375 -0.333 -0.1875 0 

0 -0.450 -0.536 -0.417 -0.221 0 

0 -0.817 -0.722 -0.490 -0.247 0 

0 -0.900 -0.750 -0.500 -0.250 0 

It Is shown In Table 3 and Equation(109)that the critical x^ Is a 
function of (F/W1) If a response time T Is assigned.    For example, let 
us choose eT = 5.30, then Equat1on(109)g1ves 

x' 1 
a 

(4)  (F/KM) (1  - F/KM) 
(110) 

4(F/KM) + 1 

If a value of F/KM ■ 0.50 Is used then 

x' i -0.333 (111) 

The above suggest x1 can be -0.332 but not -0.334 due to the negative 
polarity of x'.       a 
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SYSTEM DESIGN 

Here we employ the results from previous sections on stability, 
response time and resolution for system design. The marqln of stabil- 
ity can be evaluated from Equations (98) and (99) or Table 2. This Is 
plotted with h/(2P) * 0.100 In Figure 11 as a solid line under which Is 
the shaded stable region. The values of (A+h)/P are marked on the curve 
having F/KM as abscissa and x^ as ordlnate. The response time can be 

determined from Equation (109; or Table 4. This Is shown with e = 5.00 
In Figure 11 as a chain-dotted line above which Is the shaded good re- 
sponse. 

It Is seen that there Is a feasible region where both stability 
and good response can be achieved. This triangular region Is located 
where 0.32 < F/KM < 0.59. On the other hand where F/KM < 0.32 or 
0.59 <_ F/KM there Is no feasible region. 

In order to obtain best resolution or lowest uncertainty we choose 
the lowest (A+h)/P In the triangular shade region. This locates at 
F/KM - 0.59, x' = -C.28, and U+ h)/P « 0.26. We can conclude that the 

a 
dry friction of F/KM « 0.59 and the dead zone of A/(2P) « 0.03 are our 
choices in optimizing our system design, which gives us the minimum 
amount of uncertainty satisfying our required response time and stabil- 
ity. 

However, we may use F/KM ■ 0.32 at x' « -.39 if the dead zone is 
I 

not critical as the ratio A/h is small in this case. The feasible 
region for all system designs is shown as a shaded area in Figure 11. 

CONCLUSION 

A method is devised for the system design of fluidic mortar re- 
positional control. The system has nonlinear on-off fluidic elements, 
which give hysteresis and dead zone. The mortar has dry friction which 
contributes further nonlinearity. By choosing the proper dead zone, 
the nonlinear system can be compensated such that the stability and 
performance are within the design criterion. 
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APPENDIX A 

ANALYTIC SOLUTION FOR SYSTEM WITH NO DRY FRICTION 

For a special case where no dry friction occurs In the system the 
forcing function q becomes very simple and is derived from Eruations 
(38) - (43) as 

y« «q2/KM = 1 

q3/KM = q6/KM = 0 

q7KM ■ q /KM = -1 
4 5 

(Al) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

Let the system start at o = 0 with 

and 

x0 - (A+h)/ (2P) 

x' = arbitrary 

(A4) 

(A5) 

For regions (1) and (2) where q^KM. q /KM . ] duHng 0 < a 1   aa 
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one obtains from Equations (44) and (45) the following 
-a -o 

Me    - 1) (A6) 

o     - o 

When a * a   th* region ends at 

»     -    iA-h)/2P) 

♦ («' ♦ 1) (1 - e" ) (A7) 

(A8) 

By using EQMt1«M (A4),    (A7)   and (A8) we can determine   o by 

», ♦ (x' ♦   1) (1 - e" a) (A9) 

From Equation (A6) the final condition of x' Is 

_o      "0 
x' e  a+ (e  a- 1) 
o (A10) 

Equation (A7) can thus be written as 

"V «p-•.♦(«;♦!) (1 -e •') (All) 

For region (3) where q, = 0 during a   < a   < o we have from Equa- 
tions (56) and (57) th| following  ■ *  " b 

x' = x' e 
a 

-( a-"   ) 
x = x + x'fl - e    a 

a  a 

When o " o. the region ends at 
b 

(-4-!>)/(») 

] 

(A12) 

(A13) 

(A14) 

i 
■ -   -   m^lm 
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Front Equations (A8) and (Al4) onp obtains 

x.  - x     ■   - a/P 
b      a 

At   o - a     Equations (A12) and(Al3) are 
b    .    .  "(V 0a) 

x' = x' e 
b    a 

x  = x + x' - x' e 
b   a  a  a 

-(0b - fla) 

(A15) 

(A16) 

(Al 7 

Adding the above two equations we have 

x' - (x  - x ) 
aba 

x" - x' * a/P b    a 
(A18) 

by virtue of Equation (Al5). 

To express the final conditions x' and x.   In terms of Initial 
conditions Equation (A10) Is substituted Into Equation (A18) and Equa- 
tion (All) Is substituted Into Equation (A17)   to give 

xb XQ e"0a   + (e"0a   - 1) + A'P (A19) 

"b   =   x0 -   oa+ (x^ + 1) (1 - e"a ) - A/p 

vAlch are Equations (61) and (62)  In the text. 

(A20) 
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Figure  i    Schematic Diagram for Sensor System with Back Pressure Switch 
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FLUIDIC EMERGENCY ROLL CONTROL 

K. Haefher and T. S. Honda 
General Electric Company 

Specialty Fluidics Operation 
Schenectady,  New York 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper summarizes the work performed under Task III of Contract 
NAS 2-5467, The program included the design, development, fabrication, 
and test evaluation of a prototype emergency roll control (ERC) for aircraft 
stabilization. The fluif ic control units were designed to pre /ide, between 
two diametrically opp jsed nozzles, a thrust differential proportional to an 
input voltage signal.   The emergency roll control requirements of the X-14 
VTOLresearchaircraftwere defined as typical design goals. Two control 
units, one on each wing tip, were intended to provide a maximum thrust of 
224 pounds per unit.  The units weredesigned to operate with 2500 psig, 
2000 F gas from a solid propellant gas generator. The emergency system 
including the gas generator was designed to add less than 11 pounds per wing 
tip. The op)eratingtimeunder emergency conditions was specified as five 
seconds. The fluidic emergency thruster is similar in concepttoa JATO 
system but has the added feature of controllable thrust. 

The emergency roll control system developed in the program is 
shown in a typical conceptual package installation in Fig.  1.   The con- 
trol package consists of: 

• solid propellant gas generator 

• two diametrically opposed vortex valve modulated thrust nozzles 
with an electro-magnetic torque motor 

• electronic controlled logic. 

The gas generator is ignited on an emergency command signal from 
the flight control logic and the control modulates differential thrust 
output proportionately from an electrical signal to the torque motor gen- 
erated by the flight control computer. 

The specific program objectives were to design,  fabricate and 
test three fluidic emergency thruster units for hot gas evaluation. 

Orderly accomplishment of the program goals was achieved by 
pursuing the following program plan. 

Fluidic emergency thruster design analysis and system study 
including the specification of pei formance requirements for the 
thruster and the gas generator. 
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Desiga,  fabrication and test evaluation of breadboard components. 
To obtain design data and to demonstrate compliance with the de- 
sign requirements. 

Fabrication of three prototype control units for hot gas evaluation. 

Hot gas test evaluation at NASA/ARC with hydrazine. 

Hot gas evaluation with prototype hot gas generator. 

CONTROL SYSTEM CONCEPT 

The requirements of a specific VTOL aircraft were selected as 
typical design goals in this development program.   The pertinent 
characteristics of a typical vehicle (based on the X-14 research air- 
craft) are: 

Roll inertia - 2340 ft-lb sec2 

Roll radius   - 16. 7 ft. 

The functio \al requirements of the emergency roll control system 
were bared on a probable worst case roll control maneuver for a 
VTOL.    Ti.e emergency roll control is activated by the flight control 
computer when the sum of the roll angle and angular rate exceed a 
predetermined value.    The regime in which the emergency condition 
is assumed to exist is denoted by "fire" in phase plane plot.   Fig. 2. 
The control "activate" signal is given based on a simple computation of 
rate and attitude, which if allowed to persist would permit the aircraft 
to fall into an unsafe flight regime. 

The control maneuver is comprised of three phases as shown in 
Fig. 3.   During Phase I a hardover thrust command reduces the air- 
craft roll rate to zero at a wing attitude angle no greater than 30 de- 
grees.   During the second control phase the aircraft is torqued back to 
an approximate wings level,  zero rate condition.   Phases I and II are 
assumed to be preprogi .mmed into the flight control computer such 
that no action is required by the pilot.   During Phase 111 the pilot con- 
trols the aircraft and trims the wings to the desired level attitude.    The 
emergency roll control is assumeu to be active for five seconds after 
initiation.    The selection of each cortrol phase ia accomplished Ly 
electronic logic with suitable rate and attitude control input sensors. 
The electronic logic was designed by NASA/ARC.   An extensive analog 
simulation of the ERC was also conducted by NASA/ARC in order to 
determine the most optimum system gains and time duration of Phase 
1,  II,  III control modes. 
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GAS GENERATOR DESIGN STUDY 

The maximum available thrust vs time schedule t.elineated in 
Fig. 3 was preprogrammed into the hot gas generator design.    The 
gas generator design was investigated by Thiokol Chemical Corpora- 
tion to provide a three-step pressure profile ever a burn time of 5 sec- 
onds by proper shaping of the propellant charge.    The calculated weight 
of the propellant is 3. 1 lbs.,  with an inert generator weight of 6.2 Ibe. 
The gas generator weight estimates are compatible with the overall 
system design goals. 

FLUIDIC EMERGENCY THRUSTER DEVELOPMENT 

The fluidic emergency thruster hardware developed by General 
Electric is shown in Fig. 4.   The package consists of an electromag- 
netic torque motor driven flapper nozzle   first stage, controlling two 
vortex valves in push-pull.   The primarj development effort was di- 
rected toward the achievement of a vortex valve turndown ratio of at 
least 5.0.    This turndown ratio was determined by sjstem analysis as 
being essential in keeping the hot gas propellant weight within design 
goals.    Compactness and light-weight packaging of the   ontrol unit 
wer*  major design objectives,  which resulted in a fluidic thruster 
weight of 4. 7 lbs. 

VTOL EMERGENCY ROLL CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 

The control system in which the fluidic emergency thrusters are 
to operate is depicted in the block diagram representation of rig. 5. 
The fluidic thruster is driven by a hot gas source and e'ectrically com- 
manded to provide the roll torques.    Roll rate and attitude gyro signals 
are compared in an electronic logic circuit and ignition of a solid pro- 
pellant in the gas generator is initiated when the rate and attitude sig- 
nals exceed the limits (i.e.  ±30 degree roll attitude at zero roll rate) 
set in the logic.    These limits correspond to the approximate o vs § 
defined in Fig. 2.   The firing values of rate and attitude are obtained 
by summing the aircraft attit   Je and rate gyros.    A control law is pre- 
programmed into tie automatic control system which brings the air- 
craft to a wings level zero rate condition and the system operates in an 
automatic mode without benefit of pilot interaction in the loop. 

Two separate gas generator thruster packages are used to provide 
redundancy.   If one of the gas generators fails to fire,  a couple is still 
achieved; but the control torque is at oi.e-half tlv> normal level.   The 
use of solid propellant gas generators in conjunction with fluidic control 
components provide a reliability level approaching that of .TATO sys- 
tems. 
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GAS GENERATOR IMPULSE 

The total impulse required for the three control phases is shown 
in Fig. 6.    The total impulse is the value required at each wing tip and 
this total is plotted as a function of the acceleration level   8|«    On the 
average, 21^ of the total impulse is required in Phase I,  304 in Phase 
II, and 49^ is required for Phase III maneuver.   The three thrust levels 
were preprogrammed en an or   i loop basis by proper design of the 
burning surfaces in the gas gei.    ator grain.    The emergency system 
is assumed to supply all of the impulse required for vehicle stabiliza- 
tion and that no torque is available from the normal reaction control 
system.   To obtain a weight estimate, it was assumed that twice the 
normal roll torque to inertia ratio, a.1=3.2 rad/sec2 is utilized under 
emergency conditions; thus,  requiring a total impulse (Fig.  6) of 430 
lb-sec.   A thrust during control Phase I of 224 lbs (shown on Fig. 3) 
is required at each wing tip for the typical aircraft inertia of 23<t0 slug- 
ft2 and lever arm of 16. 7 ft.    For a representative gas generator pro- 
pellant, an average delivered specific   mpulse of 139 seconds is avail- 
able with the fluidic system dictating a total propellant load of 3.1 lbs. 

GAS GENERATOR DESIGN 

A Thiokol Q-series propellant is the basis for the gas generator 
design.    This propellant is based on an oxygenated polyester binder 
cured vith an epoxide.    The oxidizer is ammonium perchlorate which 
is used with a unique coolant,  Thiokol LL-521.   The propellant exhibits 
low flame temperatuie, clean exhaust products and a wide range of 
burning rate characteristics. This type of propellant also has excellent 
mechanical prope* .ies, is resistant to moisture and has excellent aging ca- 
pability. It has no phase changes, has a high cure density, and is easily 
ignited. The specific designation of the propellant is TP-Q-3074A-01. 

A preliminary gas generator design for the fluidic emergency 
thruster indicated a design which is 4.5 inches in diameter (maximum) 
and 9.9 inches long from the initiator interface to the thruster inter- 
face.   The nominal calculated weight to provide the specified impulse 
requirements is 7.2 pounds,  of which the estimated propellant weight 
is 3.6 pounds.    The generator meets the three step pressure profile 
specified by system requirements.    The maximum operating pressure 
4rt W F is 2500 psia and the burM time is  > seconds.    The gas generator 
design is based on an effective throat area nt 0. 0765 in2 and an assumed 
discharge coefficient of 1.0. 

FLUIDIC EMERGENCY THRUSTER DESIGN (FET) 

The final thruster design selected is shown schematically in Fig. 7. 
It consists of two vorl?x calves controlled differentially by an electro- 
magnetic torque motor driven flapper nozzle.    The inputs to the 
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thruster are the high pressure supply gas from the generator and am 
electrical command signal from the flight control computer.    The out- 
put is a differential thrust proportional to the voltage input to the torque 
motor.   The vortex valves act as flow modulators for the thrusters. 

The performance data obtained for a typical radial in-flow vortex 
valve developed on this program is shown in the non~dimensionalized 
characteristic turndown curve in Kig. 8.   The valve turndown refers to 
the reduction in flow which can be achieved by introducing a control 
flow to the vortex valve.    The control flow is modulated with an in- 
serted flapper which operates at a pressure in excess of the vortex 

valve supply pressure.    Both the first stage flapper and the vortex valve 
operate with the hot gas generator supply. 

The sizing of the flow controlling orifices and passages is based 
upon providing 224 pounds differential thrust with a gas supply pressure 
of 2500 psig, and vortex valve turndown ratio (TDR) of 5.0.   Since 
half of the supply pressure will be available up-stream of the thrust 
nozzles, which are the outlets of the vortex valves, the nozzle throat 
on the vortex outlet diameter required is 0.4 inch for an optimum noz- 
zle expansion ratio of 1C.    The calculated thrust vs supply pressure is 
shown in rig. 9. 

A single outlet radial-in-flow vortex valve with the outlet con- 
figured as a divergent thrust nozzle was selected and developed as the 
primary thru    controller.    The pertinent dimensions of the vortex 
valve and thrust nozzle are: 

Outlet (nozzle throat) diameter (D0) = 0.4 in. 

Nozzle expansion ratio = 10 

Spin chamber diameter (Ds) = 2. 0 in. 

Control nozzle area (Ac) ■ 0.031 in2 

Sp^n chamber height (h) = 0.30 in. 

Tue torque motor and flapper nozzle design were finalized to con- 
form to the vortex valve control requirements.   The flapper nozzle 
i equirements, based on providing a maximum ratio of control to vortex 
valve supply presrure of 1.4 are: 

Flapper nozzle diameter (D^) - 0.186 in. 

Flapper travel (X) = ±0.015 in. 
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A wet coil torque motor was selected to provide the required 
flapper stroke and force.    Some of the significant torque motor charac- 
teristics specified are: 

Stroke ±0.20 in. 

Mid-Position Force at 
Rated Current and 
Stroking Position 

Resonant Frequency 

Maximum Operation 
Temperature - at 
Flapper for 5 seconds 

20 1b. 

Greater than 250 Hz 

2000oF 

Weight 24 oz. 

Heat transfer and stress analysis were performed to determine 
the most suitable material foi ;he control fabrication.   Strength and 
weight were the criteria fcr selection.   The short time (five seconds) 
during which the control is exposed to 2000 F and the fact that the 
highest pressures are experienced when the unit is cool alleviates the 
material high temperature strength problem so that super alloys are 
not required.   The material selected is A. I.S.I. Type 347 stainless 
steel to be compatible with the welded assembly design. 

EEC PERFORMANCE TESTS 

In order to provide an effective demonstration of the ERC per- 
formance,  a test plan was defined to furnish data on the static as well 
as the dynamic ERC chiracteristics.    The tests were divided into two 
categories: 

1. Static and Dynamic Cold gas tests. 

2. Static and Dynamic Hot gas tests. 

The static cold gas tests were conducted to provide data with «••- 
spect to static gain, hysteresis,  and change in performance parameters 
under different operating conditions.    The dynamic cold gas tests were 
performed using an analog simulation of the aircraft and an attitude 
control simulator in conjunction with the FET hardware.    These tests 
were conducted operating the FET as a closed loop system at various 
operating pressures up to 2500 psi in order to ascertain the response 
characteristics of the ERC control, and determine possible problem 
areas prior to hot gas firing. 
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Static hot gas tests of the fluidic Emergency thruster (FET) were 
conducted by NASA/ARC using a hydrazine generated 1000 F warm gas 
as the operating medium.   These tests were performed to yield a pre- 
liminary evaluation of the thruster performance.   Preliminary results 
indicated that the thrust levels were below the desired design levels. 
As a retult of these tests,  the FET was modified with larger orifices 
and a higher force torque motor in order to iricrease the thrust levels 
of the initial design. 

The dynamic hot gas tests were carried out at Thiokol with a hot 
garj generator furnishing power to the FFT.    The hot gas tests were 
performed in a manner similar to the cold gas dynamic tests in that 
the ERC was evaluated closed loop, using an electronic breadboard 
for the control logic and an aircraft simulation. 

A photograph of the dynamic hot gas test hardware mounted in the 
test bay is presented in Fig.  10. 

The dynamic hot gas tests were completely successful as demon- 
strated in the phase plane plot (Fig.  11).   The hot gas generator was 
fired automatically at an angle of 37° and accelerated in a direction to 
reduce the error.   When the rate attitude errors reached a ratio of 3 
to 1,  the thrust was reversed to reduce the rate and attitude error to 
zero.   At the completion of the automatic control, the simulation was 
also manually controlled by means of a mechanically driven poten- 
tiometer,  attached to a "Joy" stick as an input.    Instrumentation was 
also provided during the hot gas tests to monitor the peiformance of 
the gas generator and the temperatures of various points on the F.E.T. 
Figure 12 is a trace of the gas generator pressure-time profile.    The 
time sequence of the pressure levels was in close correspondence with 
the design objectives.    Pressure levels were in excess of the desired 
levels which was attributable to a lower flow demand from the F.E.T. 
The temperature test data verified the thermal analysis in that the 
torque motor temperatures did not exceed 400 F and the vortex valve 
case reached a level of 1200 F during the five second control period. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The major goad of fabricating vortex valves for modulating the 
flow of hot gases was achieved. 

A hot gas generator was successfully developed and tested by 
Thiokol.   When mated tf  an equivalent orifice of 0.350 inches diameter 
the gas generator met ail the performance specifications with respect 
to pressure profile, initial transient and bum time. 
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The method of machining the solid propellant grain as a means of 
preprogramming the three supply pressures vs. a time schedule has 
definitely been proven feasible.    The shaped grain provides adequate 
timing accuracy for generating the different pressure levels required 
in the mechanization of the ERC. 

On the basis of the hot gas test firing, the ERC control concept, 
employing nor-moving part vortex valves and a preprogrammed hot 
(jas generator is a feasible approach for controlling VTOL aircraft in 
aii emergency situation. 
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